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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background
The central focus of this thesis is on the application of the team level of
analysis on the innovation processes in new ventures that involve more than
one founder. The study traces the innovation processes, the manner of formation of these venture teams and how these two entities develop over time
in relation to each other. It also explores how venture team roles are formed
and change in association with the innovation processes.
This thesis can be positioned within the Schumpeterian tradition in the
sense that it is concerned with the relationship of entrepreneurship to innovation. We can refer to Schumpeter (1949) who wrote:
“.... [T]he entrepreneurial function need not be embodied in a physical person
and particular in a single person. Every social environment has its ways of
filling the entrepreneurial function. […] Again the entrepreneurial function
may be and often is filled cooperatively. […]; and again a very interesting
field of research opens up into which I do not wish to go, however, since this
problem is no danger of being forgotten“ (Schumpeter, 1949: 71-72)

From a more narrow perspective the theoretical context is rather from the
Minnesota Innovation Research Program (MIRP) and their ambitious project
to develop a theory of the innovation process (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999).
Why then are venture teams an interesting focus in these efforts? It is
claimed in this thesis that the team level, as a co-operative level of analysis,
especially in studying innovation processes in the new ventures, has for a
long time been neglected from this field of research. The consequences of
this miss, as well as the potential gains that can be derived from the teamlevel of analysis in studies of entrepreneurship, are themes that will be elaborated upon in the thesis.
The empirical materials in this study are introduced in form of a pilot-case
dealing with the innovation process in the venture Tetra Pak. Later an extended in-depth primary case will be presented, of an innovation process
from a transforming institutional context in the publishing sector in Poland
(the innovation process in the venture Prószyński i S-ka). Since the pilotcase has been very central and influential in this work, the thesis makes this
case its departure point.
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The interest to use the team as level of analysis in studying innovation
processes arose after having co-authored a book with Peter Andersson about
the entrepreneur Ruben Rausing and the creation of the Tetra Pak Corporation.1 We started that project with the Tetra-book with a rather naive presumption that it would be possible to write a story of the process of creating
Tetra Pak by mainly studying the personality, experiences and involvement
of the entrepreneur, Ruben Rausing. After completing and publishing of the
book, I made two interesting discoveries.
The first was that we had changed the level of analysis in a section of the
book there we were trying to describe the innovation process involving the
introduction of a milk carton in the shape of a tetrahedron. I noticed that we
had inadvertently changed the level of analysis from the actor (Ruben Rausing) to the team-level, or more precisely, the interaction between a group of
key-actors in a venture team. The second discovery was that the book was
not really a description of the creation of a new firm. Instead its focus was
on the innovation process, on how a group of key actors interacted with
each other in a team and on the different roles undertaken by the individual
team members in their efforts to bring an idea to the market.
I was immediately struck with the question as to why the level of analysis
was changed from the individual to the team-level in the book. I then recalled that just before we changed the level of analysis we had experienced
difficulty with narrating the story. While it had been possible to find critical
incidents and events and also information about Ruben Rausing’s contribution and role in the company, we were not able to create a story from this
data that made the process comprehensible and that explained how or why
the process proceeded. After having changed the level of analysis to the
team, and also with a focus on the innovation process, we had much better
results in describing, understanding and explaining how and why the process
went forward.
The change of level of analysis was due to some contacts that fortunately
made new and unique data available (a diary, unpublished memoirs, interviews, internal lab rapports and promemoria etc.) from key-actors who participated in the process. However, the advances made in the writing process
were not simply related to the fact that we had additional sources. It was also
the change of level of analysis to study the dynamic interaction between an
internal group of key persons, in their relation to the innovation process that
made a difference! With this change of analysis, now with a focus on the
team in relation to the innovation process, we were able to observe, interpret
and explain events and processes that we were not able to reach using the
individual actor as level of analysis.

1

“Tetra- Historien om dynastin Rausing” (“Tetra – the history of the Rausing dynasty”)
Andersson & Larsson, 1998.
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From the team as level of analysis it was noticed that it was possible to
identify a distinct number of persons who in some sense were involved or
intervened in the problem solving during rather extended periods of the innovation process. Of course, this long innovation process was not only directed by internal decisions and activities from this team, but also by path
dependencies, external influences and other actors. However, it seemed that
it was possible to make sense of many of the events, and locate several of the
underlying mechanisms that explained the changes in the innovation process,
on the team as level of analysis.
So, even if the sources of the solutions often came from actors, organizations and institutions outside the venture team, this unit was often taking an
active part both in the operative and strategic decision-making in the innovation process. We were able to observe, from the different behaviors and activities of the actors, that the members in the venture team took different
roles in the process (where Ruben Rausing had one role, together with other
key persons). It seemed also that the venture team and the roles of the individual actors within it was formed and changed in relation to what happened
in the innovation process.
From the team as level of analysis, phenomena as social comiments, interdependencies, conflicts and conflict resolutions were more visible, but
also more intelligible. The conflicts were often in relation to strategic issues
related to disagreements in the innovation process. The negotiations and
conflict-resolutions became crucial, and affected how the process proceed.
My impression was that the change of analysis mattered and was useful
when we wanted to capture and create an understandable story of the innovation process in the venture Tetra Pak. After these first reflections, I became
interested in formulating a purpose and research questions with the explicit
postulation to use the team-level of analysis in a study of innovation processes in new ventures. Some of the initial research issues, generated from the
Tetra Pak study, were related to the venture team roles and how the venture
team was formed and changed over time in relation to the innovation process.
This background is important in the sense it explains that the purpose and
research questions initially are empirically and inductively generated. However, in this thesis, the intention is not to continue with an inductive method
to generate new categories and concepts applicable to the team-level of
analysis in studies of entrepreneurial processes. Instead, prior research, theories and concepts relevant to the team level of analysis are initially used to
formulate a more precise purpose and research questions for this thesis, and
later to create a theoretical framework that will be employed in the analysis
of new empirical material in form of a an extended in-depth primary case
(the Polish case).
The pilot-case has also been used as “a laboratory” from the perspective
of finding a relevant theoretical framework, on trial basis through applying
13

and testing different theories, models and concepts (Yin 1994:74f, van Teijlingen and Hundley 2002). The experiences from the pilot-case have also
been applied to methodological issues in the research design.
The pilot-case presents an approximately 30 year long innovation process
that first led to the package systems Tetra Classic and later on to Tetra Classic Aseptic, followed by Tetra Brik and finally Tetra Brik Aseptic. Its origin
is located in the packaging-company Åkerlund & Rausing AB in the 1930´s
in Sweden, followed by the corporate venture spin-off, Tetra Pak. The case
offers a reinterpretation of the collected data that was used in the book. In
the presentation of the case there will be some reflections. It is intended that
these reflections will highlight some of the critical events, themes and processes in the problem solving in the innovation process, in the venture team
development, and in the venture team roles execution. These reflections are
the raw materials from the pilot-case that have been used in the “laboratory”
(Yin 1994) to try out different conceptual, theoretical and methodological
tools in the research process.

1.2 The pilot case – the innovation process in the
venture Tetra Pak
Doing something that nobody’s ever done before is in fact rather tricky.
Ruben Rausing2

Holger Crafoord was newly employed in the packaging company Åkerlund
& Rausing AB (Å&R). The companionship Å&R was created in the early
1930’s, with Erik Åkerlund as financier and Ruben Rausing as Managing
Director. In May 1932, Holger Crafoord went on a delayed scholarship from
Stockholm School of Economics, to United States. Before his trip, Mr. Rausing gave Mr. Crafoord instructions to search for new packaging solutions for
different products. From the US he wrote that he had found a milk-carton in
paraffin-impregnated paper, called Sealcone. Mr. Rausing replied and instructed him to bring all available information about the milk carton.3
During the next twelve years they encountered many problems as they
tried to develop this new milk carton. All solutions they tried were either too
expensive for the Swedish market or there was the leaking problem. The cost
problem was related to a regulation that prohibited milk packages from being
more expensive than two Swedish öre. The leaking problems were related to

2

In L. Leander (1996:57) “Tetra Pak: a vision became reality: A company history with a
difference”
3
Torsten Gårdlund (1989:64) “Selfmade: Holger Crafoord 1908-1982: Industriell förnyare och
vidsynt donator .
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the design problems encountered in the laboratory at Å&R with the parallelepiped carton.
In February 1944, Mr. Rausing gave the instruction that the laboratory
must soon find a solution to the milk packaging. The laboratory technologist
Erik Wallenberg misunderstood the instruction and interpreted that the carton solution could also be in another form than the rectangular. This opened
the door to new paths of thought and Mr. Wallenberg came upon the idea of
making a tetrahedron carton. First, a cylinder is made by folding a flat sheet
of paper. This is followed via closing the ends of the cylinder opposite each
other at right angles so that a tetrahedron is created.4 This event started an
innovative journey that still continues today! At this moment, it was just an
idea in the mind of Mr. Wallenberg.
In the first attempts with the tetrahedron the leakage and cost problems
seemed to have solved. The tetrahedron-shape needed only three layers of
paper at the joints and in the experiments at the laboratory they were not
leaking. This cost success was based in the minimal use of paper required to
produce the product. This solution when first presented to Mr. Rausing was
rejected.5
One day Å&R Sales Manager Erik Torudd, who was also responsible for
the company patents, visited the laboratory and witnessed the production of
a chain of tetrahedrons from a roll of paper. He thought that if they were able
to make a long cylinder from a roll of paper, and if the cylinder was standing
up, they could fill the cylinder with milk and continuously seal the tetrahedrons. The whole process could be re-produced in that way. From this a few
people in the company then realized the opportunities with the tetrahedron
and believed that it could actually be the solution they had been searching
for.6
Mr. Rausing was still not convinced: “When I saw the ready and filled
packages, I was almost irritated by the unusual shape and it was not until
after some persuasion that I was willing to discuss it.”7 He invited Mr. Crafoord, now his partner with 25 percent of the shares of Å&R, to his home to
discuss the matter. At this lunch meeting Mr. Rausings wife, Elisabeth, directed their attention to the fact that the method of continuously filling and
sealing the tetrahedrons had many similarities with the traditional method of

4

The process of how the first idea evolved is described by Erik Wallenberg in the PM “ÅR –
Uppfinningen som förändrade världen”, (“ÅR – The invention that revolutionized the
world”), Lund July 1994.
5
Erik Wallenberg (Ibid.) and Ruben Rausings unpublished memoirs, chapter 13.
6
Erik Torudd in the PM ”Tetra Pak – Uppfinningen som förändrade världen” (Tetra Pak –
The invention that revolutionized the world”, 1994; and Erik Wallenberg (Ibid.)
7
Ruben Rausing (1961) in “Hur Tetra Pak kom till” (”How Tetra Pak evolved”) in the bok
”Från idé till produkt” Svensk Uppfinnarförening 75 år.
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making sausages, and asked them if they had tried the method. These observations persuaded Mr. Rausing at least to continue testing the idea.8
Reflection 1: If we pause here and make a first reflection of how this first
idea evolved, was created, and emerged over time, we notice first of all that
it occurred over an extended period, with different persons involved in this
initial and ambiguous process. Even if some individual people made decisive
contributions, the idea was created, revaluated, and emerge in interaction
between different persons, but also in relation to external institutions (e.g.
the two öre regulation for packaging). Later we will come back to the issue
of making sense in the innovation process, and among other things discuss
the role of Ruben Rausing wife Elisabeth in this process.9
After the experiments, Mr. Rausing revaluated his idea of finding a rectangular carton. He explained that he was actually searching for a package that
could be rationally produced and distributed. On realizing that the tetrahedron could be the solution they had been searching for, he exerted great effort to bring it into use.10 Yet, many problems had to be solved before the
system could be ready for the market. In the first instance, a machine had to
be created that was able to continuously shape, fill, seal and separate the
cartons. Several individuals in the company tried, and failed to implement
the system. In January 1945, the engineer Harry Järund came up with a design of the machine that would produce the carton. There was resistance to
his ideas and drawings from the other machine engineers and from the leadership in Å&R. To overcome this resistance, in May 1946, he made a simple
model from bicycle parts to illustrate how the machine should function.
Since up to that time other constructors had failed, the leadership started to
listen to his ideas. Further, he promised that within four month he should be
ready with a prototype. He delivered on that promise and in September 1946,
he presented a solution, even though it was an imperfect prototype.11
With the prototype a reality, a more intense a period of explorations of
different solutions to problems in the innovation process had begun often

8

Transcription of Torsten Gårdlunds interview with Holger Crafoord 1978-04-13 and Ruben
Rausings unpublished memoirs, chapter 13.
9
The role of Elisabeth Rausing has not only been discussed in documents from the Rausing
family, and in different internal Tetra Pak business histories. Several academics have also
described the continuous production and filling of the tetrahedron, as Elisabeth Rausings idea
(Rydenfelt 1995, Gustafsson 1995). Mrs Rausing had a sense-making role in this process, but
it was not her idea, and it is worth later in the thesis to go deeper in these matters related to
other observations in another case.
10
Ruben Rausing (Ibid.) and Ruben Rausing (1961) in “Hur Tetra Pak kom till” (”How Tetra
Pak evolved”) in the bok ”Från idé till produkt” Svensk Uppfinnarförening 75 år, Interview
with Erik Torudd, July 1994
11
Torudd (Ibid.) and interview with Harry Järund 1995-08- 20
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with much disappointment.12 They worked with a principle that no competitor had used, viz. they sealed the carton right through the milk. They soon
found out that their competitor’s solution that used paraffin-coated paper
was not compatible with the tetrahedron. In the meanwhile, Ruben’s son,
Gad Rausing had started to work in the company. He was the one who
started to experiment with different materials such as coating paper with
PVC plastics. A search for alternative materials started, but no suitable materials or coating methods functioned in the experiments conducted. Even if
other plastic materials were available, none of the existing materials were
suitable. When Mr. Crafoord visited Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in
Great Britain in summer 1946, they presented him with a new plastic product, polythene.13 On testing, they found that the low-molecular polythene did
not function for their purposes, but Stig Sunner, at the Chemistry Institution
at Lund University and consultant for Å&R in chemical issues (earlier manager of the Å&R laboratory, 1943-44), believed that high-molecular polythene could be suitable for application on paper. Erik Torudd contacted ICI
in the August 1946 and made a request for the development of a plastic with
such properties.
In the beginning of 1947, Erik Torudd, Stig Sunner and Gad Rausing
went on a four-month trip to United States for the purpose of finding materials and to study developments in the packaging business in America. Continental Cans chief constructor, Ronald Nordquist; made a common comment
- “The tetrahedron is an ingenious invention, but you will never solve the
problems you have with it.”14 They visited 88 companies and in one of them,
Enjay, they found a plastic named S-50. As there were no samples available
they had to wait until August 1947 until a sample of S50 arrived to Sweden.
It was not until autumn 1948 that Stig Sunner in experiments at the Chemical
institution at Lund University was able to get the plastic to attach to the paper. Harry Järund reported that it was the best material he had so far after the
first tests with this paper on his filling-machine.15
Reflection 2: In this period it was the technological uncertainty and the exploration of technological solutions that were in focus. The handful of persons who believe in the idea, still did not know if it would be technologically
possible to create a packaging system based on this idea. They still continued to act on this idea, despite a great deal of negative feedback. The proc12

Torudd (Ibid.); A more detailed description of the innovation process can be found in
Anderson & Larsson (1998) Tetra - Historien om dynastin Rausing (“Tetra – The history of
the Rausing dynsti”); Tetra Lavals own business history made by L.Leander (1996 ) “Tetra
Pak: a vision became reality: A company history with a difference” gives a good description
of some of the problems and solutions in bringing the tetrahedron to the market.
13
Torsten Gårdlunds interview with Holger Crafoord 1978-04-13
14
Torudd (Ibid.:11)
15
Harry Järund in PM to Ruben Rausing 1953-02-08; Torudd (Ibid.:11);
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ess was not only characterized by action under a high degree of uncertainty,
in terms of unpredictability, but also under ambiguity in the sense of difficulties in also defining the problems and the solutions. Different persons made
the explorative searches for different solutions both internal and external to
the company, and also in parallel paths.
In April 1948, an important meeting took place. Mr. R. Rausing, Mr. Crafoord, Mr. Torudd and Mr. Järund discussed whether or not, they should
continue the development with the tetrahedron packaging-system. Järund
promise that the filling-machine would work, if the paper-materials were ok.
Torudd was told to find a paper that worked for the system. Ruben Rausing
assured them that he would find a way to finance the further development.
They decided to continue and R. Rausing offered the key people ownership
in a future venture.16
In 1950, at an extra shareholders meeting of the inactive company Alicante AB, the company’s name was changed to Tetra Pak AB. It was also
decided to move the milk package development from Å&R to Tetra Pak AB.
In the beginning, Ruben Rausing owned all the shares in Tetra Pak AB, but
after a few years transferred 25 percent to Mr. Crafoord and gave the rest to
his children. 17
One of the most acute problems at the beginning of 1950’s was finding a
method to apply the plastic coating to the paper. One method the paper department worked with was solvent coating. It was a method of dissolving the
plastics in chemical liquids and to spread the cold mixture over the paper.
Mr. Torudd did not believe in that method, because the solvent affected the
taste of the milk, and thus he began a search for alternative methods.18 During a trip to the United States in spring 1951, he visited the largest slaughterhouse in the world, Swift in Chicago. In the packaging department, he saw
that the cattle were wrapped in some craft paper. He asked about the paper
and they told him that the paper was made by a new technique that was melting the plastic on the paper. The company that had developed the technique
was the HP Smith company outside Chicago. He went to the company and
inquired whether they also could melt S50 on paper. They made an agree16

Torudd, “Erik Torudds svensks dagboksanteckningar 1946-1972 TETRA PAK” (Erik
Torudd’s Swedish diary notes 1946-1972 TETRA PAK). The business diary includes all
important events and meetings that Erik Torudd experienced in Tetra Pak. The notes were
written the same day or a few days after the actual event. The notes from 1965-06-03 to 196804-24 are missing.
17
Minutes from shareholders meeting in Alicante AB 1950-12-08 and Tetra Pak AB 1954-0531. It was not until 1958 that the others key persons received their promised shares.
18
Torudd describes the conflicts in the company regarding the kinds of methods Tetra Pak
should use to coat the plastic on the paper in an internal PM from 10 April 1952 and also
Harry Järund in a PM 8 February 1953. This issue is also recurrent in Mr Torudd’s business
diary. An interview with Mr Torudd in July 1994 and with Harry Järund in August 1995 gave
more details about the process.
18

ment that if Mr. Torudd delivered paper in the right quality and S50, HP
Smith would make a test and send it to Tetra Pak. Mr. Järund tested the new
paper and the machine started to make almost perfect packages. Others in
the company were still not convinced that HP Smiths method was the right
one for the Tetrahedron.
In one of Mr. Torudd’s journeys to the United States, he brought Gad
Rausing to HP Smith factory. After that trip it was decided to use the method
from HP Smith. Since HP Smith had shown them the method before it was
patented, Tetra Pak decided to imitate the technique and develop their own
paper-machine. The machine-constructor Nils Andersson in Å&R was one
important person in the construction of the paper-machine.
An important event happened at the end of 1951 when Ruben Rausing
wanted to create a more formal organization in Tetra Pak. Mr. R. Rausing
decided to have his, at the time, inexperienced sons Hans as CEO of Tetra
Pak and his other son Gad as vice-CEO and responsible for paper development. He also wanted to have Mr. Torudd as vice-CEO and sales manager
and Mr. Järund vice-CEO, responsible for machine development. Ruben
Rausing would be chairman of the board, Mr. Crafoord vice-chairman. Before R. Rausing made his decision official to the others, he lobbied for Mr.
Torudd support, because of Ruben’s dependence on Torudd for the further
innovation process.19 Co-owner and CEO for Å&R, Mr. Crafoord was not
pleased with this decision and reacted strongly against it.20
The venture team became larger when Carl Borgström was added as senior legal advisor. Mr. Borgström made major legal contribution to the venture: he first of all found new solutions to get customers to accept the Tetra
system and later helped in the creation of the internationalized organization
structure of Tetra Pak. He was one of the designers of the solution, copied
from the States, that they should lease the machines to their customers. Tetra
Pak took responsibility for the system as a whole, including deliveries, warranties and services. In return, the dairies were obliged to buy paper, distribution equipment and spare parts from Tetra Pak. It was a decision they took
after rather intense discussions in the issue.21 This was a necessity, because
no dairies would buy the unfinished system without Tetra Pak taking responsibility in the event package system would leak.
Even if they did not have a packaging system that worked, R. Rausing
wanted to start marketing the Tetra-system to dairies, press and financiers.
Without any real solution of their leaking packages, they had their first customer for a one-deciliter Tetra-system for cream, in the autumn of 1952. The
local dairy in Lund, Lundaortens mejeri, was their first customer, but it also
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functioned as laboratory for the further process, because the system was still
not functioning properly.
Almost parallel with their launching on the domestic market, was the
launch on the international market of the Tetra-system. Mr. Torudd took
major responsibility for the international marketing of the system.22 In the
beginning of 1953, in addition to the major problems with leaking packages
a more acute problem appeared in the international arena. There was the
outbreak of the Korean War, which terminated the deliveries of the plastic
S50. The war now determined production priorities of factories in favor of
producing for the United States Armed Forces. However, before Tetra Pak’s
reserves of S50 ran out, ICI announced in April 1953 that they had succeeded to develop the high-molecular polythene that Tetra Pak had asked for
in 1946. The materials delivered by ICI worked finally with the Tetra system.23
When the new polythene appeared in the market the large American company DuPont bought a license from ICI and started to develop a new method
of applying thin films of the plastic to paper, so-called extrusion. The engineering company Frank W. Egan & Co. did the work in co-operation with
HP Smith, and a machine was available in 1954. Mr. Torudd and Mr. Järund
wanted to buy a license for the DuPont-machine.24 But once again, they decided to make their own machine based on the same method. However, it
was not until the autumn 1956 that their own paper-machine, based on extrusion, functioned properly.25
While the Tetra Pak system had been launched both in Sweden and
abroad there were other problems that had not been taken into account.
There were the problems of differential national regulations and consumer
preferences that had to be dealt with, as these had a great impact on the possibilities of launching the packaging system at the different markets. 26
Reflection 3: In this period we observe the formation of a venture team and a
more formal distribution of roles, based on division of labor. Other observations are those parallel to further exploration of technological solutions, we
do find exploitation and experimentation of the technical solutions that earlier have been discovered. We also detect that some of the problems are
solved internally and others are external to the venture, and that some new
solutions and other imitation or of old solutions (routines) are used to the
problems in the innovation process. We notice that the foci also are, parallel
to the technological problems, to find organizational, marketing, and finan22
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cial and distribution solutions in the innovation process. Especially the market uncertainties were in focus in this period, i.e., is it even possible to sell
this packaging system at the different markets?
Even if H. Rausing had difficulties in his role as CEO, he often succeeded
with a task-focused and delegating management style to get the innovation
process forward in critical moments.27 At the executive team meetings, current problems were dealt with by everyone and all gave their recommendations on problem solving. After discussions, it was then up to the person
responsible for the task to handle the problem. In that way, it was often not
H. Rausing as CEO, or the executive team, that made either operative or
strategic decisions on how problems should be handled in the innovation
process. Often this worked rather well, but the problem with these decisionmaking-principles arose when departments and people with other responsibilities had other views on how the problem should be solved than the departments responsible for the actual task.28
A bigger dilemma related to conflicts concerned the strategic direction of
the entire innovation process started to arise in the venture team. A strategy
from the very beginning was a very fast international expansion. The problem was that they started that process with a system of leaking packages. Mr.
R. Rausing took the viewpoint that if they would speed up the global expansion, and at the same time finds new customers with machines that managed
different sizes of tetra-packages, the revenues from these expansions would
finance the expensive machine development. He also wanted to develop the
system so that it functioned for other liquids than cream and milk, and in that
way find new customers others than dairies. From another viewpoint, Mr.
Crafoord held that they could not afford both a costly market expansion and
further technical developments. The cost of development was heavy, but also
the leaking packages gave them substantial expenditures for service and
compensation claims from the dairies. Also Mr. Järund and his technical
staff were frustrated. They could not concentrate their efforts on getting one
system functioning well, and instead got orders to work with several parallel
projects.29
From the middle to the end of the 50s these different views on the strategy for the innovation process created recurrent conflicts in the venture
team: Should they continue to explore new markets and new possibilities
their technology created, or exploit the opportunities developed so far and
start focusing on generating profit? Much of the expenditures for the technological development were still financed internally by the Å&R group, but
27
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Mr. Crafoord with his 25% ownership and CEO in Å&R started to engage
more in Tetra Pak in order to reduce the growing expenditures. Much of the
expenditures for the technological development were still financed internally
by the Å&R group. This was a cost burden that had begun to create some
concern for Mr. Crafoord, CEO of Å&R and 25% shareholder. In an effort to
rectify this growing cost burden, in 1958, Mr. Crafoord ceased the support
funding of Tetra Pak development costs. From that time onwards Tetra Pak
became increasingly dependent on external financing. This strategic conflict
was never really solved during the rest of the 50’s.30
Sometimes there were compromises about the pace of expansion, but
these really never solved the conflict; they rather escalated the irritations in
the venture team. At the same time there emerged different kinds of coalitions in the team that forced their solution against the will of others. The
members in the coalitions were rather stable, but in some specific issues new
constellations of coalitions emerged. Each time a coalition enforced their
solution against the will of the others, deeper affective conflicts evolved. The
strategic bargaining led to a power-struggle that resulted in Mr. Crafoord
taking over the operative control in 1958 in Tetra Pak in order to reduce
costs in the organization. These intense power struggles related to the strategic direction created a very bad atmosphere in the venture team at the end of
50’s, which spread to the entire company. 31
In the May 1958, the ownership issues in Tetra Pak were solved, when
eight people in total, got 13% of the shares. It was Mr. Torudd, Mr. Järund
and Mr. Borgström. Mr. Wallenberg, and Mr. Sunner got shares for their
early contribution in the innovation process and also three others got shares
in Tetra Pak because of earlier contributions in Å&R. After this transaction,
the Rausing family owned 65% and Mr. Crafoord 22% in Tetra Pak.32
Reflection 4: First of all we locate some kind of decision-making principles
in the venture team, that both created progress, but also problems in the
team and in the innovation process. Most striking in this phase is the equivocality in strategic issues and the conflicts in the venture team. These conflicts
were related to different views on the pace of expansion and internationalization, but also related to convergence or further divergence in the technological process.
During the same period, two very important innovations had been created at
the end of the 1950s and the beginning of 1960. One was of the initiatives in
1953-54 of Ruben Rausing to make the tetra-system functioning for long-life
30
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sterile milk. This time the board initiated a co-operation with a company
outside Tetra Pak, the Swiss industrial Group Ursina and their research company Alpura. The co-operation resulted in a solution that was presented to
the market in 1961, the Aseptic Tetra.33
A newly employed engineer, Åke Gustafson, created another idea. He
was not pleased with the shape of the tetrahedron and in 1958, he started on
his own initiative to search for an alternative form for the packaging system.
After a suggestion from a woman demonstrator of the Tetra carton, he came
up with the idea to create a rectangular packaging, but using the same principle with continually shaping, filling, sealing and separating packages from
a roll of paper. But, by the end of 1958, the leadership team was not convinced about his ideas, nevertheless, he was allowed to go on with his idea.34
By the end of 1950, the initial tetra-system (Tetra Classic) finally worked
also with different packages-sizes and the sales grew dramatically. But the
happiness over this success was short-lived; at the same time competitors
introduced much more consumer-friendly packages on the market. For the
consumer, the tetrahedron was not a very practical packaging. The competitors such as Zupack and Pure Pak had rectangular cartons, which were easier
to pour from.35
This competition had the consequences that, in a time when Tetra Pak
should finally be able to exploit their effort with the tetra-system and accumulate resources, the competitors spoiled that chance. The competition
shifted the interest of the leadership team to Mr. Gustafson idea of a rectangular package. In a meeting in Sept 1959, he promised to be ready with a
functioning prototype in 1961. In the autumn of 1961, his team had the machine-prototype ready for the new package, the Tetra Brik. It was still a prototype and the system was not yet ready to be launch on the market. The
leadership team directed Mr. Gustafson to have the system ready for the
market in 1963.36
At the same time, the conflicts between the members of the leadership
team escalated. At a time when a unified strategy to deal with competitors
was needed, the conflicts between different views as to how to handle the
situation created a period of even more unclear strategy from the leadership.
Mr. Torudd did not believe in the Tetra Brik and argued for a more consumer-friendly pouring-solution. Mr. Järund continued to work with the
Tetra-system for aseptic milk and also helped Mr. Torudd with his ideas. Mr.
33
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Crafoord and also Mr. H. Rausing were argued for Tetra Brik. Mr. R. Rausing was also doubtful about Brik-project and he started several new projects,
for example a bottle made by PVC and paper (Rigello) with support from H.
Rausing. Others argued for buying a license for similar packaging as the
competitors had done, etc..37 Since the conflicts and the distrust were so deep
they were not able to find an integrative solution for the company. The consequence of this divergence, with several explorative parallel processes, and
at the same time increased competition, was a financial crisis that threatened
the survival of the Tetra Pak Company in the middle of the 60s. The solution
was to sell the parent company Å&R. After that transaction, Mr. Crafoord
sold his shares in Tetra Pak to the Rausing family, but he remained on the
board until 1978. Many of the other minority owners followed his lead, but
not Järund and Torudd. Mr. Crafoord used his money to start a new venture,
based on another innovation, the artificial kidney (Gambro – today a big
international company).38
Reflection 5: Here we find evolvement of external pressures and threats in
terms of increasing competition. This competition was speeding up the pace
in finding a successor to their first packaging system. We also observe divergence in different ideas in the leadership team with parallel paths. The
sources of some of these ideas come from the division of labor in the venture
team, e.g., Mr. Torudd with experiences of marketing the packaging system,
wanted from his market-knowledge to focus on a consumer-friendly carton.
Others saw opportunities from the technological knowledge they had developed. Since Tetra Pak´s first systems did not accumulate enough capital to
finance the further technical exploration, they were forced to find other
sources of additional resources. With the selling of the parent company, new
resources were added to the innovation process, but also resulted in the
departure of different person in the initial venture team from the company.
This was a critical event in the dissolving of the venture team.
While the financial crisis was solved for the moment, all the various projects
in Tetra Pak swallowed huge resources. Still, they were not able to find a
unified strategy in the leadership team. Järund and his team of technicians
had succeeded with a machine for the Aseptic Tetra. But Tetra Pak needed a
new and more consumer-friendly packaging to replace the tetrahedron and to
meet the competition. Even if Tetra Pak had sold the new Tetra Brik- system
on the market, since March 1963 and from 1968 an Aseptic Brik, the same
problem of leaking packages persisted as with the tetrahedron. Thus each
within the team expressed doubt as to whether Tetra Brik was actually the
37
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solution for Tetra Pak. Mr. Crafoord said at a board-meeting 1968 that he
believed that they should cease the development of the Tetra Brik-system.39
As a compromise was the purchase of a license of a Pure Pak-imitation in
the mid-1960s to meet the competitor’s packaging system and to buy time
until the leadership decided on a solution of their own. The Pure Pakimitation was labeled Tetra Rex which they modified so that it could make
packages according to their principle of continuously shaping, filling and
sealing packages on the roll-and-paper-tube basis.40
Mr. Järund, Mr. Torudd, R. Rausing had already abandoned the idea of
the Tetra Brik and in the early 70s even H. Rausing had some hesitation as to
whether Tetra Brik was the right packaging system in which to invest.41 Both
Ruben Rausing and Hans Rausing argued that the Rigello bottle would be
the package of the future. Several new packaging system projects were also
started based on a new plastic in the market –labeled “foam plastic”. In the
early 70s, the two new systems Tetra Cup and Tetra King were created based
on that material.42
The Tetra Brik-system still leaked and the unclear strategy from the leadership created serious confusion in the whole organization, leading the managers of their foreign subsidiaries, in their annual meeting, to demand that
something were done with the Tetra Brik-system. They feared that Tetra
Pak’s reputation was damaged among the dairies.43 H. Rausing finally decided at the end of 1970 to recall and re-instate the man who invented the
Brik-system, the engineer Åke Gustafson who had left the company after a
dispute with the management in 1964. On his return, he found a disoriented
and demoralized organization. He discovered that almost all solutions were
already available for the Tetra Brik- system, but that the technicians had not
implemented them. The reason was the confusion over which of the projects
should be the company’s future direction.44 He implemented the solutions. In
the spring 1972, the Brik-system functioned, also for aseptic. The company
could from that point start to exploit the business opportunities created by
the Tetra Brik Aseptic-system. The system worked perfectly also for liquids
other than milk, as juice, wine, etc.
At the same time Mr. Järund and Mr. Torudd sold their shares to the
Rausing family after a long discussion and pressure from the family. Mr.
Järund created his own company and became a supplier to Tetra Pak. From
the middle of 70s Tetra Pak started to generate huge profits. It was in this
39
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period that they started to exploit and further explore the opportunities with
the Tetra Brik Aseptic-system. Later for example, they were able to adapt
the system to each customer’s specific demands.
Reflection 6: In this last phase, the divergence in different technical packaging solutions was in focus. External forces such as competitors, limited financial resources and responses from their customers were important factors for the proliferation of the different ideas during this period. It was finally internal self-organizing factors, but outside the leadership team, with
demands from middle management that finally made the innovation process
to go into a more convergent phase. This was also the period of the final
dissolution of the initial venture team. However, the innovation processes
continued in other constellations...

1.2.1 Reflections from the pilot case
With the pilot-case and these initial reflections of the process in mind, we
are able to start the formulation of a purpose and appropriate research questions for this thesis. The pilot case and these themes will also be reconsidered later in the thesis in the development of an applicable theoretical
framework (chapter 2). Some of the methodological experiences from the
pilot-case such as making a retrospective process study are also discussed in
the methodological chapter (chapter 3).
Even if there will be references back to the pilot-case and these reflections, further in the thesis there are some experiences and topics that we can
take with us into the next section. The first experience was that the teamlevel of analysis helped us to describe, understand and explain the innovation process in Tetra Pak. From that we need to better define what we mean
with the team level of analysis in studies of entrepreneurship. Another experience was that from the team-level of analysis there were three units of
analysis that came in focus: the innovation process, how a venture team is
formed and are changing and in the end dissolving, and what kind of venture
team roles different key persons take and how these roles are changing over
time. Further we need to explore prior research on these three units of analysis and in relation to that find relevant research questions where it is possible
to make a research contribution. We also need to better describe what “units
of analysis” in relation to “level of analysis” mean in studies of entrepreneurship.
So, as Ensley et al (1999:283) express:
[T]he team phenomenon in entrepreneurial organizations is complex. Therefore, let the exploration begin.
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1.3 Formulation of a purpose
1.3.1 The phenomenon entrepreneurship and levels of analysis
In order to formulate a purpose for this thesis there are three initial issues
that we first of all need to discuss in relation to team entrepreneurship as a
research field. First of all we need to define the phenomenon entrepreneurship. From that we are able to positioning this thesis in a theoretical context.
Second, it also requires that we start to define what is meant with the team as
level of analysis in entrepreneurship, and third, we must identify and define
the units of analysis that we will focus on at the team level of analysis.
Starting with the phenomenon entrepreneurship, it is important to acknowledge that entrepreneurship is a multidisciplinary field of research. For
some, research have included attempts to building a bridge that bring together different disciplines such as economics, business administration and
sociology and history (Cole 1959:xii) with other social sciences, like psychology, anthropology, and economic history (Swedberg, 1989). In many
respects, this has positive aspects. At the same time we find a broad range of
entrepreneurship theories, definitions and perspectives that can make the
field seem immense and fuzzy. Shane and Venkataraman (2000:217) are not
the first to have stated that; “Rather than explaining and predicting a unique
set of empirical phenomena, entrepreneurship has become a broad label
under which a hodgepodge of research is housed”. There are still intense
discussions in the field regarding what entrepreneurship is about (Venkataraman 1997, Davidsson 2004).
One way of describing these differences in the view of the essence of entrepreneurship is if it concerns; creation of new organizations (Cole 1959,
Gartner 1988), small business formation (Birch 1979, Storey 1994), innovation (Schumpeter 1934, Ruttan 1959, Kline and Rosenberg 1984, Van de
Ven et al 1989, 1999) or the discovery, evaluation and exploitation of profitable opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman 2000). Already here, it is important to point out that this thesis will define entrepreneurship as a phenomenon concerning innovation, regardless of the organizational setting. It
is argued in this thesis that entrepreneurship does not require, but can include, the creation of a new organization (Casson 1982, Schumpeter 1949,
Shane and Venkataraman 2000). Later on it will be elaborated further that
different organizational settings might still be important, since they can influence the innovational process.
What makes innovation, in terms of introducing a novelty in market, a
distinct empirical and theoretical phenomenon is that the process is made
without the possibilities of predicting or calculating the outcome beforehand
(Baumol 1968, Bhave 1994, Knight 1921, Sarasvathy 2001, Schumpeter
1949). Introducing something new on the market, imply that you in some
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part must act without available knowledge. Some of the knowledge must
instead be created in the actual process. Doing something that nobody has
ever done before must then not only be related to acting under uncertainty
(in terms of unpredictability), but also to sense-making and the problems
with acting under ambiguity and equivocality (Van de Ven et al. 1999). In
that sense, the innovation process is not only an important source for the
creation of value, in terms of offering qualitative changes at the market, but
also a source for new knowledge in the society (Bhidé 2008, Nonaka 1994,
Moran and Ghosal 1999, Sarasvathy 2001). Innovation can create competence-enhancing and also competence-destroying discontinuities (Tushman
and Anderson 1986). Competence-destroying in the sense that it makes existing knowledge in the firm or sector obsolete.
The positioning of this study in a Schumpeterian tradition of viewing entrepreneurship in terms of innovation is not without problem. Not especially
when the one has the ambition of studying entrepreneurial processes from
the team level of analysis. These problems are elaborated later, but first we
need to discuss what we mean by different levels of analysis.
In this thesis, the level of analysis refers to from which analytical perspective the phenomenon is studied. In the research process you have to delimit the phenomenon. Levels of analysis are just one way in the research
process to choose a perspective in the study of the phenomenon (other perspective than levels, can for example be from a power-, resource-, relationalor decision-making perspective, etc.).
If we use levels of analysis to delimit the phenomenon, we find that irrespective of how the phenomenon is defined, entrepreneurship is studied from
many levels of analysis, for example; from the individual, the firm, networks, sectors, clusters or macro level of analysis, etc. There has been an
increased research interest in more collective level of analysis with focus on
external relationships betweens entrepreneurs and firms, as networks and
clusters, but also in internal collective interaction inside the firm in terms of
entrepreneurial, top management, leadership or venture teams (Birley and
Stockley 2000, Cooper and Daily 1997). Even so, in Chandler and Lyon’s
(2001) survey of 416 peer reviewed articles in 10 central entrepreneurship
journals from 1989-99, nine of ten of the studies focused on one level of
analysis and one of ten were multi- or cross-level studies. Even more interesting for this study they found that about half of the empirical studies were
carried out on the firm level of analysis, a third part was on the individual
level of analysis, one of ten on the industry or macro-environment level, and
just a few percent on the group or team level and on the innovation or project
level. A survey (Höglund et al. 1999) of 130 scientific articles from the year
1988/89 and year 1998 came to a similar result with only one article respective year on the team level of analysis. Davidsson and Wiklund (2001)
claimed that the number of studies using alternative micro-levels such as the
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team or the innovation, either alone or in combination with other levels, remains minimal in research in entrepreneurship.
Low and Macmillan (1988), in a frequently quoted article, recommended
future research to use multi-levels of analysis, since “each level of analysis
provides unique insight and that the synthesis of these insights yields a
richer understanding than that possible from the perspective of a single level
of analysis.” (Low and Macmillan 1988:152). This statement has been important in the formulation of a purpose for this thesis. In line with Low and
Macmillan (ibid.) we assume that each level of analysis provide us with
unique insights. However, since we still have rather few studies in entrepreneurship from some of the level of analysis, e.g. the team level, we do need
to explore deeper what kind of insights each level of analysis provide, before
a synthesis is possible. This study does not want to go as far as trying to
explore the kind of insights on each level of analysis or to reach a synthesis.
Instead it wants to make a contribution on what insights one level of analysis
- the team level - is providing us with, in studies of entrepreneurship. This
contribution intends to be one piece in the puzzle, to be able in the future to
reach Low and Macmillan (ibid.) aim of a better synthesis from multi-levels
research designs in entrepreneurship.
From the experiences in the pilot study, that the change of level analysis
to the team level, mattered and was useful, when trying to describe, understand and explain the innovation process in Tetra Pak, this thesis wants to go
further in this discussion from Low and Macmillan (ibid.). Even to exploring
one level of analysis, such as the team level, can be an overwhelming operation. To make the task more manageable it must be more focused. This will
be done with help of prior research in the field and the pilot case, to be able
to express what the team as level of analysis means, but also locate the specific units of analysis that could be relevant at this level. In the further discussion “team entrepreneurship” will be used to classify research carried out
at the team level of analysis in entrepreneurship research.

1.3.2 The problems with level and units of analysis in team
entrepreneurship
Most of the researches in team entrepreneurship have focused on teams of
multiple founders in new start-ups, as unit of analysis, which are labeled
“entrepreneurial teams” (e.g. Ensley 1999, Kamm et al. 1990, West III
2007), venture teams (e.g. Clarysse and Moray 2004, Fiet et al. 1997) or
“founder team” (e.g. Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990, Ucbasaran et al.
2003). In this thesis I will use the concept “venture team” and later I will
elaborate on why this concept is preferable.
Looking at the overview articles about venture teams, we find rather critical voices of the state of the art in team entrepreneurship. Bird (1989:207)
noted that most research on entrepreneurial teams was sparse, mostly anec29

dotal, and lacked a theoretical base. In 1997, Cooper and Daily argued that
these critical comments still seemed applicable and that few topics in entrepreneurship research are so central and yet so under-researched. In an article
in a Special edition on entrepreneurial teams in International Small Business
Journal (vol. 23(3) 2005), the editor had the expectation that the research
field had reached a stage with a more convergent view of the concepts used
in the field.
What is particularly noticeable from these articles is the extent of the diversity in opinion as to what is an ‘entrepreneurial team’ and how it operates to
best effect. It was initially considered that this Special edition would finally
offer a common understanding of entrepreneurial teams, but instead it has
made the debate more fervent. The Special Edition offers readers the opportunity to explore the reasoning behind these differing opinions. (Cooney
2005:233)

As Cooney states above, there is a need to explore the reason behind the
conceptual diversity in the field; not necessarily to develop a common definition for future research, but first of all to find a workable foundation and to
formulate a purpose for this thesis. Also Birley and Stockley (2000:302)
declared that the study of the venture team “is well overdue”, and they also
give an explanation of why the field of team entrepreneurship still is considered so fragmented, lacks in conceptual clarity and theoretical coherence.
Birley and Stockley (ibid.) summarized the state of the art in the area of venture teams and their picture is representative to describe the whole area of
research in entrepreneurship on the team level of analysis:
Our experience suggests that the principal difficulties in conducting a coherent analysis of this literature are that:
• It is interdisciplinary in nature and highly fragmented.
• Ostensibly similar concepts are approached from multiple theoretical perspectives.
• The focus, unit and level of analysis vary widely between and
within studies.
• Research questions frequently overlap.
Consequently, our knowledge of how entrepreneurial teams impact on growth
is incomplete and much of the dialogue confused and theoretically incoherent. Thus, a real danger exists that entrepreneurship researchers will unwittingly reinvent the wheel when conducting research in this area“ (ibid.
2000:291)

The conceptional and theoretical incoherence can partly be explained by the
disparate views of how the phenomenon of entrepreneurship can be defined.
It is claimed in this thesis that the state of the art of the team level of analysis
in entrepreneurship can for the most part be explained by the third point
30

from Birley and Stockley (2000) list above: that the focus, unit and level of
analysis vary widely between and within studies. This problem of making a
distinction and separately handling both the unit and the level of analysis, are
well recognized in other research about teams in organizations. (Ilgen et al.
1993:265, Guzzo 1995, McIntyre and Salas 1995).
As we earlier stated reference is made to the level of analysis from which
analytical perspective the phenomenon is studied. At each level of analysis
there are different entities that come into focus, even if some components
can be relevant at several levels of analysis. At each level of analysis we
cannot study all relevant entities. We need to have some in focus. When we
talk of the units of analysis, it considers the entities that are in focus at the
specific level of analysis.
In research of entrepreneurial processes in new ventures with multiple
founders, using the team level of analysis, this matter becomes problematic.
It is therefore extra important to be aware of and analyze separately the units
of analysis in relation to the level of analysis. Which are the units of analysis: the venture team, the new firm or the innovation process, and what does
it mean to study these units from the team-level of analysis? Since a major
part of the research on team entrepreneurship has had its focus on the creation of a new firm (with multiple founders) as a main unit of analysis, and
not the innovation process, this matter needs to be better examined before we
can more precisely formulate a purpose and research questions for this study.

1.3.3 Units of analysis in team entrepreneurship
Most research at the team level of analysis can be traced to The Center in
Entrepreneurial History at Harvard in the 1950s (Gratzer 1999, Landström
2000). Researchers related to the Center explored the possibility of moving
away from the single actor, or the entrepreneur, as the level of analysis towards “the entrepreneurial team“ (Cole 1959:7) or a “multiple entrepreneur“
(Cole 1959:9, Aitken 1963, Bell 1967).45 Schumpeter was also associated to
the Center in helping Arthur H. Cole to set up the Center at Harvard at the
end of 40´s (Cole, 1959:vii) and was functioning as a link to Department of
Economics at Harvard (Aitken 1965). Even if Schumpeter was frequently
present in the early discussions at the Center, he did never really influence
45

The Center in Entrepreneurial History was founded 1948 and closed in 1958. When one
read the reviewing work written about the center (Cole 1959, Bell 1967, Aitken 1965), one
get a picture of a very explorative, tolerant, open-minded and creative research center. The
leading figure was Arthur H. Cole, but he was surrounded by both mature scholars like Thomas C. Cochran, Leland H. Jenks, Fritz L. Redlich, and also “adventurous younger folk“ at
this time (Cole 1959:vii) such as Hugh G.J. Aitken. Also A.P. Uscher, A. Gerschenkron and
J.E Sawyer showed some interests in the Center (Aitken 1965). Schumpeter’s has written at
least two articles in connection to the activities of the Center (Swedberg 1989:xxiv, Schumpeter 1989[1947a]:240))
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the direction of the Center (Aitken 1965, Swedberg 1989:xxiv). Hugh G.
Aitken, one of the researchers connected to the Center gives a straightforward explanation as to why they decided not to follow in Schumpeter’s footstep, when they started to theoretically define entrepreneurship as a phenomenon: “We would prefer, if you please, not to become known as Schumpeterians. We would rather start afresh, with new assumptions and a new
point of view, and create our own theories“ (Aitken, 1965:9-10). Instead
Cole’s (1959) definition of the phenomenon entrepreneurship gave the direction for the Center. Cole was concerned with questions related the evolution
of business practices, the interdependence of parts in the business system,
but also the pace of business life in different periods, and he defined entrepreneurship as;
the purposeful activity (including an integrated sequence of decisions) of an
individual or group of associated individuals, undertaken to initiate, maintain,
or aggrandize a profit-oriented business unit for the production or distribution
of economic goods and services. […] The aggregate of individuals which together and cooperatively develop the decisions might perhaps be denominated the “entrepreneurial team.“ (Cole 1959:7f)

A major statement in this thesis is that the Center’s decision to reject a
Schumpeterian view of entrepreneurship, in terms of innovation, and instead
to use a much broader definition, in terms of creating, managing and growing profit-oriented new ventures, has had an impact and can explain a major
part of the state of the art in the research of team entrepreneurship.
The use of this broader definition of entrepreneurship can explain many
of the problems, but also some of the progress at the Center, as well as future
work in the field of team entrepreneurship. The purpose of this background
is not to give a doctrine history in entrepreneurship, but rather to argue that
even if we find different definitions of entrepreneurship, it is possible to use
some of the experiences and knowledge from The Center of Entrepreneurial
History and their followers, even if we not use their definition of the phenomenon entrepreneurship.
The Center was the first to explore some units of analysis from the team
level of analysis that are relevant for this study, especially the roles in the
venture team. Later, discussing the team as the level of analysis, some of
Cole’s (1959) works are going to be used in this thesis. When different activities and behaviors in terms of roles in the venture team are examined as a
unit of analysis the work of Leland H. Jenks (1949, 1950) will be examined.
Jenks was one of the most influential at the Center (Aitken 1965) and proposed that entrepreneurship should be thought of as a social role, that was
not defined a priori, but arouse in the process of social interaction itself. The
works of Jenks (1949, 1950) are relevant and will be employed when the
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roles in the venture team and how they are formed and changing are examined.
Concerning the team as unit of analysis, there can be different teams in
focus, for example “work teams”, “project team” or “venture team”. In this
thesis, we will have venture teams as a unit of analysis. However, the problem arises when we shall endeavor to define the concept “venture team”.
If we look at some definitions of entrepreneurial team or venture teams
used in the field, it is seen that the definitions are close to Cole’s (1959:7f)
definition above that entrepreneurial activities include “establishment” and
“management” of a business venture:
- We define an entrepreneurial team as two or more individuals who jointly
establish a business in which they have an equity (financial) interest. These
individuals are present during the pre-start-up phase of the firm, before it actually begins making its goods or services available to the market” (Kamm et
al. 1990:7)
- …the entrepreneurial team is the “top team” of individuals who are the most
responsible for the establishment and management of the business (Handelberg, Vyakarnam and Jakobs 1999:1)
-…a group of owners and managers…who own and manage a business venture” Ensley; Carland and Carland 2000:59)
- Entrepreneurial team: A person is classified into an entrepreneurial team if
they have two of the three following qualities: founder status, involvement in
strategic decisions, and/or owners of 10 percent of the firm.” (Ensley 1999:4)

This is just some of the definitions in the area, but as Cooper and Daily
(2000:128f) notice, the question of definition has also often been handled
chiefly by asking the head of the firm who he or she considers to have been
founders.
This background reveals that a common unit of analysis in team entrepreneurship has been the creation and organizing of new business ventures and
not the innovation processes. It is also not surprising that in current research
make no explicit distinction between different concepts such as “entrepreneurial teams”, “venture teams”, “new venture top management teams and
“entrepreneurial founder team”, etc. Cooper and Daily (1997:129) stated, “it
should be recognized that one of the opportunities for research is in the area
of developing typologies of teams, recognizing varying contributions and
roles within the new venture”. This potential for exploring definitional issues
is also discussed by Ucbasaran (2003:123).
However there are researchers that make distinctions of the degree of
novelty in entrepreneurial processes. For example, Bhave (1994) has suggested that the degree of novelty in the venture process is a viable taxonomy
to distinguish between different venture creations, instead of selecting conventional dimensions as industry, size, technology, or region. We observe
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some efforts in present discussions about entrepreneurship such as a research
domain with the focus on the discovery and exploitation of venture opportunities (Davidsson 2006, Samuelsson 2004, Sarasvathy 2001, Shane 2003) to
distinguish ventures in relation to novelty in the process. However, in the
literature survey of this thesis, I found a few attempts to classify venture
teams along that line (cf. Amason et al. 2006). In effort to make the units of
analysis more explicit for this study, there is a need to go back both to
Schumpeter, but also to more current discussions in the literature.

1.3.4 Formulation of relevant units of analysis in team
entrepreneurship
The researchers at the Center of Entrepreneurial History at Harvard were not
the only ones who did not want to be regarded as “Schumpeterians” (cf. Aitken, 1965). Influential scholars such as Gartner (1989:57f) have claimed that
entrepreneurship is close to Cole’s (1959) definition, and that it is about the
creation of organizations or the process by which new organizations come
into existence. What unites many disparate researchers is the view that entrepreneurship is related to change and entrepreneurial activities, rather than
on the traits and personality of the entrepreneur (Bhave 1994, Gartner 1985,
Van de Ven et al. 1989, de Koning 1999 Shane and Venkataraman 2000).
The focus on the process and the entrepreneurial activities will also be an
important part of the unit of analysis in this thesis. However, because of the
different views regarding what entrepreneurship is, certain problems
have arisen regarding what ought to be in focus in studies about entrepreneurial processes.
We can start with Vesper (1989:334) that stated, “starting a company can
be like entering an avenue down whose side streets lie opportunities that
cannot be seen until traveling a way”. In his study of venture success stories
he found that some ventures seize an innovative opportunity at the outset.
Nonetheless, a major part of the companies came upon the “the big idea”
later, after the company had started with a relatively prosaic concept.
Works that are more recent as, Shane and Venkataraman (2000) have
proposed that the field of entrepreneurship involves the study of the processes of discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities and the set of
individuals who discover, evaluate, and exploit them. Several authors
(Samuelsson 2004, Sarasvathy 2001, Shane 2003) have taken this further,
arguing that it is possible to distinguish between innovative venture opportunities, in Schumpeter’s terms, (i.e. creative change in supply and demand),
and reproducing venture opportunities, in Kirzner’s (1973) terms, i.e. (optimizing change in supply and demand). Shane (2003) found a lack of research that examines the different forms of opportunities and believed that
such examination would be valuable. In his thesis, Samuelsson (2004) has
followed that track and found that the process of exploiting an innovative
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venture opportunity, where the outcome of the exploitation process is uncertain to the actors, is systematically different from the process of exploiting
reproducing venture opportunities, in which the outcome of the exploitation
process is based on risk with known underlying distribution that makes it
possible to calculate the probabilistic outcome of the exploitation process. In
his study, Samuelsson (2004:155) found that a major part of the venture
opportunities were reproducing opportunities (88%) and innovative venture
opportunities were only a small part (12%).
Aldrich (1999) claimed that the two different opportunities demand different process of opportunity identification, since the reproducing opportunities involves the recognition of opportunity largely through “alertness”
(Kirzner 1973) or a discovery process. The innovative opportunity must
involve the creation of new knowledge, but also discovery, to recognize the
new knowledge as an opportunity. This is also in line with Bhave (1994)
which found that it is possible to distinguish among different venture creations and that varying amounts of novelty in different stages in the process,
qualitatively distinguish one venture process from another.
Even if Samuelsson (2004) found theoretical arguments and empirically
verified that exploiting innovative venture opportunities is systematically
different from exploiting reproducing venture opportunities, he argued that
theories and research that only include innovative venture opportunities may
arrive at a limited understanding of entrepreneurship; because most venture
opportunities are reproducing rather then innovative. In that sense, several
researchers (Samuelsson 2004, Davidsson 2006, Shane 2003) with focus on
exploring and exploiting opportunities are still viewing entrepreneurship as
the creation of new business ventures irrespectively of whether they are reproducing or innovative ventures.
Sarasvathy (2001) made a similar distinction between opportunities, but
came to another conclusion about what the essence of entrepreneurship. She
described these differences as opportunities in terms of processes of effectuation and causation. Causation rests on the logic of prediction and has its
base in the knowledge we have about the effects of certain means (cf. reproducing venture opportunities, Samuelsson 2004). The contrast to this is
when we try to exploit an innovative venture opportunity, where the effects
are not predictable, i.e. effectuation. She argues that both causation and effectuation are integral parts of human reasoning and can occur simultaneously, overlapping and intertwining over different contexts of decisions and
actions.
In the same way it is possible to assume that innovative opportunity and
reproducing opportunity processes can occur simultaneously or alternately in
a venture. We can also assume that both the logic of effectuation and causation can be a part of the innovation process of getting an innovative venture
opportunity to the market rather than the effectuation logic alone. However,
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in contrast to Samuelsson (2004), Sarasvathy claims that the essential agent
of entrepreneurship is an effectuator and is:
an imaginative actor who seizes contingent opportunities and exploits any
and all means at hand to fulfill a plurality of current and future aspirations,
many which are shaped and created through the very process of economic
decision making and are not given a priori” (ibid. 2001:262).

From the statements in the section above is it possible to claim that the focus
should be at the process and the activities in the venture process. We can
also argue that it is not only theoretically, but also empirically, possible to
distinguish between reproducing venture opportunities and innovative venture opportunities (cf. Samuelsson 2004). In next section, the work of Sarasvathy (2001) is going to be a starting point to discuss the venture team process as one relevant unit of analysis for this thesis.
1.3.4.1 The venture team process as a unit of analysis
Sarasvathy (2001) formulates four principles for a rudimentary theory of
effectuation processes. The first point is that the logic behind an effectuation
process is, in relation to a causation process, that it tries to control an unpredictable future rather then predicting an uncertain one. Second, in this process, it is more about exploitation of contingencies rather than exploitation of
preexisting knowledge. Third, since the expected returns cannot be calculated, the focus is rather on affordable loss. And even more relevant for this
study is the fourth principle: strategic alliances and partnerships are modes
to control the unpredictable process, rather than competitive analyses, longterm planning and forecasting. The last point is a good reason why entrepreneurship should seen as a collective effort, regardless of whether the focus is
on a single entrepreneur and the network relations external to the venture, or
interaction between a group of actors internal to the venture. If, as Sarasvathy (ibid.) claims, partnerships are a mode to control the unpredictable
process it is therefore relevant and interesting to study venture teams in relation to innovation process,
Nevertheless, this thesis will use a broader definition of venture teams,
which may include both reproducing and innovative opportunities. However, and this is important, in this study the focus will be on the role of the
venture team in relation to the exploration and exploitation of innovative
venture opportunities, i.e. the innovation process.
There are several reasons for employing this broader definition of the
venture team. One is that we have a process perspective and that the initial
ideas are often prosaic and it may not be possible to distinguish if it is an
innovation or not. Another reason is that a reproducing opportunity can
evolve into a more innovative opportunity, but also that there can exist paral-
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lel venture opportunities, i.e. both innovative and reproducing, and that the
may influence each other.
If we retain this broader concept of venture team, it is also possible to
make use of the most frequent definitions in the literature of a venture team.
In this thesis, we therefore use the definition of the venture team as involving two or more founders who take active part in the strategic process to
create a new venture in which they have an equity interest (cf. Ensley et al.
2002, Kamm et al. 1990). This makes it also possible to use this definition in
different organizational setting as new start-ups, internal corporate venturing
and joint inter-organizational ventures (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999)
As Ensley (1999) noted, one of the most recurrent definition of an entrepreneurial/venture team is the one from Kamm et al. (1990:7): as “two or
more individuals who jointly establish a business in which they have an equity (financial) interest”. This definition has been extended to include those
individuals who actively participate in, and also have direct strategic influence on the process (Ensley 1999, Gartner 1994). The issue of the “founder
status” has been discussed in the literature, even if it is considered sparsely
and equivocally (Daily et al. 2002). There are reasons to keep the founder
status in the definition of a venture team. Katz (1993:98) argued that “when
the individual starts acting in the organizational role of ‘founder’, or
‘owner,’ or ‘proprietor’ he or she begins to take on new role expectations
and behaviors consistent with involvement in social organizations”. Walsh
and Anderson (1995), for example, found that individuals who established a
firm differed from those who continued on the management of previously
established firms. The founders were more innovative in the problemsolving style.
Another issue debated is the matter of “equity financial interest” (Kamm
and Nurick 1993, Ensley 1999) in the venture. One way of dealing with this
question has been the requirement of a minimum of 10 percent ownership in
order to be considered as part of the venture team (Ensley 1999). The problems of defining venture team membership in terms of shares are that promises of future ownership and even smaller ownership shares than 10 percent,
as in the case in pilot-case Tetra Pak can be sufficient incentive for joint
effort to create a new venture. Ownership, even if only promised or reduced,
is important in the sense that it gives commitment, justification, legitimacy
and incentives for active participation in both the operative and strategic
process (cf. Ucbasaran et al. 2003). Ownership can be seen as both formal
legal contracts and psychological contracts that give commitment for future
action. These commitments continuously influence role behaviors and role
interactions when the process takes off (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994).
In this thesis we therefore include both categories founder and ownership
status in the definition of the venture team, but have a more pragmatic and
subjective view on “ownership” and “founder”. This means that instead of
using more objective criteria one may consider perceived views in the ven37

ture as regarding who are considered “owners” and “founder”. These matters
will be elaborated further in the theoretical framework .
The venture team is not a static unit; instead it is an entity that is formed,
developed and change over time (Cooper and Daily 1997). That means that it
is the dynamic venture team process, rather than the static venture team that
is the relevant unit of analysis. Since in this thesis it is intended to study
these processes over more extended periods we do need to consider when the
venture team no longer should be considered as a venture, and be better labeled as a leadership team. Later in Chapter two the concept leadership
teams will be elaborated in relation to the venture team process. 46
From the discussion above we have formulated and defined one relevant
unit of analysis: the venture team process. The next question to be considered is whether it is enough to study this unit as a whole, or whether there is
also the need to study the parts, or the actors in the venture team as units of
analysis?
1.3.4.1 The venture team roles process as a unit of analysis
If we once again go back to the pilot-study it raised issues about the same
question that are discussed in general entrepreneurship research such as
“Who is an entrepreneur?” (Carland et al. 1988, Gartner 1989). Are all actors
considered to taking on roles as entrepreneurs or do we find other roles in
these teams? One way of dealing with that question, without using a psychological characteristic or trait perspective is to focus on the activities or behaviors of the actors in the entrepreneurial process (Gartner 1994, Sarasvathy 2001) and to classify these behaviors in terms of different roles actors
perform in the process (Angle and Van de Ven 1989, Gartner 1989). Gartner
claimed (ibid.:58) that Leland H. Jenks (who was related to the Center of
Entrepreneurial history at Harvard), was one of the first people who strongly
criticized research that seeks to develop personality profiles of the entrepreneur. Instead he encouraged researchers to study the behaviors and activities
of entrepreneurs. Jenks (1949:114) considered the business unit as sets of
cultural patterns. The patterns tend to define a system of interdependent sets
of reciprocal behaviors, a role system, in which one or more individuals play
the part, or role of entrepreneurs, in interaction with other roles in what are
recognized as business situations. It is in this context that Jenks argued that
the concept of role is the most promising analytical tool in the study of entrepreneurial processes. According to Jenks, in historical inquiries of particular entrepreneurs, constitutional, idiosyncratic and cultural factors are important, but their behavior needs to be placed in the context of the social situa46

The reason why the concept innovation team is not used is that it is more related to project team, with specified tasks to develop innovations within defined roles, time frames and
budgets. (cf. Schumpeter’s (1942:132) “team of specialists”)
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tions in which they play special roles. In this thesis, the social context for the
roles is the venture team in relation to the innovation process.
For Jenks roles become the central problem for historical inquires of entrepreneurship; a theory of roles provides a unifying and usable core for understanding the behavior of individuals who occupy entrepreneurial roles in
the business unit.
By role in general we mean the probable action pattern of individuals in any
specified recurrent social context. At any level of discourse, a role is viewed
as part of a system of inter-personal relationships involving two or more reciprocal roles. Any entrepreneurial roles that we can identify must have relations with other roles inside and outside the business unit, some of which will
be non-entrepreneurial in character. (Jenks, 1949:134)

To be able to classify an entrepreneurial role in relation to other roles, and if
we retain the innovative aspects to the entrepreneurs, it can be fruitful to
start out from Schumpeter’s (2000[1934], 1989[1947b], 1949) view of entrepreneurship, with a focus on innovation. It is possible to relate the discussions above about different forms of opportunities (Samuelsson 2004, Sarasvathy 2002, Shane 2003) to Schumpeter’s (2000[1934], 1949) distinction
between adaptive and creative responses. Schumpeter makes a distinction
between what he calls an adaptive and a creative response. Change in an
economic system can consist of adaptation to external factors by doing
something within the realm of existing practices, or in other words, adhering
to the rules of the game, i.e. adaptive response. A creative response occurs
when there is an internal change that consists of a reaction outside the range
of existing practices or rules. The distinction is between routine (manager)
and innovation (entrepreneur). The function that is depicted by a creative
response is entrepreneurial to Schumpeter. Functions that are acting on mere
routine are management or administrative functions. A study of creative
response and innovation becomes therefore coterminous with a study of entrepreneurship (cf. Sarasvathy 2001). Innovation then consists of new ideas
that are realized on the market in a process of activities, through new combinations of productive resources by one or more actors.
Baumol (1968) also differentiates between managers and entrepreneurs,
and suggests that the former use existing information and calculative techniques to solve well-defined problems, whereas the latter takes initiative on
ill-defined problems with insufficient knowledge of means-ends relations.
This can also be expressed according to Knights (1921:233) as the distinction between handling risks and uncertainty, where former is measurable and
the latter is un-measureable. In studies of larger organizations, Busenitz and
Barney (1997) have empirically confirmed substantial differences in behavior in decision-making processes between entrepreneurs and managers. Studies have also documented that professional managers often replace entrepre-
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neurial founders as CEO when the new ventures grow (Boeker and
Karichalil 2002).
Schumpeter (1949:68) recognizes no sharp dividing line between entrepreneurial activities and ordinary administration or management. Schumpeter (1989[1939]:77) also claimed, “Nobody ever is an entrepreneur all the
time, and nobody can ever be only an entrepreneur.“ From the discussion
above it is possible to argue, as with the venture team, that the venture team
roles is not a static entity and it is the venture team roles process that are the
relevant unit of analysis.
Schumpeter also emphasizes that the distinction between adaptive and
creative response conveys an essential analytical difference and therefore is
both possible and useful (Schumpeter 1989/1947:222). With the same argument, it is claimed in this thesis that it is analytically possible to make a distinction between entrepreneurial roles and management roles in venture
teams, even if these roles are temporary or changing and that it is even possible to take multiple roles. A venture team can then theoretically consist of
only managerial roles (exploring and exploiting reproducing opportunities
with existing knowledge and routines), only entrepreneurial roles (exploring
and exploiting innovative opportunities through new combination of productive resources) or a mix of entrepreneurs and managers (exploring and exploiting innovative opportunities parallel with reproducing opportunities,
with the use of both new combination of productive resources and existing
knowledge and routines).
Even if it is already declared that the innovation process is a relevant unit
of analysis for this study, there is a need to look closer at that concept.
1.3.4.1 The innovation process as a unit of analysis
In the Tetra Pak study, a very long innovation process was investigated. In
the literature, there are requests to follow entrepreneurial processes over
more extended periods (Chandler and Lyon 2001, Davidsson and Wiklund
2001, Poole et al. 2000, Van de Ven 1992b). If we want to follow the process from the idea to the implementation at the market, Schumpeter’s work
can help us, but is it not sufficient.
Van de Ven (1992b) remarked that Schumpeter only used his concept of
innovation as a cornerstone of his theory of economic development in the
economic system and never really were focused on the innovation process.
Van de Ven et al. (1999) inquires for a theory about the process of innovation. Based on the experiences from the Minnesota Innovation Research
Program (MIRP) in the 80´s, Van de Ven et al. (1999:184ff) labels the innovation process an innovation journey and is a non-linear cycle of divergent
and convergent phases of activities that may repeat over time and at differ-
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ent organizational levels if resources are obtained to renew the cycle. This
definition of the innovation process will also be used for this study.47
Van de Ven et al. (1999) argue that the two concepts of divergent and
convergent behaviors reflect what March (1991) describes as exploration and
exploitation in organizational learning processes. Sarasvathy (2001:254)
makes the same connection to March (1991) with her concepts effectuation
and causation. Divergence is defined as branching and expanding behavior
that explores new directions. A divergent behavior increases the number of
dimensions or complexity of a system and follows a more random or chaotic
process. Convergent behaviors exploit a given direction in a more linear and
narrowing process. Convergent behaviors are necessary for the longevity of
the innovation process because it accumulates additional resources. When
these resources are accumulated they trigger further divergent behaviors
process because divergent behaviors do not occur without additional resources such as people, time, ideas or money. These resource investments
together with unit restructuring are seen as enabling factors before new divergent processes take off. The innovation process is also constrained by
external institutions and internal path dependencies. Divergent and convergent phases are recognizable in the pilot-case (see reflections 2 to 6) and are
applicable concepts to understand the behaviors in the process and also the
conflicts in the venture team concerning what strategic direction Tetra Pak
should have in different phases in the process.
In the MIRP-studies, Van de Ven et al (1999:48ff) studied innovation
processes in both established firms, inter-organizational joint ventures and in
new company start-ups. Their findings implied that the core processes of
innovation are fundamentally the same across very different organizational
structures and settings. In their studies they observed that the innovation
process is collective endeavor an it was not just the case of merely one or a
few top managers, resource controllers or entrepreneurs at different hierarchical levels who were actively involved in developing innovations within
their organizations. Nevertheless, the collective leadership took an important
part in the innovation process. These actors “did not reflect unified and ho47

The Minnesota Innovation Program (MIRP) is an extensive program that began in 1983
with the objective of understanding how and why innovations develop from concept to implementation. The program has resulted in numerous articles and books from a large number
of individual researchers and groups. One of the first publications from the program was the
anthology “Research on the Management of Innovation –The Minnesota studies” (ed. A.H.
Van de Ven, H.L. Angle and M.S. Poole 1989). In the book “The Innovation Journey” (A. H.
Van de Ven, D. Polley, R. Garud and S. Venkataraman 1999) provide a synthesis of collective
findings from seventeen years of research on innovation processes. In the book “Organizational Change and the Innovation Process – Theory and Methods for Research” (M.S. Poole,
A.H. Van de Ven K. Dooley and M. E. Holmes 2000) they focus on methodological issues
related to studying innovation processes. In this thesis there will mostly be references to these
books, but if there are reasons to go deeper into some issues references will also be made to
other references from MIRP.
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mogeneous perspectives; instead, they held opposing views and performed
roles that often served as checks and balances on each other” (Van de Ven et
al. 1999:205) in making decisions in the innovation process. They also found
that top leadership team had regular meetings to review the progress and
actively participated in the innovation process. In these meetings, they followed a process of decision making by objection (cf. Anderson 1983) in
which goals and actions were interpreted through conflicting views and argumentation.
What is interesting for this thesis is the fact that Van de Ven et al.
(1999:49) expressed that their classification of different top leadership team
roles (sponsor, mentor, critic and institutional leader) and activities in the
innovation process in established internal corporate venturing and joint interorganizational ventures, did not function for an analysis of new company
start-ups. Also Ensley et al. (2002) argue that even if we find rather extended
research in the area of dynamic outcomes from various forms of teams (for
example: top management teams, project teams, work teams), new venture
teams can be seen as a rather specific form and therefore require more definite studies.
There are several reasons why we can expect that roles and activities in
venture team in start-ups differ from leadership team roles in established
companies (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999:50). The start-ups do not have the
institutional legitimacy, corporate infrastructure of functional competencies,
resources and systems available, compared with internal corporate venturing
or inter-organizational joint venturing. It often does not have secured market
relations with other firms and customers. In that sense, new company startups are an interesting and relevant organizational setting to study innovation
processes from the team level of analysis. The pilot-case with the innovation
process in Tetra Pak can hardly be classified as a pure start-up, since the
initiation period and a large part of the development period took place in the
company Åkerlund & Rausing. It should be classified as an internal corporate venturing. It would therefore be interesting to go further and explore
venture team roles in relation to an innovation process in the setting of a new
company start-up. In that sense, this thesis can be positioned in the theoretical context of the MIRP-studies and intend to make contributions to their
efforts to develop a theory of the innovation process.
From the elaboration above, three units of analysis have been identified
that are of interest and relevance for this study: (1) the venture team process, (2) the venture team roles process and (3) the innovation processes.
Before we begin to formulate research questions, based on these units of
analysis that can generate interesting results and contributions in the area of
team entrepreneurship, we do need to develop what is meant by the teamlevel of analysis, and also to formulate a purpose for this thesis.
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1.3.5 Definition of the team-level of analysis and formulation of
the purpose for the study
In 1989, Gartner wrote that entrepreneurship research was concerned with
the wrong question in trying to identify who the single entrepreneur was.
The statement that the entrepreneur in entrepreneurship is more likely to be
plural, rather then singular should not be controversial, since Gartner’s
statement has been repeated many times since it was declared. However, the
shift to a team level of analysis has more consequences than we may think of
(cf. Dimov 2007, Harper 2008).
1.3.5.1 The team-level of analysis in entrepreneurship
First of all, we need to consider what is actually meant by the team-level of
analysis. One problem with the concept “team” in entrepreneurial research is
that the use of the concept team does not guarantee that the studies are made
at the team-level of analysis. It is rather common with a shift in the level of
analysis in many works that use the concepts entrepreneurial team or venture
team. Either they soon shift down to the actor perspective, as in Ensley, Carland & Carland (2000) search for the “lead entrepreneur“ in the entrepreneurial team, or else, they use the team as a metaphor for the firm – the firm “as
a team“- and therefore shift to the firm level of analysis (Eliasson 1990).
If we want stay on the team as level of analysis we may look at, and learn
from other teamwork studies. One of the most predominant definitions of a
team in previous studies is: a (distinguishable) set of two or more individuals
interacting adaptively, interdependently and dynamically towards a common
and valued goal (Salas et al. 2000:341) and it will be employed to define
what this study means by the team level of analysis. This definition has the
consequence that the level of analysis will focus on the interaction between a
distinguishable set of individuals in terms of coordination, interdependency
and change, and how the cooperative process are performed toward their
objectives in a organizational setting. In this study the objectives of the team
are supposed to consider carrying out new ideas on the market, (through new
combinations of productive resources) (Schumpeter 2000(1934):78f).
Even if the level of analysis will be at the team-level it is recognized from
previous team research that the individual actors, the organizational setting
and the environmental context must also be considered (Guzzo 1995, Ilgen
et al. 1995). In a former section, we made clear that the venture team roles
will be one of the units of analysis, so in that sense we do capture the individual actor. Using the experiences from the MIRP (Van de Ven et al. 1999)
we did also recognize that new company start-up are relevant organizational
setting to study venture teams and venture team roles in relation to innovation process. However, in the final analysis we need to consider or determine
the environmental context in which these processes should be studied.
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Smallbone and Welter (2004), in line with Davidsson (2006), emphasized
the need for entrepreneurship research to acknowledge the heterogeneity of
environmental contexts. Smallbone and Welter (2004) argue that the theories
and concepts of entrepreneurship are developed in mature market economy
contexts and that there is a need to assess the extent to which these tools and
models are applicable in others contexts (cf. Bruton et. al 2008). The transformation of the former socialist countries into democratic and market-based
systems creates an opportunity to study entrepreneurial processes in environments that are “characterized by high level of uncertainty, rapidly changing external conditions and institutional deficiencies” (Smallbone and Welter
2004:6). Smallbone and Welter’s (ibid.) conclusions were that entrepreneurship in transformational institutional contexts is not unique, since the essential principles of individual behavior are the same regardless of the environment. Nonetheless, they found that the process of entrepreneurship was distinctive with respect to the specific interplay between individual entrepreneur/firm behavior and the external environment, which changes as the
process of transition unfolds. In that perspective, the contexts of the postsocialist countries provide a high degree of uncertainty and ambiguity, that is
interesting and prolific for the purpose of exploring the team-level of analysis in studies of innovation processes over a more extended period.
Smallbone and Welter´s (2004) study is interesting also because it makes
the distinction between reproducing (“Kirznerian”) and innovative (“Schumpeterian”) venture opportunities in relation to a transition context. Maybe a
bit unexpectedly, they claim that reproducing opportunities were more apparent in later stages of transition when the market had developed. In the
early stage of economy transformation, when lack of resources, together
with a lack of institutional stability and unpredictability of institutional behavior, created a ‘seedbed’ for Schumpeterian type of innovative venture
opportunities, although a variety of institutional constraints limited their
ability to exploit these. That many of the venture opportunities were innovative in the early stages of transforming economies has also observed by
Mugler (2000). These innovations were not high-tech or radical innovations
but rather creations of innovation in broader Schumpeterian terms.48 In that
way, the transformative economies provide extensive opportunities to study
innovation processes in other settings then radical innovations in high-tech
companies (cf. MIRP-studies, Van de Ven 1989, 1999)

48

Schumpeter gave the examples of innovation in terms of: opening up of new markets, the
introduction of a new good or a new quality of goods, creation of new infrastructure in form
of distribution-channels, by opening up a new source of supply of materials or a new outlet
for products, reorganizing an industry or the introduction of a new method of production, the
use of a new source of supply of raw materials or half-manufactured goods or a new way of
organizing and so on (Schumpeter (1996[1942]:132), 2000[1934]:66) )
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1.3.5.2 The purpose for this study
Even if it has been a long and not entirely straight road, we are now able to
formulate a purpose for this thesis. It is possible to identify at least four factors that have been influential for formulation of the purpose: The first is the
fruitful experiences from the pilot-case of applying the team level of analysis
to study the innovation process in the venture Tetra Pak. The second is the
requests for more systematic studies on different level of analysis and the
statement that each level can provide us with unique insight (Low and Macmillan 1988, Davidsson and Wiklund 2001). Third it is the experiences of
making an over-view, but also reading other researchers overviews (Bird
1989, Birley and Stockley 2000, Cooney 2005, Cooper and Daily 1997) that
the area of team entrepreneurship still lacks in conceptual clarity and theoretical coherence. The fourth factor is the possibilities from the MIRP- studies to contribute in the efforts to develop a theory of the innovation process
(Van de Ven et al 1999). The fifth is the demand and opportunities to explore the applicability of theories and concepts of entrepreneurship in transformative institutional contexts (Smallbone and Welter 2004). All these factors give the background of the formulation of the purpose of the thesis:
The main purpose is to explore what kinds of theoretical, conceptual, empirical and methodological insights can be achieved by studying innovation
processes in new ventures in a transformative institutional context at the
team-level of analysis.
In the effort of reconsidering entrepreneurship, Reich (1987) wanted to
make “the team as a hero” instead of the individual entrepreneur. It is important here to emphasize the risks of making a “straw man” (Ghosal and Bartlett 1994) of the venture team. Ghosal and Bartlett (ibid.) makes us aware of
the risk of assigning top executives, even an individual or a top management
team member, “superhuman role of being the designers of strategy, the architects of structure and the builders of systems” and that “this model is no
longer interesting to strategy researchers even as the ‘straw man’” (Ghosal
and Bartlett 1994:108). From the experiences of studies with a long-term
perspective on the population of firm formation, growth and survival it has
been found that firms are more sensitive to environmental factors, than micro variables as management behavior and successions (cf. Box 2005), so the
risk should not be underestimated. However, the possibility of making the
venture team a “straw man” is lesser in the new start-up setting, than in the
large mature firm from where this discussion originated (cf. Daily et al.
2002). Nonetheless, this study follows innovation processes over longer time
periods. Until we consider the companies large and mature, these considerations must be taken seriously. Even if focus is on the team level of analysis,
influences from the organizational context, events in the environment and
internal “grass-root” initiatives, or pure chance, should not be excluded from
the analysis (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). The pilot-case is a good example
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that the innovation process could proceed to the stage where the actual strategic direction was questioned and abandoned by the entire leadership team.
It was rather through pressure from their customers and initiatives from the
middle management that led to a final breakthrough in the innovation process with the Tetra Brik Aseptic in the beginning of the 70´s.
A more elaborated discussion of venture teams processes will be found in
Chapter 2.3 and of concepts like entrepreneurship, innovation and innovation
process in Chapter 2.2. In chapter 2.4, the concept of roles in venture team
and how they are formed and changed will be elaborated. Applying these
concepts and definitions from the team-level of analysis will have consequences for methodological issues and the research design in this study.
These questions will be discussed in the Chapter 3 (Methodology).

1.4 Formulation of research questions and intended
contributions
To be able to fulfill the purpose, some more focused research questions will
be generated with the help of prior research. This over-view of prior research
will also help us to locate where it is possible to make contributions to the
research in the area of team entrepreneurship.
Since several research questions were induced from the pilot case, these
issues will be discussed in relation to prior research. From the discussion
above, we made the conclusions that it is possible to make use of some of
the earlier definitions of team entrepreneurship for the purpose of this study,
even if we find a diversity of labels of the same unit, or that the focus is on
other units of analysis. Despite the fact that there are statements to the effect
that this research area is in its infancy, there is a lack of conceptual clarity
and theoretical coherence, this study does not need to start afresh and develop new concepts and definitions (cf. Aitken 1965:9). We therefore begin
first with prior researches that have employed venture teams and venture
team processes as units of analysis. This having been done, studies with the
innovation process in focus are then presented.

1.4.1 Common research issues about venture teams, innovation
process and venture team roles
As discussed earlier, prior research questions with the venture team as unit
of analysis are often related to topics such as the creation of new start-ups
with more than one founder. Even if it is possible to use the team level of
analysis in new ventures with only one founder, or in studies of innovation
processes in established firms, the studies of venture teams in new company
start-ups are interesting because they have opened up for new research questions and also presented relevant results. Further, despite the fact that this
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thesis will focuses on innovation processes as unit of analysis, and not the
creation of new organizations, the organizational setting is still about new
start-ups in this study.
Kamm et al. (1990:2) declared, “Entrepreneurial teams in new venture
creation” as a new agenda for research in entrepreneurship, and suggested
some topics of interest.
Although new ventures are commonly started by entrepreneurial teams, relatively little has been written about the process of effectively assembling and
maintaining them. Systematic, descriptive research is needed to define the
dimensions of entrepreneurial teams, to identify the costs and problems of assembling teams, and also identify successful strategies for resolving the problems.

Cooper and Daily (1997) proposed a framework for research about teams in
entrepreneurship involving three broad categories: Process of team formation (Recruiting, Mode of formation, Prior relationships, Relative contributions and benefits); Team Functioning (Roles within team, Team heterogeneity, Psychological variables, Consensus in decision making, Relationships
to strategy and structure); Influences of Team Makeup (Team stability,
Firm performance). If we peruse the studies done in the area of team entrepreneurship we observe that Cooper and Daily (1997) categories still cover
the most common research issues. Some of the topics are more frequent in
the literature, but there are also some gaps. Later on a presentation of some
of the topics and research results will be made with a view to identifying
some gaps. Having identified the gaps we will then proceed to formulate
relevant research questions and state the contributions this study intends to
make.
A recurrent topic is the question of how common is the team effort in
founding a new venture. There is historical evidence to support the idea that
venture teams are an economic reality and have probably been since ancient
history, for example the Romans “collegiums” and the joint-stock companies
developed by English merchants from seventeenth century on (Rosenberg
and Birdzell 1986:191ff). Lechler (2001) cites examples of multiple founders from 1847 that founded Siemens and Hoechst AG from 1863.
Cooper and Daily (1997) cite a study (from Cooper et al 1990) of 2994
start-ups in USA where 30 % had at least one full-time partner. In an investigation from Sweden (NUTEK, R2002:9) with a frequency of answers from
13 413 firms, 37,6 % answered that they were two or more partners. Smallbone and Welter (2001:258) compare two surveys; one of 300 manufacturing SME’s in the Baltic states undertaken in 1995, where 54% of firms had
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three or more owners, with a broadly matched sample of Polish SME’s with
20% with 3 or more owners.49
A frequent topic in the literature is related to venture teams and performance. In a survey article, Cooper and Gimeno (1992) reported that, in four
out of five studies, ventures started by teams did better than those started by
single founders. In a review of a dozen empirical studies from Germany,
Canada and USA, of the relevance of venture teams, Lechler (2001) found
that the results were in almost every case that multiple founders performed
better compared to single founders. Storey (1998:127ff) found seven studies
that had tested the hypothesis that businesses started by more than one founder are more likely to grow than businesses owned by a single persons. Five
of them indicated support for the hypothesis, one indicates that the relationship was broadly, but not consistently positive, and one found no significant
relationship. A study worth noticing is made by Davidsson and Honing
(2003) that found that start-up teams were more likely to have a comparatively rapid pace of gestation activities than a new venture with a single
founder.
Lechler (2001) found that most often, the statistically proven positive relationships between multiple founders and venture success are theoretically
attributed and explained from a resource-based perspective of the firm. So,
in prior research the main explanations for the advantages of teams are deduced to the ability to combine diverse people with different characteristics
and resources. Lechler (2001) criticizes this approach by the arguments that
it is too narrow and that it ignores research results that indicate that it is the
process of social interaction of the team members that determine the success
of the venture. We also find a more current discussion concerning whether it
is possible to combine the two perspective of the venture team formation as a
resource-seeking behavior or as a manifestation of interpersonal attraction.
(Aldrich and Kim 2007, Forbes et al 2006)
Some of the researches, with more focus on the social interaction in the
area of team entrepreneurship discuss the disadvantages of new venture
teams (Lechler 2001; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990). It is emphasized
that team ventures should not be seen as an unproblematic concept for success. Birley and Stockley (2000:296) envisage venture teams as “a doubleedged sword”, on the one hand enabling innovative development and fast
growth, but on the other hand as a source of conflict and instability (Ensley
et al. 2002, Hambrik et al. 1996; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988; Kanter
1983). Even if there are many studies that find a relation between multiple
founders and fast growth, it does not necessarily mean long-time survival.
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The authors explain the differences with the existence of Poland’s longer recent
tradition of private enterprise development and with fewer small private enterprises
with their origins in co-operatives.
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Cooper et al. (1994) found that ventures with more than one founder were
more likely to grow, but not more likely to survive. Several other studies
also indicate the difficulties to hold a founding team together (Chandler et al
2004, Cooper and Bruno 1977, Timmons 1984, Boyd and Gumpert 1983).
Timmons (1994) suggested that overlapping of roles, unanswered questions
who are in charge, and how real differences of opinion are resolved between
team members are key factors, but we still have little knowledge about the
causes of team processes and dissolution in growing and successful new
ventures (cf. Boeker and Karichalil 2002, Chandler et al 2004, Ensley et al.
2002, Ucbasaran et al. 2003, Watson et al. 1995).
There is an ongoing discussion as to whether for example, the lack of
consensus in new venture teams leads to a greater variety of approaches to
problem-solving, or whether diversity delays the process in a vulnerable
phase when it is needed to get a product or service to the market before limited resources runs out (Cooper and Daily 1997). West and Meyer (1998) for
example found a strong correlation between the presence of diversity of
ideas within top management teams and perceptions of superior performance, especially with the idea diversity in earlier stages of venture development. This implies that there is a need to study these processes over time. As
many scholars argue, we still find little research on the venture team formation process and how the team changes over time (Cooper and Daily 1997,
Ucbasaran et al. 2003, Forbes et al. 2006).
Another topic, related to consensus, is that it is assumed that a diversity of
goals and means in the venture teams, together with the complex and ambiguous nature of the venture process, produces both cognitive (taskoriented) and affective (emotional) conflicts (Ensley et al. 2002). A common
theme in the literature is that out of cognitive conflicts creative ideas and
solutions can emerge, but at the same time may develop to affective conflicts
that paralyze decision-making and lead to a downward spiral (Amason et al.
1995) or make team members leave the enterprise (Chandler et al. 2005).
So we find some studies that focus on the formation process and other
studies that look at the exit of team members and the dissolving of the venture team. Nonetheless, it is difficult to find researches that study the whole
venture team process: from the formation to the dissolving of the venture
team.
Instead of a common input-performance explanation, which mostly
searches for demographic variables between venture teams (often with unsatisfying and contradicting results), Chowdhury (2004) emphasizes that the
venture teams could be better explained by analyzing process variables (cf.
Bird 1989, Lechler 2001). Lechler (ibid.) found support for the hypothesis
that the social interaction process in venture teams influence new venture
success, i.e. an input-process-output explanation is preferred. In that article
it was also argued that it is difficult to find studies with topics that relate new
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venture teams interaction and the process of social cognition to innovation
processes.
In the effort of trying to describe the innovation process in Tetra Pak it
has earlier been established that the team level of analysis was useful in order to understand and explain the process. In the research literature, one often finds only indirect indications of innovation activities in relation to venture teams, e.g. with references to the high degree of multiple founders in
high-technology start-ups (Cooper 1986, Cooper and Bruno 1977, Teach et
al. 1986). Cooper (1986) reported in a review of research on high-technology
startups, that the median percentage of founders with full-time partners in
high-technology start-ups was 70 %, across ten different studies. Timmons
(1994) argued that it is very difficult to create a high-potential business
without a team. This was also a conclusion that Gartner (1985) made: “High
technology industries might require more skills than one individual would be
likely to have, necessitating that individuals combine their abilities in teams
in order to start an organization successfully.” (Gartner 1985:703)
It has therefore been surprising in the research over-view that we find few
studies that focus on research issues related to innovation processes in relation to venture team process in new ventures.
One stream of innovation research is related to questions about what
characteristics of organizations and environments shape the development of
technological change and innovation (Tushman and Nelson 1990). The question as to whether innovations are developed with greater frequency inside
established firms or in new independent start-ups is still debated in the literature, with inclusive empirical results in the studies that are made (Shrader
and Simon 1997). One issue concerns the leadership form in new start-ups.
An example of this research is Talaulicar et al. (2005) that found two different leadership models in new high-technology start-ups, the CEO-model,
where one member (the CEO) of the top management team (TMT) alone
may determine the strategy of the overall company, and the departmental
model, where TMT members have decision authority for his or her individual area of responsibility and also affect the overall strategy (cf. the leadership form in Tetra Pak). In their sample of 56 start-ups in Germany, only two
were founded by a single person and while 70 percent of the sample used a
departmental model. That indicates that the “lead entrepreneur”, as Ensley et
al. (2000) argue were common in their sample of fast growing firms in US
(inc. 500), was not that frequent in Talaulicar et al.’s (2005) sample of high
technology firm sample. Talaulicar et al. (2005) also found support for the
hypothesis that the establishment of a departmental model was associated
with higher decision comprehensiveness and faster decision making. In that
sense, team entrepreneurship is a relevant perspective, especially in research
questions that relate to venture team and innovation processes.
Tushman and Nelson (1990) argues that most research about innovation
or technological change discuss issues related to questions of how organiza50

tions adapt to innovation changes, but that there is limited amount of systematic work on how innovations evolve or how organizations actually
shape technological changes and innovations. We have earlier argued that
one exception is The Minnesota Innovation Research Program (MIRP) (Van
de Ven et al 1989, 1999) that did focus on issues how and why innovations
actually emerge, develop, grow or terminate over time, with the innovation
process as a unit of analysis in organizational settings as new start-ups, internal corporate venturing and joint inter-organizational ventures. In their
studies of innovation processes they came to the conclusion that:
A pluralistic leadership does not ensure intelligent leadership. Learning to
encourage, tolerate, and heedfully accommodate divergent leader roles and
perspective calls for negotiational style of decision making by objection and
constructive conflict resolution. Moreover, switching between multidimensional leadership of divergent activities and unidimensional leadership of
convergent activities becomes a central challenge for leading the innovation
cycle” (Van de Ven et al. 1999:207)

As mentioned earlier, MIRP´s classification of different roles in the leadership of the innovation process was not applicable in the new company startups setting. One explanation given was that the venture teams in the start-up
period were consisting only of the inside owners/entrepreneurs who were
“talking to themselves” and that more distinct role-sets had not yet evolved
or emerged. Stinchcombe (1965) with his concept “liability of newness”
focused especially on the problems concerning the necessity for the invention of roles in that sense that no visible models of roles from an established
organization can easily be adopted in the new start-up. The issues of how
venture team roles are formed and changed in new company start-ups, in
relation to the innovation process over more extended time periods, are still
neglected in this area of research.
If we recapitulate and look back to the research that have been done in the
area of team entrepreneurship, it is possible to argue that we need to go further and study issues that relate to how new venture teams are formed, how
they change and dissolve. We do also need to focus on topics related to how
roles in the venture team are formed and are changed over time. In the literature there is a tendency to emphasize the fruitfulness of studying the venture
team process and the venture team roles process in relation to the innovation
process. To be able to fulfill the purpose of this thesis, two research questions will be in focus:
How do venture teams form, change and dissolve in relation to innovation processes in new ventures (new company start-ups)?
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What kinds of roles do we find in venture teams and how do the roles
form and change over time in relation to innovation processes in new
ventures (new company start-ups)?
The word “relation” in the research question denotes how the processes have
an impact on and influence each other.
With these two issues in focus it is intended to make research contributions in at least five areas: three contributions related to theoretical and conceptual matters, but also an empirical and a methodological contribution.
If we start with the theoretical contributions, it was stated in the introduction of this thesis that this study could be positioned in the theoretical context from the Minnesota Innovation Research Program (MIRP) and their
very ambitious project to develop a theory of the innovation process (Van de
Ven et al 1989, 1999). Even if MIRP are well founded, have developed an
empirically grounded model and used an established conceptual framework
for the innovation process, it will be a long time before we can talk about a
general theory of the innovation process. This thesis wants to contribute with
some pieces of that puzzle. The first contribution is related to MIRP studies
of the role of collective leadership in relation to the innovation process. With
the long-term perspective of the innovation process, this study wants to
make contributions and create propositions in the area of the venture team
process: from the formation to the dissolution of the venture team. The second is to contribute with propositions of how we can better understand and
explain how venture team roles are formed and are changed, especially in the
settings of new start-ups. The third contribution is related to the efforts to
develop a theory of the innovation process. Even if this study is a single
case-study this empirical data can be added to the other cases from MIRP,
that in the future can help to develop to a more general and valid theory of
the innovation process. Since MIRP´s model of the innovation process was
developed from empirical data from high-tech ventures financed by venture
capitalists in a mature market economy, it is possible to explore the applicability of the model in another institutional setting –i.e. a low-tech venture in
a transformative economy. The research questions will be studied using an
in-depth case study through which a phasic analysis of the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team role process in the venture will be carried out. The case is taken from the publishing sector in Poland, during the transformation of the economy and society, between 1985
and 2003.
From the previous discussion, this thesis also has empirical contributions
involving a case from a very interesting historical period and institutional
context that is studied at the unusual level of analysis of the team.
As Cooper and Daily (2000) have already noticed, the data collection
methods in use in the research of team entrepreneurship has often been obtained chiefly by interviewing the founders or president of the firm.
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Samuelsson (2006) has wondered as to whether it was worth the effort to
incorporate other actors or to rely on a single informant in studies of the
venture process. His concern was motivated by the experiences obtained
from using team-based measures in studies of the nascent venture process.
These provided some interesting results. Since this thesis will use some of
the methodological experiences from the pilot-study in which data collection
covered all the key persons in the process, we also intend from this to make
methodological contributions related to that area.
Since it is an explorative study the thesis will develop propositions and
conjectures that can be the basis for future studies that may have much
broader empirical materials or that have more specific foci. We will later in
the theoretical framework, in chapter 2 and in the methodological discussion
in chapter 3, return to the issue as to why a transformative economy is a
relevant institutional context to study these processes.
Earlier research related to venture or entrepreneurial teams and innovation
processes, or other relevant research that focus on the team level of analysis,
will be used in the analysis of the research issues and the case. The theoretical frame of reference will be presented in the next chapter (chapter 2).

1.5 Organization of the thesis
After this introduction, Chapter 2 describes the theoretical framework. It
begins with a description of different process theories, followed by a theoretical framework that is presented for each unit of analysis: the innovation
process, the venture team process and the venture team roles process. Chapter 3 describes the applied methodology: a process research approach with a
phasic analysis. Chapter 4 includes an extended in-depth case study of the
innovation process in the venture Prószyński i S-ka in the publishing sector
in Poland (between 1985 to 2003). The case is divided into four periods and
each unit of analysis will be analyzed after each period. Chapter 5 is the final
analysis and focuses on the two research questions of this study. That chapter presents several propositions and some conjectures about the relation
between the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture
team roles process in new company start-up in a transformative context.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and contributions of this study. It focuses
on the different theoretical, conceptual, empirical and methodological insights that are achieved by studying the innovation processes in new ventures in a transformative institutional context at the team-level of analysis.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical framework

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a theoretical framework for the thesis. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, an underlying assumption in this study is that innovations, venture teams, and the roles in the venture team are changing over time, and that
changes in one entity can influence the other entities. The unit of change can,
according to Van de Ven and Poole (1995:520-522), be approached in two
different ways: the unit in focus is either a single entity or the interactions
between two or more entities. In this study, focus is on three units of analysis: the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team
roles process. The study of process or change also requires methods to examine how phenomena develop over time.
Van de Ven and Poole (1989:31) recognizes four requirements that must
be fulfilled in order to study the process of innovation. The first is a clear set
of concepts for selecting and describing the objects to be studied. Second, is
systematic methods needed for observing change in the object over time.
Third, are methods required for representing raw data in order to identify
process pattern. Fourth, is a motor or theory to make sense of the process
pattern and as well as being able to determine whether the theory fits the
observed pattern. In this chapter the first and fourth points will be elaborated
while the second and third points will be dealt with in chapter 3 under Methodology.
In addition to this introduction, the chapter is divided in three parts in accordance with the three units of analysis. Some of the concepts have already
been defined in Chapter 1 in an effort to formulate the purpose and the research questions for this thesis. In this chapter however, I will continue to
bring more substance to these and other relevant concepts used in prior research on these units of analysis. The three units of analysis do not have a
life of their in a closed universe; on the contrary, they are related to an organizational setting and an environmental context. In the three parts of this
chapter prior research related to each unit of analysis is discussed, (especially concerning a new company start-up setting in a transformational environment). The first part presents a theoretical framework for the innovation
process as unit of analysis. The second part introduces a frame for analyzing
venture team processes, and the third part sets up theoretical and conceptual
tools for describing, understanding and also explaining how the roles in ven54

ture teams are changing over time. As in the first chapter the pilot-case Tetra
Pak will be used also in this chapter to illustrate and support the theoretical
framework.
It is also possible to perceive the chapter as “a map” (Weick 1979) that
will help us interpret and identify process pattern in “the innovation journey”
(Van de Ven et al. 1999) that are presented as an empirical case in Chapter 4.

2.1.1 Process theories
A commonly used definition of process is that it is a sequence of individual
and collective events, actions and activities unfolding over time in context
(Pettigrew 1997). A process theory should be able to give explanation of
how and why an entity changes and develops. In order, to identify what
makes change happen, we need theories that can explain the kinds of generative mechanisms that lie behind the observed events and the particular circumstances or contingencies behind these casual mechanisms (Van de Ven
and Poole 1995). In an interdisciplinary literature review Van de Ven (1992)
found four fundamental families of ideal-type theories of social change;
Life-cycle theory, Teleological theory, Dialectical theory, Evolutionary theory.
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In each of these ideal-types: “(a) process viewed as a different cycle of
change events, (b) which is governed by a different “motor” or generative
mechanism that (c) operates on a different unit of analysis and (d) represent
a different mode of changes.” (Van de Ven and Poole 1995:519f). Each perspective relies on a different motor of change, which can be mapped as a
distinct action cycle. Van de Ven and Poole (1995) argued that these different perspectives provide us with alternative pictures, without necessarily
nullifying each other. Figure 2.1 helps us to locate generative mechanisms in
different modes and units of change.
The model helps us to recognize and distinguish whether deterministic or
probabilistic laws prescribe the sequences of change events, or whether the
progress is constructed and emerges as the change process unfolds.
Since change processes occur on many levels such as individual, group,
organizational, population, and even on the level of larger communities,
Figure 2.1 thus makes a distinction between the changes in questions that
focus on the developments within a single unit or on the interaction between
two or more units.
The benefits from the model are both theoretical and empirical. First of
all, the framework can make us recognize that most process theories are
often more complex than these ideal-types, and although some theories can
be reduced to one of the motors, most contain interplay of two or more generative mechanisms.
This model alerts us to and manages the variety of process theories and
helps us to identify aspects or relationships of “motors” or generative
mechanisms in the theories we use or develop. Secondly, the framework
provides a foundation for empirical work. For example, in studies of innovation processes it is not often clear from the outset of the studies what kind of
generative mechanisms and forces are influencing the often very complex
processes. The framework makes the researcher determine what kind of motors are in operation and whether more than one motor is influencing the
process and to examine how they are related. This “template matching” (Van
de Ven and Poole 1995:533) helps us to avoid simple process theories, while
at the same time manage more complex processes and still maintain a strong
theoretical basis for analyzing the processes. In studies of complex processes
with more than one motor it is acknowledged that there can be different
types of relationships. This nesting of motors means that some motors may
operate at the same or different levels of analysis. Another important relationship is the timing of the motors, i.e., whether they work simultaneously
or at different times in the process. Lastly, we must consider that motors may
reinforce or contradict one another, i.e. the degree of complimentarity. Van
de Ven and Poole (1999) argue that the relative balance between constructive (dialectic or teleological) and prescribed (life-cycle or evolutionary)
motors operating at different levels of analysis can play a major role in explaining both patterns of stability and change in an organization.
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For the purpose of this study, what is interesting with the framework from
Van de Ven and Poole (1995) is the implication it has for focusing on an
innovation process from the team level of analysis. Does a focus on a venture team process and the roles help us to identify motors or generative
mechanisms related to the innovation process that can contribute to understanding or explaining innovation processes?
In the sections below, Van de Ven and Poole (1995) framework are used
to discuss different change mechanisms in the innovation process. Later on
we also apply this framework to discuss how different change mechanisms
can be useful in explaining how venture teams and venture team roles are
formed and develop over time. In chapter 3 (Methodology), we elaborate on
how a determination can be made as to which of the four motors are operating, especially at the team level of analysis, and how we can observe change
in the empirical entities over time.
Following this overview of process theories are we now able to discuss
theories about one of the units of analysis in this study, the innovation process.

2.2 The innovation process as unit of analysis
“By definition, an innovation is a leap into the unknown”

(Van de Ven et al. 1999:66)

2.2.1 Innovation as the phenomenon in entrepreneurship
Hérbert and Link (1982:74) declared that Schumpeter was the first to develop an elaborated theory of entrepreneurship with a convincing connection
to innovation. While the concept “innovation“ is the foundation of his theory
of entrepreneurship, it is also a part of his theory of economic growth and
development. For Schumpeter (1949:70), “…entrepreneurship, as defined,
essentially consists in doing things that are not generally done in the ordinary course of business routine,…“. Schumpeter describes innovation as an
act of doing new things or the doing of things that are already being done in
a new way. This is made by combining existing productive resources in new
ways, or for new purposes.
What we unscientifically, call economic progress means essentially putting
productive resources to uses hitherto untried in practice, and withdrawing
them from the uses they have served so far. This is what we call “innovation”. (Schumpeter 1928:378)
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Carrying out of new combinations is a special function, that Schumpeter
calls the “entrepreneurial function“ (1949:71). Schumpeter proposed in his
later work that innovation does not need to be spectacular or of historic importance and that it is also essential to observe the phenomenon in the humblest levels of the business world (Schumpeter 1989[1947b]: 223f).50
Schumpeter’s (2000[1934]:66) concept of “innovation“ covers a broad
range of activities such as the following: the introduction of a new good or a
new quality of goods; the introduction of a new method of production; the
opening of a new market; the use of a new source of supply of raw materials
or half-manufactured goods; and the implementation of new organization.
Schumpeter (1989[1947b]) makes a distinction between what he calls an
adaptive and a creative response. Change in an economic system can consist
of adaptation to external factors through doing something within the realm of
existing practices or in other words through the existing rules of the games,
i.e. adaptive response. A creative response occurs when there is an internal
change that consists of a reaction outside the range of existing practices or
rules. The function that carries out a creative response, Schumpeter calls
entrepreneurial. The distinction is between routine and innovation. Functions that are acting on mere routine can be called managerial or administrative functions. Schumpeter (1949:68) recognizes that there is no sharp dividing line between entrepreneurial activities and ordinary administration or
management. Nevertheless, he emphasizes that the distinction between adaptive and creative response conveys an essential difference and therefore are
both possible and useful: “…the distinctive element is readily recognized so
soon as we make clear to ourselves what it means to act outside the pale of
routine” (Schumpeter 1949:68). A study of creative response becomes therefore coterminous with a study of entrepreneurship (Schumpeter
1989[1947b]:222).
What characterizes action in the innovation process is the ability to act
without having to work out beforehand all the details of what is to be done
(Schumpeter 2000[1934]:85). In that sense, are the entrepreneurs not concerned with insurance or risk taking, but with uncertainty (Eliasson. 1990,
McMullen and Shepherd 2006, Schumpeter 1954:556). Schumpeter’s use of
the concept uncertainty in relation with innovation is possible to relate to
Knight’s discussion between risk and uncertainty.
The practical differences between the two categories, risk and uncertainty, is
that in the former the distinction of the outcome in a group of instances is
known (either through calculation a priori or from statistics of past experience), while in the case of uncertainty this is not true, the reason being in

50
In an earlier work (1939:68), Schumpeter imposed a more restricted concept of innovation “a change in some production function which is of the first and not of the second or a still
higher order of magnitude.“
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general that it is impossible to form a group of instances, because the situation dealt with is in a high degree unique. (Knight 1921:62)

This implies that entrepreneurs act under uncertainty and that existing
knowledge is not necessarily relevant to the decision to taking action on a
new idea. What is required to take action is an act of will (Schumpeter 1928,
cf. Czarniawska-Joerges and Wolff 1990) or/and an act of insight (Ruttan
1959), rather then an “act of skills”.
Successful innovation is, as said before, a task sui generis. It is a feat not of
intellect. But of will. It is a special case of the social phenomenon of leadership51. Its difficulty consisting in the resistances and uncertainties incident to
doing what has not been done before, …(Schumpeter 1928:379f)

Eliasson (1990:277) calls this notion of uncertainty the experimental nature
of economic activity. This means that the outcome of economic activity cannot be ascertained before it has been tried in the market. It is, according to
Schumpeter (1928:380), the act of getting a business unit to run on a new
and uncertain plan that are essential to the entrepreneurial function, not to
the running of a business according to new plans. The running of the business, or an organization, on implemented routines, is rather a matter of the
managerial function. The distinction of several roles in terms of entrepreneurs and managers, together with other roles in the venture will be discussed further in part 2.4 of this chapter.
Knowledge or skills still play an important role in the innovation process.
Knowledge is essential in the perception of a problem or in “setting of the
stage” (Ruttan 1959:602) by acknowledging different elements of new solutions and in terms of bringing in “existing routines as components” (Nelson
and Winter 1982:130) in the innovation process. However, it is also an important tool for interpreting the outcome of the innovation or as clues for
understanding (Nelson and Winter 1977) and in evaluation (Ruttan 1959)
how to proceed.
Nonaka (1994) claimed that innovation could be better understood as a
process in which the organization creates and defines problems and then
actively develops new knowledge to solve them. In that sense, new knowledge is one of the outcomes of the innovation process. Firms that innovate
do not only create new knowledge in the process, but also systematically
enhance their capacity to absorb and assimilate external new knowledge to
use as components for new innovative ends (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). In
that process, diversified and specialized knowledge in the firm is necessary
to develop an absorptive capacity to assimilate new knowledge and to combine it with other knowledge in order to generate new value (Moran and
Ghosal 1999).
51

Schumpeter has noted here that this economic leadership does not imply any glorification.
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Another complementary perspective on innovation is that innovations
emerge or are enacted with the use of earlier experiences or knowledge (Van
de Ven et al 1999, cf. Weick 1979). The new is interpreted, understood and
communicated in the light of the old, i.e. there are retrospective elements in
the process that take a new idea to the market. Others see innovations as
evolving, being shaped and developing by external social, political, organizational and market events or forces (Rosenberg 1982).
In the literature on the study of entrepreneurial opportunities there is an
ongoing discussion as to whether opportunities are discovered or created (cf.
Alvarez and Barney 2007). Often these concepts are related to different ontological traditions (Bjerke 2007). One finds a realist view (opportunities are
discovered as an objective reality and exist independent of entrepreneurs and
are evolving and developing in the process) or a social constructive view
(opportunities do not exist independently of the entrepreneurs and are created and emerging as entrepreneurs interact with the environment). These
matters as to whether the innovation process should be described as developing (from life cycle mechanisms), evolving (from evolutionary mechanisms),
created (from dialectic mechanisms) or emerging (from teleological mechanisms) can be elaborated with the use of the framework of Van de Ven and
Poole (1995) that was presented earlier (see figure 2.1).
Moran and Ghosal (1996) argue that new resource combinations (where
knowledge can be one of the resources) is a source of creating new potential
value, but it is the market exchange that is the primary mechanism through
which any potential value that resides in an economic system becomes realized. As Tushman and Nelson (1990) claim most of the research in the field
have taken innovation as given and have focused on the period after the
value of the innovation is realized and recognized on the market and often
studied the diffusion (cf. Acs and Audretsch 1990, Nelson and Winter 1982,
Rogers 2003) or how organizations adapt (cf. Nadler and Tushman 1990) to
innovations in the economy or in organizations. There are few studies on
how innovations initially evolve, are created, emerge and develop or on how
organizations and actors actually shape innovation through new combination
of resources (cf Van de Ven et al 1989, 1999).
An innovation from a Schumpeterian perspective is a new idea that is
forced onto the market under uncertainty, in a process of activities, through
new combinations of productive resources (ibid. 2000[1934]). In that sense,
innovations in this thesis are also a market phenomenon and as Samuelsson
(2004) states, is a process that is shaped and created in the intersection between supply and demand, and is not only a “substantive technological
event”. The process from the new idea to the market can also be seen as a
“development funnel” (Wheelwright and Clark 1992), where the process of
problem-solving via both technological and market experiences and knowledge gradually reduces uncertainty. This means that the innovation process
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is both a process of getting things done in terms of activities or tasks, but
also a process of constructing meaning or enactment.
In this thesis the concepts “idea” and “venture opportunity” are considered as equivalent52, but a distinction is made between innovative venture
opportunities and reproducing (imitative) venture opportunities. This distinction is in line with several researchers’ classification of different venture
opportunity variations (Samuelsson 2004, Shane and Venkataraman 2000,
Shane 2003, Venkataraman 1997), but with the difference that in this study,
reproducing venture opportunities are not in focus. There is still a need to
classify the two opportunities, since both can be present in the economy or in
an organization simultaneously (Shane and Venkataraman 2000) or that one
opportunity can influence the process of discovery and exploit another. The
process may start with an imitative opportunity and in the process they discover an innovative opportunity (cf. Vesper 1989).
The most common way of making a distinction between the two venture
opportunities is to associate innovative venture opportunities with Schumpeter’s view of an innovation, as a creative change in supply and demand
(Samuelson 2004) or a qualitative change in the market (Gratzer 1996). You
could also say that innovative venture opportunities creates and identifies
new supply-demand combinations. In that way may the innovative venture
opportunity also disrupt and dis-equilibrate the existing market system
(Shane 2003).
Reproducing or imitative venture opportunities are often referred to
Kirzner’s (1973, 1997) view of profitable exchange opportunities within
markets. Kirzner (1973) also labeled imitative activities, with the purpose to
exploiting profitable exchange opportunities, as entrepreneurial behavior.
These imitative opportunities emerge within the market, because markets are
never really in the state of absolute equilibrium.
Except in the never-attained state of complete equilibrium, each market is
characterized by opportunities for pure entrepreneurial profit. These opportunities are created by earlier entrepreneurial errors which have resulted in
shortages, surplus, misallocated resources. The daring, alert entrepreneur discovers these earlier errors, buys where prices are “to low” and sells where
prices are “to high”. In this way low prices are nudged higher, high prices
are nudged lower; price discrepancies are narrowed in the equilibrative direction. Shortages are filled, surpluses are whittled away; quantity gaps tend to
be eliminated in the equilibrative direction. (Kirzner 1997:70)

Opportunities for profitable exchange arise because of the heterogeneity of
knowledge and from imperfect information among the actors in the market
52

In the literature there are arguments that separate the concepts “idea” and “venture opportunity” in the gestation phase of the venture process (Klofsten 2003). Since the ambition in this
thesis is to study these processes over more extended periods, we are not interested in identifying this shift from idea to a venture opportunity in the analysis of the empirical material.
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system. It is due to the ignorance of the actors in the system that exchange
opportunities exist and the process of exchange is set in motion (Snehota
1990). It is within this system that “alert” actors are able to discover profitable exchange opportunities, which have hitherto gone unnoticed by the
market. These profitable exchange opportunities will further on be labeled
reproducing venture opportunities and are seen as activities that are optimizing change in supply and demand (Samuelsson 2004) or are concerned with
quantitative changes of already existing products or services in the market
(Gratzer 1996). For the purpose of this thesis, what is of paramount importance in distinguishing two venture opportunities is that the innovative venture opportunity is acted on under a higher degree of uncertainty, in terms of
unpredictability. With reproducing venture opportunities it is possible to act
on the basis of earlier experiences and knowledge. It is also possible to predict the outcome and the risks can be calculated (cf. Baumol 1993, Knight
1921, Shane and Venkataraman 2000). It should also be emphasized that
acting on one type of venture opportunity as opposed to another (reproducing or innovative venture opportunity) is not of great importance. It is merely
that each plays a different role in the market system.
In his study, Samuelsson (2004:155) theoretically derived and empirically confirmed that the process for innovative opportunities is systematically different from the process for reproducing venture opportunities. The
results indicated that progress in the nascent venturing process for exploiting
innovative venture opportunities was explained by both tacit (in form of
start-up and industry experience) and codified knowledge (in form of formal
education), emotional social capital (in the form of social reinforcement), a
growing instrumental social capital, and an early specialist (niche) strategic
focus (Ibid :125). On the other hand, exploiting reproducing venture opportunities included competitive awareness and a large and growing use of instrumental social capital. Even if many of the concepts, results and analyses
in Samuelsson’s study (2004) are relevant for this thesis, his focus was on
another unit of analysis, the creation of new ventures - not the innovation
process. Nevertheless, the concepts of innovative and reproducing venture
opportunities are applied in this thesis, even if the focus is on innovative
venture opportunities and the further innovation process. The reproducing
venture opportunities are important in the analysis because they may influence the innovation process.
In the literature, there are two approaches as to how to differentiate between an innovation or merely a routine matter (Samuelsson 2004, Van de
Ven 1986, Van de Ven et al. 1999). One approach tries to use objective criteria to distinguish what is new on the market or merely an imitation, with
measurements as for example established patents, etc (Archibugi 1992,
Schmookler 1966, Westberg 2002). An advantage with the objective approach is that one may use indicators from already available data sources.
The disadvantages are that these measurements are only indicators and do
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not necessarily capture the actual innovative activities. The other approach
uses more subjective criteria and as long as the idea is perceived as new to
the people involved, it is defined as an innovation (Van de Ven 1986). A
disadvantage is that it is difficult to conclude if it is an actual innovation, i.e
something new at the market. An advantage with the subjective criteria is
that focus is on the behavior or the logic behind the activities (cf. Sarasvathy
2001), rather than on technical criteria and objective measurements. Another
advantage is that it is easier to include other types of innovations than patentable products or processes. In this thesis the subjective approach will be
used, since action under uncertainty in the innovation process is of interest.
If the perception is that a certain action has not been done before and there is
the belief that not all knowledge is available on how precede, it is possible to
assume that action is taken under some degree of uncertainty.
The question regarding how to classify different types of innovations is
recurrent in the innovation literature. Tidd et al. (2005) gives an overview of
the categorization of innovations, in terms of: product innovation (new
products or service), process innovations (new production or distribution),
position innovation (introduce in new context/market) or paradigm innovation (change in the underlying mental models which frame the activities in
the organization or the sector). The innovation is classified also from other
dimensions as to the degree of newness in terms of incremental to radical
innovations (‘doing what we do better’ – ‘new to the enterprise’ – ‘new to
the world’) (cf. Bhave 1994). The innovation can be at the component level
and on system level (Henderson and Clark 1990). Innovations at component
level can be both incremental improvement, but also radical modular innovations. At the system level the literature also makes a distinction between
architectural innovations and discontinuous innovation (ibid.). In architectural innovations there is a reinforced reconfiguration of different existing
components in a new whole. With discontinuous innovation the whole set of
rules of the game changes at the system level, with new and changed links
between different knowledge elements.
Van de Ven et al. (1999) found, in line with Henderson and Clark (1990),
that in order to reach the market the innovation process often require additional innovative components that are both technical and related to service
and administrative activities. Even if Van de Ven et al (1999) included in
their definition of innovation, both technical innovations (new technologies,
products, and services) and administration innovations (new procedures,
policies and organizational forms) they did claim that it is problematic to
overstate different classifications of innovations, since many innovations
involve both new technical and administrative components. The position
from Van de Ven et al. (ibid.) study that do not overemphasize the classifications of the innovations is appealing and will be applied also in this thesis,
since the empirical case that will follow can be classified according to all the
labels of different innovations used in the literature.
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The legacy of Schumpeter cannot be underestimated, but most of his followers, as for example Nelson and Winter (1982), have continued to emphasize the analysis of larger systems that are not at the level of the team and are
not focusing on the innovation process internal in the business venture. This
is also what Van de Ven (1992b:218) remarks when he inquires for a theory
about the innovation process.

2.2.3 The innovation process
Ruttan (1959) tried, with reference to Usher’s (1954) cumulative synthesis
theory and also from Schumpeter’s framework, to formulate a view of the
innovation process as a chain of problems and solutions, that include new
problems, old problems, new solutions and old solutions in different constellations or cycles that continued until the innovation was realized at the market. It means, therefore, that many complementary new solutions, and old
solutions or routines are usually required in the innovation process and that
both old and new problems could precede or follow from old or new solutions. Also Kline and Rosenberg (1986), with their “chain-linked-model”
perceived the innovation process as a series of changes in a complete system
from product specification, product development, production processes,
marketing, distribution and service components. Kline and Rosenberg emphasized that the process should not be seen as a linear process, whereupon
one problem-solution was followed by another. Instead, the innovation process unfolds in the way that different problems were handled simultaneously,
with interaction, feedback loops and coordination between different activities in the chain. The model also shows that the solutions and the problems
that arise and are shaped through the feedback-loops are found both from
existing knowledge inside or outside the business unit. If available knowledge is not adequate to solve the problems, more systematic research can be
activated in search for new solutions. There can also be a direct link to and
from research activities from different problems in the process.
The innovation process not only contains operative or functional problem-solving, but is also about sense-making. It has earlier claimed that innovation was related to action under uncertainty, in terms of unpredictability.
Another aspect of the innovation process is that it is also related to ambiguity
and equivocality. Doing something that not has been done before may include that there are no words available or there are different and competing
vocabulary to describe what they want to accomplish. That implies that the
innovation process also is a sense-making process.
Initially, new ideas or opportunities begins with rather vague and prosaic
concepts that becomes more elaborated and defined as people act, and more
importantly, interact with these ideas. In the literature, there are several descriptions of the development of an idea to a more elaborated business idea,
model or platform (Alvesson 1992, Ardichvili et al. 2003, Klofsten 2002,
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2003, Norman 1975). This sense-making process is important since it triggers further action not only for the entrepreneurs, but also to convince, motivate and make other people at least in some way to understand and also take
action. Sense-making is in some way always a collective act (Weick 1979),
and the matter of handling and acting under ambiguity and equivocality is
elaborated in greater detail in the next section when the theoretical framework of the venture team process is presented. However, below a research
program and a framework are presented that focus both on the operative
problem solving but also on the sense-making in the innovation process.
One of the research programs that have empirically studied innovation
processes most systematic and in a detailed fashion, such as sequence of
events and activities over an extended period from idea to implementation, is
the Minnesota Innovation Research Program (MIRP). Based on the experiences from the MIRP-studies in the 80´s, Van de Ven et al. (1999:184ff) also
found that the innovations did not develop in simple linear sequences or
phases of activities over time (cf. Kline and Rosenberg 1986). Instead a
much more complex progression of events was observed in the developments of innovations, from simple to many divergent, parallel and convergent paths (Van de Ven 1992), where some were related and other were not.
Nevertheless, some patterns of commonality were found in the innovation
processes regardless of whether the organizational settings were new company start-ups, internal corporate ventures or joint inter-organizational venture.
Van de Ven et al. (1999:184) label the innovation process an “innovation
journey” and define it “as a non-linear cycle of divergent and convergent
phases of activities that may be repeated over time and at different organizational levels if resources are obtained to renew the cycle”. The process is
constrained by external rules and mandates and internally by limited resources and by discoveries of different opportunities that restrain action in a
chosen direction. An influx of resources and restructuring of the system may
reinforce the process and initiate a new cycle of convergent-divergent phases
(see figure 2.2 below).
Although the model and the observed patterns were generated from inductive methods the results are placed in the context of earlier studies of innovation process (e.g. Kline and Rosenberg 1986, Ruttan 1959, Schumpeter
1934, 1949, Usher 1954) and in relation to studies of organizing and decision-making under ambiguity and uncertainty (e.g. Cyert and March 1963,
March and Olsen 1982, March 1991, Simon 1959, Weick 1979, 1994).
The use of cyclical models with two dissimilar altering phases, behaviors
or logics is common in theories of changes processes and the cycles may
exist at multiple levels of scales and time (Van de Ven et al. 1999). Concepts
such as adaptive or creative response (Schumpeter 1934,1949), capital accumulation and innovation (Rosenberg and Birdzell 1986), exploitation and
exploration (March 1991), causation and effectuation (Sarasvathy 2001) and
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convergent and divergent behavior (Van de Ven et al. 1999), and linear and
circular response (Follett 1995:81), have all been used to understand both
theoretical and empirical change in society at different level of analysis. In
the area of business history Hildebrand (1989:9) argues that in company
history a common observation is periodical successions between an audacious period of expansion and a period of pensive rationalization. He also
emphasize that the latter is not less important and interesting than the former.
Constraining Factors
External rules and mandates
Internal focus and self-organizing

Divergent Behavior
-A branching and expanding process of
exploring new directions – a random or
chaotic pattern
-Creating ideas and strategies – inspiration, negotiation
-Learning by discovery – exploratory
search
-Pluralistic leadership - encouraging and
balancing diverse views
-Building relationships and porous
networks
-Creating infrastructure for collective
advantage – running in packs

Convergent Behavior
-An integrating and narrowing process of
exploiting a given direction – a linear
periodic pattern
-Implementing ideas and strategies – push
ideas into currency
-Learning by testing – trial and error
-Unitary leadership – encouraging unity
and goal consensus
-Executing relationships in established
networks
-Operating within infrastructure for competitive advantage

Enabling Factors
Resource Investments
Unit Restructuring

Figure 2.2. A Cyclical Model of Divergent and Convergent Behavior in the Innovation Process. Source: Van de Ven et al. 1999:185

Divergence in Van de Ven et al. (1999) model in Figure 2.2 is defined as
branching and expanding behavior that explores new directions. A divergent
behavior increases the number of dimensions or complexity of a system and
follows a random or chaotic process. It can also be said that divergent behaviors multiply the degree of serendipity in the process, i.e. in the search for a
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specific solution one often stumbles on other solutions that are just as valuable.
Convergent behaviors are more focused and exploit a given direction in a
more linear and narrowing process. The knowledge base for this convergent
behavior can be some of the new opportunities or solutions that emerged
from the exploration of new ideas in the divergent phase. It can also include
large elements of earlier established knowledge or routines. Convergent behaviors are necessary for the longevity of the innovation process because it
results in the accumulation of additional resources. These resources, in terms
of people, time, ideas or money, trigger further phases of divergent behaviors process, because a divergent behavior does not occur without additional
resources. These resource investments, together with restructuring of internal
or external arrangement, are seen as enabling factors before a new divergent
process takes off.
The model of a non-linear dynamic process from the MIRP-studies challenge, or rather expand some of the prior literature of organizational learning
in highly ambiguous and uncertain contexts. The findings of their studies
were that in the initial development period negative outcome, or feedback,
the entrepreneurs did not hesitate to continue with their prior course of action. These finding are in line with Schumpeter’s, view of the behavior of
entrepreneurs in the process of taking an idea to the market. These findings
challenge the view of behavioral learning theorists as March and Olsen
(1975) or cognitive theorists as Weick (1979), both of whom claimed that
negative feedback-loops modify action until positive outcomes are experienced. It also challenges some of the evolutionist perspectives on innovation
that focus on selections mechanisms that restrain and shape the process (cf.
Aldrich 1999).
Van de Ven et al. (1999) suggested an expansion of the definition of
learning in innovation processes by bringing the concept of learning by discovery together with the earlier learning by testing. The later concept is used
to deal with how action-outcome relationships develop in terms of trial-and
error testing. Learning by discovery is a more expansive and divergent process of discovering possible action alternatives, outcomes preferences, and
contextual settings. One important difference in behavior is that in learning
by discovery the actors take little or no consideration to resistance from
negative feedback from the surrounding context. One can compare this with
the statement from Schumpeter that one of the most important activities in
the innovation process is “breaking down of the resistances of the environment” (1989[1947b]:226). Garud and Van de Ven (1992) suggested that
persistence of action is more likely to occur in the presence of ambiguity and
when there is a slack of available resources.
In their studies, they observed that in an initial period of the innovation
process, very broad and ambiguous aspirations or goals trigger action (Van
de Ven et al. 1999). Revaluations of these goals are common, but not be67

cause of negative feedback. Rather, new opportunities and pathways were
revealed and discovered during action. Through learning by discovery, entrepreneurs were not only involved in exploration of technological artifacts
that could be used to pursue possible action and outcomes, but also discoveries did generate information about social relationships and dependencies
between developers and resource providers, as well as information about the
market and the environment. In situations of high ambiguity it was found
(ibid.) that, both physical discovery and sense-making processes proceeded
together. In the first initial phase, persistence to a course of action was a
strategy, or a rather a substitute for an explicit strategy (cf. Weick 1987) to
manage the high degree of ambiguities in the process. Learning by testing
was also observed in the process, but in the innovation process learning by
discovery was a precondition for learning by testing.
In that sense, the evolutional or teleological process theories that are described earlier in Figure 2.1 (from Van de Ven and Poole 1995) are not
enough to fully understand the innovation process in this initial phase. Neither are feedback-loops functioning as evolutionary selection mechanisms,
nor do they emerge to a socially constructed consensus between pluralities of
interests. It is rather a matter of timing in the innovation process. Teleological or evolutionary mechanisms are observed in the innovation process, but
in the initial phase dialectical processes are also persisting (cf. Benson
1977), producing a divergence of sometimes contradicting actions and ideas.
According to Benson (1977), the dialectical view provides us with a
framework that focuses on the transformation through which one set of arrangements gives way to another. The dialectical analysis can be applied on
multiple level of analysis from macro social order to intra-organizational
processes. In the dialectical approach, contradiction is a central concept that
grows out of social formations in two ways: First, in any social setting there
is a contradiction between the new and old, or i.e. innovation and routine.
Second, in social formations, action and production often proceed in partially autonomous ways and are carried out in differentiated social contexts,
which produce multiple and sometimes incompatible solutions and ideas.
Consciousness of these contradictions may create crises that trigger the
search for alternative social arrangements or new integrative solutions. Contradictions may be combined in ways that either facilitate or hinder social
action and they may also define the limits of change within a particular period or within a given system (Benson 1977).
In Schumpeter’s (1942) model of economic change, we find processes
that are evolutionary, life cycles, teleological and dialectical. Some of his
followers, as Nelson and Winter (1982), have taken the evolutionary perspective of the innovation process further, while more or less neglecting the
dialectical elements in his theory. Van de Ven et al. 1999 takes in the dialectical components in their model of the innovation process, together with
evolutionary, teleological and also life-cycles elements in an effort to explain
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how and why innovations develop over time from concept to implementation. This does not mean an eclectic use of mixing the best part from different perspectives. Rather various views help us to identify several generative
mechanisms and cycles of sequences of events at different units and levels
that shape innovation processes.
According to Van de Ven et al. (1999) the dialectical approach may help
us to better explain the production of a variety of opposing alternatives and
ideas as both a requisite for convergent phases of learning by testing (teleological processes). It can also help us understand the divergent activities as a
source of latent conflicts between entrepreneurs, managers and other resource controllers that may also later influence the process. Limited resources will sooner or later result in the narrowing of the process by testing
and exploiting a given direction (evolutionary process), but in this narrowing
process there is a reduction of contradicting alternatives and ideas, even before they are tested. Since the different alternatives are not tested there is a
deficient foundation for evaluation and a process followed of decisionmaking by objection (cf. Anderson 1983) in which goals and actions were
interpreted through conflicting views and argumentation. External constraints or internal self-organizing could be (teleological or life-cycles process), but are not always sufficient to create consensus in a course of action.
Therefore conflicts, manifest or latent, may still be present deep within the
process. If these conflicts did not find a constructive and integrative solution, and different entrepreneurs persisted in different solutions and ideas
that had been rejected in negotiations, it is possible that these conflicts could
have also become latent in the convergent phase (dialectical processes).
From the elaboration above we have presented a model of the innovation
process, based on the studies from MIRP. From that model, we have also
declared that a theory of the innovation process needs to include evolutionary, dialectical, teleological and life-cycle elements. Below, some interesting
and important observations from MIRP are presented. Also interpretations
from Van de Ven et al. (1999) about these observations are presented. However, some of Van de Ven et al. (ibid.) interpretations have also been elaborated further on, with some complementary or alternative interpretations.
2.2.3.1 Prior observations of the innovation process
Even if all innovations are unique per se, MIRP identified some common
patterns in the different innovation processes. First, the observations were all
grouped in three periods the Initiation, the Development and the Implementation/Termination Period. From detailed case studies, over an extended period involving fourteen diverse innovations in the MIRP studies, twelve elements were commonly observed during the initiation, development, and
implementation/termination of the innovation (Van de Ven et al. 1999).
In the Initiation Period, the first observation was that there was in most
cases an extended gestation period that lasted several years. In this period
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there was neither a single event nor a single entrepreneur but rather random
events that preceded and set the stage for the initiation of the innovative
opportunity. The activities and events in this period were not planned to
initiate a new business idea in the form that subsequently unfolded (cf. Vesper 1989).
Instead it is more reasonable to conclude that the events undertaken by entrepreneurs and their organizations sent them on courses of actions that often by
chance intersected with the independent courses of others. These intersections provided occasions for interaction, which led the actors to recognize
and access new opportunities and potential resources. (Van de Ven et al.
1999:27)

In these more evolutionary and unplanned gestation processes, Van de Ven
et al. (1999) claimed that it was often possible to identify one or a few persons who were the central actors that were able to amalgamate various seemingly unconnected events, activities and players into potential opportunities
and were able to articulate these ideas in the form of a project, or idea to
solve a immanent crisis, or to exploit an opportunity. In that sense, teleological process of enactment and collective sense-making is present in this initial
process (cf. Weick 1979). However, this sense-making was not enough to
combine the potential opportunities into a more concentrated effort to initiate
a formal program of innovations.
The second observation was that in all cases in the MIRP studies it required a “shock” that triggered further action. Shocks occurred in many different forms, as critical events or crisis, from sources either internal or external to the venture. Even when the initial actors were convinced of their ideas,
shocks were important because they often convinced other stakeholders to
support an idea, or provide additional resources that were necessary for further action.
The third observation in the initiation period relates to the developments
of plans. If we understand uncertainty in terms of unpredictability in the
innovation process (cf. Knight 1921), it is worthwhile to examine the function of these plans in the process. The plans in the cases in the MIRP-studies
were often based on best-case scenarios and self-deceptions. Van de Ven et
al (1999) interpretation of the uses of these plans was that initial project
plans and budgets were used as a vehicle to obtain recourse commitments
from stakeholders rather than they were to develop realistic alternative scenarios of the process. The plans was also a juncture and tool for verbalizing
and converting fuzzy and vague ideas, that mainly had been tacit knowledge
(cf. Polanyi 1966), to explicit knowledge in terms of finding and creating
words and arguments for something that never had been done before. Another interpretation can be made from Weick’s (1987) view of plans as “substitute for strategy”. The plans may provide enough confidence to take action
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in a given direction in a period of high degree of uncertainty and ambiguity,
even if the plans are “false” (cf. Sölvell and Larsson 2006). This “leap in the
unknown” (Van de Ven 1999:66) that is activated through the plan, is necessary to transform innovative ideas into practical reality or to unfold new
opportunities.
When the Development Period takes off, a fourth observation was made.
It was noticed that in all cases of MIRP, the initially simple innovative idea
very soon proliferated into numerous ideas and activities that proceeded in
divergent and parallel paths. Van de Ven et al (1999) argued that this proliferation of activities over time is a pervasive but little understood characteristic of the innovation process. The MIRP researchers found four factors that
contributed to this proliferation. The first factor is the essence of the innovation process as ambiguous and uncertain. The consequences arising from this
is that numerous alternative paths are explored, as it is often impossible initially to know which path may be prolific. The second explanation was division of labor, which created different conceptions of the innovation. The
innovation was often not a single device, product or procedure. Related new
product and procedures were often developed by different subgroups of actors to create product families and to create sufficient critical mass to become commercially viable. Even in the development of a single-product,
proliferation of new ideas was observed as an outcome of the division of
labor among actors and organizational units. These actors and units developed different perceptions, activities and ideas of the innovation. This is
something what we also observe in the pilot-case of this thesis, concerning
the innovation process in the venture Tetra Pak. The third factor for the proliferation of new ideas was diversification. It was a method to reduce the
risks against failures in a single business line.
In the literature on innovation management, the phenomena of parallel introduction and diversification of new products have been paid some attention, for example different “portfolio management”-techniques for new
product development (Cooper et al. 2001, Cooper 2005). A factor that may
reinforce this diversification of ideas is the small cost of exploration of new
ideas in comparison with launching a new product commercially. Mitchell
and Hamilton (1988) found that a small part of the costs of the initial exploration of new ideas were neither in monitoring, nor in the selection and
evaluation phases of the innovation process. Therefore it is possible with
rather limited resources to explore a plurality of ideas, before the major costs
arise in the development, production and distribution phase of the process.
Another factor that is interesting in relation to this are the difficulties involved in picking technological and commercial winners. In the study of
Mansfield et al. (1972, cited from Tidd et al. 2005) project forecasts are
compared with outcomes and it is found that the probability of technical
success of projects in their sample was 80% and subsequent probability of
commercial success 20 % (combined probability 16%). These two studies
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can explain why we observe parallel and diversified ideas in the initial phase
of an innovation process. It is possible at rather low costs and high probabilities to develop at least technically functioning prototypes. The lion share of
the costs and uncertainty appear after the decision is made as to which of the
prototypes should produced and launched on the market.
The last reason for increases in ideas that Van de Ven et al. (1999) takes
up is that different mechanisms govern the process. Two or more different
generative mechanisms, or motors, operate simultaneously in different units
or levels of an innovation process (Van de Ven and Poole 1995). It is possible to compare these observations with Sarasvathy’s (2001) notion of different logics of effectuation and causation that can occur simultaneously, overlapping and intertwining over different contexts and actions. Some activities
in one part may focus on predictable aspects of an uncertain future, following institutionalized routines, or may search for alternative knowledge to
guide further direction. Other activities focus on controllable aspects of an
unpredictable future, with the means that are available, and exploit the contingencies that arise unexpectedly over time. Each of these logics or other
generative mechanisms can develop alternative paths. Nonetheless, also
when different logics or “motors” interact or contradict they may create
complex proliferations (Van de Ven and Poole 1995).
To make this proliferation of activities clearer, this study will suggest that
distinctions be made between first, divergence in different paths of alternative solution of the same problem, second, divergence of simultaneously
handling different problems in one innovation process and third, divergence
of venture opportunities. The differences between the two first and the last
proliferation is that these problems or solutions are not seen as venture opportunities that could be launch at the market. It is not until a problem or
solution is recognized as possible to exchange on the market that it should
seen as venture opportunity.
The fifth observation of the innovation process in the MIRP studies is
that setbacks and mistakes frequently arose because plans go awry or anticipated environmental events occurred that significantly altered the fundamental assumptions and context of the innovation. These setbacks could often be
handled by adjustments in plans and through providing a “grace” period for
innovation development. But these mistakes could also create path dependency and over time accumulate into “vicious cycles” (Masuch 1985, Van de
Ven 1999:39), because even if errors were frequently detected few were
corrected until they created domino effects that led to crisis proportions.
The sixth observation is seen in the pattern of the innovation process. It
was observed that the criteria of success and failures changed over time and
differed between entrepreneurs, managers and other stakeholders. This is
especially true between internal entrepreneurs and external resource controllers or top corporate managers. These outcomes criteria developed in a divergent-convergent-divergent pattern over time. If in the beginning they
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differed, during the developmental process they converged and then diverged in opposite and conflicting directions as innovation implementation
problems arose. These divergences of outcome criteria often triggered power
struggles. The changes of the criteria for success in the innovation process
were most visible in new company start-ups, because technology or lines of
business did not bind these organizational settings in the same way as in
more established firms.
The seventh observation was that many people were fluidly engaged and
disengaged in the innovation process over time. Personnel turnover served
several functions as new people contributed with fresh perspectives and
competencies. On the other hand, these turnovers created problem since each
departing person takes away vital information and much of the knowledge
acquired by the innovating teams. This is knowledge that is not easily transferred to newcomers. It was also observed that innovation participants experienced different human emotions and dynamics during the start-up, middle and ending periods of the innovation process. In the beginning the process is euphoric. This euphoria turns into reality in the course of time; it is
then that people need other support and incentives to accomplish their tasks
or to contribute with new ideas in furthering the process. The MIRPresearchers concluded that different types of leadership styles and roles were
required in different periods and that is why they changed over time. Turnover and changes in the venture team will be elaborated further in part 2.3
(The venture team process as unit of analysis).
The eighth element observed in the innovation process was that top leadership teams and investors/owners were actively involved in developing the
innovations. These top leaders and investors performed different and contrasting roles that served as checks and balances on one another. Major innovation development problems were seldom solved without intervention by at
least one member of the leadership team. Since the MIRP (Van de Ven et al.
1999) study found that the composition of roles differed relative to whether
it was a new company start-up or a more established organizational setting,
this matter will be discussed and elaborated further in part 2.4 (The roles in
venture teams as unit of analysis) in the thesis.
The ninth observation was that a more complex network with external
organizations and actors emerged over time to be able to obtain resources,
competencies, or proprietary assets necessary to develop their innovations.
This was particularly critical for new company start-up that had to establish
new marketing relationships with distributors or marketing distribution outlets. These dyadic relationships developed over time into a web of interdependent networks relations.
The tenth, and last observation element in the Development Period, was
that entrepreneurs had been very active in creating a supportive industry or
community infrastructure. The components of community infrastructure for
innovation include proprietary functions, resource endowments, institutional
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arrangements and market functions (Van de Ven and Garud 1989, Van de
Ven et al 1999:161). When the entrepreneurs were trying to create a supportive infrastructure they were often “running in packs” and working with
competitors, trade associations and governmental agencies to create and
secure an infrastructure for collective advantage that was needed to implement or commercialize an innovation. That means that some institutional
innovations in the process are developed in interaction with other organization or totally external to the focal organization. In that sense, an innovation
process is a collective achievement that requires key roles from numerous
entrepreneurs, in both the public and private sector, over an extended period.
These acts and events accumulate probabilistically; they do not proceed deterministically under the stress of necessity or progress (Rosenberg 1983).
They are possible for a limited number of individuals and organizations
which, by virtue of their different roles, competencies, and available resources, become exposed to conditions that bring both awareness of problems
and elements of solutions within their frame of reference. (Van de Ven et al
1999:166

As independent entrepreneurs undertake activities out of their own diverse
intentions and ideas in order to develop an economically viable enterprise,
they intersect with others entrepreneurs who provide occasions for interaction and recognizing areas for establishing both cooperative and competitive
relationships. We will discuss these matters further in the section of innovation processes in a transformation institutional context.
The next period in the innovation process are labeled the Implementation/Termination Period, but should not be seen as necessarily taking off
after the developmental period is completed. Instead the activities are undertaken to apply and adopt an innovation for the market often throughout the
developmental period (cf. Kline & Rosenberg 1986). The MIRP researchers
found (the eleventh observation) that implementation activities were done
by convergent behavior to be able to link and integrate the new with the old
or reinventing and modify an innovation to fit their local implementation
setting. Substituting the old with the new is a sensitive and difficult task,
because of resistance based on emotional and political reasons. The convergent behavior was a way of handling this resistance to be able to integrate
the innovation both to internal and external actors and structures.
The twelfth and last observation recognized by the MIRP researchers is
related to the cessation of innovations or to the encounter of scarce resources. In these conditions, the top leadership team or other resources controllers mostly controlled the survival of an innovation and the future of single entrepreneurs or innovation teams. Top leaders and investors periodically reviewed the progress and made attributions about the causes of performances outcomes of their innovations. Even if these attributions were
often misdirected, they significantly influenced the fate of the innovations.
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The success or failure of an innovation was to a large degree a socially constructed reality, than an objective reality.
MIRP studied innovations processes in different organizational settings
such as new company start-ups, corporate ventures and inter-organizational
joint ventures. The pilot case can be classified as a corporate venture, but in
the introductory chapter we argued that is interesting to explore the processes in the new company start-ups sector. In the next section, results are
presented from the MIRP as well as from other researchers about differences
in the innovation process in different organizational settings.
2.2.3.2 The innovation process in different organizational settings
In their overview of the literature concerning corporate versus independent
new ventures, Schrader and Simon (1997) found that there is a common
view that independent ventures (new company start-ups) and corporate ventures differed in terms of different resources and strategies and that both
types possess some key advantages. The consequences of these differences
for the venture process are nonetheless disputed. In their study, Schrader and
Simon found that corporate ventures (CV) accessed superior existing resources from their parent companies. More surprisingly, the new company
start-ups pursued a broader and more diversified entry strategy. The interpretation of these different behaviors was as follows: although CVs could easier
obtain resources, they were often limited by internal political considerations
to use existing resources and technologies of their parent companies. Those
resources and constrained choices could, accordingly to Schrader and Simon,
actually become liabilities for the CV and create a more narrow strategic
breadth, thereby limiting their ability to innovate. An important resource that
CVs emphasized and used from their parent company was the marketing and
distribution resources.
In the literature overview of this study, it has been found that studies with
focus on innovation processes as unit of analysis in different organizational
settings (especially in new company start-ups settings) are rare. One exception is, again, the MIRP-studies where the innovation processes were studied
in different organizational settings; internal corporate venturing, joint interorganization ventures and new company start-ups. What Van de Ven et al.
(1999) found was that the core processes of innovation were fundamentally
the same across very different organizational settings. However, the cycles
in the new company start-ups setting differed in two important aspects from
other organizational settings. First of all, the start-ups had shorter innovation
cycles. The second aspect was the innovation process that had several divergent pathways (cf. Schrader and Simon 1997). The fact that each cycle in the
new start-up setting was shorter than in the more mature organizational settings was mainly explained by the scarcity of resources available and supportive structures. That new company start-ups explored several parallel
ideas and solutions is from that perspective quite surprising. One analysis
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that Van de Ven et al (1999) made about the proliferation of different paths
and ideas in a new start-up setting, was that divergent behavior was a strategy to manage the high degree of uncertainties and ambiguities, both in internal processes and in the external context. The act of exploring parallel
paths and ideas was to reduce the effects of failure if and when it occurred.
A reliance on one path could not give that security. Another possible interpretation is that the new company start-up is not constrained by internal political consideration to use existing and routinized solutions from the parent
organization; neither is it restricted only to exploiting venture opportunities
that have some relation to their parent organization (cf. Schrader and Simon
1997). Instead, new venture start-ups can explore and exploit new ideas and
alternative paths in each process.
A consequence of the shorter innovation cycles and the multiple pathways
was that Van de Ven et al. (1999) made the methodological conclusion that
it was difficult to use statistical analysis techniques in the new company
start-up setting. The implication of these observations will be discussed further in Chapter 3 (Methodology). Some other limitations of the MIRPstudies were that they only studied high-tech ventures with venture capital
financing; the MIRP studies were conducted only in a mature marketeconomy context. We have also argued in the first chapter that many of the
concepts and theories in entrepreneurship have been developed from studies
in mature economies, and that there is a demand to use these theoretical
frameworks in other institutional contexts, as for example emerging and
transforming environments (Bruton et. al 2008, Smallbone and Welter 2001,
2004).
2.2.3.2 The innovation process in different institutional contexts
Innovation processes may not only be studied in different organizational
settings, but also in various institutional environments. One of the reasons
why the institutional environment is relevant is related to innovation. It is
argued that political and regulatory changes (institutional uncertainty and
ambiguity), apart from technological changes (technological uncertainty and
ambiguity) or social and demographic change (market uncertainty and ambiguity), are important sources of innovative opportunities and have an impact on further innovation processes (Drucker 1999, Schumpeter
(2000[1934]), Shane 2003).
The institutional perspectives help us recognize “the rules of the game”
(North 1990), that enable and constrain and guide human behavior. Scholars,
as for example Rosenberg and Birdzell (1986), have tried to explain economic growth, in terms of both capital accumulation and innovation, arguing
that in different regions and times there have developed either favorable or
unfavorable institutions for economic growth. Institutions favorable for capital accumulation, do not necessarily enable innovation, and vice versa. In
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this thesis, the emphasis is not on different institutional regimes but rather on
institutional change.
Smallbone and Welter (2001, 2004) argue that the transformation processes in the so-called transition-economies open a window of opportunity to
study entrepreneurial process under institutional change. Jackson et al.
(1999) are argue that even if virtually all industrial economies experience
some form of transformation in their economies, the evolution of the formerly centrally planned economies of East-Central Europe into market
economies offer important contrasts, in relation the institutional changes in a
mature institutional context. The most important characteristic in the transition-economies is the high level of uncertainty which is often explained by
the pace of the institutional change (Smallbone and Welter 2004). Several
authors (Campbell and Petersen 1996, Stryjan 1997, Van de Ven and Hargrave 2004) argue that the distinction between revolutionary (discontinuous)
and incremental (evolutionary) view of institutional change can be misleading. Van de Ven and Hargrave (2004) agree with Campbell and Petersen
(1996) and argue that the distinction between evolutionary and revolutionary
institutional changes is largely a function of level of analysis and time scale
of the change process. Or as Stryjan (1997:41) thus states:
In the study of institutional transformation, a great deal of attention has been
paid to dramatic changes of signal features. These, however, only mark turning points in a process of changes, but do not wholly define it. A new institutional order is not built from a political centre (though whatever is happening
there may be very important indeed). In fact, most of the actual change is being enacted at less heroic levels, in enterprises, in local government, in
households, and in the life of individuals.

In several studies (Campbell and Petersen 1996, Poznanski 1996) of post
communist states it is argued that seemingly revolutionary changes in national governance structures were in content evolutionary changes because
the emergent new institutions contained important elements of the old ones
that had been replaced. Also Johnson & Loveman (1995) argue that the
communist regime’s economic reforms in Poland of the 1980s established a
basis for sustained Polish sector development. They refer to this period as a
“hot-house” when many individuals developed some entrepreneurial experiences and embeddedness in social networks. These experiences and social
relationships became very valuable resources when the economic and political conditions changed following radical and disruptive reforms from 1989
and onwards.
As radical institutional changes are implemented there arise in the wake,
high degrees of both ambiguity and uncertainty (March and Olsen 1989).
Ambiguity evolves from different interpretations in the implementation of
new rules. Uncertainty arise as it is impossible to predict the actual outcomes
of the reforms, before actors take the new rules “for granted”, and prior to
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the institutionalization of meaning and action. In that sense, the observations
that Smallbone and Welter (2004) made in their studies are interesting viz.:
at the beginning of the transition period, the institutional environment “was
potentially a ‘seedbed’ for the Schumpeterian type of opportunities for entrepreneurs, although a variety of institutional constraints limited their ability
to exploit these.” (ibid:9). At the beginning of the transition with the removal
of legal barriers to market entry, together with market opportunities resulted
from the shortage of and latent demand for certain goods, and at the same
time with limited competition in many markets, created an “explosion of
entrepreneurship” (ibid:10). The challenge under these conditions is not to
discover opportunities, but to be able to act on them under conditions of
great ambiguity and uncertainty, often with the lack of relevant knowledge
and scarce resources. What made these opportunities innovative under the
early transition period were the limited resources available and/or lacked of
knowledge and solutions to exploit the opportunities that triggered the search
in the first place; exploration and recognition of new solutions and recombination of existing resources. Therefore the activities that followed from the
opportunity recognitions under these conditions can be characterized as innovation processes.
From the discussion above is it possible to argue that under these conditions the entrepreneurs had to act under triple uncertainty. First, is the technological uncertainty, i.e. the ability able to recombine and integrate the
available resources and make it function as a coherent whole (cf. Henderson
and Clark 1990). Second, is the market uncertainty, i.e. the contingency that
the market accepts the innovation. The third uncertainty arises from rapid
institutional change and deficiencies that during the process could change
the institutional prerequisites for the opportunity exploitation.
In addition, Smallbone and Welter (2001, 2004) found in their studies that
serial, and portfolio entrepreneurship and product diversification were
strategies in use in the early stages of transition, in new venture start-ups and
SME’s (cf. “divergent behavior”, Van de Ven et al. 1999). In a financial
system that was inadequate, serial entrepreneurship was one necessary way
to accumulate resources to exploit further opportunities. Diversification in
broad and apparently unrelated portfolio of activities and product diversification were interpreted as short-term strategies to overcome financial and environmental constraints and institutional deficiencies (Smallbone and Welter
2004).
The last observation from Smallbone and Welter (2004) studies of entrepreneurial activities in transitions economies in Central and East European
countries was that Kirzner’s type (1973) of opportunities (reproducing opportunities) appeared more in later stage of transition. New ventures were
created based on more imitative opportunities, when markets and institutional environments had developed and were more stable. In this later period,
entrepreneurs also expressed concern for growing competition. Even if
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Smallbone and Welter (2001, 2004) focus on the venture creation process as
unit of analysis and not the innovation process, their studies provide a good
foundation for studying innovation processes, in a transforming institutional
context, over more extended periods.
If we sum up and recapitulate the view of the innovation process as chains of
problem and solutions (Usher 1954, Ruttan 1959, Kline and Rosenberg
1986) with the view of the innovation process as non-linear cycles of divergent and convergent behaviors (Van de Ven et al 1999), we obtain a picture
of innovation processes as a non-linear chains of problem and solutions.
These processes diverge and converge during a cycle to get new ideas (innovative venture opportunities) to the market. The sources of the new ideas
evolve from new technology, market change, or institutional transformation.
The process is seen as a non-linear process in the sense that it is possible to
handle different problems and solutions simultaneously or alternately, for
example, to solve product design problems and at the same time and in interplay with distribution problems, or to solve the distribution problems before the design problems are solved. The process may also diverge in different paths where different solutions to one problem are explored parallel to
each other. Both the problems and the solution can be classified as new or
old. This means that an innovation process can consist of only old and existing solutions, if they are combined in a new way (cf. “by means of new
combination of existing factors of production” (Schumpeter 1928:377) and
for new problems and purposes (cf. “architectural innovation”, Henderson
and Clark 1990). The source of these new or old solutions can be located
both inside and outside the business unit. In this process, we also find serendipity in the sense that new venture opportunities may evolve in the process.
These opportunities can be both innovative venture opportunities and reproducing venture opportunities. It is important to make a distinction between
divergence in parallel new opportunities, and divergence in exploring parallel paths in terms of parallel chains of problems and solution from one innovative opportunity.
If reproducing opportunities are exploited parallel with the innovative opportunities it is still not seen as a part of the innovation process. However,
the process of exploiting reproducing opportunities can influence innovation
processes in the business unit both positively and negatively. The impact is
positive if the this business accumulates additional recourses and experiences that can be transferred to the innovation processes; it is negative if
scarce resources are allocated to reproducing opportunities that are disadvantageous to the innovation process. Of course, a venture process can also start
with a reproducing opportunity but in the course of time can be transformed
to exploit an innovative venture opportunity.
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What we have also elaborated is that it is possible to locate different
change mechanisms or “motors” (evolutionary, teleological, dialectical or
life cycle) in the innovation process (Van de Ven and Poole 1995).
The next part will present a framework from the venture team process as
unit of analysis. Especially the venture teams process in relation to the innovation process.

2.3 The venture team process as unit of analysis
In the introductory chapter it was derived that much of the research on teams
in relation to entrepreneurship can be traced to The Center in Entrepreneurial
History at Harvard in the 1950s. The consequences of this path dependency
is that we do not find that much research that study “entrepreneurial teams”
or “venture teams” in relation to the innovation process, but rather venture
teams in relation to the creation of a new organization. In the same chapter,
we also came to the conclusion that it is still possible to use a broader definition of the venture team with a focus on the innovation process. A more serious problem is the lack of studies or theories about the venture team formation process (Aldrich and Kim 2007, Forbes et al. 2006, Kamm et al. 1990,)
as well as how the entity changes and develops after they have been formed
(Bird 1989, Vyakarnam et al. 1999). How they are dissolved is a particularly
neglected area in the research about venture team process.
The greater proportion of studies done in the area of venture team has focused mostly on questions about demographic characteristics and on composition of the venture team and its effects on performance. This kind of research does not address how these compositions are formed and how they
changes over time. Forbes et al (2006) argue that it remains unclear whether
composition measurements are valid in studies of venture teams. Chowdhury
(2004) found for example, that demographic diversity variables in terms of
age, gender, and functional background is not important for venture team
effectiveness, whereas the team process variables, in terms of team-level
cognitive comprehensiveness and team commitment, positively influence
team effectiveness (cf. Lechler 2001).
In the definition that the venture team is two or more founders that take
active part in the strategic process in creating a new venture in which they
have an equity interest (cf. Ensley 2002, Kamm et al. 1990), founder status
is, in terms of ownership, one important aspect to elaborate, but also his/her
active involvement in the strategic process. Ensley and Pearce’s (2001) study
indicates that the group process which leads to shared strategic cognition is
more important than the outcome of common strategies in terms of predicting organizational performance. We will therefore in this chapter focus on
the venture team process, before discussing the matters of founder status and
activities in the strategic process. Another topic of interest is the issue of
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determining the point of cessation a venture team and its transformation into
a leadership team. The issue of conflicts and conflict resolutions in the venture team will also be discussed.

2.3.1 Venture team formation and development
In the literature of venture team formations, Kamm and Nurick (1993:18)
identified two perspectives; “the lead entrepreneur” and the “group” approach. These two views are still in use in the classification of the research,
even if there are attempts to integrate the two perspectives (Forbes et al.
2006). The “lead entrepreneur”, or the resource-seeking approach, is concerned with how an individual, often in relation to a social network, recognizes a business opportunity and, after taking a decision to establish a venture, starts to recruit complementary team-members to accomplish different
tasks in the venture process. Alternatively, the “group” or interpersonal attraction approach derives from the relationship between two or more individuals who recognize an opportunity to work together, formalize the relationship, and become business partners (Kamm et al. 1990, Kamm and Nurick 1993).
However, although Kamm and Nuricks (1993) are open for a “group approach” in the initial formation process, they use resource-seeking perspective on the continuing process (cf. Forbes et al 2006). Also Forbes et al.
(2006) found a similar way to classify the literature in two perspectives: as a
resource-seeking behavior, or as a manifestation of interpersonal attraction.
They also argued that the two perspectives are not necessarily contradicting
each other and can complement each other by using a perspective on the
venture team process as a decision-making process, where the process may
unfold either from earlier interpersonal relations or by impersonal search
processes (cf. Aldrich and Kim 2007, Cole 1959, Kamm and Nurick 1993,
Vyakarnam et al. 1999).
Ruef et al. (2003) found that two principles dominated venture team formation: homophily and familiarity. They showed that the teams were highly
homogeneous with respect to gender, race and occupation. Aldrich and Kim
(2007) go beyond that study and discuss the circumstances under which the
two models of team formation – as a rational process (resource-seeking approach) or as an interpersonal relations model – is most applicable. From a
social network perspective Aldrich and Kim 2007 argue that there are three
models of social networks – random networks, small world networks and
truncated scale free (or “fat tail distribution”) networks – that can affect venture team formation. The authors hypothesized that a majority of the teams
arise in homogeneous small world contexts and do not take advantage of the
bridging ties in localized clusters in these small world networks. However, in
a more highly institutionalized and centralized contexts, these standards may
force the founders to search for more instrumental and rational partners. For
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example, high growth oriented ventures that need venture capital or other
resources, may be forced to add partners with complementary assets, skills
and experiences, to acquire these resources. When searching beyond their
direct ties, they still do that from the position in a truncated scale free network, rather than through a random search. In that search, people use their
knowledge of social identities to figure out where to start. Kim and Aldrich
(2004) found, in another study, that homophily and networks constraints also
shape the venture team over time (over a period of three years), since they
found little change in team composition over time. The tendency was rather
that it moves toward greater homogeneity.
There are studies that focus on team size, and moments of team member
addition and exit, in relation to performance (Chandler et al. 2005, Forbes et
al. 2006). Chandler et al (2005) came to the conclusion that it was preferable
to start with a large team and reduce members, rather than to start with a
small team and add team members over time. They have maintained a main
focus on team composition and moments of team member addition or exit,
and not on the formation process and the further internal development in the
team. It is difficult to find more dynamic theories of the venture team process over more extended periods. Clarysse and Moray (2004) argued for a
midrange theory seeing the venture team formation as a process of selforganizing punctuated equilibrium, using Gerick (1991) view of the group
formation process, with periods of stability, punctuated by intense periods of
revolution and instability.
There are other models of the venture team process that classify the process in different phases. Vyakarnam, Jakobs and Handelberg (1997) found
four phases in the formation and development of venture teams in businesses
that are characterized by rapid growth. The first phase, spontaneous starts, is
characterizes by high degree of randomness, but also common, already existing relations between the team members. The second phase, growth seeking,
is described by more purposeful behaviors and collective motivation for
growth, even if the ends are not articulated in a clear way and there is a lack
of clear business direction. In this period, very intense communication is
common between the team members. In the next phase, visionary, a shared
business vision is formed. At the same time tasks and roles in team are more
clearly distributed. In the fourth phase, institutional, there is a shift in loyalty
from the venture team to an increased concern about the businesses and the
efficiency of the diverse activities. In this phase, a more formal structure and
routines evolve, but at the same time the venture team still seeks new opportunities.
Bird (1989) presents a process model of the development of two-person
partnerships (based on theories from studies of friendship relations and marriages). Bird describes the venture partnership process as a dynamic process
involving a specific set of interpersonal moments of; Attraction (coming
together), Bonding (staying together), Projection (within roles sets), Con82

flicts (conflict resolutions) and Development (change in terms of growth or
decline of the interpersonal relationship). To understand how the relationship
of the partnership develops and grow over time, Bird uses a sequential model
of five-stage.
Stage 1

Mutual Usage versus Mutual Concern
Identification of complementary skills (i.e. mutual usage), together with the
sharing of visions, lifestyles and social experiences (i.e. mutual concern)

Stage 2

Fusion versus Differentiation
With mutual concern there are a possibility of a fusion. However this fusion
also results in unconscious coordination and division of labor. Differentiation also involves explicit roles and is a necessity if the relationship is to
continue for a longer period.

Stage 3

Living Off the Relationship versus Living Through the Relationship
With creation of role specialization, partners become more efficient with
time and energy. This extra time creates a dilemma, using this time for
personal interests or to invest these resources in the partnership. If the last
choice is made can the partnership develop to the next stage, but it also
require confrontation and mutual adaptation beyond one’s original preferences.

Stage 4

Resisting the Limits of the Others’s Willingness to Change versus Tolerating
Them
The deepening relationship results sooner or later in a limit in each person’s
willingness to change to meet the needs of the other. Tolerance of these
limits can be a sign of mature respect, but can also create boundaries that
may be limiting in the future.

Stage 5

Detente versus Appreciation
If the relationship endures based on acceptance of differences, the last stage
is a matter of attitude toward the relationship – is it satisfactory but not great,
or still full of potential?

Table 2.3 The developmental sequence of a two-person partnership. Source:
Adopted from Bird 1989:229f

At each stage, there are different dilemmas or paradoxes that the partners
need to deal with before developing to the next stage. Bird’s model is relevant for this study and will be applied in the analysis, since it includes both
complementary search and interpersonal relation aspects in the team development. Nevertheless is it a model of two-person partnerships, and therefore
a special case of venture teams.
As stated earlier, focus on the unit level analysis is problematic in research about venture teams (Birley and Stockley 2000). In many models and
theories, we find that the focus is on the “lead entrepreneur” and his/hers
venture team (cf. Ensley, Carland and Carland 2000, Clarysse and Moray
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2004, Timmons 1994). If we want to remain at the collective level, with the
team as unit of analysis and find theories regarding how the venture team
members in the formation process interact and collectively make sense of the
world, use opportunities and resources, and act and take decision on these
social and shared cognitions, such studies are few (cf. Ensley and Pearce
2001, Lechler 2001, Shepard and Kreuger 2002, West 2007). West
(2007:78) is argues for a more collective cognition perspective on venture
team:
While the founders and each top manager will have individual perspective
and cognition about their new venture, it is a collective perspective or a collective knowledge structure at the team level that guides the direction of the
venture. Collective cognition in new ventures is therefore an important domain to explore, and it is fundamentally different from individual cognition
or from aggregation of individual cognition.

Weick’s rudimental model of group development (1979:91ff) lives up to the
demand from West (2007) regarding a focus on the process of collective
sense-making. The most promising aspect of Weick’s (1979) cyclic model is
that it is useful in other areas than understanding the initial formation of a
venture team. It can also help us in the analysis of the further development of
the team, over more extended periods, and the eventual dissolution of the
team. Weick’s model is also applicable to interpret some of the observations
that have been made in prior studies of venture team formations. Other advantages in using Weick’s framework are that it emphasizes handling ambiguity, equivocality and uncertainty in the process and therefore is suitable in
relation to innovation processes. Below we present Weick’s model of group
development and discuss how it can be applied in the analysis of venture
team formation, development and dissolution.
Weick has a processual perspective on collective activities and defined
organizing as a “consensually validated grammar for reducing equivocality
by means of sensible interlocked behavior. To organize is to assemble ongoing interdependent action into sensible sequences that generate sensible outcomes” (Weick 1979:3)
In Weick’s conceptual framework is “consensually validated grammar,”
“equivocality” and “interlocked behaviors” central concepts. Consensual
validation is a social commitment of how to interpret and make sense of
continuous streams of information. This information is in some sense always
equivocal, i.e. the information can at least have two different meaning and as
Weick (ibid.:6) puts it, “members of organizations spend considerable time
negotiating among themselves an acceptable version of what is going on”.
The reduction of equivocality and the “consensually validated grammar”,
help us not only create a consensus of how to interpret the fuzzy information, but it also at the same time gives us a “grammar” that already contains
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“recipes for getting things done” (ibid.:4), i.e. an interpretation often provides an assemblage of rules and routines on how to take collective action.
This collective action in term of interlocked behavior is also the raw materials for the further stream of puzzling information that are interpreted collectively.
In Van de Ven and Poole’s (1995) analysis of Weick’s theory of organizing (1979) they found an interaction of life cycle, teleological and evolutionary motors in his processual theory of organizing. The cyclic mechanisms
were uncovered in the many repetitious cycles of enactment, selection and
retention in organizing processes, but we also find them in much longer cycles as in the group development model (see below figure 2.4). The teleological motors are found in the collective adaptation and the emergence of a
shared grammar. The evolutionary mechanisms we do locate in the initial
variation and changes that also are the raw material for sense-making. However, in the long run there are also more evolutionary mechanisms when
certain behavior, routines and ideas are selected and retained. The selection
mechanism is traced when certain labels and cause maps are found valid or
not. Van de Ven and Poole (1995) argues that dialectic change mechanisms
are not found in Weick’s framework. However, if we go deeper in Weick’s
(1979) model of group development we actually find, even if it is more implicit, dialectical fragments in the process. We will present below Weick’s
group development model, and later complement the model with Benson’s
(1977) view of the dialectical process in an organizational context and other
relevant work related to venture teams. The purpose of this elaboration of
Weick group development model is to give this study an analytical framework and tool for possibly identifying all four changes mechanisms (evolutionary, life-cycle, dialectical, teleological) in the venture team formation
and development process.

(1) Diverse ends →
↑

→

→

↑
↑
(2) Diverse means ←

(2) Common means
↓
↓

←

←

↓
(3) Common ends

Figur 2.4: A model of group development. Source: Weick 1979:91

An important starting point in Weick’s model is that interaction or interlocked behaviors initially start from diverse ends rather then common ends.
People are idiosyncratic with diverse experiences, interests and ideas, and so
forth. In the ambition to reach these ends some kind of collective action is
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required. A group process starts when individuals agree to exchange means,
rather than being committed to reaching common goal. In the exchange of
means, mutual interdependencies are recognized, and a structure of interlocked behaviors is formed. That implies that behavioral commitments
(commitments to interact), rather than cognitive commitments (commitment
to a common goal) is the mechanism that makes the process go forward at
this stage (Weick 1993).
It is in this stage, when diverse ideas and interest are interlocked in interdependent activities and are recognized as common means, that it is possible
to argue that dialectical mechanisms (Benson 1977, Collinson 2005, Dougherty 1996, Van de Ven and Poole 1995, cf. Weick 1979:92) can be found in
the venture team that not only push the process forward, but also can remain
latent and influence the venture team and innovation process in later stages.
These matters will later on be elaborated further.
"Perhaps the most important consequence of treating the developmental sequence as starting with diverse-ends → common means is that it preserves the
crucial point that people create social structure. Considerable group theorizing assumes that social structure influence people, their actions, and their decisions. The problem is that we do not know where the structure came from,
what it looks like, or precisely who does the influence. A reversal of sequence and the postulation that diverse ends are followed by common means
avoids this problem. (Weick, 1979:92)

If this collective social structure of common means is able to help the individuals to achieve their diverse ends, there is a potential that members develop a commitment to preserve the structure (behavioral commitments). In
that sense, the decision to preserve this interconnected behavior is a first step
to the emergence of common goals (Weick 1979:92). As Weick argues, the
diverse ends remain but at the same time become more and more subordinated to the emerging of shared ends (cognitive commitments). “This shift is
one of the most striking that occurs in group life and it is exceedingly complex” (Weick 1979:92). This shift is not only fascinating because of the increase of interpersonal communication, but also in the intensity of collective
sense-making that usually really takes off at this stage. One important force
in this sense-making process is the justification of the formation of the interlocked behaviors, in terms of common ends instead of diverse ends (Weick
1979, 1993). In that sense, in terms of articulation of common goals is the
construction of a collective meaning retrospective in a group development
process.
This sense-making process is gradual and occurs parallel with the diverse
ends, but in different studies has also been described as disruptive in moments of sudden change (Engwall and Westling 2004, Gersick 1988, 1991,
Katz 1993, Clarysse and Moray 2004). As Engwall and Westling (2004)
found in their study of a turnaround in project groups, it is possible to iden86

tify moments when a group goes from a problem-setting focus under ambiguity, with many competing candidates for meaning, to a stage of problemsolving focus under uncertainty with one accepted definition of the end. As
Weick (1979) emphasizes, this sense-making process or enactment of goal is
retrospective and based on past experiences. It also entails prospective aspects since with this idea of a common end in place, makes interpretations of
future outcomes possible (cf. Engwall and Westling 2004).
The tools for this retrospective sense-making, is past experiences and
ready schemas or grammars (Weick 1979), but can also be in form of symbols, metaphors or platitudes as a mode of interpretation (CzarniawskaJoerges and Joerges 1990, Gaddefors 2007, Weick, 1993). We can here use
the example from the pilot-case and the role of Ruben Rausings wife, Elisabeth, in the innovation process of the packing system. It was not her idea to
use the method of consciously filling the tetrahedrons, but she made some of
the actors (Ruben Rausing and Holger Crafoord) aware that the method had
many similarities with the traditional method of making sausages. This
metaphor may have been enough to convince them to go further and at least
try the method, since the basic principle has been used before. The idea was
a little bit more intelligible and sufficient to act on.
With these cognitive labeling in place, the goals are not only made intelligible for the actors, but at the same time they do consist of related knowledge of rules, cause maps and routines. “Labels, metaphors, and platitudes
link the present with the past, impose past definitions on present puzzles, and
provide compelling images if those images are shared.” (Weick 1993:26). It
is not only a label, but also consists of more or less developed “recipes for
getting things done when one person alone can’t do them and recipes for
interpreting what has been done” (Weick 1979:4). An important consequence of this is that with this articulated interpretation in place it already
contains directives for further action (cf. Neisser 1976, Schutz 1964).
Organizing involves shared recipes for building, and it involves arranging
processes to cope with the equivocal nature of streams of experience. The
process themselves are also streams. They are social, and they involve multiple actors. The outcomes of organizing are reasonable interpretations of a
slice of experience; these slices are treated as being amendable as well as prescriptive for future activities. (Weick 1979:47)

Consequently, even if these interpretations are seen as tentative and do not
give a full coverage of recipes regarding how to reach the desired goals,
nevertheless, it provides enough to collectively start to explore and exploit
an articulated direction (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). The enacted common
ends, together with tentative recipes how to get things done, unravel not only
some of the problems that need to be solved to reach the end, but also provides a first insight of how unstructured the problems are and whether or not
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there are available solutions for these problems (Weick 1979). This means
also that at this stage in Weick’s model of group development, it is possible
not only to make division of labor in the team based on the different problems that are recognized, but also based on if or how unstructured the problems are and if there are accessible solutions or not. This is important in
relation a innovation process, since that implies that at this stage it is not
only possible for actors to take or give certain roles related to specialized
tasks, but also to act on the basis of how structured the problems are and
whether or nor there are routine solutions available (cf. Tyre and Von Hippel
1997). These matters of role-taking or role-making in relation to whether or
not there are accessible routines available will be elaborated further in section 2.4 (Venture team roles as unit of analysis) connected to management
roles and entrepreneurial roles.
When a common end is formulated, different tasks are recognized that
different actors are able to explore and/or exploit. This division of labor is
one reason why common ends are followed by diverse means in Weick’s
(1979:91) group development model. Specifically, a reason that common
ends are followed by diverse means is associated to the discussion above
related to task-specialization. With exploration and exploitation of diverse
tasks, different members pay special attention to their specific responsibilities and the different means to solve these tasks. It is possible here to elaborate Weick’s model with the framework from Lave and Wenger’s (1991)
concepts on situated learning. With the division of labor, peripheral participation with specialist actors, i.e. communities of practice, also becomes legitimate (Lave and Wenger 1991). The specific team member needs to explore different problems and find solutions to the diverse task and problems
for which the person is responsible. The gradual participation in relation
with specialist communities of practice makes the development of situated
learning possible. In these often close interactions with a collective of experts, it is not only the specialist explicit or tacit knowledge as problemsolvers that become accessible (cf. Polanyi 1966, Nonaka 1994). Also the
physical location or setting where the interaction takes place can have a constitutive role in problem solving or in explorative activities (Tyre and Von
Hippel 1997). The physical setting can influence the recognition and enactment of embedded clues, affect better understanding of specific data, locate
tools and resources such that problem solving and the further interaction are
partly shaped by the physical setting (ibid.).
This is in line with the literature about top management teams (TMT). We
find research that indicate that there is a stable core within a top team, but
much of strategic decisions are made in relation to dynamic peripheral bodies (Roberto 2003) and in venture team research. Vyakarnam et al (1999)
also observed that when the founding teams develop the business over time,
a new phenomenon occurs with the inner and outer teams (cf. Sarasvathy
2003, Westley 1990). Shalley and Perry-Smith (2008) argue that diverse
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outside ties effect the emergence of team creative cognition. They also claim
that in the venture team evolution process there are, especially in same
phases, some windows of opportunities where these network ties have important influence on team creativity. In the MIRP studies (Van de Ven et al.
1999) of the innovation process, they observed that even if operative problem-solving were made at many levels in the organizations, or in relation to
external actors, actors from the leadership team were still actively involved
in the innovation process, playing different roles.
Weick (1979) also takes up two additional reasons why common ends are
followed by diverse means. The first is related to degree of ambiguity in
different tasks. In the enactment of the common goals, some parts become
more orderly and predictable, but others are still seen as ambiguous and unpredictable. These differences can have contrasting effects, such that when
some part becomes orderly, comparatively other parts become even more
disorderly than they usually are. With this sense of ambiguity, more idiosyncratic behavior may possibly be fostered. In the absence of a common
framework, people tend to use their individual experiences in handling this
ambiguity, which encourage idiosyncratic behavior and diversity of action
(diverse means). The second reason for the development of diverse means is
related to the costs of interdependence. In both the stages of development of
common means and common ends there are elements of compromises and
concessions to keep the group intact.
Thus, it seems reasonable to argue that a second dynamic that pushes toward
diverse means is that of increased pressure to reestablish and assert uniqueness (Simmel 1971; Fromkin 1973), to demonstrate dissimilarities from associates with whom one has become interdependent. Interdependence does entail costs, and these costs become more apparent at later stages in a group.
(Weick, 1979:94)

With the means starting to diversify, members finally start to recognize and
pursue diverse ends. This means that the cycle is completed but not necessarily ended. The diverse ends can be the start of a second cycle, with the acknowledgement of reciprocal behaviors to reach their diverse goals and so
on. As in the first cycle previous means and ends can remain salient in the
group and influence the further process. However, the dissolution of the
team can occur in each of the stages and in different cycles.
It is Weick model of the group development that is the main framework
for the analysis of the venture team process in relation the innovation process in this thesis. However, the model must, as in the section above, be
elaborated with help of prior research about venture teams. To be able to
study the process over more extended periods, the next step is to discuss
when a venture team becomes a leadership team.
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2.3.2.1 From a venture team to a leadership team
In a process approach, it is presumed that an entity may change in meaning
over time and the unit of analysis may undergo a metamorphosis (Poole et
al. 2000). The issue then, is when should a venture team no longer be seen as
a “venture” and is better to be labeled a “leadership team”.
When does a venture cease to be seen as a venture? We find a lot of disagreement in the research about this topic, (Reynolds and Miller 1992, Amason et al., 2005, Samuelsson 2004), but one common way of classifying new
venture from the established firm is in terms of the number of years it has
been established. The issue has mostly been handled by adjustment to the
research design (Samuelsson 2004) or from earlier praxis (Amason et al.
2005). Amason et al. (2005) for example argue that, in terms of time, a venture that is 6 years old or younger can be defined as a new venture since the
first six years have been deemed crucial to success or failure.
In this thesis, however, the time life of a venture team is calculated from
the time the venture idea has been exploited and reached the market (cf.
Shane and Venkataraman 2000). This is the moment when the uncertainties
in the process have been reduced and solutions to the chain of problems have
been implemented and routinized (Kline and Rosenberg 1984) but not necessary optimized. From a cognitivist and constructivist perspective one can
also argue that a novice venture mindset had changed both its knowledge
content and structure, base on critical developmental experiences, to a more
experienced expert leadership mindset. (cf. Kreuger 2007:124, Sarasvathy
2003). Kreuger (2007) had a focus on the individuals’ cognitive development from novice entrepreneurial mindset to an expert entrepreneurial mindset, but this framework is also applicable to the venture team as unit of
analysis. The difference is that the mindset is collective, where some knowledge is common, but with some knowledge distributed between the members
in the team (cf. West 2007).
With a focus on the venture team in relation to the innovation process we
do argue that a shift from a venture team to a leadership team overlap with
accomplishment of a first innovation cycle (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). The
MIRP-studies have a focus on collective innovation leadership and focused
on the roles that the top leadership performed to influence the development
of innovations. That means that a leadership team does not stop taking part
in the development of new ideas or innovations. They continue to do so as
problem-solvers utilizing experiences gained from the first innovation process, as well as from more defined roles in the team (cf. Van de Ven et al.
1999:103).
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2.3.2.1 The role of ownership and mutual commitments in the venture
team process
As venture teams are in focus, we need also to discuss the qualities of venture teams in relation to other type of groups and teams and how these characteristics can influence the venture team formation and development process. It is argued here that one of the two important characteristics of a venture team is that the goals and strategies of the venture are created in the
process and not in beforehand (Ensley and Pearce 2001, Kamm et al. 1990).
The second characteristic is that the commitments in the venture team is not
only based on psychological contract, but also on more specific formal legal
contracts (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994) as for example regarding shares of
ownership (Ensley 2002, Ensley et al. 2000, Kamm and Shuman 1990,
Kamm and Nurick 1993, Katz 1993, Daily et al. 2002, Ucbasaran et al.
2003).
The matter of ownership can be discussed in structural form, for example
in terms of equal or unequal ownership structures (Kamm et al. 1990,
Timmons 1994) or the legal form of the business entity (Cole 1959:17ff,
Shane 2003) and how these structures affect the development or performance of the team. An alternative perspective on ownership is how the matter
of ownership is related to justification of action (Weick 1993) and the development of commitments for future action (Ring and Van de Ven 1994) in the
venture team. It is possible from this perspective to argue that partial ownership in a venture team can act as a double trigger to action.
Even if we use the lead entrepreneur or group approach (Forbes et al.
2006, Kamm and Nuricks 1993) it is possible that ownership can influence
action in the sense that ownership shares can create a pressure to take action
to justify the ownership in relation to the others in the venture team. However, it is also plausible that ownership is used to justify action either in beforehand or afterwards.
This is also in line with social-psychological theories on motivation
where the need for a sense of group inclusion (act to be seen as “bona fide”
owner in relation to the others) and identity (justify acts, as an “owner”) are
fundamental forces that motivate human thought and action (Ring and Van
de Ven 1994, Turner 1987).
Ring and Van de Ven (1994) present one cyclical model that takes in the
role of formal legal contracts role within a process framework of the development of cooperative relationships. Even if the model is used in the context
of inter-organizational relationship is it possible to modify it in analysis of
the development the relationships between the members in a venture team
(ibid. 113).
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role interaction
personal interaction

Figure 2.5 Process Framework of the Development of Cooperative Venture Team
Relationships. Source: Elaborated from Ring and Van de Ven 1994:97

The authors emphasize that the different stages overlap through recurrent
sequences, but it is useful to separate them for analytical purposes. In the
Negotiation stage the partners develop joint expectations of the partnership
as well as about uncertainties and risks. In these recurrent negotiations, both
formal bargaining and informal sense-making, or enactment, are essential to
assess each other roles and the trustworthiness of the others (if that is not
already known). In the Commitment stage, both psychological (or symbolic)
contracts and formal legal contracts (e.g. legal entity, ownership shares) are
the foundations for mutual commitment for future action. At this stage obligations and a governance structure of the relationship are established. At the
Executive stage these commitment are implemented. People start to act on
the basis of both role interactions and more personal interactions. At all these
stages we find Assessments of the partnership based on efficiency and equity.
To develop a stable relationship, these sequences need to be cyclical, repetitive and renegotiated over a long time. However, over time this relationship will also be affected by both external and internal events. Venkataraman
and Van de Ven (1998) found that external environmental jolts have significant impact on the cessation of relationships with less social commitments,
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i.e. more loosely-coupled transaction partners are more likely to base their
exit decisions on the basis of calculative information or opportunities, and
less on basis on emotional commitments and obligations. When we find a
turnover of the members in the relationship, the psychological contract has
to be renegotiated and will affect the governance structure of the team (cf.
Cole 1959:8, Ucbasaran et al. 2003, Chandler et al. 2005).
As Weick (1979) declared, we find different kinds of repetitious cycles in
collective organizing activities. The model from Ring and Van de Ven
(1994) will be a complement to Weick’s model of group development
(1979), to analyze different events and cycles in the development of the relationship in the venture team process. Misunderstandings, conflicts, competition and changing expectations are also natural events for renegotiations, but
can also be causes for termination of the team. The likelihood of dissolving
the team increases, especially when significant imbalances between formal
and informal processes arise in the sequences. (Ring and Van de Ven 1994,
Das and Teng 2000).
2.3.2.2 Conflicts in the venture team process
We have discussed earlier that in their studies Van de Ven et al (1999) observed that many top managers or resource controllers at different hierarchical levels were actively involved in developing innovations within their organizations. These actors did not reflect unified and homogeneous perspectives, but held opposing views and performed roles that often served as
checks and balances in the decisions in the innovation process. They also
came to the conclusion that switching between multidimensional leadership
of divergent activities to unidimensional leadership of convergent activities,
or vice versa, were critical periods and sources of conflicts, and that constructive conflict resolutions were crucial for the innovation process (Van de
Ven et al. 1999:207)
The role of conflicts in venture teams (Ensley et al 2002, Lechler 2001)
and management teams (Amason et al. 1995) has been investigated in several studies. In the literature of conflicts in management teams or venture
teams it is argued that the distinction between cognitive and affective conflicts makes the overall effect of conflicts easier to understand (Amason and
Schweiger 1994, Amason 1996). Cognitive conflicts are task-oriented and
focused on judgmental differences about how best achieve common objectives. Affective conflicts tend to be emotional and focused on personal incompatibilities or disputes (Amason and Schweiger 1994). Affective conflicts can be the result of the effort of one team member to gain influence at
the expense of another (Amason 1996).
Even if we find interesting results in the studies of conflicts in venture
and management teams, one problem is that they never really recognize that
the process of conflict has to be understood in order for the phenomenon to
be dealt with constructively (Child 1995). Studies about conflicts in either
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management or venture teams are often limited to conflicts in relation to one
specific decision (Eisenhardt and Bourgeois 1988, Amason 1996) or in relation to performance (Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990). Even if there are
explicit assumptions in many studies that conflicts are not isolated in relation
to a specific decision, but are also related to how the team has handled earlier conflicts, there are still few processual studies that focus on conflicts in
venture teams over longer periods of time. An exception is Lechler (2001)
who uses a process-oriented approach and found that the quality of the social
interaction within venture teams is crucial for new venture success. Conflict
resolution is one of the components of social interaction, but the study does
not distinguish between different methods of dealing with conflicts.
Conflicts are always present in organizational settings (Burns 1961, Pfeffer, 1978, Morgan 1997) and of course also in new ventures and venture
teams. Follett (1995) saw conflicts as natural “differences” in organizations.
Also Kolb and Putnam (1992) argue that that we should examine conflicts as
routine and mundane activities that compromise life in organizations and
that our studies need to focus on the variety of forms conflicts take and the
interaction between its forms and processes in organizations.
Follett (1995) reasoned that since conflict is a normal process then the
challenge is how we handle these conflicts and “whether we can set conflict
to work and make it do something for us” (ibid: 68). If we assume that a
single founder and a venture team differ in behavior (cf. Jenks 1949) then
one may ask if they differ in how they handle conflicts in the innovation
process in the venture. Follett (1995) saw three main methods of dealing
with conflicts: by domination, compromise or integration. It is important to
say that from the purpose of this thesis that we are not interested in whether
one method of solving conflicts is better than the other. Instead, it is argued
here that the methods in use have consequences on the further process.
Domination is when one side wins over the other (ibid.). It is the easiest
way of solving a dispute, often with use of different sources of power. The
advantages of domination in an organizational setting are that it is timesaving and it gives action a direction. Weick claims “interdependencies among
people are the substance of organizations, but these interdependencies are
fluid and shifting” (ibid. 1979:13). The interdependencies in the venture
team are related to pushing the venture process forward. The source of these
interdependencies can be ownership, skills or a position that give control
over other strategic resources. It would be possible to argue that it is more
difficult for a venture team to internally use domination as a way of dealing
with conflicts in the venture process, when we observe strong interdependencies between the members in the team. Moreover, if domination is used to
handle cognitive conflicts in the process, affective conflicts will evolve in
the team (Amason 1996).
Follett (1995) also saw compromise as a way to handle conflicts, and declares it as the preferred way of settling most of our controversies. Neverthe94

less, at the same time it means that we get a lose-lose solution when each
side gives up something in order that the activity or process, which has been
interrupted by the conflict, may go on. The process can go on but, since we
at the same time give up something in a compromise, the conflict will arise
again and again in some other form (ibid: 72). In the long run these conflicts
will create disaffections that evolve into more serious affective conflicts
between the members. In relation to venture teams, it can be assumed that
compromise is a rather common way of handling cognitive conflicts, but that
this method in the long run creates affective conflicts.
The third way of dealing with conflicts according to Follett is integration.
Integration means that different interests or desires are integrated and a winwin solution has been found in which all the different interests have found a
place, with neither side having to sacrifice anything (ibid: 69). Follett argued
that it is only integration that really stabilizes an organization, since it only
creates new cognitive conflicts on the next level of the process, but without
affective conflicts. Integration is constructive in the sense that it creates
something new, but this solution is not possible without a close interaction
between the parties. The value of interaction, for Follett, lies in the meaning
and revaluation given to interests such that integration becomes an opportunity for innovation and learning (cf. Kolb et al 1996). Integration is not just
the pulling together of autonomous individuals for the purpose of meeting
their individual interests, it is instead a process which includes both a circular and linear response to both the other part and their selves (Kolb et al.
1996, Follett 1995). Success in integrative negotiation is achieved when
parties can identify their respective interests and revalue them in light of the
other’s response, so that all involved can see where their interest fits into
each other’s so that all may find some place in the final solution. To achieve
this, the interactions need to evolve to deeper relationships, which include
both trust and empathy - “response is always to a relation. I respond, not
only to you, but to the relation between you and me” (Follett 1995:81). The
outcomes from a successful integrative negotiation may just not be an innovative solution, but also that we “become something different” (Follett,
1995:42) when we not only understood the other, but also learned something
about ourselves from the interaction. In other words, when conflicts are handled by integration in venture teams we do not only observe the creation of
an innovative solution in a venture process, but also that the members in the
team, in some sense, has become something different in the process (cf.
Bird’s (1989) view of the development of partnerships). If venture team
brings the differences into the open (Follet 1995:73) they learn both about
their own desires and of the interests of others. In that context also, new
goals and purposes evolve and are enacted (Follet 1995:56) that trigger further activities and push the process forward.
A good example of an integrative solution comes from the pilot-case
Tetra Pak. When the Mr. Wallenberg came up with the idea of tetrahedron as
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the form for the milk carton, Ruben Rausing rejected it initially. However, in
the end Mr. Rausing revalued his interests and concluded that the rectangular
package was not the issue but rather what was needed was a package that
could rationally be produced and distributed and given that the method could
fill the package continuously he finally accepted the idea of the tetrahedron.
From Follett’s frame of reference (1995), it would be possible to argue
that an innovative solution could be also forced unilaterally through the
domination of one of the members in a venture team. The advantage of such
behavior is that it is an easy way of getting the venture process further, but
with the consequences that the method creates affective conflicts. Other disadvantages with domination as a method of solving conflicts are that it does
not create personal acceptance (Child, 1995) or new understanding or commitments (Ring and Ven de Ven 1994), which can effect future action.
However, it is important to stress that integration is not without costs in
terms of the slow speed, diffusion responsibility and waste of managerial
resources (Amason 2005, Hambrick 1994) and costs of interdependence (cf.
Weick 1979:94). All internal contradictions in a venture team are not fully
solved with one integrative solution. It is therefore important to acknowledge
that dialectical mechanisms (Van de Ven and Poole 1995) are not only present in the creation of an integrative innovative solution, but can also be
manifest or latently present after the integrated solution had been created
(Benson 1977).
Another aspect of conflicts and conflict resolution in venture teams is the
use of coalitions as a means to mobilizing potential members into an active
unit to break down internal resistance and to force ideas into realization
(Cyert and March 1963, Kanter 1983). Coalitions are also formed on basis of
interdependent relationships (cf. Weick 1979) and these interdependencies
can be formed from either technological (mutual task dependency) or political (mutual and complementary interests) components (Kanter 1983). In a
setting such as a venture team, coalition can be a method of solving agonizing and time-consuming crucial decisions, but can also be a source of affective conflicts that can have severe consequences on the further process, since
it may uses domination as a method of conflict resolution (cf. Follett 1959).
2.3.2.2 Strategic processes in the venture team
If we start once again from the definition of the venture team as two or more
founders who take active part in the strategic process in creating a new venture in which they have an equity interest (cf. Ensley 2002), then we also
need to discuss what it means to take active part in the strategic process. In
Van de Ven et al. (1999), in line with Katz and Kahn (1978), leadership was
defined as acts of influence. These acts can be distributed or shared in different and diverse ways. They also view these acts as consisting of influential
behaviors that reduce an organization’s uncertainty in making decisions and
achieving objectives (Van de Ven et al. 1999, cf. Baveles 1960). Some of
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these leadership activities of reducing uncertainties consist of influencing
and taking part in the strategic process. With the venture team process as
unit of analysis, we need to discuss how venture team, as a collective take
strategic decisions and actions.
Mintzberg (1987) found in the field of strategic management five definitions of strategy; as plan (a guideline or some sort of consciously intended
course of action), ploy (as a game or struggle to gain advantages in relation
to competitors), pattern (as consistency in stream of action, whether or not
intended), position (as a location in the market or the “environment) and
perspective (as a cognitive structure, shared in the minds of a collective of
individuals). West (2007:81) is argues for using strategy as perspective in
studies of the collective cognitive nature of new venture strategy.
perspective conceptualizes strategy as “reflected in the integrated sets of
ideas through which problems are spotted and interpreted and from which
streams of decisions flow” (Ginsberg, 1988, p.561). Perspectives speaks to
the sense-making which new ventures make of their internal and external environments (Daft & Weick, 1984), as they seek to develop an understanding
of new means-ends relationships for pursuing opportunities. A venture strategy – its recognition of opportunities, its decisions and resource allocations,
its activities, and its performance – reflects perspective.

Mintzberg argued for more eclectic use of the concepts in different combinations, and in this thesis, strategy as behavioral pattern and cognitive perspective, will be applied (cf. Weick 1979).
However, Ensley and Pearce (2001) did not find any direct relationship
between shared strategic cognition and organizational performance, but instead came to the conclusion that the process of developing shared strategic
cognition is more important than the content of that cognition (cf. Porac et al
1989). Together with Weick’s model (1979) of the group development process, it is not only possible to delineate and explore the development of convergence in shared strategic cognition, but also locate periods of diversity
and divergence in the emergence of understanding of new means-ends relationships for pursuing opportunities, in the venture team (cf. Van de Ven et
al 1999).
Since the function of one of the research questions in this thesis is to trigger to analysis on the relationship between the venture team process and the
innovation process, we have now a framework that makes it possible to explore whether the cycles in the venture team process (Weick 1979) are in
phase with cycles of divergence and convergence in the innovation process
(Van de Ven et al. 1999) and how the processes influence each others.
The collective aspects of entrepreneurial activities and sense-making are
not the only elements that are of interest at the team level of analysis. The
individual activities in terms of venture team roles process is also an important unit of analysis. Van de Ven et al. (1999) emphasized that if we want to
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understand the innovation process we need also to focus on the specific roles
that managers and entrepreneurs perform to influence the commitment of
organizational resources in terms of money, personnel, and ideas.

2.4 The venture team roles process as unit of analysis
2.4.1 Venture teams roles as unit of analysis in entrepreneurship
It has already emphasized that the venture team is a venture in itself and one
important aspect of this endeavor is the formation and development of roles
in the team. How these venture team roles are formed and change over time
in relation to the innovation process, in a new venture start-up as an organizational setting, is one of the research questions for this thesis. Stinchcombe
(1965) with his concept “liability of newness” focused especially on the
problems that roles have to be invented. In that sense no visible role models
from an established organization can easily be adopted in these kinds of settings. He also discusses the fact that inventing new roles is a process that is
time consuming, full of conflict and with momentary inefficiency. The formation of venture team roles are under conditions of high degree of ambiguity and uncertainty and must thus rely heavily on the person’s predispositions, as for example earlier experiences and skills (cf. Weick 1979:93f). At
the same time venture team roles are formed in the mutual relationship with
partners and from the social expectancies, enactments and commitments for
getting the job done (cf. Jenks 1949, Ring and Van de Ven 1994, Turner
1987).
The venture team roles are created in mutual relation to the partners and
the venture process, and that includes not only an operative role related to
task performance, but also strategic roles related to contributing in the process of developing venture opportunities and shared strategic cognition (cf.
Ensley and Pearce 2001, Gartner 1989, Gartner et al. 1994, Shane and
Venkataraman 2000, Weick 1979, West 2007). From a processual perspective it is interesting to know whether the members are have operative or/and
strategic roles in the venture team, i.e. do they contribute with behavior or
ideas, or both, and how do these roles develop and change over time. It can
also be worth considering whether they begin with operative or strategic
roles in the venture team. In the “lead entrepreneur approach”, it is possible
that the venture team members would be “buying the vision” from the lead
entrepreneur and as Sarasvathy (2008) expresses, it only influences its functional execution. Or if they all take a collective strategic role in the shaping
of the vision or the strategies, in terms of “integrated sets of ideas through
which problems are spotted and interpreted and from which streams of decisions flow” (Ginsberg, 1988: 561)
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Earlier in the thesis, we have argued that venture team roles can also be
classified in term of manager and entrepreneur. We view manager roles, as
implementing and acting on routine and established knowledge (cf. Levitt
and March 1988, Penrose 1959, Schumpeter 1989[1939], 1949, Tidd et al.
2005), and the entrepreneurial role as getting new things done and in that
way create new knowledge and routines (cf. Nonaka 1994, Penrose 1959,
Schumpeter 1949).
Schumpeter also makes a distinction between the entrepreneur and the inventor; “The inventor produces ideas, the entrepreneur “get things done“
(1989[1947b]: 224). An inventor can be an entrepreneur, but in order to be
considered an entrepreneur he/she also must act on the new idea and get
something done with it. Getting a new thing done covers a great many different activities as “setting up“, “organizing“, “breaking down of resistances
of the environment“, “leadership“, “salesmanship“, or “put into practice a
novel method of production“ (1989[1947b]: 224-226). However, in the
same article (1989[1947b]: 224) we find a statement that it is in most cases
only one persons or a few persons who see the new innovative possibility
and are able to cope with the resistances and difficulties that arise, outside of
the paths of established practice (cf. Van de Ven et al 1999).
We will also use Sarasvathy’s (2001) concept of “causation” and “effectuation” to distinguish between the two roles in the venture team. The manager’s role will be related to the logic of causation that focuses on predictable aspects of an uncertain future and on acts based on existing knowledge
and on calculated risks. We will relate the entrepreneur to the logic of effectuation as “an imaginative actor who seize contingent opportunities
“(ibid.:262) and in that process of exploiting these opportunities “focus on
the controllable aspects of an unpredictable future” (ibid:251). The entrepreneur controls this unpredictable future either by very closely following the
idea to the market and monitoring what happens when getting things done in
the process, or build trustful partnerships and other strategic alliances to be
able to handle and control unpredictable problems in the process (cf.
Schumpeter 1989[1947b], Sarasvathy 2001)
While there are more sophisticated and more specific role-models to characterize different kind of roles in entrepreneurial settings (Van de Ven 1999)
and management teams (Belbins 1981, Margerison and McCann 1990), we
will use the concepts managers and entrepreneurs, but in relation to these
roles also operative and strategical roles, as the major concepts to classify
the roles that are formed and developed in the venture team.
In the MIRP-studies they (Angle and Van de Ven 1989, Van de Ven et al.
1999) identified five distinctive social roles (leadership roles) in the innovation process: sponsor, mentor, critic, institutional leader, and entrepreneur.
One problem of using this classification of the social roles in this thesis is
that, these roles were observed in settings such as established corporate ventures and in inter-organizational joint ventures, but it was more difficult to
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finding these roles in settings such as new company start-ups (cf. Stinchcombe 1965). There are two major problems with using these constructs for
analyzing roles formation processes in a new venture start-up. One problem
that is also discussed by Van de Ven at al. (1999) is that several of these
roles such as institutional leader and the mentor were absent in their cases of
new start-ups. The second limitation is that this model of roles in leadership
teams does not capture the initial role formation process in venture team. In
this thesis, we will analyze a period over ten years and it would be possible
in this study to use the constructs from Van de Ven et al. (1999) regarding
the development of the leadership team. However, we will first of all use the
concepts of operative role, strategical role, entrepreneur and manager in the
analysis of the venture team roles process, mostly because of the MIRP’s
role models have limitations in the capturing of the roles process.
Van de Ven et al. (1999) stress also the collective characters of leader
roles, i.e. one role is dependent and is a part of a role set in a specific constellation (cf. “role-set” Jenks 1949, Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek &
Rosenthal 1964, Merton 1957). An implication of that, is that in the analysis
of one role, it is required to know its relationship with other roles. Another
implication is that they discuss the leadership team in terms of the balance or
unbalance between leadership roles in a setting, i.e. success or failure can be
explained by the relations to other roles in a situation. “These situations are
unbalanced not because of exercise of one role but because of the lack of
exercise of other roles in the set.” (Van de Ven et al. 1999:112).
The concept of role is not an unproblematic concept to apply in analysis
of different social settings and processes, so before we present a model of
the venture team process we will look closer at different role theories.

2.4.2 Role theories and venture team roles process
Role theorist such as Turner (1985) and Powers (1981) both identify two
major streams in role theory, the interactionist perspective and the structural
perspectives, or as Powers labels them, role-improvisation and roleimposition. The structuralist perspectives is derived from Ralph Linton’s
(1936) assumptions that roles could be defined as sets of shared, normative
expectations and social norms that are imposed on the members in a given
culture or society, and that conforms behavior and thinking in any given
situation or position. The interactionist approach with Mead (1934) as a major source, stress that roles-taking or role-playing is a creative act in finding
meanings in social relationships. The roles are used to frame your own and
others conduct in a social relationship and are mainly constructed in the interaction (cf. Goffman 1990).
When role theories are used in relation to innovation, it is often in settings
as already established firms or organizations (cf. Maidique 1980, Barley
1990) or in inter-organizational settings (cf. Evan 1965, Virpi 1996). A
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commonly used theoretical role-model from Katz and Kahn (1966:187) have
a structuralist perspective in the taking on organizational roles, with organizational structural factors and expectations from “role senders” as the major
forces that prescribe and form the roles in the organization. In this thesis,
with the team as a level of analysis and with venture team roles as a unit of
analysis, it may be seen from Stinchcombe’s statements above with the “liability of newness” and role formation, that the interactionist approach
should be a more natural perspective. However, as Powers (1981) and
Turner (1985) argue that is it possible, and worth aiming at making use of
both the structural and interactionist perspectives in role analysis. Power
(1981) assumes that both processes such as structuralist and interactionists
conceive them, can be in operation simultaneously in role development. It
depends on the circumstances under which either the interactionist dynamics
or structural dynamics is a better framework to describe these social processes.
In role theory, the concept of position (or status) is often explicitly connected with the concept of role. By position it is often meant involving patterned expectations of others in a social system, in terms of designated rights
and obligations; by role, the concept focus on the established patterned on
the behaviors and actions that are performed in a position (Merton 1957).
One problem with the concept of roles and role theory is that they are often
associated with static or deterministic views. Giddens (1984) for example
criticized both structural functionalists, but also writers with a symbolic interactionist perspective as having definite affinity - “The script is written, the
stage set, and actors do the best they can with the parts prepared for them”
(Giddens 1984:84). One reason of the deterministic association can be that
role theories have been used primarily in studies with the focus on reproduction processes, and not more on dynamic and innovative processes (cf.
Biddle 1986).
Even if the script is not written and the stage is not yet set, in contexts
such as the venture team in relation to an innovation process, we still need a
framework to interpret how venture team roles are formed and change during
the process. The researcher who has made a more theoretical inquiry into
venture team roles is Leland H. Jenks (1949, 1950) in relation to Center of
Entrepreneurial history at Harvard and their studies of venture team (cf.
Gartner 1989:58). In this thesis, we are going to use Jenks (1949) as a tool to
analyze venture team roles formation and change, but also elaborate his
framework for our purposes.
In Jenks (1949:111) frame of reference he regards two polar situations. At
the one end the “owner-manager“ exemplifies the entrepreneurial function, a
one man-show made by a multifunctional individual. At the opposite pole a
leadership group (entrepreneurial executives) appears with divided responsibility of the decisions and activities in the entrepreneurial function. In the
entrepreneurial executive type, a plurality of individuals is required for the
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performance of any entrepreneurial function. Whether there is one or more
who is the bearer of the entrepreneurial function, it will although always
contain multiple role. In this thesis, we will label this group of entrepreneurial executives, a venture team.
OwnerManager

entrepreneurial
executive
(venture team)

These two concepts should be seen as broad distinct type between which
many nuances might be possible. Jenks (1949:124) argues that broad outlines of analytical concepts of the business unit are applicable in both cases,
but there are also distinct differences between the two that require different
analytical tools.
It is first of all the differences in how they behave in the venture process
that make the single owner-manager and the venture team different. The
single owner has another role behavior compared to actors in venture team.
Jenks (1949:114) considered the business unit as sets of cultural patterns.
The patterns tend to define a system of interdependent sets of reciprocal
behaviors, a role system (cf. “role-set” Merton 1957, Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn,
Snoek & Rosenthal 1964), in which one or more individuals play the part, or
role of entrepreneurs in interaction with others, (not necessarily entrepreneurs), in what are recognized as business situations. The holder of the entrepreneurial function are viewed as playing a role in the Lintonian (1936)
structuralist-functional sense and the execution of the several aspects of the
role is stimulated by positive and negative sanctions (Cole, 1959:53) exercised by the various individuals and groups with which these role bearers
have relationships. Still Jenks (1949) cannot only be classified as a “structuralist”. He focuses on how the venture team roles (“social roles”) are
formed and change in interaction to what he calls the team of “entrepreneurial executives”. Factors such as expectations and sanctions from this team
are important in his model. The individual’s personal predispositions (“personal roles”) are nonetheless equally important in the formation and development of the venture team roles. In his model, the venture team roles (social roles) are formed and change in an interplay between social expectations (sanctions) and personal predispositions (personal roles). To analyze
this interplay will be a major task in the analysis of the venture team roles
process later in the thesis.

2.4.3 Venture team roles formation and development
Role as a conceptual scheme serves not only to explain regularities and consistency in the behavior or logics of individuals in certain positions, but also
their tendency to change must be understood if the concept should be applied
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in relation to entrepreneurial processes. To emphasize the inherent dynamic
qualities of the role concept Jenks distinguish between the two concept “personal roles“ (in this thesis labeled as personal predispositions) and “social
roles“ (in this thesis labeled as venture team roles) (ibid.:134). He also connects them to the concept of “sanction patterns“. Role behavior is, in this
context, the action of individuals with respect to a social role and is a matter
of social interaction, whether the interaction is overt and immediate or symbolic and anticipatory.
As Kluckhohn and Murray (1959[1948]:53) stated:
“Every man is in certain respects
a. like all other men,
b. like some other men,
c. like no other man.“

From these assumptions Jenks refer (1949:134ff) personal roles to the last
statement and social roles to the second. All personal roles are idiosyncratic
and individually varied. Jenks (ibid.:135) assume that each of an individuals
personal roles is a partial organization of all personality resources, in broad
terms as physiological predestinations, life experiences of an individual, an
individual’s opportunities for communication and social interactions, etc. In
particular sets of interpersonal relations, individuals manifests more or less
integrated and persistent actions patterns. We also infer stable motivated
predispositions to act in those ways. It is these predispositions that Jenks are
termed “personal roles”. These personal roles, or predispositions, are assumed to be learned through the life history of the individuals. The learning
process is viewed as active and selective, which imply that at every step
individuals combine previously acquired dispositions to respond the appeals
and threats of new experience (cf. Goffman 1990). It is here Jenks (1949)
analytical concepts are relevant to apply in relation to venture teams and
innovation processes. We have argued earlier that in matters of high degree
of ambiguity, people tend to really on their own predispositions and experiences - ”In the absence of an external anchor for actions, the persons uses the
only remaining anchor, namely himself” (Weick 1979:94). Therefore personal roles, in terms of personal predispositions are crucial in the analysis.
However, they are not the only factors.
In the matter of venture team roles, the analysis refers to Jenks definition
of “social roles” from the collective standpoint of the members of one or
more social group, i.e. a venture team. Jenks (ibid.:142) perceive social roles
in the sense of “pictures in the minds of a plurality of interacting individuals“ as to the probable behavior of individuals occupying certain positions in
a social group. In that sense a social role is both a gestalt and behavioral
inventory (cf. Turner 1985). In a more recent definition of a social role,
Turner (1990) defines it as:
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A social role is a comprehensive pattern of behavior and attitudes, constituting a strategy for coping with a recurrent set of situations, which is socially
identified – more or less clearly – as an entity. A social role is played recognizably by different individuals, and supplies a major basis for identifying
and placing persons in a group, organization, or society (Turner 1968, p.552).
(Turner 1990:87)

Social roles, or as it is labeled in this thesis, venture teams roles is in that
sense related to the concept “position”, as patterned expectations of others in
a social system (Merton (1957). It is also associated to Giddens’ (1984:83ff)
concept “positioning”, with that concept tending to capture the temporal as
well as the spatial aspects in the construction of roles in a social context.
Giddens temporal discussion of the concept of role is especially relevant for
the processual analysis in this thesis. In the analysis of the venture team roles
process, the concept temporal personal predispositions will be used to understand changes in venture team roles and to analyze different phases in the
role process.
Jenks (1949) assume that any given social role, as the role of the entrepreneur, is shaped in part by socially standardized ideas, opinions and attitudes already held with respect to a given position or to other positions supposed to be related in some way to it. The concept of social role is closely
connected to the concept of sanction pattern. Social roles are manifested not
only in relation to personal predispositions, but also through responses and
expectations in terms of social sanction, positive or negative, related to a
specific social role in the interaction with a group, or more societal institutional framework (cf. Giddens 1984). Sanctions establish and regulate certain types of expected behavior, and assess the rewards and punishments that
are attach to them. It is in the tension between personal predispositions and
social sanctions that a social role (venture team role) is manifested (Jenks
1950). We observe changes in a social role when there are changes in the
personal motivated predispositions or/and in social sanctions.
Members of a social group manifest, verbally and otherwise, common expectations about what any individual will do who holds a given position in the
group. In acts of approval or disapproval, immediate and prospective, they
display common attitudes, positive and negative, as to such probable behavior. From such manifestations, from such acts of definition, expectancy, and
sanction, we infer the conception of social role – an understanding shared
more or less fully by the members of a group as to what a given position entails for any individuals who occupy it.“ (Jenks, 1949:136)

We should not perceive the entrepreneur only as a passive agent in relation
of sanctions patterns. As Jenks writes; “Indeed it seems possible that one
important function of some types of entrepreneur may be to operate upon
and modify the sanctions themselves” (1949:151). Some of these sanction
patterns come from the venture team itself and can be modified in the inter104

action between the members in the venture team. Other sanction patterns are
more external. If we relate this statement to the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven
et al. 1999), it was observed that when entrepreneurs tried to shape and
change sanction patterns in terms of industry infrastructure and legal institutional frameworks, they were often doing this in alliances and collaboration
with competitors and other associations. They were “running in packs”
(ibid.:1999:185).
It is the three concepts of personal roles (temporal personal predispositions), social roles (venture team roles) and sanction patterns and their interplay that form the basis of Jenks (1949) theory of entrepreneurial action. It
will be these three concepts that will be in use in the analysis of the formation and development of venture team roles.
As Jenks stress, the conceptions of personal and social roles can hardly be
understood without supposing that they overlap or interpenetrate. A person
may want to do (in terms of his personal roles) exactly what he is expected
to do (in terms of social roles). But as Kluckhohn and Murray
(1958[1948]:19) state; “so happy a congruence of “want“ and “must“ is in
the lives of most people, more an ideal than an actual daily occurrence“.
Jenks (1949) claims that the conception of personal role variation provides a major tool for understanding the dynamics of social change. If there
is a discrepancy between personal and social roles, a significant social
change probable is in the making. Jenks (ibid: 138f) present four principal
ways of learning roles as that of entrepreneur or manager. They all involve
social interaction, real or symbolic, with other persons.
1. By perception of the manifest expectations and “definitions“ of the persons with whom one interact in business situations;
2. By experiencing reward for appropriate responses to more or less standardized situations, and punishment for inappropriate ones;
3. By adoptions of “role models“ (actual or imaginary business leaders) for
pattering the style and organization of role behavior; and
4. By reorganizing socially available role material (alternatives) into a new
combination considered appropriate to a possibly unique situation, or to
one´s peculiar personal resources.
According to Jenks (1949:147), we need to recognize that to a marked extent
the decision of an individual to become an entrepreneur first of all is a voluntary act, and is therefore mostly related to the fourth principal way to learn
a social role. The position is an achieved rather than ascribed status. “Entrepreneurs“ are neither explicitly defined in formal organization charts nor in
censuses of occupations (It is possible to relate this with Sarasvathy (2004)
discussion of the absent of a labor market for entrepreneurs, but there are
markets for managers.). This gives a certain kind of indistinctness and flexibility for social roles prescribed for entrepreneurs.
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Jenks claims that the entrepreneurs have the role of introducing novelty
into the economic structure. In this respect, Jenks is close to Schumpeter’s
definition of entrepreneurship and is considering not only innovation in producing goods or in the production function but also involve new social techniques and the re-pattering of social relationships, both inside and outside
the business unit. It is in the respect of innovating acts that Jenks (1949:147)
withhold that entrepreneurs differ from other economic agents.
Because of the path-breaking, innovative aspect of the entrepreneurial position, sanction patterns with respect to entrepreneurial roles are ambivalent.
Partly because of the destructive aspect of innovations, that innovations cannot fail to hurt someone in an economic sense and partly that we always find
some psychological resistance to novelty (Jenks 1949, cf. “creativedestruction” Schumpeter 1996[1942]). But, at the same time there often is a
notion in the society of the importance of innovations and entrepreneurial
roles for the wealth in the economic system (cf. Sarasvathy 2004).
The role as manager is in that sense more prescribed, since the management roles are based more on expectations of implementing routines and
executing more defined tasks and functions, even if these management roles
also, in high degree, are enacted in interaction with “role senders” (cf. Fondas and Stewart 1994).
Another source of the indistinctness of the role of entrepreneurs and managers is that the business unit may be viewed as a point of intersection for a
number of different social groups such as financiers, customers, employees,
etc. (Jenks 1949). These groups are likely to develop and maintain its own
pictures and expectations of the venture team roles from its point of view.
And each related social group will also develop sanction patterns in relation
to the venture position. All these sanction patterns may reinforce each other,
coincide, overlap in congruent or complementary fashion, or in particular
respects may conflict.
It is important to emphasize that roles such as entrepreneurs and managers
are most of all analytical concepts that makes us able to make a distinction
between different kinds of patterns of behaviors and logics in the venture
process, or in this thesis the innovation process (cf. Schumpeter
(1989[1939], Penrose 1995[1959]:77ff). This also means that one individual
can have both the role as manager and entrepreneur and have both operative
and strategically roles. It is also important that even if some of these patterns
behaviors can be consistent over time there are temporal aspect in the role as
entrepreneur or as Schumpeter wrote: “Nobody ever is an entrepreneur all
the time, and nobody can ever be only an entrepreneur.“(Schumpeter
1989[1939]:77).
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2.4.3.1 Venture team roles processes in a transformative institutional
context
Jenks (1949) argues that despite the fact that there are many numbers of
sources of sanction patterns, there will always be a tendency for them to
become mutually self-consistent for a given society. They do so because the
incorporate more general patterns or themes of a culture in special forms.
According to Jenks (1949:148f), it is possible to locate in time and space
sanction patterns that in some way specify, positively and negatively, conduct for some sort of entrepreneurial position.
The concept of sanctions pattern, for example, is close to Baumol (1990)
or Sarasvathy (2004) who argues that institutional factors play a significant
role for entrepreneurial action, even if they are not determining the action.
Entrepreneurs are always with us and always play some substantial role. But
there are a variety of roles among which the entrepreneur’s efforts can be reallocated, and some of those roles do not follow the constructive and innovative script that is conventionally attributed to that person. Indeed, at times the
entrepreneur may even lead a parasitical existence that is actually damaging
to the economy. How the entrepreneur acts at a given time and place depends
heavily on the rules of the game — the reward structure in the economy —
that happen to prevail. Thus the central hypothesis here is that it is the set of
rules and not the supply of entrepreneurs or the nature of their objectives that
undergoes significant changes from one period to another and helps to dictate
the ultimate effect on the economy via the allocation of entrepreneurial resources. Changes in the rules and other attendant circumstances can, of
course, modify the composition of the class of entrepreneurs and can also alter its size. (Baumol 1990:894)

Sarasvathy (2004:709) assumes a similar reasoning that some individuals
will always become entrepreneurs; others will never become entrepreneurs,
but the large majority will consist of individuals who will become entrepreneurs under certain circumstances. Therefore, Sarasvathy claims, that focus
should be on the barriers of entrepreneurial behavior, for example in institutional factors as the bundling of property rights (cf. De Soto 2000), etc.,
rather than as what induces people to become entrepreneurs or focusing on
traits-based explanations of entrepreneurial activities.
In that sense, transformative economies are interesting institutional contexts for studying the formation and development of venture team roles, as
entrepreneurs and managers. With dramatic institutional changes the sanctions patterns for entrepreneurial behavior are also in high degree changing
(cf. Smallbone and Welter 2004). In these transformative contexts we are
also observing high degree of equivocality and uncertainty of the negative or
positive consequences of these institutional changes. From the perspective
that macro events are in large part constructed and pursued within microlevel interactions, the team is a relevant level of analysis to study the involvement of entrepreneurs to actually change and shape these institutional
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regulations and sanction patterns, (Knorr-Cetina 1981 Weick 1993, cf.
Campbell and Petersen 1996, Stryjan 1997, Van de Ven and Hargrave 2004).
It is not only the role of the entrepreneur that is interesting to study in this
kind of contexts, but also the manager. It is possible to imagine the problems
of lack of management in terms of experiences, available knowledge and
routines to implement in a venture during radical institutional changes, for
example, changing from planned economy to a more market economy
(Smallbone and Welter 2004).
2.4.3.2 Change mechanisms in the formation and development of
venture team roles
Above have three major constructs, elaborated from Jenks (1949, 1950)
framework, been presented to be applied to the process analysis of the venture team roles: temporal personal predispositions (part of personal roles in
a specific time period), venture team roles (social roles), and sanction patterns (reinforcing or obstructing norms and expectations in the group or from
the environment external to the group). Jenks explains the formation and
changes of the venture team roles (social roles) as results of interplay between personal predispositions (personal roles) and sanction patterns. From
this framework all personal roles are idiosyncratic and individually varied.
Jenks (ibid.:135) assume that each of an individual’s personal role is a partial
organization of all personality. These predispositions are assumed to be experienced or learned through the life history of the individuals. In particular
sets of interpersonal relations, individuals tend to manifests more or less
persistent actions patterns and individuals also infer stable motivated predispositions to act in those ways.
However, we do not need to know everything about every individual before we can make fruitful general assertions of the relevant predispositions
for a specific role (Jenks 1950). The temporal personal predispositions (part
of personal roles at a specific time) will in this thesis be described and analyzed by the taxonomy developed by Jackson et al. (1995:212f).
The framework from Jackson et al. (1995) was developed for understanding diversity in teams, partly on the unit of analysis of the individuals in the
team (the other units, not presented in the table 2.5 below, are the team and
the interpersonal relation). These constructs will be applied in the analysis of
the empirical case to locate personal temporal predispositions that have an
impact on the venture team roles formations. Only the constructs that are
applicable to the actual case will be used for the analysis.
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Aspects of diversity:
Content and Structure

Mediating States and
Processes

Short-term Behavioral
Manifestations

Long-term
Consequences

Readily detectable
attributes:
Task-related: Team
tenure, organizational
tenure, department/unit membership, membership in
task-relevant external
networks, formal
credentials and educational level.
Relationals-oriented:
Sex, culture, age,
memberships in formal organizations,
physical features

Task-related:
Information processing (e.g..,attention,
recall), learning
(e.g., discovery creativity), task-based
information, power
to control resources
(tangible or human)
Relation-oriented:
Social cognitive
processes: stereotypes and schemabased expectancies.
Affective responses:
anxiety, fear, guilt,
frustration, and discomfort

Task-related:
Seeking, offering,
receiving workrelated information,
tangible resources,
human resources,
initiating/responding
to influence attempts
Relation-oriented:
Seeking, offering,
receiving social information an/or support

Task-Related:
Personal performance
(speed, creativity,
accuracy), satisfaction with performance of self and team,
Acquisition of
knowledge and skills
regarding technical
aspects of tasks,
managing human and
tangible resources,
Establishment of
position in workcommunication networks
Relations-oriented:
Acquisition of interpresonal knowledge
and skills regarding
interpersonal aspects
of tasks,
Establishment of
position in socialcommunication networks (within team
and in external environment)
Satisfaction with
social relationships

Underlying attributes:
Task-related: knowledge, skills, abilities,
experience
Relation-oriented:
social status, attitudes, values, personality, behavioral
style, extrateam social ties

Table 2.6 Taxonomy of General Constructs in a Framework for understanding diversity of individuals in teams. Source: Elaboration and part of Jackson et al.
(1995:212) taxonomy.

Jenks (1949) framework in this thesis has also been elaborated with recent
research in role theory (Biddle 1986, Giddens 1984, Powers, 1981, Turner
1985, 1990) to make both the prescribed and constructive mode of changes
(Van de Ven and Poole 1995) more visible in the analysis of the content and
processes in role development and formation. To work with the three constructs personal temporal predisposition, venture team roles and sanction
pattern, makes it possible to use Ven de Ven and Poole’s (1995:521f) classification about whether the change in question focuses on the development of
a single entity (life-cycle or teleological mechanisms) or the interaction between two or more entities (evolutionary or dialectical mechanisms).
From a life-cycle mechanism, a venture team role develops incrementally
as a function of potentials or predispositions immanent within the person.
Even if sanctions and expectations from the environment or the team shape
how this immanence is manifested, they are considered secondary for the
venture team role formation and development.
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A teleological perspective on venture team role formation process also
focuses on a single entity. However, a teleological mechanism is located if
the venture team role formation as a negotiation act, that has as its purpose
the creation of a consensus between the ends or the means (personal predispositions) and the socially constructed norms (sanction pattern and social
expectations) available in the group or environment. Change in a venture
team role is mainly explained by adaptation to socially available role-sets in
the purpose to create a consensus between personal means/ends and sanction
patterns. In this process both personal predispositions, and sanction patterns
and expectations are seen as socially enacted and possible to be renegotiated
in interaction with others.
From an evolutionary perspective the venture team roles are evolving
from a prescribed self-selection between competing varieties of roles. It is
the external parameters (sanctions patterns and social expectations) that have
a major impact on the variation, selection and retention of the actual venture
team roles in the entities, but the fit with personal predispositions have also
an impact on the social role that actually evolve in the process.
With a dialectical theory mechanism in venture team roles process, emphasis is on confrontation between opposing entities (personal predisposition, sanction patterns and venture team roles). The outcomes of this
conflict consist of a venture team roles that are qualitative different from the
previous roles, or the defeat of one role by the other, or a stalemate among
the roles. If one venture team role is defeated or if there is a stalemate between the roles, these roles may still be latent during the further process.
Applying this framework of change mechanisms on the venture team
roles process as unit of analysis will have severe methodological problems,
since we are close to deep subjective measures. It is not our purpose to try to
develop a psychological theory on how the role of the entrepreneurs and
managers are formed and developed. Nevertheless, this tentative framework
will be used as a tool for understanding and explaining how different roles of
managers and entrepreneurs in the venture team are formed and changed in
relation to the innovation process.
In this chapter, I have presented the theoretical framework that will be
applied to the analysis of new empirical material in the form a case-study.
The main theoretical references that will be applied in the analysis of the
empirical case concerns the innovation process as unit of analysis, and is
based on the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999). As regards the
venture team process as a unit of analysis, it is the Weick´s (1979) model of
group development that will mostly be applied. In analyzing the venture
team roles process, Jenks (1949, 1950) is the main reference. In order to
conduct analysis of change mechanisms on the different units of analysis
Van de Ven and Poole (1995) will be used. Before we present the case and
the analysis, the methodological considerations and the way in which the
study was accomplished are presented.
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3. Methodology

3.1 Methodological consequences of the purpose, the
research questions, the theoretical assumptions and the
level of analysis
3.1.1 The starting point
The research questions and the purpose of this thesis are mainly the result of
observations of an earlier more inductive empirical study of the innovation
process in the venture Tetra Pak (Andersson & Larsson 1998). Following the
publication of the book, I made the “discovery” that we had changed the
level of analysis midway in its creation from the individual actor to a team
perspective. I then started a search for earlier studies in team entrepreneurship. Earlier research has been used in order to place this study in a theoretical context (the MIRP-studies, Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999), and to frame
the research issues and purpose of this thesis. A more systematic search for
earlier research on the different units of analysis was initiated (the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team roles process),
which in due time resulted in the search and collection of new empirical
material. The next steps are best described as alternating between different
periods to gathering new empirical materials, further theoretical exploration
and exploitation, interpretations, and analysis.
The method that best fits the description of the actual research process is
“abduction“(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994), which is a combination of induction and deduction. Another term for abduction in the literature is “retroduction” (Poole et al. 2000). This specific study started with some more inductive observations and reflections of some “surface regularities“(Alvesson &
Sköldberg 1994), “empirical regularities” (Pondy and Mitroff 1979:29) or
“surface structures” (Pentland 1999) in the interpretations of what happened
in the innovation process in the venture Tetra Pak. These surface structures
can be described as the perception that the innovation processes in the venture Tetra Pak was to a great extent the result of an interaction between an
identifiable team of key persons, i.e. a venture team. One interpretation regarding why these patterns emerged in the Tetra-book (Andersson and Lars111

son 1998) depended on two factors: the empirical material and the earlier
theoretical pre-representations. In my case, studies in business administration and organizational theory, especially of scholars who built on the assumption that the actor is rationally bounded (Simon 1971, Cyert and March
1963 etc.) and theories with a relational perspective as for example Weick
(1979) probably had an influence on the initial interpretation of the empirical
data.
Maybe more fundamentally, the initial sense of importance I had of the
thesis project may not only be attributed to the experience generated from
these implicit pre-representations and the change to the team level of analysis, but also to the perceived explanation provided regarding the entrepreneurial process in Tetra Pak. The empirical data fit in with the implicit theoretical representations. The shift in our level of analysis from the individual
actor to the team of key persons was useful in the sense that it not only enabled us to better describe, to understand, but also to explain the changes in
the innovation process in the company. When the work with this thesis
started, the literature on entrepreneurship revealed several gaps in the research. There were also declarations to the effect that the team as level of
analysis regarding entrepreneurship is still given little attention in research
(Chandler and Lyon 2001, Davidsson and Wiklund 2001, Höglund e al.
1999, Low and Macmillan 1988). The need to make the team as a level of
analysis more explicit, and explore and evaluate earlier theoretical contributions and their applicability to studies of team-based entrepreneurial processes were considered more and more urgent. This is the background for the
formulation of the purpose of the thesis.
The next step was to find relevant research questions to be able to fulfill
the purpose of the thesis. In that sense the purpose did precede the research
questions. The emphasis of the research questions on the relationships between the venture team, venture team roles and the innovation process was
something that was induced from the pilot-case. However, the more elaborated research questions whose focus was on venture team process, and venture team roles process, in relation to the innovation process came after an
extensive overview of the literature and earlier research in the area of team
entrepreneurship. With the process in focus, it was an encouragement to find
more systematic methods to study processes over more extended periods of
time. I will come back to the specific methodological considerations that was
made in the research process, but already here I want to make clear that a
process approach (Poole et al. 2000) has been used that are influenced both
by the experiences from the earlier Tetra Pak study (Andersson and Larsson
1998), and also from methodological reflections from the Minnesota Innovation Research Program (Poole et al. 2000, Ven de Ven et al. 1989, 1999,).
In the Introduction (chapter 1), and also in the Theoretical framework
(chapter 2) we have presented the efforts in the MIRP to develop a theory of
the innovation process (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999). Parallel to these ef112

forts, they tried to explore and evaluate different methods for studying organizational change and process (Poole et al. 2000, Ven de Ven and Poole
2005). Their methodological experiences have been very influential, even if
the methods actually used in this thesis have not blindly followed their recommendations. Methodological issues have also been solved more intuitively in the actual research process. Sometimes these decisions have been
well founded and supported by the literature on methodology. There have
been some methodological issues with no direct support by earlier methods.
In the final chapter (chapter 6), there will be some methodological conclusions and contributions related to these experiences.
Since abduction is not deductively secure, in that there is a risk for fallacy, it has to be checked against more cases (Alvesson and Sköldberg,
1994:47). This explains some of the disposition of the thesis. The research
questions and the purpose emerged when some surface structures were found
in the final work of the Tetra-book. It was then considered worthwhile to
make a reinterpretation of the empirical material from the Tetra-book, with
the help of a more explicit and systematically developed theoretical framework to find and locate deeper pattern or “deep structures“ (cf. Alvesson &
Sköldberg, 1994:43ff). And more importantly, to proceed and explore
whether these deep structures will then be applied in an analysis of another
case – the main case of this thesis (cf. Pentland 1999, Pettigrew 1997:339,
Poole et al 2000, Yin 1984:45ff).
The thesis is positioned in the “tri-lateral concept of truth” (Alvesson and
Sköldberg 1994:35ff) as having both an applicative, representative and significative view of theories relation to reality. Theories will be used in all
these senses, but not necessarily on the same time. In some parts, we apply,
discuss and analyze whether theories and concepts from other disciplines
and related areas are applicable of the phenomenon that are observed in the
empirical material. In other parts we discuss and analyze whether the theories are good representations of what we observe in our cases, and whether
they can also help us also explain how different events and activities are
connected in the processes we study. Finally, specific theories and their concepts are evaluated as to whether they help us interpret and make sense of
phenomenon in the data that is collected (cf. Poole et al 2000).
Since there also is the objective to “understand” the entrepreneurial process, it is possible to claim that there is a search for hidden and new meanings
with the help of the team level of analysis, i.e. a significative position. As
earlier described, it was experienced that the process made sense when we
shifted the level of analysis of our aspiration to understand the innovation
process in the venture Tetra Pak. Even if it is often argued that there are incongruities between these scientific strategies (cf. Bjerke 2007) Alvesson
and Sköldberg (1994:36) claim that these strategies are not necessarily in
opposition to each other (cf. Poole et al. 2000).
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“On the contrary it might probably be asserted that most of the theories have
elements of all three concepts that are, however, in higher or lower degree.
The three concepts of truth – the representative, the applicative and the significant – represents as abstractions, which in current research are present in
more or less mixed forms.”(my translation)” (Alvesson and Sköldberg
1994:36)

It is possible to argue that the thesis contains these three strategies in approximately the same degree, but not at the same time, since they are present
in different phases in the research process and not simultaneously (cf. Bjerke
2007).
As Toulmin (1974:174) underlines, the domain of any science and area of
application are theoretical constructions and are dependent on the theoretical
assumptions we put in them. Earlier in the thesis an explicit position for the
study of the entrepreneurship domain is presented (in chapter 1.3.1 and
2.2.1). More specifically, from an applicative strategy, the thesis neither
wants to verify nor to falsify a theory, instead it wants to explore concepts
and theories area of application in a certain domain. The domain in this
study is entrepreneurship or more specifically innovation processes in new
ventures. In the analysis of the main case, the more specific area is the organizational settings in a new company start-up and in the institutional context an economy in transition, Poland. It is the ambition that the “area of
application“ for the theoretical and conceptual contributions also will be in
studies of innovation processes in established and larger corporations, but
that will be a matter for further research (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999).
The use of concepts like “pragmatic”, “usefulness” and “applications”
may imply that the purpose is normative, in the sense that the theories are
useful in practical sense for entrepreneurs and managers. Even if in the final
chapter (chapter 6 - Conclusion and Contributions) a presentation will be
made of some normative suggestions, that is not the purpose of this study.
Instead the focus is to find out whether the concepts and theories on teamlevel are analytically useful to understand or explain entrepreneurial processes, events, sequences of events and related phenomena. The study looks
at theories and concepts, and even perspectives and levels of analysis, as
analytical tools, and as an important part in the purpose, to explore and
evaluate their applicability (cf. Bruton et. al 2008, Smallbone and Welter
2004, Van de Ven and Engleman 2004, Van de Ven and Poole 2005). If it
should been shown that these perspectives, theories and results also are useful for entrepreneurs, managers or policymakers, it would be a bonus
(“There is nothing as practical as a good theory“ (Lewin 1951:169)).
We have claimed that this thesis also has a significant position, in the
sense of trying to interpret and get a meaning of historical processes and
events. Kamm and Schuman argued in a article in 1990 that; “Qualitative
methodology is needed at our relatively low level of knowledge about the
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formation of entrepreneurial teams” (ibid. 1990:13). Even if we today have
more knowledge about team entrepreneurship, it does not necessarily imply
a shift from the qualitative methods. One reason to continue with a qualitative method concerns, as Cooper and Daily (1997:128) and Birley and
Stockley (2000: 289) claim, the question of what constitutes, or how to define a venture team or entrepreneurial team. These are still unclear. With an
explorative purpose it makes it possible to take advantage of the research
and definitions that are already done in the area (Kimberly 1987, Yin
1994:46) and position this actual study, conceptually and theoretically, in
relation to these earlier studies. Evaluating the usefulness of certain concepts
and their definitions increases our understanding of events and processes at
the actual level of analysis and will be one way of fulfilling the purpose of
the thesis.
Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994:34) claim that if the aim is to explore hidden structures, what appear to be happening beneath the surface, this presupposes that these structures also “exist“ in reality. Such a position indicates
the recognition of some degree or form of realism. In this sense, “pragmatic
realism“ (Alvesson & Sköldberg 1994:34) can be a label to describe the scientific strategy in the thesis, but in the very process, in some parts a significant strategy has been used whereas a pragmatic or realistic strategy employed in others.
From this point of view these perspectives, theories, concepts and level of
analysis can differ in how well they can represent and explain a specific
phenomenon in a domain. Of course, more than one can be applied but they
may have differential results. This does not mean a scientific relativism
(Kuhn 1962), but more of a critical pluralism (or rationalistic pluralism)
(Alvesson and Sköldberg 1994:59f), since a critical discussion and a comparison of the various frameworks is always possible (Popper 1970:56).

3.1.2 Process methods as research strategy
The research strategy chosen for the thesis is a process method, supplemented with case study and historical methods. In this study, one pilot-case
has already been presented and in the next chapter the main case will be
presented and also partly analyzed. In this section, I want to discuss how and
why this strategy is chosen. If we start with the case study as a research
strategy is Yin (1981) arguing that:
[T]he distinguishing characteristic of the case study is that it attempts to examine: (a) a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context, especially
when (b) boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. Experiments differ from this in that they deliberately divorce a phenomenon from its context. Histories differ in that they are limited to phenomena of the past, where relevant informants may be unavailable for interview
and relevant events unavailable for direct observations. (Yin 1981:59)
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One reason for case studies as a strategy is that team entrepreneurship is a
phenomenon that is difficult to distinguish empirically. How is the venture
teams formed?; how are the roles in the venture team formed?; and how and
why do these units change over time in relation to the innovation process?
are questions where the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context
are not obvious. “How” and “Why” questions often lead to case studies because, “…such questions deal with operational links needing to be traced
over time” (Yin 1994:6). Yin (ibid) claims that these kinds of questions can
also use historical studies as a strategy. However, Yin (1981, 1994) has a
rather narrow perspective on historical method, “… dealing with the “dead”
past – that is when no relevant persons are alive to report … when the investigator must rely on primary documents, secondary documents, and cultural
and physical artifacts.”(1994:4).
That historical methods are dealing with “dead” empirical sources is still
a rather common view in social science, but it often ignores that oral histories and narratives of historical processes from interviews from living persons can be important sources (cf. Thompson 1978, Mitchell 1997). Goodman and Kruger (1988:323) claimed that historical methods have a great
potential for management research, especially as a supplement to more traditional research techniques. Yin (1994:8) also argues that case studies and
historical methods can overlap since histories can be done about contemporary events and case studies can add two sources of evidence: direct observation and systematic interviewing. Since the temporal focus on the pilot case
Tetra Pak-case is between 1944-1972 and the main case will be around the
period from 1985-2003, is it only the last year in the Polish case that can be
said to be captured in its real-time context. Therefore, oral histories and narratives from systematic interviews, together with historical documents and
archives are the major sources for the retrospective case studies (cf. Pentland
1999). The experiences from meeting the people in the Polish case, in their
real-life context have nevertheless provided valuable information about the
different actors and their relationships, as well as also about what they have
accomplished.
One approach in historical and organizational studies is the biographical
perspective (Kimberly 1987). Kimberly (ibid.:233f) argues that a biographical method in the study of organizations represents a potentially useful way
of understanding some important and less appreciated aspects of organizational life. Especially in complex questions of how and why organizations
and innovation processes evolve and change, biography can make essential
contributions:
No single approach to the study of organizations is wholly satisfactory; each
leaves many questions unanswered and still others unasked. The biographic
approach bridges the worlds of organizational behaviour and organization
theory by inquiring into the interplay among people, the structures and sys116

tems they create, and the constraints that affect what they create and how
their creations fare over time.
Biographies are not corporate histories. They are more analytic and more
critical. They are theory-driven, in the sense that the structure of inquiry reflects what is already known about influences on organizational creation,
growth, and change. (Kimberly, 1987:237)

Kimberly (Ibid: 234f) also claims that the potential of the biography lies in
placing the subjects in a historical context and traces how persons both are
and were shaped by external events and forces. It also emphasizes that early
decisions and actions shape future directions and behaviors in an organization’s life. Pentland (1999) argues that narratives and process histories do
not only describe surface features, but also can locate deeper structures and
help us in building explanatory process theories.
The thesis focuses on the venture team process and venture team roles
processes, in relation to innovation processes in new ventures. This implies a
process analysis (cf. Pettigrew 1997, Poole et al. 2000). Van de Ven (1992a)
identifies several definitions of a processual view. The definition used in this
thesis regards process as “ a sequence of events or activities that describes
how things change over time” (ibid.:169) indicating a “…historical developmental perspective, and focuses on the sequences of incidents, activities,
and stages that unfold over the duration of a central subject’s existence”
(ibid:170).
Pettigrew synthesize rather well the reason why a processual case study is
appropriate in the actual study:
For the process analyst events and chronologies are crucial building blocks
but only building blocks. The aim in a processual analyst is not to produce a
case history but a case study. The case study goes beyond the case history in
attempting a range of analytical purposes. Firstly there is a search for patterns
in the process and presumably some attempt to compare the shape, character
and incidence of this pattern in case A compared with case B. Secondly, there
is a quest to find the underlying mechanisms which shape any patterning in
the observed processes. (Pettigrew 1997:339)

To underline the statement above, the cases (the pilot-case and the main case
from Poland) in this thesis are not only description of two business histories
(even if that also is a contribution). The cases are used to search for events
and phases in the processes of the three units of analysis (the innovation
process, the venture team process, and the venture team roles process).
Sometimes are there comparisons of events between the cases, however we
are also comparing the main case in relation to other studies, and especially
regarding the findings from MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999).
There is also a search for the underlying mechanisms or motors of change in
these processes with the help of the framework from Van de Ven and Poole
(1995). So, these cases are located in a theoretical context and in that sense
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they are more analytical and theory-driven than case histories (cf. Kimberly
1989, Pentland 1999).
Poole et al. (2000) argue that to study a phenomenon such as organizational change and the innovation process, we need to contrast process methods with more common approaches, such as the quantitative variance methods or interpretative methods in qualitative analysis. However, the problems
with a variance method, both with cross-sectional survey research design,
and even longitudinal panel data design, is the fact that they do not give access to details of process, have the ability to weight individual causal factors,
support causal inferences, or expose possibilities of unexpected discoveries
to the same degree as process designs (ibid :12).
A common strategy used to capture the detailed movement of development and change process, has been qualitative analysis. It is important to say
that Poole et al. (ibid.) perceive the process methods as a complement, rather
than as a replacement of quantitative variance methods or qualitative interpretative methods, in the effort to develop a theory of the innovation process.
Qualitative methods have been important techniques also in this study. However, in contrast to more interpretative qualitative designs, the process approach is more systematic, attempts to find causal interferences and explanations as to how and why different entities change, and also transform over
time.
Poole et al. (ibid.) presents four different methods for process research:
stochastic modeling, phasic analysis, event time series regression analysis
and event time series nonlinear dynamical analysis. All these methods will
not be presented here, but the technique that best can label the method used
in this thesis, is phasic analysis.
As earlier mentioned, the criterion for the process method and the phasic
analysis has not been followed blindly. One important difference is that we
do not use real-time observations (as Poole et al. (2000:116ff) recommend),
but instead use systematic and retrospective interviews and archival data.
Before we describe how we actually deployed the phasic analysis as a research design, the basic assumptions of the phase model are first presented.
Poole et al. (2000:130:f) are stated that: “a theory of development consists of
statements about the temporal sequence of events that explain an observed
stream of incidents or occurrences.” One important task is to distinguish
between an incident (an empirical observation) and an event (a theoretical
construct). The relationship between these concepts can be seen in the fact
that the incidents indicate the occurrence of an event. This also implies that
for each event there can be several incidents that indicate that an event has
happened. If we then come to first assumption of phasic analysis, it is that
flow of human behavior and social interaction can be described in units, or
phases, larger than the single events of which it is composed. The second
assumption is that phases are temporally, developmentally, or functionally
related to each other, i.e. they cohere, in meaningful order, into larger social
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events. The third key assumption is that the sequential structure of social
event is the result of underlying process motors or mechanisms that changes
behavior in the entities over time.
From these assumptions is it important that events are indicators of
phases. Phases are too complex to be measured directly from empirical incidents and therefore we need first to create constructed label of different
events, that later can be analyzed and interpreted as phases. Both Pettigrew
(1997) and Poole et al. (2000) emphasize that we also need to find the underlying mechanisms which shape any patterning in the observed processes. In
chapter 2 we presented from Van de Ven and Poole (1995) ideal types of
change mechanisms (life-cycle, evolutionary, dialectical and teleological). In
that chapter, we discuss how different change mechanisms may operate in
the innovation process, as well as in venture teams process and venture team
roles process over time. There is a need to elaborate on how we can observe
change in the units over time. Before going into these matters we consider
the research design where the phasic analysis described.
To conclude this section, the thesis uses a processual case study approach,
supplementary historical methods and a biographical perspective as a research strategy to study how venture team roles are formed and change, in
addition to how the venture team and the roles are changing in relation to the
innovational process in new ventures. The research design that best describe
the research design is phasic analysis.

3.2 Research design
3.2.1 Phasic analysis and the units of analysis
This study uses the team as a level of analysis and on this level there are
three units of analysis in focus: the innovation process, the venture team
process, and the venture team roles process. The research questions indicate
that we are going to study how the innovation process is related to the two
other units. In a process approach with phasic analysis as a research design,
this means that we need to present cases that capture critical incidents over
time on all these units. To be able to interpret and analyze these empirical
incidents into theoretical events and activities we present in chapter 2 (and
also in chapter 1), some concepts and definitions on the different units of
analysis, from prior research. In chapter two, we also present theoretical
models that can help to classify these events in distinct phases. In addition,
we examine how these phases are related to each other and at the same time
discuss the underlying mechanisms that may drive the processes. In next
chapter (chapter 4), the main case in this study is presented in form of a
polyphonical story of an innovation process in a new venture in the publish119

ing sector in Poland during 1985 to 2003. This extensive case has been cut
up into four parts (in four innovation cycles, based on Van de Ven et al.
(1999) framework). Between the different parts of case story, a phasic analysis is carried out on the three different units of analysis. After the case and
the partial analysis, chapter 5 departs with the analysis of the two research
questions, around which there is a discussion regarding the relationship between the different units. In that final analysis, a presentation will be made in
the form of some propositions and conjectures as a base for future studies in
the area of team entrepreneurship. In the final chapter (ch. 6) there is a discussion based on the purpose of this thesis, in terms of conclusions and contributions.
The actual research process has not been a linear process that followed
this disposition. As mentioned previously, it was at a rather early stage that it
was decided to use a process approach in the study. However, it was not
until quite late in the research process that we included a phasic analysis.
This has created both problems and possibilities in the actual research design. Before I come into these problems and possibilities we first need to
present in more details how the actual research process has progressed.
Using process approach as an explicit method and the experiences gained
from collecting data for the Tetra case, a search for very detailed information
started when the data-collecting took off for the Polish case. One experience
from Tetra Pak study was the use of event-driven course of action (cf. Van
de Ven and Engleman 2004) with the intention of finding historical incidents
that start an innovative process and then reconstruct the process forward, and
not backwards. In the variance approach the backwards strategy is more
common to start from outcome-based dependent variables and work backwards in an attempt to find independent variables that have had effect on this
variable. Regarding the explicit event-driven course of action, the search for
a starting point (not defined from the beginning) was initiated in the new
case and how different events took off from that. This strategy facilitated the
discovery of unexpected events and venture opportunities and paths that had
failed. These events are important pieces in the puzzle that helps us to understand and explain the innovation process and changes in the other units of
analysis (cf. Poole et al 2000, Barnett and Carroll 1995).
At the initial stages of data collection, it was decided that the focus should
be on the innovation process, the venture team process and the roles process
in the venture team. The search for applicable concepts and models of these
processes were made parallel to data collection and the writing and reconstruction of the empirical narratives to a case story. When the phasic analysis
of the different units began, a rather definite theoretical framework for the
innovation process was already in use. This framework was mostly influenced by the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999), because of this
theoretical frameworks applicability to understand and explain the pilot-case
Tetra Pak. In the initial analysis of the venture team process and the venture
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team roles as units of analysis there were more equivocality, with more theoretical frameworks as options. When the analysis of these two units took of, I
went backwards and evaluated which of several theoretical frameworks was
applicable for the patterns in the collected data, before a more explicit phasic
analyze could start.
In that sense, the analysis of the innovation process was more deductive
because it was tested whether the theoretical model (from MIRP) matched
the empirical observations in the main case (cf. Poole et al. 2000:115). The
analyses of the venture team process and the roles in it were more inductive
in the sense that it started with a search for patterns in the empirical material.
It was then that an attempt was made to find theories and concepts that supported these observations. I describe the research process as an abductive (or
retroductive) approach because it is the theories and concepts’ applicative
qualities that help us to understand and explain the specific processes that
are in focus.
With reference to the problems and opportunities of this research design, I
would like to note that the first problem is that it was extremely timeconsuming. Had I in the beginning employed an explicit phasic analysis,
with well defined theoretical frameworks, it would have had been more efficient and possible to add more cases to the study. The thesis was planned to
have more cases and second additional case was partly done (all interviews
and transcriptions were made). However, since the reconstruction and the indepth analysis of the main case was such drawn out process, it was decided
to leave out the second case (I will come back to that second case later, because it has after all played different roles in the thesis.).
One important discovery is that retrospective narratives based on interviews and archives can be adequate sources for conducting a phasic analysis
in a process study over an extended period (over ten years). Given the time
constraints of writing a thesis, it is probable that a phasic analysis as a
method may never have been chosen, as it emphasizes above all, the use of
real-time data. (cf. Poole et al 2000). The second opportunity, which I have
mentioned before, with this more implicit strategy is that the research process has been more open for unexpected events and discoveries, both in the
data collection and in the analysis.
In the section below, Data analysis, there will be a presentation of concepts and theoretical models that have mainly been used in the phasic analysis, but also how this was done. Before doing that we do need to present
how we define the case and the different unit of analysis. To define a case,
the units of analysis are central (Yin 1994:21ff). It is important here to make
a distinction between the unit of analysis and the level of analysis. Yin
(Ibid.:25) argues that:
“…each case study and unit of analysis either should be similar to those previously studied by others or should deviate in clear, operationally defined
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ways. In this manner, the previous literature therefore also can become a
guide for defining the case and unit of analysis.”

It has not been easy to find previous studies with the same focus. Nevertheless, where it was possible to access some results of earlier research relevant
to this study, we have used them to define the case and the unit of analysis
and to find concepts to distinguish between different events and phases on
the different unit of analysis. The case in the thesis is an innovational process in new ventures. Earlier we have defined innovation, from a Schumpeterian perspective, as ideas that are brought to the market in a process of activities, through new combinations of productive resources (cf. Schumpeter
2000[1934]). From the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven and Poole 1989:32) they
define:
•

innovational process - “temporal sequence of events that occur as
people interact with others to develop and implement their innovational ideas within an institutional context.”

•

events – “as instances when changes occur in the innovational ideas,
people, transactions, contexts or outcomes while an innovation develops over time.”

•

change – “is an empirical or manifest observation of differences in
time on one or more dimensions of an entity.”

The process of change adds additional and more abstract elements, since it is
defined as an inference of pattern of differences noted in time “Thus, processes of change, like an innovation process, are not directly observed. Instead, they are conceptual inferences about the temporal order or pattern of
observed changes.” (ibid.).
From the definition of entrepreneurship in relation of innovation, the innovational processes could be seen as a level of analysis. But innovational
processes can be studied differently from other levels of analysis. The perspective in the thesis is to study innovation processes in a new venture from
the team-level and analyze the venture team process, and the roles development in them, in relation to the innovational process. Jelinek and Litterer
(1995:137) argue that understanding entrepreneurial activities requires “… a
cognitive paradigm which focuses on individual sense-making and collective
decision processes, and on the organizational context. As Shepherd and
Kreuger (2002:167) claim, the team can be a way to link individual-level
research to more collective settings (compare with Weick’s (1979:19) view
of seeing organizations as group of groups)
We define venture team as two or more founders that take active part in
the strategic process in creating a new venture. One problem is that a team
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can be seen as; an aggregate of individuals; a mix of relations and cooperation’s; or a collective as a whole, in trying to accomplish the process of developing and implement innovational ideas within an institutional context.
The members of the team can act as a group of individuals who take independent or loosely coupled action. There can also been interaction with each
other in different constellations or coalitions (dyads or in bigger constellations) in the team, with or without the knowledge, permission or cooperation
of other members. Lastly, the team can act as a whole. This indicates that the
team level of analysis has at least three potential subunits: individual action,
cooperative action and collective action. All these actions and interactions in
the team will, if they are occupied with “getting a new thing done” or “doing
things that are not generally done in the ordinary course of business routine,”
may be considered entrepreneurial. This thesis intends to make use of all
three of these subunits in the studies of innovational processes.
Yin (1994:22) offers the following recommendation: ”As a general guide,
the definition of the unit of analysis (and therefore of the case) is related to
the way the initial research questions have been defined.” In this regard we
refer to this study’s initial research questions; ‘What kind of roles do we find
in venture teams and how do the roles change over time, in relation to innovation processes in new ventures?’ And, ‘how do venture teams form,
change and dissolve in relation to innovation processes in new ventures?’
The two different units venture teams roles process and venture teams
process will be seen as subunits to the innovation process, which is the main
unit of analysis. The design will be considered as an embedded case study
design (Yin 1994:42ff) since the study uses a set of subunits.
It is important in this stage to separate two processes. We have both innovational processes and processes of change in the venture team and the roles
in it. The first process belongs to the definition of the cases and the latter
from what level of analysis the cases will be studied. In other word, the thesis will use the team as a level of analysis to understand and explain the case
– innovation processes in new ventures.
How to handle other levels of analysis external to the team?
If the process is our stream of analysis, the terrain around the stream which
shapes the flow of events and is in turned shaped by them is a necessary part
of the process of investigation. However, the interactionist field of analysis
occurs not just in a nested context but alongside other processes. (Pettigrew
(1997:340)

Other key actors in the venture and connected to outside networks, in addition to contextual variables as external events, processes, institutions and
structures at firm level and in the environment of the firm, must be considered in some way even if the level of analysis is the team. Despite the fact
that the main case involves events and actions on other levels of analysis it
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should not be seen as holistic cases (Pettigrew 1997). It should rather be
regarded as an embedded case study with the selected units of analysis (Yin
1994). Still we have to deal with the context. From Pettigrew view:
“…is it not sufficient to treat context either just as descriptive background or
as an eclectic list of antecedents that somehow shape the process. Neither, of
course, given the dangers of simple determinism, should structure or context
be seen as just constraining process. Rather, this approach recognizes that
processes both are constrained by structures and shape structures, either in
the direction of preserving them or in altering them.” (Pettigrew 1990:656)

Pettigrew use Gidden’s (1984:25, 1979) concept of “duality of structures” in
trying to conceptualize structure and context not just a barrier, but also to
show how aspects of structure and context are mobilized and activated by
actors and groups as they seek to obtain outcomes important to them. As the
main case is in an organizational setting of a new company start-up and the
institutional setting refers to the transforming economy and society in the
publishing sector in Poland, these questions are even more important to handle. The way we are going to treat the external environment is with the concept of enactment (Weick 1979:130f) in the sense that “it captures the more
active role that we presume organizational members play in creating the
environments which then impose on them (ibid.). This means that contextual
factors are considered, even if the focuses are on three specific units of
analysis.
Finally, it is claimed that after the general definition of the cases have
been clarified, “specific time boundaries are needed to define the beginning
and the end of the cases” (Yin 1994:24). The cases will begin when the first
contacts and interaction were taken, between some of the key persons that
are formed to a venture team. The initial intention was to follow and reconstruct cases over a period of more than ten years. However, the most important criteria as to how to define the end of the case, is that of dissolving the
venture/leadership team. The end of the case criterion was not defined when
I was searching for cases. I did not know that the leadership team was actually in the process of being dissolved when choosing this case. (I understood
that the dissolution had started after the first round of interviews and only
when I starting to interpret the process.) Since the major part of the empirical
material in the Tetra Pak case focused on the same event sequence, from the
formation of the venture team to the dissolution of the initial venture team
(1944-1972), these criteria have been chosen for defining the end of the case.
Even if this end was not defined in the initial research design, the extension
of the case has been very valuable in the analysis of the different units of
analysis, and of the relations between them.
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3.2.1 Different roles of the cases
Two different cases are included in the study. One is about the innovation
process in the packing industry in Sweden (the Tetra-case 1944-1972) and
the other is concerns the innovation process in the Polish publishing sector
(1985-2003). The Tetra-case has a different role in the research process, and
functions as a pilot case study (Yin 1994:74). The Tetra case contains rich
empirical material from different key persons and sources. It is important to
state that it is not the previously written book (Andersson and Larsson 1998)
that is used as a source for reinterpretation, but instead a reinterpretation of
the sources that were used to write the book. The pilot study is not a pretest.
Instead, it assumes the role of a “laboratory”, which has been used in the
overview of relevant literature, and has been used to apply different approaches and concepts on a trial basis (van Teijlingen and Hundley 2002,
Yin 1994:74f). It has also been used in assisting to develop relevant lines of
questions and in trying to provide some conceptual clarifications and methodological issues for the research design (Yin 1994). With the rich empirical
materials from the pilot case, an important aspect here is that the pilot case
made it possible to have a more critical approach to established concepts,
models and perspectives in team entrepreneurship.
The case that follows in the next chapter is considered the main case for
the analysis of the research questions and to fulfill the purpose with the thesis. The pilot study differs in many aspects from the main case, since the
later was conducted in a different era, country and sector. However, many
similar events and patterns can be perceived. Despite the fact that in some
parts comparisons are made between similar events and patterns in the cases,
the research design is not a comparative study. Nevertheless such a study
can be a plausible direction for future studies.

3.2.2 Selecting the cases
As mentioned earlier, the Tetra case was selected because it was the background of the initial research question and the formulation of the purpose.
The reason for choosing to reinterpret this empirical material from the teamlevel is that this analysis was never done explicitly in the final work of the
Tetra-study (Andersson and Larsson 1998). Another reason is that it contains
unusually rich empirical materials (interviews of key persons, dairy, unofficial and official documents, unpublished and published autobiographies,
protocols etc., etc.). The final reason is to evaluate concepts and ideas from
the literature studies in a trial and error process, to find useful concepts and
theories and finally to specify the research questions. Therefore, it is appropriate to make this phase in the research process more explicit in the thesis.
The Polish case was chosen because it was related to the effort to study
the research questions in an organizational setting of a new company start-up
and in a transformative institutional context. The reason new company start125

up was chosen for the primary case (the pilot-case is a internal corporate
venture) was because of the findings in the overview of earlier research:
Venture team process and especially how venture team roles are formed and
are changing in new start-ups, in relation to the innovation process, over
more extended time periods are still a neglected focus in the research. In
addition, it was regarded as an area of research where a lacuna exists (e.g.
Van de Ven et al. 1999, Lechler 2001).
A transforming institutional context was considered interesting because of
the inquiries and requests to acknowledge the heterogeneity of environmental contexts in entrepreneurship research and to reveal the extent to
which the tools and models that are developed in mature market economy
contexts are applicable to other contexts (Bruton et. al 2008, Davidsson
2004, Smallbone and Welter 2004). Innovation processes are connected to
uncertainty, equivocality and ambiguity. The transformation of the economies in the former socialist societies opens up a “window of opportunity” to
study innovation processes under high degrees of ambiguity and uncertainty
in the institutional context. Poland was chosen because it was one of the
former socialist economies that reputedly made very radical institutional
changes initially in its transition phase (see Sachs 1993, e.g. Balcerowiczplan) and that the publishing sector was one of the first that was re-regulated
and privatized in Poland (Giorgi 1995). Furthermore, Poland was also convenient since there were already close academic and business relations
through the research institutions where I was located. These relationships
were helpful to get access to the cases. In these research institutions, I was
fortunate to receive the help of colleagues with translations of Polish documents, etc.
Since the focus is on team entrepreneurship, the criterion for choosing
cases was that enterprises had to have two or more founders. These founders
would also be owners of the company, but they did not need to have the majority of shares. These founders needed to have taken an active role during
the start-up process of the company; they had to be individuals rather than
institutions or companies. They would not just be financiers. Because the
process approach covers an extended period, the age of the company under
the study should be 10 years or more, and there must be presence some kind
of innovation (in a broad Schumpeterian definition). They had to be open for
in-depth interviews to talk about the start-up process, but they could be
anonymous in the thesis if they wanted. The ability to communicate in English simplified matters, although there was an interpreter available for the
interviews (an interpreter was not necessary for the interviews in the main
case, however for the second case which was left out of this study, I had to
use an interpreter).
The main case was found by a web-search, when using words as “team”,
“entrepreneurs”, “partners” and “Poland” in the search-engine. One relevant
article came up with the curious title “How an astrophysicist became a media
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mogul”, from the Economist (96/03/08). In the effort to contact the people
related this case (main case), with the help of some connections, I stumbled
onto another related case, in the publishing sector case in Poland.
Even if all the interviews and the transcriptions were made in the second
case (ten interviews with seven respondents, in two rounds), it was decided
not to use that case in the thesis. The decision to select only one case, after
the pilot study, was based on the consideration that a single-case design was
sufficient to analyze the research questions and fulfill the purpose (cf. Yin
1994:38ff). Furthermore, the fact that the process and biographical studies
are time-consuming and hence expensive to produce (Kimberly 1987:237,
Poole et al. 2000), militated against its use. The second case has provided
valuable information and has been used to better understand and explain the
functioning of the publishing sector against the background of a changing
Poland. The omitted case involved a wholesaler of books that in the course
of time created a retail-chain of bookshops. The information from the omitted case has been very valuable since the main case also covered book publishing and distribution. From this I realized that the wholesales-system remained intact for magazines and papers, but the wholesales-system for books
collapsed rather soon at the beginning of the 90´s in Poland. In these differences one can see implications for the innovation process in the main case.
However, while not used here, this second case will be useful for future studies. It is an interesting case because of the involvement of venture capitalists
in the venture process. Especially, the venture capitalists took a very active
role in the changing of the venture team and the roles in it. I will return to
this issue of studying the role of venture capitalist in the venture team process in the final chapter.

3.3 Data collection
3.3.1 The pilot study – the Tetra case
The Tetra Pak case is a historical case that begins in 1930. It is reconstructed
with a “prosopographic” method until the beginning of 1970´s. The prosopographic method, means picking small pieces from many different
sources (Gratzer 1996, Davidsson and Wiklund, 2001). The data collection
was initiated together with the co-writer of the Tetra-book through rational
searches for every material available that was officially published. After an
initial evaluation, further searches were undertaken for unpublished material
and contacts via key persons to see if it would be possible to obtain materials
to reconstruct the process. In that phase, we found that many of the key persons were still alive and that they had very detailed material and archives
about the process. One of the key persons (Mr. Erik Torudd) had written a
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corporate diary from 1946 to 1972. In the diary, he had recorded all events
he considered important in the Tetra Pak venture, either immediately or
within a few days of their occurrence. The notes are very detailed about
dates and events. The notes describe discussions at meetings, the various
reactions from different individuals at the meetings and afterwards to include
problems, solutions that were discussed and tested, etc. In addition to these
notes, other in-depth interviews were made with Torudd himself and other
key persons at different levels. The strategy employed for the collection of
incremental data can be described as a “snowball-method” (Johannesen and
Tufte 2003), i.e. a set of collected data leads to new sources of information
(people or documents) and new data, and so fourth. Almost each piece of
data provided a new contact or gave additional relevant information. We
found both unpublished and published materials from key persons who were
no longer alive. The data collecting strategy was governed by the approach
to always reconstruct the process forwards and not backwards. Thus we
never continued the writing process until we found data that could have contributed to our understanding or that explained specific critical events that
were unfolding.
With the prosopographic method and the snowball strategy, that included
different historical sources and narratives about the same event, a source
critique was possible (cf. Thurén 1997). It gave us the possibility to debunk
some of the myth’s that had been created over time. This is particularly true
of historical documents such as patent documents, laboratory rapports and
the diary-notes from Mr. Torrud that made it possible to query or reinterpret
later statements and narratives about when, and who made specific contributions in the innovation process. We were never granted access to the Tetra
Pak company (today Tetra Laval) archives on the grounds that they were
writing their own corporate history (Leander 1996). The collection of the
empirical material started in 1993 and concluded in 1997 and resulted in the
book “Tetra – The history of the Rausing dynasty” (Andersson and Larsson
1998). When the book was published, the Tetra Laval company and Gad and
Hans Rausing participated in a television documentary that we made (“The
Rausing imperium”, 1998). In this thesis, a reinterpretation of the material
collected for the book, together with Tetra Pak’s official published history
(Leander 1996) and the interviews for the documentary have been used to
present the case.

3.3.2 The main case - the Polish case
The data collection for the Polish case started from a more systematic use of
prosopographic data collection and with the snowball-method as strategy.
Kimberly recommended a three-stage process (1987) in biographical approaches that have been followed. Stage one includes a combination of interviews and document analysis to produce a “Significant Event Chronol128

ogy” (ibid.) . The aim is to identify key events in the creation and development of the process. Another objective, at this stage is to identify key persons and constituencies whose actions appear to have given shape to the
process and institutions. “they are persons whose perspectives on the existence of the institution need to be appreciated in order to understand how
events unfold” (Kimberly 1987:236).
3.3.2.1 Stage one
The main data collection methods at this stage are interviews of open-ended
nature and also more focused (Yin 1994:84) ones. I have used an interview
guide (see Appendix 1) in all of the interview situations, but the guide has
been used differently in each interview (cf. Thompson 1980:chap. 6). The
interview guide has been useful to structure the interview situation. In some
of the interviews the guide was less relevant because they were themes that
did not require specific questions, but in some of the interviews almost all of
the questions were used.
The questions were focused on the views of the processes and events that
occurred in the creation of the company, and not primarily the innovational
process. This was considered to be a better strategy to get the respondents to
focus on a broader process. More focus on innovational processes was taken
up in the second stage of data collection. Another important question was to
inquire as to whom they considered to be the key persons in the company
from the beginning and onwards. They considered 14 persons to be key persons: five owners/founders and nine employees. During approximately 1
month (between 2003-05-12 to 2003-06-18), 12 interviews (12 respondents)
were made. Two employees answered later by e-mail from the questions in
the interview guide (in Polish, translated by colleague). Collections of relevant documents were also made during that period. The lengths of the interviews were on average one and a half hours. After this stage the process of
transcriptions of interviews and from that a first reconstruction of the process
was started.
3.3.2.2 Stage two
In Stage two, new interviews were made with the respondents from the first
interviews who were considered members of the venture team. I made this
classification, from the definition of the venture team and the data from first
interviews. Five persons were classified as members of the venture team, in
some part of the innovation process. Four interviews were made with the
venture team (approx. 10 months after the first interviews). The interview in
the first stage with one of the venture team members was considered enough.
The length of these interviews could be from one and a half hours to over
four hours. Also an interview with an author and journalist that have published a yearly book segment report (Golebiewski 1999-2003) about the
Polish book market was done. Both interviews and the reports have been
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valuable in giving an overview especially on the Polish book market in comparison to the magazine market. Also other books and reports have been
important in the understanding of the institutional changes in Poland and in
the Polish media market (e.g. Giorgi 1995).
Prior to the second stage of data collection, a period of time was spent
identifying critical events and chronologies. While interpreting of the material from stage one, it was observed that the respondents who could give
good descriptions of critical events in the process often had more problems
with chronologies of empirical events. A tentative chronology was made
with the critical events and incidents identified in the narratives. From that
overview, new personalized questions were created to each member in the
venture team. These questions were related to critical events and incidents
that were too fragmented, or events that the other respondents had taken up
but the actual respondent did not take up in the first interview. Also a lot of
efforts were made to clarify chronologies in the events (cf. Pettigrew
1997:344). It was often solved in the way that they referred to specific
documents (e.g. internal PM, publishing sheets, documents of registration of
the different companies, organization charts etc.) or other artifacts (e.g.
magazines, etc.) that had been created related to the specific events. Many of
these documents were made available from the company for the study. A
important document were very detailed Excel-sheets where the exact number
in the print-runs, sold copies, distribution channels, etc., on each magazine
every month from 1990 to 2001, were presented. Since the case came from a
publishing company that was used to launch new venture opportunities and
other activities related to their own magazines, a search for these specific
magazines were done at a library in Warsaw. In that way a source critique
was possible also in this case, especially in the effort to create a reliable
chronology of event sequences in the innovation process (cf. Thurén 1997).
The strategy in stage two was also to seek out areas of convergence and
divergence in perceptions of particular incidents, events and processes in the
venture team on the innovation process. The next step was to attempt to understand why such convergence or divergences exist as a function of the
actors’ differing relationships to the issue at hand. Some of the techniques in
the historical method and oral history, as for example source critique were
used (Thompson 1978, Thurén 1997). But as Kimberly (1987:236) notes, to
assume that one in the end will find consensus and convergence is to miss
one of the central engines of organizational behaviors, because differences in
perceptions and interests are a driving force in the behaviors of organizations. This is even more relevant in the case of entrepreneurial processes,
because these differences are considered a source of innovative venture opportunities and action.
From that sense an explicit strategy was that it should be a “polyphonical” case history, with different voices and narratives from not only the venture team, but also from other key persons. A tactic was to use direct quotes
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from the interviews as much as possible in the case. The researcher picks out
relevant quotes from the key persons that can be sequenced in meaningful
orders (Poole et al 1999:231), with a focus on the venture team and let these
polyphonical narratives be the foundation of the story of the innovation
process. When useful quotes were not available (e.g. people are often taking
about different events at the same time, fragmentary statement, etc.) the author has instead made a synopsis of the content in the different sources of
narratives and described by his words what happened or how the actors perceived the event.
3.3.2.3 Stage three
In Stage three when a clearer picture of the innovation process was emerging, efforts were made to find and use literature and documents about surrounding significant macro events to make the text more valid and also place
the story in a broader context (cf. Pentland 1999). In stage three, a polyphonical case emerged based on the different collected narratives and
sources. Most important in this part was the feedback from the respondents
(from the venture team) on this text. This was valuable because it provided
the possibility of correcting misunderstandings and inaccurate data. It also
generated new incidents and events that the respondents remembered when
they were reading the text. From an ethical perspective, this feedback was
also important, since the cases are not made anonymous. I received permission from the respondents to have their names made public in connection
with this study. The decision to present the names of the respondents and the
company was made from the evaluation that this comprehensive case would
lose in analytical value if it were made anonymous. It was therefore necessary, from an ethical perspective, to allow the informants to read the text and
comment on it before it was published. Two of the venture team members
commented on the text, making mostly corrections and adding more information. No adjustments were demanded or made on the basis of the confidentiality issue.
I want to end this section of the data collection with a quote from Kimberley that summary these experiences:
The task of the organizational biographer is to distill from the welter of individual accounts an explanation that takes account of widely personal agendas
and stakes in particular outcomes. The researcher must be part scientist, part
detective, and part investigate reporter.” (Kimberly 1987:236)

3.4 Data analysis
Earlier, we have presented the data analysis method as a phasic analysis. As
Poole et al. (2000:240f) describes, the starting point for phasic analysis is a
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series of time-ordered, categorical event codes that serve as indicators of
those aspects of organizational activity in which the researcher is interested.
In this study, this coding unit is an innovation process during an extensive
time period. They present two approaches that are suitable for generating
sequential event descriptions for phasic analysis: retrospective reports (or
“narrative reports”) or systematic observation (or “categorical coding”). In
this study, retrospective report has been used for the phasic analysis. We are
here going to describe the phasic analysis of the main case, but we also describe how the pilot-case is used for some cross-case analysis, even if it is
not a comparative case study. In next section we will end with a discussion
of the problems of reliability and validity in a process approach.

3.4.1 Within-Case Analysis
The main case that will be presented in the next chapter is the foundation for
the phasic analysis, together with the theoretical framework that is presented
in chapter two. The case is not only a description of different empirical and
historical incidents, but there are also utterances on more abstract events, and
also on sequences of events in time and/or space. We also find sources that
explain how and why these events and sequences have changed over time.
Since we use retrospective data it is difficult be assured that all these sources
retrieves the “real” sequence of events or as to whether these explanations of
the changes are valid. With the systematic methods that we have described
earlier we have tried to thoroughly increase the reliability and validity in the
case (Poole 2000:136ff and 241). With this case in place started the in-depth
within-case analysis, with a phasic analysis on the different units of analysis.
As mentioned earlier is this extensive case divided in four parts, because
it has been helpful and more manageable to make analysis of shorter intervals of times. This division of the case story with partial analyses of the three
units of analysis will probably also help the reader. The story is divided in
four cycles (the four parts). These cycles were discovered during the first
analysis of the entire case from the framework of the innovation process
from the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999).
The case is presented singly but there are three units of partial analysis:
the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team roles.
After the case was written the different incidents and events were coded into
the case according to their place in the units of analysis. As Pentland
(1995:551) argues (with references to Holmes and Poole 1991:195) there are
some similarities between methodological techniques in phasic analysis and
narrative methods. Both use the coding system to “parsing of sequence of
phase markers into discrete phases”. One of differences is that narrative
methods often go deeper with parsing single events into more elaborated
grammar and syntactic constituents, but at the same time they do not to the
same degree follow sequences of similar events over time in phases.
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In this thesis, the coding of the case story was done manually by marking
the text with different colors one for each unit of analysis53. For example, if
the respondents were focusing on different ideas or venture opportunities,
and problems and solutions in their effort to take action on these ideas, etc.,
it was marked by the color of the innovation process (e.g. green). If the
statements were connected to collective action and collective decisionmaking, or other group measures that have been found in the literature as,
“then we made the decision…” or “then we acted…”, “we started to split
areas responsibility…, or “conflicts started in the group…”, it was marked
in colour of the venture team process (e.g. yellow). And finally, if incidents
and events were discovered about different individual experiences, interests,
actions or decisions, etc. it was coded and marked as belonging to the venture team roles process as a unit of analysis (e.g. blue). These statements
could be either about themselves, or about the actions of particular persons.
Some of these statements were coded in more than one of these colors. i.e.,
these statements were connected to the same unit of analysis. With this coding in place, begun the analysis of the different events to sequences of events
(phases) on the different units of analysis.
We have earlier emphasized that events are indicators of phases and that
phases are too complex to be observed directly from empirical incidents and
from single events and therefore it is necessary to first create theoretical
frameworks or construct labels of different events that later could be analyzed and interpreted as phases.
The theoretical framework and concepts have already been presented, but
here I want to elucidate the specific theories used to locate different phases
in the different units of analysis. If we start with the innovation process as
unit of analysis, it is noted from the findings of MIRP-studies that observed:
“a non-linear cycle of divergent and convergent phases of activities that may
be repeated over time and at different organizational levels if resources are
obtained to renew the cycle” (Van de Ven et al. 1999:184ff). Even if many
different theories and concepts are used to analyze different events in the
divergent and convergent phases, it is the different venture opportunities that
are used as indicators to analyze if there is a divergent or a convergent phase.
Since there were a variety and great number of venture opportunities in the
main case, and it is a process that is in focus, these venture opportunities and
other events were classified in different paths. It is the number of paths, but
with complementary analysis of observations in the case, that are used to
classify if the innovation process is in divergent or convergent phases.
Regarding the venture team process as unit of analysis, it has been mentioned earlier that it was more difficult to find a theoretical framework for
this phasic analysis. However, the theoretical framework or model that was
53

There are available software for phasic analysis, e.g. WINPHASER® (Poole et al.
2000:381), but they were not applied for this study.
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finally found most applicable was Weick’s group development model
(1979:91). This means that the analysis focused on different events in the
venture team process in terms of four phases: phases with diverse ends,
common means, common ends or diverse means. As with the innovation
process there are also other theoretical models and concepts in the analysis
of different events in the process, and from that to determine the phase in
which of the venture team is located.
At the end of each unit analysis a graph is presented to illustrate the different phases in the processes. To make the different phases more visible in
the venture team process, the different phases have been numerically coded
to capture the degree of diversity in the team during specific phases. (diverse
ends = 4, common means = 3, common ends = 1, diverse means = 2 )
It was found that using Jenks’ (1949) framework to describe the dynamic
aspects of role development functioned well for our purpose of making a
phasic analysis of the venture team roles process. With his concept of the
social role (venture team roles), this framework is applied in relation to the
venture team roles process. From the experiences from MIRP-studies that a
role-set of four roles in the leadership team was not applicable in a new
company start-up; the three concepts of owner/founder, entrepreneur and
manager are instead used, but that depends on whether they took on operative or/and strategic roles in the process. The classification of different
phases depends on when we observe changes in the role-set. This influenced
by the number of actors taking active roles as entrepreneur or manager in the
venture team during a period. The framework from Jackson et al. (1995) has
been used to classify different events in the individual actor’s experiences
and other pre-dispositions, in the venture team role process. Jenks (1949)
framework has been used to locate sanctions and expectations from the venture team regarding the roles process. It is important to stress that it is the
role-sets in the venture team and changes in these role-sets that are in focus.
After the analysis of the content in the process, in a phasic analysis you
need also try to find explanations as to how and why one unit changes from
one phase to another. We have earlier in chapter two presented from Van de
Ven and Poole’s (1995) framework four basic theories that can serve as
ideal-types for explaining processes of changes in organizations: life cycle,
teleology, dialectics and evolution. The conditions in 3.1 below, from Van
de Ven and Poole (1999), help us with the problems of identifying which
generative mechanism or motor is running (cf. Pentland 1999). These ideal
types are used to analyze the kind of mechanisms, or motors underlie the
process and explain changes in the phases in the different units of analysis.
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Conditions for Operation of Change Theories
For a Life-Cycle Motor
A singular, discrete entity exists that undergoes change, yet maintains its identity throughout
the process.
The entity passes through stages distinguishable in form or function.
A program, routine, rule or code exists in nature, social institutions, or logic that determines the
stages of development and governs progression through the stages.
For a Teleological Motor
An individual or group exists that acts as a singular, discrete entity, which engages in reflexively monitored action to socially construct and cognitively share a common end state or goal.
The entity may envision its end state of development before or after actions it may take, and the
goal may be set explicitly or implicitly. However, the process of social construction or sense
making, decision making, and goal settings must be identifiable.
A set of requirements and constraints exists to attain the goal, and the activities and developmental transitions undertaken by the entity contribute to meeting these requirements and constraints.
For a Dialectical Motor
At least two entities exist (each with its own discrete identity) that oppose or contradict one
another.
The opposing entities must confront each other and engage in a conflict or struggle through
some physical or social venue, in which the opposition plays itself out.
The outcome of the conflict must consist either of a new entity that is different from the previous two, or (in degenerate cases) the defeat of one entity by the other, or a stalemate among the
entities
For an Evolutionary Motor
A population of entities exists in a commensalistic relationship (i.e., in a physical or social
venue with limited resources each entity needs for its survival).
Identifiable mechanisms exist for variation, selection, and retention of entities in the population.
Macro-population characteristics set the parameters for microlevel variation, selection, and
retention mechanisms.

Table 3.1. Conditions for Operations of Change Theories. Source:Van de Ven and
Poole 1995:525

Initially in chapter 2, we presented four requirements that are necessary to
study the process of innovation: first of all, there is a clear set of concepts for
selecting and describing the objects to be studied; second, is systematic
methods needed for observing change in the object over time: third, are
methods required for representing raw data to identify process patterns; and
fourth, is that a motor or theory is desired to make sense of the process pattern and also to be able to determine whether the theory fits the observed
pattern. In chapter two, we fulfilled the first and fourth point and we have in
this methodological chapter elaborated on the second and third requirements.
In the final analysis, focus is on the relation between the innovation process and the venture team process and the roles in them. The foundation for
that analysis is the partial analysis of different events and phases.
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3.4.2 Cross-Case Analysis
We have already elaborated and made it clear that this is not a comparative
case study. Since the pilot-case also will be used in the partial analysis of the
different unit of analysis, we still need to declare the function of these crosscase analyses. The cross-section analysis is first of all made to analyze different interesting observations in term of common events in these two cases.
Even if it is possible, we do not go so far to compare different phases between the cases.

3.5 Research Design Quality
Poole et al (2000) argue that if processual methods are systematically performed they can generate data and analysis that to a great degree meet the
requirements of consistency and accuracy, i.e. both reliability and validity.
However, several authors discuss that a process approach is still rather far
from having the same sophisticated evaluation techniques as in variance
theories, and that there is a need to develop specific evaluation techniques
for process theories (Drazin and Sandeland 1992, Pentland 1995, 1999,
Poole et al. 2000, Van de Ven and Engleman 2004, Weick 1999). This study
does not intend to make any contributions in that area and this section we
still use the concepts of reliability and validity (but, still from a process approach) to discuss the quality in the research design.
In this chapter, the methods and process for data collection have been described, and also how this data have been coded and analyzed. Even if the
readers can make their own evaluations about how problems of the reliability
and validity have been handled, there is a need for some deepening, in relation to some issues in these topics. The first issue is how it can be expressed
that a study based on one single case can be valid. It is important to acknowledge that in a process research design, the size of the sample “is determined by the numbers of events observed over time on relative small
numbers of cases, whereas in cross-sectional and panel studies sample size is
determined by the numbers of cases observed.” (Poole et al. 2000:14). With
in-depth analysis of these large number of events, to sequences of events or
phases, these studies try to understand how entities are changing over time,
but also to find explanations as to why the changes occurs in the unit of
analysis of these few cases. It is still important to go beyond explaining a
single case. The long-term aim is to find a robust framework that proposes a
common explanation for a range of cases across at least two independent
contexts (Van de Ven and Poole 2005). Van de Ven and Engleman (2004)
discuss the question of generality in relation to process theories in term of
versatility, i.e. “the degree to which it can encompass a broader domain of
developmental patterns without modification of its essential character”. One
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should therefore place this case study in the context of an attempt to develop
a theory of the innovation process even if it may seem as a naïve aim for
such a complex issue. One framework and general pattern that have been
used to go beyond this single case is that employed by the MIRP (Van de
Ven et al. 1989, 1999). They used 14 cases of innovation processes and the
observations that generated useful models.
On the two other units of analysis it was more problematic to find an applicable framework with the same focus as this case study. That means that
the external validity of “the theory” of the innovation process is still low, but
it is higher than the general patterns of the venture team process or the venture team role process.
The strength of process analysis is rather on the internal validity. With the
systematic event-driven process approach this method captures the particular
causal factors that influence the case over time, i.e. strong causal inferences,
to a greater degree than variance methods. This internal validity is dependent
on both the reliability of the collected data, but also on the accuracy in the
constructs and coding system that have been used in the interpretations of
the data. The strategy in this thesis has been to use already established constructs from earlier research that have been found valid (construct validity),
but also to test the concepts, and different definitions and broader models
and theoretical framework against both the pilot-case, but also in relation to
the main case (face validity).
Poole et al. (2000:149) argue that in studies that try to capture subjectprivileged meanings with a coding system, both construct validity and face
validity is a necessity, but they are not sufficient to ensure the validity of the
classifying the system as a whole. It is also desirable to add to the research
process the manner in which the coding system corresponds to those of the
respondents in the cases, e.g. mapping the informants’ interpretations and
comparing them to the interpretation from the system. The way this is handled in this study is to present the respondents interpretations and explanations in the case story, but a more systematic comparison between the respondents and the researchers’ interpretations and explanations of the processes are not done. Since the respondents made it explicit that they could
respond to and comment on the case story after it was created, (“it’s up to
you to make analyses of the case”), the respondents have not commented on
the coding system or the analyses of the case from that framework.
A critique against abductive (or retroduction) approaches, and also in this
study, is that if the search is long enough there will always be some concepts, models, or theories from prior research that can be applied and that
can fit in with the data have been collected. However, in the explorative
research process there have not only been an eclectic search for theories that
fit the data, but also there has been an ambition to find theories that are concurrent. In that way it was intended to create a consistent theoretical framework applicable also to further studies. Even with this endeavour, there is
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still a need for continuous work on improving the theoretical framework for
team entrepreneurship.
In this chapter, the problems of reliability and how some of these issues
have been handled in this study have been discussed. At this point we will
not elaborate further on these issues. Instead we will leave those issues for
the final chapter (Chapter 6. Conclusions and contributions). Poole et al.
(2000) have rather thoroughly discussed the problems of using observational
(real-time data) and archival (retrospective interviews and historical document as data) sources of data in processual methods. These authors are open
for both these data sources but they lay emphasize on real time data. Since,
this study is made based on retrospective sources, the use of prosopographic
methods will, together with use of polyphonical narratives, be discussed in
terms of reliability (and validity) in relation to process methods in entrepreneurship research, in the last chapter.
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Chapter 4. Team entrepreneurship in new
ventures in a transformative institutional
context – a case and analyzes of the three units
of analysis

4.1 Introduction to the case
The case used in this study focuses on the publishing sector in Poland. The
period under examination is from 1985 to 2003 when the economy and the
society as a whole were undergoing major transformations. Given that the
purpose of this thesis is to explore the insights that can be gained in studying
innovation processes in new ventures in a transformative institutional context from the team level of analysis, there will be no introduction that describes the macro-institutional changes and critical events in the transformation from a planned to market economy. Instead, the critical events and institutional changes will be interwoven in the case presentation from the perspective of the team-level of analysis. In that sense, this case is consequently
a story of the transformation of the Polish society and economy described in
an unusual way via employing the team as a level of analysis.

4.2 The Case – the innovation process in the venture
Prószyński i S-ka
4.2.1 An incomplete innovation cycle (1985 to the end of 1989)
Background
In November 1988, three men went to the court in Warsaw and registered a
new firm. At that moment, they had no intentions to run their economic activities within this new company. They rather refer to the registration as a
joke, because they named the company Kant S-ka, which in Polish can be
translated to Swindle Ltd. The first activity they planned to do, but never did
in this company, was a joke. They intended to place an advertisement a few
weeks later, at the end of 1988, in one of the Polish nationwide newspapers
to wish their (non-existent) debtors a better 1989 and to sign it with the name
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of this new company Kant Ltd. The three men were Grzegorz Lindenberg,
Mieczyslaw Prószyński and Tadeusz Winkowski.54
Mr Lindenberg:
Just for fun, not for business really.55

Mr. Winkowski:
By law it was possible, so we did it.

Mr Winkowski was in the 80´s a long-term student in philosophy in four
different schools or universities in Poland: two in Lublin and two in Warsaw.
One of the reasons for why he tried to prolong his studies was that he needed
time for activities in underground publishing and printing. Together with a
friend56, he was responsible for the printing, distribution and technical issues
of the underground magazine Tygodnik Mazowsze.57 At the same time his
wife Agata Niewiarowska, a teacher in French linguistics, was a member of
the editorial team and was participated in organizing the everyday life of this
underground weekly. Printing illegal materials was heavily punished under
Martial Law. They were both very much exposed to the danger of being
caught, especially Mr Winkowski, because of the problems of hiding printing machines and the paper, used for printing this weekly. Mr Winkowski:
We printed and published underground. The experience showed me that
growth and development for democracy are hardly possible without free
press and unrestricted printing.58
In my opinion, when I am thinking of these experiences, it helps me to
make faster decisions and find solutions for all kinds of situations. I think it
was a very good school for making business in the future.

54

Kant Spolka z o.o. w Warsawie was registered on 30 November 1988. (On 23 December
1988, the Polish communist government introduced an enterprise reform. The reform intended
to encourage private business by making it easier for individuals to create new firms. The
regulation that was used in these reforms was the Commercial Code from 1934. Since the law
did not change the capital needed to start a limited liability company, it was only 1000 zloty,
which was only a few dollars in the end of 1980. (Johnson & Loveman 1995:133ff)
55
There will be no references to the transcriptions of the interviews in the text.
56
This friend was Piotr Niemczycki, one of the founders of Gazeta Wyborcza and later Deputy President of Management Board and Publisher in the media group Agora.
57
Tygodnik Mazowsze (1982-1989) was one of the biggest and important underground
weekly in Poland with a circulation of 60 000 to 80 000 copies. The paper carried the Solidarity coalition’s red logo on its banner. Many of them that were active in Tygodnik Mazowsze
would later, after the round-table discussions in 1989, become founders, leaders and journalists in the newspaper Gazeta Wyborcza that functioned as a platform for the opposition in the
first democratic parliamentary elections in Poland in June 1989.
58
Print Process 24/2003
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Mr Prószyński took a PhD in physics in 1980, with specialization in general
relativity and astrophysics at Warsaw University. From 1975, he traveled all
across Europe. After his PhD, he also had many opportunities to travel
abroad because of his academic position at the Nicolaus Copernicus Astronomical Center of the Polish Academy of Science to conferences, symposiums and on scholarships. He did stay for longer periods during 1981-83 at
the Institute of Astronomy at Cambridge University in the United Kingdom,
and Max-Planck-Institute for Radioastronomie in Bonn. In 1984-85, he spent
18 months in the United States on a scholarship at the Space Telescope Science Institute at Johns-Hopkins University. Some of his work there was
pure research, some was to write software for NASA that was to be used to
process the data from the Hubble Space Telescope. Mr Prószyński:
That was an important point because I just lived in foreign societies, surrounded by foreigners, so I could experience another reality. All this helped
me to create, together with my friends, something that I had seen while working abroad. So I had, so to say, some picture of what to do. I did not know
how to do it, but I knew what it should look like. That is a very important
point!

In Poland and abroad he had, due to his work, access to new technologies. At
the Astronomical Centre in Warsaw, he and his colleagues tried all the time
to improve the computer park of this institution. He observed that there were
some companies in Poland that started to import computer parts for PC computers, put them together and sold them at the Polish market. In the United
States, he noticed that an older colleague from Warsaw, who worked at that
time at Princeton University, sent a whole PC computer from Taiwan to
Warsaw. In that way, they got round the restrictions on technology transfer
imposed by the US and at the same time they got a cheap and powerful computer. All this happened in August 1985 and a few weeks later, Mr Prószyński imported his own computer. He had bought a keyboard and the biggest
available hard-disk at that time (20 megabyte) via mail order in the US and
requested the remaining parts to be sent by air cargo directly from Taiwan to
Warsaw.
The computer arrived in September. Making use of his contacts and the
capital he earned in the States, Mr Prószyński started to import computer
parts and sell them in Poland. At the same time, the market for computers
and computer parts exploded in Poland. The government allowed unofficial
import of technology to Poland to improve work in Polish business and administration. It was sanctioned by law that people could import computers
and other goods, but only if they acted as individuals, not as companies. In
the 80´s, the situation in Poland was such that many of the state-owned companies wanted to buy computers, but they had no hard currency to do that.
These companies had a lot of capital in the form of Polish zloty, but regula-
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tions stopped them exchanging it to foreign currencies. On the other hand,
individuals could easily make these exchanges on the black market. Even at
the black market exchange rate, they could buy the computer parts abroad,
sell them to state-owned companies, and still make a profit. Mr Prószyński:
A few hundred people in Poland computerized Polish universities and other
institutions with PCs at the end of the 80´s, in this way (laugh), and the government did not interrupt that process. It was a crazy scheme, but we made
some money out of it.

Mr Lindenberg had a PhD in Sociology and worked in the sociology department at Warsaw University. In 1987, he came back from the United
States after working at a research centre at Harvard University. To earn some
extra money he also started buying abroad and selling computers in Poland.
By this time, he already knew Mr Winkowski. They lived not far from each
other and met through common friends at the beginning of the 80´s. Mr
Winkowski was also a friend of Mr Prószyński and these two had already
started to help each other in the underground publishing as well as in selling
computers. Mr Prószyński was well established in this business and Mr Lindenberg was recommended to contact him. In that way, these three people
finally met in 1987. Mr Prószyński already cooperated with several other
actors in this business. Their first cooperation was helping each other to find
both suppliers and customers in the computer market. Mr Prószyński was the
most active one in finding suppliers and at the end of 1987, Mr Prószyński
went to Singapore personally, instead of buying via telex. They decided to
put their money together. Mr Prószyński:
I went for two weeks to India and Nepal for trekking and then for one week
to Singapore. I took all the money with me in the belt. It was 22 000 or
maybe even 25 000 US dollars. My own and my two partners’ money. Winkowski tells me today that they had a difficult time waiting for me, when I
was walking alone in Nepal.

The experience of traveling abroad was something all three had in common.
One important consequence of this was that they learned enough foreign
languages to be able to communicate in both English and French.
More formal cooperation and a new partner
One method of selling these computer parts was to use an official intermediary company who then sold the parts to state-owned companies. The computer company “Wola” was one of these intermediates. One of the Wola
employees was Zbigniew Sykulski:
Prószyński, Winkowski and Lindenberg were our suppliers in this company.
They had contacts and they traveled to Singapore and were buying computers
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there. Then they went to Poland, sold the computers to the company I worked
in, being paid in Polish zloties, and got richer every time. That was the reason
we met.

Mr Sykulski’s background was as an educated aircraft technician. After a
Master and Engineering degree at Warsaw Technological University, he
found that aircraft construction was a closed subject in Poland in the 80’s.
Since he specialized in computers during his studies, he found a job in the
computer-selling company Wola. He started there as a serviceman but soon
advanced to director of the selling department. Mr Sykulski:
Prószyński, Winkowski and Lindenberg, we had good contacts and during
two years of this kind of cooperation we were starting to trust each other and
we started to believe in the same principles. […] At this time, we made rather
big deals, with quite a large number of computers, and doing these deals it
was necessary to trust each other.

Even if Mr Sykulski advanced in the company, the company did not want to
give him the salary he requested. He told the owners of the company that if
they wanted him to stay in the company he wanted some shares, to motivate
him to do a better job. When they said no, he told them that he would then
rather start his own company. Mr Sykulski shared his thought of creating his
own company with Mr Prószyński who then suggested creating a company
together with three of them. It was in the early autumn of 1989. Mr Prószyński no longer sold computers on a big scale. Instead, he was more involved
in advising a Singapore company on entering Poland and he started to do
marketing services for this company to gain the Polish market. He also tried
to change the mode of operation of this Singapore company in Poland. He
claimed that it was time to create the real production unit in Poland, instead
of sending whole computers from Singapore by air cargo.
The first more concrete idea, which Mr Sykulski discussed with Mr
Prószyński, was to create a company which would add something to the
trade of computers in Poland, namely service. The trading of computers in
Poland was merely plain transactions of exchange computer parts (as they
are) for zloties. Post-transaction service was operating very badly. The opportunity was to create a computer shop with some good service standards.
As Mr Prószyński, Mr Winkowski and Mr Lindenberg had one sleeping
“joke-company”, Kant Ltd, they decided to make this company active. So
they let Mr Sykulski join Kant Ltd and have 25 % of the shares. As a result,
he stopped working at Wola in late autumn of 1989. Mr Prószyński´s reason
for them starting a company together and not as individuals was:
I think we were used to doing business together, just because importing computers, buying and preparing them for sale, required a lot of work. So, we
used to split work among ourselves and we were a group of people doing it.
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[…] We took him (Mr Sykulski) just because he knew how to employ people,
how to do bookkeeping and how to run an officially existing company. For
management! We did not know it then, but we all learned in a very difficult
way, how to do that, with all the possible errors and failures. But we learned.

Mr Winkowski remembers the moment of bringing in Mr Sykulski into the
company:
In the beginning we were three, and then we were looking for somebody who
was good at managing, because we knew nothing about official business and
efficiency. We looked for somebody who was working the official way and
we found Zbigniew Sykulski. We thought he was a very active and openminded young person and that he knew law and the economic situation and
accounting. Also that he had the same idea as me. We proposed that he
should to work with us, and have a partnership in our company.

He continues explaining what kind of common ideas or principles made
them partners.
We thought that money is not that important. More important is success. I
think it is our biggest…idea. We really like success and we wanted to show
Polish people that it is possible to do it better. […] Because we lost much
time in the communist era, we were thinking that we must work harder and
better. For us it is more important making success, than really making
money. Of course, money is important for making growth…

Mr Prószyński:
We wanted to create something big, not a pocket-sized exchange. […] We
wanted to succeed. We wanted to make it happen.

The big changes in Poland during 1989 had a great impact on their attitude
towards their activities. In the Round Table discussions in the beginning of
1989, there was an agreement, on 4 April, that the opposition would be able
to issue an election newspaper before the election on 4 June. To be able to
produce this legally independent newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza (The Election
Paper), there was a need for organization and finance. After the agreement in
the Round Table negotiations, Lech Walesa and the National Committee of
Solidarity decided that Adam Michnik should be the editor-in-chief, and
Helena Luczywo and Ernest Skalski should be his deputies.59 Mrs Luczywo
had been one of the main organizers of the underground paper Tygodnik
Mazowsze. Most of the people that would be active in the creation and
founding of Gazeta Wyborcza had been active in that paper. In April 1989,
the founders of Gazeta Wyborcza created a company, Agora Ltd., to publish
their newspaper.
59

see Smolenski (1991)
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Mr Winkowski, Mr Prószyński and Mr Lindenberg knew many of the
persons that became involved in the launching and organization of Gazeta
Wyborcza and Agora. Grzegorz Lindenberg became involved in the organization of Agora Ltd. and within few weeks, he became the managing director of the newly created Agora Ltd. Mr Lindenberg:
It all happened really quickly. The decision to create an independent newspaper was in the beginning of April and the newspaper came out five weeks
later. I knew the people that organized it very well, so I told them - “I can
help. I have time to help”. I worked at Warsaw University at the time and the
computer business was getting worse. Then it turned out that nobody could
act as a publisher for the newspaper. I said – “I can do that!”. I knew nothing
about newspaper publishing. There were no better candidates and it turned
out that I became a newspaper publisher.60

When the Solidarity-led coalition took over in August, after the victory in
the June election, the new government used this opportunity to very quickly
start both a political and economic transition to a democratic society and
market economy61. The new Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki appointed
Leszek Balcerowicz in September 1989 to take care of the economic transition. Within only three months the Minister of Finances Mr Balcerowicz and
his team presented a budget and a plan as foundation for the Polish economic
transition. With regard to the Balcerowicz plan presented on 17 December to
the Polish Parliament, Sejm, Mr Sykulski remembers that the speech had a
major impact on their future actions:
During this time, very interesting things were happening in Poland, especially
when Mr Balcerowicz came. And when I heard his first speech, when he said
that it is getting worse, I said to myself “We can base on this. The first man
who is telling the truth to the public and we can rise from the underground to
carry out official business, even if inflation is very high, […] we can trust
that it will happen.”

The new political leadership in Poland had in the autumn of 1989 taken over
a country in a deep macroeconomic crisis with hyperinflation. The political
changes in 1989 and the feeling that there were prospects to make plans,
based on the trust of the new political leadership, convinced them that they
should do their economic activities in the registered company Kant Ltd, instead of as earlier in a more underground business.62 Mr Lindenberg:

60

Mr Lindenberg was managing director in Agora until Nov. 1991
Sachs (1993)
62
It was not only these persons that expressed trust in the political leadership, even if things
got worse. Ash (1999:45) writes: ”During the first months of its existence, the Mazowiecki
government was in the unique position of finding its popularity increasing as prices increased”.
61
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There were zillions of opportunities and we already had a company that was
registered.

It was not only Mr Lindenberg that was involved in other activities. Mr
Sykulski for example, registered a company together with a friend, but they
could not agree on their roles in the company, so it failed.
Even if many Poles registered new companies in this period, they noticed
that it was still common that people preferred to stay in the underground
gray businesses as private suppliers. Mr Sykulski explains this as a result of
not only tax evasion advantages, but also because a lot of people still did not
trust the state institutions at this time and did not believe that these changes
would be permanent.63
When the four partners in Kant Ltd decided to go further with their partnership and into official business, they wanted to do it in a legal way. Mr
Prószyński:
We knew that we wanted to play, not necessarily safe, but legally. We did not
want to go into illegal business and be robbers or thieves.

One problem with going into official legal business was the actual name of
the company they had, that is Kant Ltd (Swindle Ltd). They had a discussion
on whether to change the name, but Mr Lindenberg persuaded them to keep
the name, using the argument that they had luck with this name. They made
the name a little bit softer by adding Imm – Kant Imm Ltd – to associate
with the philosopher Immanuel Kant rather than a swindle.
At the same time, at the end of 1989, the relationship with the Singaporean supplier of the computer hardware was terminated. Mr Prószyński had
tried to persuade the Singapore supplier to support to build up a production
unit in Poland. Mr Prószyński:
I was spending an hour or two each day just sending telexes to him, […] I
traveled several times to Singapore to communicate with him and to establish
a better relationship, but it did not work, because he simply did not trust me.

4.2.1.1 Analysis of the units of analysis - the period from middle of
1980’s until the end of 1989
The breakdown of relation between the Singaporean supplier represents the
termination of an incomplete first cycle in an innovation process (cf. Van de
Ven et al. 1999). Below, a phasic analysis (Poole et al 2000) of this first
cycle will be done with help of the earlier presented theoretical framework
on the different units of analysis: namely, the innovation process and the
63

Sach (1993) argues that the lack of trust in the ministries and the state administration, which
was still managed by the old “nomenklatura”, was one important reason why the new noncommunist government decided to make fast and radical reforms and in that way make the
process irreversible.
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venture team and the roles within it. In each units, both the ‘content’ and
‘process’ of change will be analyzed (cf. Barnett and Carroll 1995, Van de
Ven and Poole 2005). The analysis of the content will focus on different
events and/or sequences of events (phases) and on the essence of the changes
in the entities, while process analysis examines how the change occurs. Content analysis assesses what actually differs in the entity from one point to the
other, as well as the antecedents and consequences of the changes. The process analysis will focus on the way change occurs; especially through examining ‘the generative mechanisms’ or ‘the motors of change’ (Van de Ven and
Poole 1995) in the sequences of events over time. In the first analysis, the
content and process analysis will be kept separately to make these analyses
more visible. Later in the text these analyses are made parallelly. In Chapter
5, there is a final analysis that focuses on the actual research questions,
where the relations between the different units of analysis are discussed.
Analysis of the innovation process
We start with the classification and analysis of the content in this first cycle
of the innovation process. The first venture opportunities in this process, that
includes the importation of computers parts to Poland are classified as
merely reproducing venture opportunities. This is viewed in a Kirznerian
sense in that it is based on alertness to discover market disequilibria where
the price is “too low” and selling price is ”too high”(Kirzner 1997). Although some of the actors introduced new upgraded technology in Poland
and at least one of them was active at an early stage in the creation of this
market for computer parts in Poland, these activities are based on calculated
risks. According to our definition this is regarded a reproducing venture opportunity. The process in this first period rests on the logic of causation
(Sarasvathy 2001). The focus is on predictable aspects in the purchase and
sales prices of computer parts and black market exchange rate for foreign
currencies.
Relating to the radical political changes in Poland during the middle of
1989 there were some traces of more divergent behaviors with new ideas
about this computer trade. This 1989 period can be seen as the final phase of
a longer gestation period (Angle and Van de Ven 1989, Van de Ven et al.
1999) where one or a few actors were able to coalesce various problems,
solutions, events, activities and players into potential venture opportunities,
for example the idea to change the mode of operation of their foreign suppliers and create a production unit for computer in Poland. Nevertheless, these
ideas were just aspirations as there were stakeholders to convince before
they could be realized. In the discussions with collaborators and potential
partners, these opportunities were elaborated further, adding new components in order to develop the computer trade with better after-sales services.
In a Schumpeterian sense, these opportunities taken together are classified as
innovative venture opportunities (Samuelsson 2004) in the Polish market.
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The political upheavals in Poland during the summer and autumn 1989
were the origin of several “shocks” (Van de Ven et al. 1999) that triggered
the four actors to go further with their collaborations to formalize their partnership and to take collective action based on their new ideas. However, they
still needed to break down the resistance from one important stakeholder, the
supplier and potential partner in Singapore. When this relationship broke
down, it was the termination of a first but incomplete innovation cycle (Angle and Van de Ven 1989, Van de Ven et al. 1999). The outcome from this
first cycle was accumulated resources in terms of capital, experiences and
knowledge in trade, and a formation of a venture team. I will go deeper into
the analysis of the formation of the venture team when I discuss the venture
team as unit of analysis.
If we go further and into the analysis of the process, it is in the period,
from the middle of 1980’s until the end of 1989, that it is possible to identify
different kinds of generative mechanisms or “motors” (Van de Ven and
Poole 1995) in relation to the innovation process.
At the macro-technological level, the continuously upgrading of computer
hardware and software in the 1980’s that developed in near conformity to
technological imperatives can be interpreted as though it were a “life-cycle
motor” (ibid.) that prescribed the process. Even if there were regulative obstacles64, the Polish state-own companies and administrations tried to adapt
to this technological development (cf. Poznanski 1996). This created a
source of venture opportunities in the trade of computer parts.
At the institutional and regulatory level a more evolutionary motor operated. Several authors (Campell and Petersen 1996, Johnson and Loveman
1995, Poznanski 1996, Sachs 1993) have described the economic reforms in
the post-1970 period in Poland as evolutionary changes that were motivated
by a variety of pressures ranging from disaffected society to bad macro economic indicators. From relatively slow incremental reformative changes
evolved often disintegrated and some times contradicted institutional regulations that provided an opportunity for the emergence of a more viable private
sector. As Poznanski (1996:101ff) claims, the communist regime in the middle of 80’s started to look for more permanent introduction of a plurality of
ownership forms, including a viable private sector, but with the purpose of
using the private sector as a cheap supplier of technology to upgrade the
state sector. Regulations were introduced to simplify establishment of new
private firms and the contract arrangements between new enterprises and the
state sector (ibid.). In these processes some new private entities took form,
with small private enterprises or collectives as dealers in for example computer trade (e.g. Wola). However, there was the major problem of the lack of
foreign currency in this official trade. It is here that individual actors played
64

E.g. restrictions on technology transfer from West to East (CoCom) and foreign exchange
currency control etc.
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a role in this market (e.g. Mr. Prószyński, Mr. Winkowski and Mr. Lindenberg). Individual actors had the opportunity to import computer parts to this
market. This was made possible through the use of foreign capital that had
been earned abroad, borrowed from relatives outside Poland, or through the
use of the black market exchange rate.
At the market level, this evolutionary process went over to more teleological motors, with emergence of an informal consensual view on both the
problems with the trade of computers, as well as on the solutions with individual private actors as unofficial suppliers of computer parts to the demanding sectors in Poland (cf. Poznanski 1996:102). This consensus was between
the different market actors such as the large state-own companies and administrations, smaller official private intermediates such as distributors and
the unofficial individual dealers, as well as between the competing individual suppliers. This informal consensus of “the rules of the game” between
the market actors reduced some of the uncertainties and equivocality that
came from the institutional inconsistencies, and facilitated individual actors
to act on a mere “causation logic” (Sarasvathy 2001) on this market.
When analyzing the period during the radical political changes in 1989, it
can be observed that different new ideas emerged in this group of three individuals, and that an innovation process gradually developed. The teleological
motor is the most dominant in this innovation process during 1989. However, the new opportunities the actors discovered were path-dependent and
not directly related to the radical environmental conditions and changes, but
rather to earlier experiences of problems during their computer trade. In this
period more dynamic problem-solving began that was primarily meansdriven. Here new goals emerged as a consequence of stakeholders’ commitments and their mutual experiences (Ring and van de Ven 1994, Sarasvathy
2001, Weick 1979, 1993). We observe more of an “effectual strategy” in this
process when these actors focused on the controllable aspect and means in a
very ambiguous period with a highly unpredictable future. (cf. Sarasvathy
2001). A group of stakeholders of four partners were founded who began to
take collective action based on gradually developed commitments and consensual sense-making (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994, Weick 1993). However, at the end of 1989 a more prescribed evolutionary selective mechanism
(Van de Ven and Poole 1995) determined the termination of a first, but incomplete innovation cycle. These mechanisms are classified as evolutionary
since the process is out of control of the four partners. The decisions from
the potential stakeholder (the Singaporean supplier) are supposed to be taken
based on the prospective for future profitable exchange and survival, and not
from social commitments (cf. Venkataraman and Van de Ven 1998). Below
the analysis will focus more deeply on the contents and processes in the venture team.
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Analysis of the venture team process
Starting with the analysis of the content of the changes in the team as unit
of analysis, there is nothing that can be classified as a venture team in the
beginning of this process. Instead, there were actors who took individual
action in order to take advantage of reproducing venture opportunities. However, we observe that individual actions were embedded in the social relationships. There were collaborative actions between individual actors in already established networks of friendship relations (cf. Aldrich and Kim
2007, Francis and Sandberg 2000, granovetter 1985, Ruef et al. 2003, Van
de Ven et al. 1999). This cooperation was facilitated by the fact that trust
was already established owing to earlier collaborative actions related, for
example, to underground publishing. Van de Ven et al. (1999) argued, from
their observations of innovation processes, that seemingly random events
preceded and set the stage for the further recognition of opportunities and
that the events undertaken by different actors caused them to take course of
actions that often, by chance, intersected with the independent courses of
others. In this actual case, it is reasonable to conclude that a role was played
not only by the random events that preceded their further interaction, but in
addition the “development of means-convergence” was a contributing factor
(Weick 1979:91) along with behavioral commitments (Weick 1993) and a
gradually development of social commitments (Ring and Van de Ven 1994,
Weick 1993) that provided occasions for further interaction. Their collaborations were not related to common ends, but converge on common means
(Weick 1979:91) such as helping each other to find suppliers and customers
in the computer market, joint purchasing of computer parts, preparing goods
for sales and other related activities.
The decision to jointly register a firm at the end of 1988 is interpreted as a
decision to acquire a common means, rather than a common goal, since no
purpose (other than making a joke) were expressed. From this meansconvergence a collective structure started to develop in form of interlocking
behaviors, recognition of interdependencies and commitments (cf. Weick
1979, 1993) between the actors (“We were used to do business together”,
“we were a group of people doing it”).
During several years of trading in computers, new relations were developed. A special relationship was deepened with one person (Mr. Sykulski)
who worked at one of their mutual customers. The experiences of these
growing transactions involving computer parts created relations of mutual
trust between this group of three individuals and the person at the company
where mostly of their merchandise were sold. (“during two years of this kind
of co-operation we were starting to trust each other […] we made rather big
deals, with quite a large amount of computers, and in doing these deals it
was necessary to trust each other.”)
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In this process is it reasonable to make the interpretation that the radical
changes and events in the political environment during summer 1989 started
a process that had a great impact on their future cooperation and cohesion.
The radical events created a state of ambiguity regarding how to interpret
what was actually happening in Poland and uncertainty in term of the unpredictability of the outcome of these events. In this group, mutual “recipes for
getting things done when one person alone can’t do them” (Weick 1979:4)
related to computer trade had already existed. But it is reasonable to believe
that during the summer of 1989, they had not yet collectively enacted a
“consensually validated grammar or cause maps” (Ibid.) of the radical environmental events and changes.
In the sense-making process of these events these earlier social commitments and interlocking behavior are essential, because, as Weick (1993)
claims, people often produce micro stability through committed interpretations in order to generate richer qualitative information that stabilizes a confusing flow of events on the macro level for example (cf. Knorr-Cetina
1981). It was not until the early autumn of 1989 that this sense-making process of the macro events had developed to a grammar, that was still not validated (Weick 1979, 1993), but it was enough to motivate taking further collective action. Especially for these kinds of radical changes, it is reasonable
to suppose that there is a link between micro and macro phenomenon, that is
macro constructions are created in micro situations in the form of justifications for interdependent actions (“We started to believe in the same principles”, “we wanted to show Polish people that it is possible to do it better”,“
we wanted to make it happen”), and that these grammars strengthened their
social commitments for future action further, not only through psychological
contracts, but also by the formal legal contracts of creating a joint enterprise
(Ring and Van de Ven 1994, Weick 1993)
In the process of deepening relationships during autumn 1989, they also
shared their individual aspirations and ideas. Two ideas are identified in
relation to different situated contextual experiences (Lave and Wenger 1991,
Tyre and von Hippel 1997). One of the actors (Mr. Prószyński) had experiences from tasks and situations related to contacts involving their foreign
suppliers and related distribution problems. He came up with the idea of
convincing their foreign supplier to create a production unit in Poland. Another actor (Mr. Sykulski) who had experience in official trade and service to
large customers, identified the problem of bad quality after-sales-service and
the opportunity to introduce better standards in relation to computer-service.
These two ideas did not really contradict each other and even if these opportunities were not integrated to a more comprehensive innovative venture
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opportunity65, the different actors would be able to contribute with different
roles and knowledge based on earlier experiences.
Validated by earlier experiences, this process of committed interpretation
(Weick 1993) during these upheavals in 1989 reduced the ambiguity sufficiently to form a more comprehensive collective structure of four actors in a
social group with “recipes for getting things done” (Weick 1979). Still there
were major uncertainties in terms of the unpredictable political and economic future in Poland. By the end of 1989, with the presentation of the
Balcerowicz-plan, the ambiguities were reduced in the group. The situation
that followed can rather be described by equivocality (cf. Van de Ven
1999:95f), with two interpretations of this plan and its consequences. First, it
was interpreted that there would not be much confidence in the new changes
defined by the political and economic plans if they had been permanently
implemented. This explanation rested on the bad experiences with reforms
during the communist era together with uncertainty that came in its wake.
The other interpretation was that the political changes were permanent and a
new economical and political landscape should evolve in Poland.
In this moment of equivocality, one event (Balcerowicz speech, Dec
1989) had a major impact how to interpret the consequences of the Balcerowicz plan. This event was crucial for members in this group in the sense
that they started to “trust that it will happen”. The trust in the political leadership and the belief that the changes would be permanent, even if the financial situation was bad and was presumed to worsen, created enough predictability to influenced their decision to go forward and finally formalize their
relationship in a legal and formal structure.
Taking the point of departure from the definition that a venture team is
two or more founders that take active part in the strategic process in creating a new venture in which they have an equity interest (cf. Ensley 2002),
the joint decision to make their dormant company (Kant Ltd.) active and at
the same time to add a fourth member as owner in the venture, is regarded as
the founding moment of the venture team. You can also interpret this moment in term of a social group that underwent a metamorphosis (cf. Poole et
al. 2000) to venture team. This process is best described by the “group approach” in contrast to the “lead entrepreneur approach” (Kamm and Nurick
1993) or as a “manifestation of interpersonal attraction”, rather then as a
more rational “resource-seeking behavior” (Forbes et al. 2006), because the
first three individuals recognized an opportunity to work together, rather
than having one “lead entrepreneur” who acted on an idea and then began to
look for partners. The decision to include the fourth member can not only be
explained by a search for complementary skills (new means) to be able start
a venture process, as Kamm and Nurick (1993) describe the stages of the
65

No synthetic view of these two ideas were expressed and the two actors stressed different
ideas during the interviews
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team venture formation, because that person had already in their earlier discussion contributed with potentially new opportunities (new ends). The
fourth member also took part in the development of mutual concerns (in
terms of the development of trust, sharing of aspirations and consensual
grammar) parallel with mutual usage (recognition of complementary skills)
(cf. Bird 1989:229). In Forbes et al. (2006) explorative study, two major
theoretical explanations were found relating to the addition of a new member. One was described as resource-seeking behavior and the other as the
manifestation of interpersonal attraction (cf. Aldrich and Kim 2007). However, these authors emphasize that these theoretical explanation can complement each other. In this case the main explanation would be interpersonal
attraction, since the team added a new member with whom it is already in
contact, without first identifying a problem or undertaking a search (Forbes
et al. 2006). Still, the resource perspective is useful in the interpretation of
the sequence of the team action, since the decision to take in a new member
is internally justified (cf. Weick 1993) by resource-based arguments that the
new member would add important skills to the team (management skills).
When we focus on the process analysis (Van de Ven and Poole 1995) it is
possible to argue, from Weick’s (1979) frame of reference, that at the team
as unit of analysis the most evident generative mechanism in this period of
the venture team process is the teleological motor. As Van de Ven and Poole
(1995) argue Weick’s (1979) theory consists of an interaction of three of the
generative mechanisms: teleological, life-cycle, and evolutionary motors.
The socially constructed “development of means-convergence” (Weick
1979:91) that provided occasions for interaction in the initial phase and the
enactment of the events and opportunities created a consensual grammar that
triggered further collective action. Weick’s (1979:91) cyclic model of group
development (diverse ends → common means → common ends → diverse
means → diverse ends →) can be applied to describe and understand how
the group developed, when the members from diverse ends, converge on
common means and in the end of this period starts to articulate common
goals, even if these goals were broad aspirations and this specific process
was never completed.
Even if the teleological motors are the most salient in this period of the
process, initially there are also evolutionary motors with more random
events that set the stage for further interaction between seemingly independent actors. Furthermore, there are traces of a more latent dialectical motor in
operation that are not very obvious, at least not from Weick’s (1979, 1993)
framework. It is possible to argue that that a thesis from one actor (the idea
of creating a computer production unit in Poland) was challenged by an antithesis from another actor (the idea of adding post-transaction service in the
computer trade in Poland). Since the process was terminated, speculation as
to whether these two ideas would converge into a synthesis or whether the
focus would be on only one of the ideas is a hypothetic question. But from a
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dialectical perspective (Benson 1977), it is possible to make the interpretation that the prospect of creating a synthesis of these ideas was something
that may have triggered further closer interactions and the recognition of
interdependencies that made them formalize their relationship in to a venture
team.
We also find evolutionary mechanisms with the self-selection of important stakeholders at the end of the period (the end of relation with the Singaporean supplier) out of control by the venture team. This is in line with Van
de Ven and Poole (1995) arguments that over the longer run, many shortterm teleological cycles contribute sooner or later to an evolutionary process,
with an environmental selection (cf. Sarasvathy 2003:12). The decision of
the Singaporean supplier not to deepen the relationship with his Polish customers in a new venture is intelligible from the argument from Venkataraman and Van de Ven (1998) that environmental jolts (like the radical
changes in Poland) have significant impact on the exit of relationships. This
is so because transaction partners are more likely to base their exit decisions
on the basis of calculative information or opportunities and less on basis on
emotional commitments and obligations.
Analysis of the venture team roles process
The next unit of analysis focuses on the venture team process. Three major
constructs, elaborated from Jenks (1949, 1965) framework, are used for this
analysis: personal temporal predispositions (part of personal roles), venture
team roles (social roles in the team) and sanction pattern (reinforcing or
obstructing norms and expectations in the group or from the environment
external to the group). The framework of Jenks (ibid.) have been developed
with recent research in role theory (Biddle 1986, Powers, 1981, Turner 1985,
1990) to make both the prescribed and constructive mode of changes (Van
de Ven and Poole 1995) more visible in the analysis of the content and processes in role development and formation. The major presumption is that the
venture team roles are formed and changed in the interplay between personal temporal dispositions and sanctions patterns. The personal temporal
dispositions are interpreted from Jackson et al. framework (1995:212, see
table 2.6 in chapter 2.4.3.2 in this thesis) for understanding diversity in a
team.
In this preliminary stage before the formation of the venture team, several
social roles existed in this group, e.g. such as friends, independent businessmen as well as operative roles with some task-related interdependencies
in helping each other with diverse projects. The personal predispositions
show rather homogeneous experiences and values, even if the educational
and occupational backgrounds differed. We also identified already established networks relations, based on friendship. In that sense this case is not
different from other studies about compositions regarding the formation of
venture teams (cf. Francis and Sandberg 2000, Ruef et al. 2003).
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Table 4.1. Predispositions, social roles and sanction patterns in the group from 1987the middle of 1989
Actor A (Mr. Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr. Prószyń- Actor C (Mr. Lindenski)
berg)

Temporal predispositions
(part of personal
role relevant for
the focal social
role)

- High educational level - High educational level - High educational level
and research experi(Humanities)
and research experiences
ences
(Social science)
- Experiences from
(Natural science)
foreign countries
- Experiences from
foreign countries
- Knowledge in foreign - Experiences from
foreign countries
language
- Knowledge in foreign
- Oppositional political - Knowledge in foreign language
language
values
- Oppositional political
- Network relations to - Oppositional political values
values
oppositional actors
- Experiences in unoffi- Access to new tech- cial trade of computers
- Experiences and
nology
abilities of problemsolving in underground - Experiences in unoffiprinting and distribution cial trade of computers
- Experiences in unoffi- - Network relation to
cial trade of computers domestic and foreign
actors in computer trade

Social roles
(within this
group)

- Friend to B and C
- Friend to A
- Friend to A
- Unofficial businessman -Unofficial businessman - Unofficial businessman
- Operative roles: Task- - Operative roles: Taskrelated relation to B in related relation to A in
underground printing
underground printing
and computer trade
and computer trade
- Intermediator in the
contacts between A and
C

Sanction pattern related to
social roles
(positive (+) or
negative (-)

- Trust (+)
- Macro-level institutional and regulatory
conditions (- / +)

- Trust (+)
- Macro-level institutional and regulatory
conditions (- / +)

- Trust (+)
- Macro-level institutional and regulatory
conditions (- / +)

The motor, that initially drives this group of independent actors to come
together and begin closer interaction, is evolutionary. It was most of all from
external changes in the macro political regulations that made these computer
trades possible. These macro political regulations were, at the same time,
constraining deeper formal cooperative action, since these rules favored individual action in this trade. Initially, the social roles in this group evolved
more by chance, even if earlier relationships (trust) and experiences (personal temporal predispositions) played an important part here. In the continuing formation of the social roles in this group are also teleological
mechanisms that are important in the construction of more defined operative
roles. Both behavioral commitment (task-related interdependencies) and
social commitments (in terms of trust) were important prerequisites in the
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further emergence of social roles in this group (cf. Ring and Van de Ven
1994, Weick 1993).
Table 4.2. Predispositions, venture team roles and sanction patterns from the middle
of 1989 to the end of 1989
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr.
Proszynski)

Actor C (Mr.
Lindenberg)
-Experiences of
-Experiences of -Experiences of
collaborative
collaborative
collaborative action action with A and
action with B and with A and C and B and economic
Temporal
C and economic economic exchange exchange relapredispositions exchange rela- relations with D
tions with D
(part of personal tions with D
- The registration of - The registration
role relevant for - The registration a official firm to- of a official firm
the focal ven- of a official firm gether with A and C together with B
ture team role) together with B
and C
- Experiences of
and C
negotiations with a -Position and
(these predispo- -Experiences of foreign supplier of experiences as
sitions are
upheaval political computer, to change newspaper pubadded to the
changes and
their mode of opera- lisher
earlier)
events in Poland tion in Poland
-Experiences of
in 1989
- Experiences of
upheaval political
upheaval political changes and
changes and events events in Poland
in Poland in 1989 in 1989
- Partner
-Partner (no
-Partner (no spespecific explicit - Entrepreneur
cific explicit
- Strategic and
operative or
Venture team operative or
strategic role)
operative role
strategical role)
roles

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)

- High educational
level (Engineering)
- Experiences of
official trade in
computers
- Management
knowledge related
to official business
- Work experiences as serviceman and director of
selling department
- Experiences of
upheaval political
changes and events
in Poland in 1989
- Joint as partner
with A, B an C
- Partner
- Manager
- Operative role
- (Latent entrepreneurial role)
- Trust (+)
-Trust (+)
- Trust (+)
Sanction pat- - Trust (+)
tern
- Consensual
- Consensual
- Consensual
- Consensual
grammar related grammar related to grammar related grammar related to
related to
the political and
to the political
the political and
venture team to the political
roles (positive and economic
economic changes and economic
economic changes
(+) and negative changes in Po- in Poland (+)
changes in Poland in Poland (+)
(-), prescribed land (+)
(+)
- Commitments
- Commitments
(p) or construc- - Commitments (both in term of
- Commitments (both in term of
tive (c))
(both in term of psychological con- (both in term of psychological
psychological
tracts (c) and formal psychological
contracts and
contracts and
legal contract (+) contracts and
formal legal conformal legal
tract (+)
-Expectations from formal legal
contract (+)
the team to negoti- contract (+)
- Expectations
ate and break down
from the team to
resistance from
bring in manageexternal key stakement knowledge
holder (+)
(+)

The evolvement of social roles from friends and unofficial businessmen to
operative roles based on behavior commitments and interdependencies, in
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the end of 1989, had led to the formation of a venture team. When this venture team was formed at the end of 1989, there were two partners with no
distinct roles other than owners and partners. One of the actors had the more
distinct role of entrepreneur with both strategic and operative roles. The
addition of a new partner (Actor D: Mr. Sykulski) was related to their earlier
relationships with both behavior commitments (task dependencies in terms
of supplier customer relationship) and social commitments (trust and shared
values), as well as involvement in the strategic discussions with new ideas
related to computer trade. However, the expectation from the venture team
was that he would undertake the role of manager, and add skills and knowledge of how to formally run a business firm.
The venture team roles as partners and some more specific roles as entrepreneur and manager can mainly be described by teleological mechanisms
(Van de Ven and Poole 1995). The process can be interpreted that there were
different shared predisposition such as mutual experiences, together with
reinforcing sanction patterns internal to the group, in terms of trust, consensual grammar and behavioral commitments, that created a process where
broad venture team roles as partners started to emerge. There were some
broad aspirations, and there existed requirements and constraints, in terms of
a foreign stakeholder to convince and management skills to run an official
business to be able to attain the goals. The two more specific roles as entrepreneur and manager emerged by common consent in the team and in correspondence with earlier personal experiences and group expectations. There
are also some latent dialectical mechanisms in one venture role (actor D).
The venture team expected Actor D to take on the role of manager, but he
had been involved in the strategic discussions, especially with actor B. However, Actor D had some new elements that he wanted to add to the business
idea but, since there were evolutionary mechanisms that were out of their
control, for example the termination of the supplier and potential partner in
Singapore, the latent entrepreneur role for Actor D at this stage was never
realized.
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4.2.2 A first innovation cycle (end of 1989 to middle of 1991)
New opportunities
After the collapse of the relationship with the Singapore supplier at the end
of 1989, an intensive period started, for about half a year of disparate actions, thinking and intense discussions of what to do and what to try. Mr
Prószyński:
At the beginning, we did not know what we wanted to do. We knew that
there were big changes and there were opportunities to do whatever we could
think of. […]
We learned little by little what it meant to run a business, because we did
not have any previous experience in real official business. On the other hand
we knew quite well how to count money. How to deal with the capital. We
had this experience from dealing with our own money. We knew very well
how to calculate risks, because that’s what we did for several years, both
working abroad and doing this merchandising.

Even with his involvements in Agora Ltd., Mr Lindenberg took an active
part in these discussions:
We met every couple of days. It depended on time. At least once a week, as a
group. Sometimes we met more often. […] Basically it was just a brainstorming. I do not remember that there was any formal or informal sharing of responsibilities. Basically, each of us did what we could or what we wanted to
do. There was never a masterplan. […] Almost all businesses in Poland
started to do zillions of different things.

One of Lindenberg’s ideas was to help foreigners, especially French specialists, to organize their stay in Poland. During 1989 and the following years
there were many experts coming from the West and advising the Polish government and managers of state-owned companies how to deal with the
changes in society and the economy. 66 The idea for the business was to
make use of their communication skills and of some contact in the West and
to offer such specialists a sort of full service during their stay in Poland. It
included translations, booking of hotels, transportation etc. Mr Sykulski:
We organized the stay of French specialists who were sent by the French
government to the Polish government to help in the matter of mining activities. Mr Winkowski and his wife had some personal contacts with people
from France. I remember it was the first money we earned.

Another business was to be a middleman in foreign trade. This was also Lindenberg’s idea. They knew there were many companies in Poland with
66

These experts were called “Brygada Mariotta”, because they were all staying at the Mariott
Hotel in Warsaw, wearing the same fancy suits, Rolex watches, etc.
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stocks of different products of low or medium quality. These products were
very cheap and they believed that it would be possible to sell some of these
goods abroad. The problem was that these companies did not know how to
do that. Once again, they thought that they could use their language and
communication skills to organize such foreign trade. They started this business with different kinds of products, for example different types of clothes.
At the same time, they started to hire people to do some temporary jobs for
them. One of them was Jacek Herman-Izycki.
Mr Herman-Izycki graduated as an engineer in printing and typography at
the University of Technology in Warsaw, but prolonged his studies for the
next two years by studying Third World Affairs. After he graduated, he
started traveling, mostly in Africa. He returned to Poland well before Marshal Law was introduced, but did not work on a salaried basis, taking several
small jobs instead. Under the Marshal Law regulations, he had to have a
salaried (permanent) position or to face the risk of being detained and prosecuted if caught and found to be unemployed. After some unemployed time
he got a job at the Polish Academy of Science in Warsaw. It was Mr
Prószyński who, knowing him for the last five years, helped him to get a
position at the institute in which he was working at that time as an assistant.
It was a part-time job as a receptionist and night guard. The work made it
possible for Jacek Herman-Izycki to carry out some work for underground
printing, but also as technical editor for a few small officially published
magazines. Earlier Herman-Izycki had also helped Mr Prószyński with
some tasks in his growing unofficial computer business. In December 1989,
Mr Prószyński asked him to help find an office for him and his partners from
Kant Imm Ltd. Another job Mr Herman-Izycki was asked to perform for
Kant Imm was to take pictures of different products they thought they would
be able to export. They were collecting offers, taking samples of products,
making lists of available articles and sending them to potential foreign clients. Mr Herman-Izycki:
At that stage, we were working as a group and talked a lot, all of us. But
mostly three of us Prószyński, Sykulski and I were present all the time and
Lindenberg and Winkowski less. I took pictures of these articles, to be able to
send them to prospective contractors, because I was most skilled in photography. I do not remember that we did any transactions.

They also tried to turn the offer, to help foreign companies to establish in
Poland. They took out an advertisement in some Polish pages about Poland
in the Financial Times. In the advertisement they said that; “We are here in
Poland and can help you as an intermediary to do business in Poland”, and
added information on how to contact them. The responses they had were
mainly from Arab and African countries. The learned rather fast that they
had no experience in this kind of trade. They did not do any business, but
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what is most important that they realized that being an intermediate was not
a long-term business and it would be easy to rip them off.
Launching in publishing
When the four partners started to explore new activities in partnership at the
end of 1989 and beginning of 1990, the experience of Mr Lindenberg and
the other friends in Agora Ltd. and Gazeta Wyborcza had a major impact on
their search for new business activities. Mr Prószyński:
We saw the success of Gazeta Wyborcza, a newspaper that started in May
1989. […] We actually saw all the details and Grzegorz Lindenberg was
managing director at this stage in the newly created Agora. He knew from the
inside how all this was done, and I knew that it was quite simple. So we all
thought, “Wait a moment. They did it for an idealistic purpose, that is for political reasons. Why don’t we repeat it just for business?” […]
Being a publisher was considered, and still is, in Polish society as something of…, it is like a scientist, highly esteemed, something which gives the
person a sort of noble status. It is like being a university professor or something similar. At this stage, I think it was valued higher than being a lawyer.
It was kind of esteemed to be a publisher, I am sure of that.
A lot of people involved earlier in underground publishing, started publishing houses. And so there were a lot of book publishing startups. One
could count them in thousands rather than in hundreds. They usually published one book or two and went bankrupt, because they could not sell their
product. Sometimes they sold it but then they could not get the cash back
from distributors. […]
We decided that magazine publishing, that is publishing periodicals, is
much safer than book publishing. We thought that if we won our readers’
hearts, with the first or second issue, we would have them for years. With
books it is very easy to enter the market, but there is no continuity. The
reader remembers the title, not the name of the publisher. So creating a brand
may take years. It actually takes years. […]
We were clever young people and we knew that periodicals were much
better. We saw it very clearly in the case of Agora. […]
We took this decision knowing two things: (1) that censorship would
cease to exist in days or in weeks and (2) that this big cooperative (RSWPrasa-Ksiazka-Ruch) which owned 70% of publishing and printing industries
in Poland would be dissolved. Knowing these facts, we decided that we
would go into publishing magazines. That was an important decision. And
then we just went and did it.

The Balcerowicz-plan was presented on 17 December to the Polish Parliament and by 1 January the “Big-Bang” was introduced. The Balcerowiczplan had five main elements. First, the macroeconomic stabilization, with a
programme of fiscal and monetary measures designed to tighten the expansion of domestic credit with the purpose of stabilizing the market exchange
rate as well as domestic prices. The second pillar was the liberalization of
trade and markets, which included the end of central planning; the end of
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bureaucratic controls over prices, international trade, and the use of raw materials; and the establishment of legal institutions to support decentralized
actions, including commercial law. Concerning the commercial legal structure it was not that bad, since the communist regime had actually undertaken
a number of steps to resurrect Poland’s legal code of the interwar period.
The third was the privatization of state assets – the transfer of ownership to
the private sector. The fourth was the construction of a social security net,
adequate for the new market economy that would take shape. The fifth element was to secure international financial assistance to support the transformation. 67
In this package of laws, there were two particular announcements that
would have influence on the processes in Kant Imm Ltd. The first was the
announcement of the beginning of the process of privatization. Even if it
should take until 22 March 1990 for the government to decide to liquidate
the monopolist publisher and distributor RSW Prasa-Ksiazka-Ruch (Workers
Publication Cooperative Book-Press-Ruch), people started to take action and
prepare for the dividing and collapse of the media giant. RSW was owned by
the communist party (PUWP) in order to finance their activities. RSW
dominated the media sectors as owner of a major part of Polish publishing
houses, printing-plants, and distribution networks.68 In relation to this were
important statements of the abolition of state censorship.69 Mr Winkowski:
We were thinking that after these changes people needed something new;
new information, new layout, new titles. Because at the moment of transformation, people also wanted new things. We were thinking that this is a very
important part of the business, not only the business, but also the creation of
the new Poland. Because before the changes in Poland, the media belonged to
the communist party and we knew that censorship would come down, and we
started to prepare to publish magazines after this.

Mr Prószyński had for a long time wanted to publish a science fiction magazine. One magazine that he had as a model was the one named Fantastyka.
Mr Prószyński:
When we decided that we might think of going into publishing, I started to
think, how to publish such a magazine. How could we create a magazine like
that? How could we find people who would prepare a magazine like this one,
if we want to do it? After a while I said; “Wait a moment! Why should I look
for new people and new magazines? Let’s take this magazine!” And I did it.
And I found a guy who knew people who edited this magazine. We met
them. We started to talk to them.
67

See Sachs (1993)
See Giorgi (1995)
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The definite abolition of censorship in Poland came into force on 11 April 1990 with the
Bill on Annulations of the Law on Control of Publication and Performances and The Abolition of its Control Organs and the Change of Press Law.
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Mr Lindenberg:
I remember that we wanted to do that. All of us were at one time or another a
reader of Fantastyka and we believed it could work. It could make money.
We were more optimistic than we really should have been. It was a time
when the whole Polish press, was being privatized, was sold or was given
away or something similar. So, we could see that it was an opportunity that
would never be repeated. However, I don’t think it was ever a discussion like,
“Let’s become a publishing company”.

Dorota Malinowska, a former staff member of Fantastyka and later active in
their companies remembers this period:
At the end of 1989, I think, or at the beginning of 1990, these men came to
our office. Because that was the moment we wanted to change from being
state-owned, because all papers belonged to the state… Well, not to the state,
but to the communist party. We organized the staff of Fantastyka and we organized the cooperative. Mr Prószyński, Mr Sykulski and, I think, Mr Winkowski came to us with this proposal that they could be the publisher of the
magazine. We had several proposals like that.

One big problem in the negotiations with the editors of Fantastyka was to
convince them that they were serious partners. Mr Lindenberg remembers
these meetings with the editorial staff:
With Fantastyka I had some credibility, because of my position in Agora. I
think it made things easier for our group to have the partnership with them.
[…]
In the beginning, it was very difficult for new publishers to get workers to
trust private employers. It was a very long, difficult and distrustful process,
because they were afraid of changing a state-owned publisher for a private
publisher. […] This was a very difficult discussion with them and so was the
division of the shares with them, because a new company was to be created
for that.

Fantastyka also edited a fantasy and science-fiction comic book, Komiks. It
was published quarterly. The partners in Kant Imm were interested in publishing this quarterly, but as a monthly.
At one meeting, the editorial team in Fantastyka Ltd raised the issue that
they needed cash to go to a fair in Paris in a few days’ time, to buy films
they needed to print that comic book. Mr Prószyński asked, “How much do
you need?”. They said they needed between 1000-1200 dollars. Mr Prószyński asked his partners, if they should give them this money:
My partners said yes and started to think how to get this cash in such a short
time. At that moment I took a pile of banknotes from my pocket and said
“Here it is!”. I prepared this in advance, just in case it was needed. It was
2000 or 3000 dollars in 100-dollar bills and the rest of the pile was twice as
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much in one-dollar bills. In this way we presented ourselves as serious partners. (laugh!) […] In fact, it was our working capital or rather my personal
working capital for buying and selling computers.

Mr Lindenberg:
He just had cash in his pocket and we did not even discuss that. It was an obvious way to do it, to convince them. What convinced them was that we had
the money and that we trusted them to give them the money without even
signing. It was significant. It showed that we cared.

Mr Sykulski:
I was conscious how much money we had officially in the company. It was
very small. I was worrying about how we could discuss this matter when we
had no money. […] I was sure that we had no money to invest in publishing.
When Prószyński took out the cash in the meeting with Fantastyka, I was
probably the most shocked person in the room (laugh!).

These meetings with the editors of Fantastyka became very important in
many other aspects. For Mr Sykulski it was a key moment:
In the discussion of publishing, there was really no discussion, because if one
of us said, “ok, it is worth something, let’s try it”, then everybody agreed, because we had nothing to lose (laugh!) and we were very open to this, when
we found no competition. […]
And when this happened with Fantastyka, what I learned shocked me […].
When we went into the discussions about conditions in the contract, I learned
that they had completely… I found that the terms the distributors offered us
were heaven, because, the explanation was that about 50-60 percent was paid
on delivery. […]
Today, for every new publisher who comes up with a new idea of a magazine, the answer from distributor is; “Ok, we can sell your product, but we
will pay you after five or six months of deliveries”. This makes this business
for rich people, because you had to credit everyone. […] I remember when I
went to these first meetings. I was prepared for maybe 20 percent advance
(paid from the distributor in RSW on delivery – my comment!). I was asking,
because I was absolutely new in this business. I did not know the rules and I
thought that 20 percent was polite and they answered 60 percent. I was
shocked, and said; “Let’s take over!”

What Mr Sykulski discovered was that the distribution system for magazines
and newspapers was still intact in RSW Prasa-Ksiazka-Ruch. Ruch was the
distribution branch of RSW and they acted as before, namely they were paying for between 60 and 100 percent of expected sales at delivery time of the
magazine and the rest when the total sales were counted. He realized that if
they could get delayed payment for printing and paper, then the advance
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payment from the distributor could finance the whole production. Mr Sykulski saw the opportunities in these different terms of payments:
I found this as a golden egg! And when we learned this, we started to look
around and asked what else could we publish.

Finally they made an agreement with the editorial staff in April 1990. The
agreement stated that the staff of Fantastyka should own 50 percent of the
magazine title, with the help of the Fantastyka Ltd company they had already
created, and Kant Imm Ltd should own the remaining 50 percent of the title.
But the problem of acquiring the title “Fantastyka” from the RSW was still
not resolved. Nevertheless, they started to prepare for the process of taking
over the publishing of the magazine.
One of the key questions was financing. To get this “golden egg” to function they still needed some initial capital. Some money was for example
needed to buy the content of Fantastyka.70 Mrs Niewiarowska remembers the
financial problems of this period:
I know that a very important moment was when we had the possibility of borrowing some money from our friends to buy copyrights and this private
money was the only money to help in the starting and publishing of Fantastyka.

Mr Lindenberg:
We had some money, earned mostly in the computer business. So each of us
contributed, maybe 5000 dollars or something like that.

Mr Sykulski:
I was sure that there were people that could help us, but I did not know them
exactly. But I knew that Mr Prószyński knew people that had money and that
they could lend to us for a percentage, etc., and also Mr Winkowski had this
possibility and I completely stopped worrying about how we would finance
our investments when I learned about how magazine distribution was paid.
After that, I said we could publish everything.

Even if RSW was starting to fall apart, the distribution network of RSW,
named Ruch, was kept intact as a wholesaler with its retail-chain of kiosks
and small shops. At this time RSW owned over 25 000 kiosks and 2000
smaller shops all over Poland.71 Mr Sykulski:

70
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They were monopolists in this market. There was only one distribution channel for magazines. When we got involved in Fantastyka we had to meet with
them to announce that a new publisher had taken over and discover what
terms the previous publisher had, because we were not sure. […] It was one
or two months before the first launch. […] I think we got the same terms as
the previous publisher. They announced that they could work on the same
conditions.

The terms they got were that two weeks after delivery, they were paid 60
percent for a monthly magazine. The rest would be paid after Ruch had
counted the total sales. If they got more than 40 percent in returns from the
kiosks, there would be an appropriate reduction in the next pre-payment for
the next issue. Ruch was taking 30 percent of the cover price for its distribution services, plus an additional 0.5 percent to account for copies destroyed
in distribution or missing on delivery.
The next problem to handle was where to print the magazine. Mr
Prószyński went to the same printing plant in Lodz where Fantastyka was
printed before, to ask if the director would be willing to continue printing the
magazine if they came with an order in two month’s time. This printing-shop
was also owned by RSW. The director said yes, but after Mr Prószyński left,
the director contacted the liquidator of RSW, who was still a legal owner of
Fantastyka. Since they were in the same company, the manager informed the
liquidator about the meeting.
Even if there were agreements in April 1990 between the editors in Fantastyka, the printing-plant in Lodz and the distribution part in RSW – Ruch,
they also had to resolve the problem of how to acquire the rights to Fantastyka from RSW. Since RSW was both publisher and owner of the title, the
partners and the editors of Fantastyka wanted to start negotiations to take
over. When the partners of Kant Imm went to the liquidator of RSW he was
already informed of their plans and he simply refused to negotiate with them.
Instead, the liquidator turned to the editor office, that is to the employees at
Fantastyka, to negotiate. Since RSW was one of the first companies owned
by the communist party or the state to be privatized, there was no clear practice on how the privatization process should evolve.72 The liquidator of the
cooperative solved the problem for the time being by offering to lease the
title to the company created by the editors. At some stage of the negotiations,
the editing staff at Fantastyka declined to work for RSW (their employer)
and signed documents canceling their work agreements with RSW at the end
of June 1990. At the same time, they also informed that they would launch a
new title with the name Nowa Fantastyka (“New Fantastic”). The response
from the liquidator was that if they did not act in a more proper way, he as a
72

On 22 of Mars 1990 the Law on the Liquidation of RSW came into force. The guidelines
of the liquidation was in accordance with the Law Governing Changes in the Organization
and Activities of Cooperatives. One important guideline was to give priority to the employees
in the cooperatives if they wished to take over a title.
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liquidator of the distribution part, Ruch, would do whatever he could to stop
the magazine from being distributed by the RSW distribution channel Ruch.
If that threat was carried through, the whole project would be dead. They
went back to the negotiations with the liquidator and they finally got an
agreement that let them lease the title, before it went for public sale. The
smart part of the agreement stated that the payment for the lease should be
seen as an advance payment, if they should buy the title.73
It is claimed that the liquidation and privatization process of the properties of RSW (titles, publishing houses, printing houses, etc) would become
one of the most far-reaching and successful privatization projects in Poland,
but what is worth noting is that the partners in Kant Imm did not wait until
the guidelines for this project were settled. 74
In an article Zygmunt Stepinski, General Manager of a coming competitor, Murator Press, gives one explanation for these partners’ establishment as
publisher:
When people were wondering how to divide the inheritance of RSW or looking for business partners abroad, they came up with bright ideas and managed
to realize them without big money.75

Further steps into publishing
When the collapse of the publishing sector started at the beginning of 1990,
it was not only people from outside that started acting to find a new kind of
owner for the titles. The journalists at the women’s weekly magazine, Gospodyni (“The Country Housewife”) were not satisfied with the situation at
the publisher PWRiL (Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Rolnicze i Lesne). One of
them was the editor-in-chief Ms Renata Slawinska:
Really bad things were happening with Gospodyni, so we decided to find a
new editor76

In the last days of December 1989, Ms Slawinska and the vice editor-inchief from Gospodyni went to Agora and Mr Lindenberg to ask if they were
interested in taking over as a publisher. Mr Lindenberg went to the Deputy
Editor-in-Chief Helena Luczywo for Gazeta Wyborcza, but at this stage she
was not interested in these kinds of magazines. Mr Lindenberg:
With my involvement in Gazeta Wyborcza and Agora, I met a lot of people
from various magazines. I knew that Gospodyni was not for Agora, but I
73
Finally Fantystyka Ltd bought the Fantastyka, Komiks Fantastyki, and Mala Fantastyka on
9 May 1991 for 70 million zloty. They were the only tender (Giorgi 1995).
74
See Giorgi (1995:75f) for a more detailed description of the liquidation of the RSW
75
Rzeczpospolita nr 58. 99 03 10 (translated by Joanna Podhajska)
76
Rzeczpospolita nr 58. 99 03 10 (translated by Joanna Podhajska)
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thought that something could be done with it. That is why I told the others
about it.

Mr Lindenberg recommended that the women should contact his partners in
Kant Imm. Together with Ms Slawinska, Mr Lindenberg arranged a meeting
with the managing director of the publisher of Gospodyni. Ms Slawinska had
an earlier promise that they could change publisher. With the information
from Ms Slawinska of the magazine sales dropping and the financial problems in Gospodyni, they started to persuade the man that he should give the
title to them. The manager rejected their suggestion and that was the end of
talks. When they walked out of the office Mr Lindenberg said very loudly so
that everybody should hear:“ -Don’t worry Ms Slawinska, we will establish a
new magazine for you.”77
When the idea with Agora did not go well, Ms Slawinska started to act on
her own in relation to the other staff of Gospodyni. Mr Prószyński:
We were approached by a lady who was editor-in chief of a weekly. She
knew that the weekly she ran for a state-owned publisher was perishing, going down, because it could not work. And she was trying to find a good publisher.

In March 1990, in parallel with the discussions with the editors of Fantastyka, Mr Prószyński started to talk to Ms Slawinska, replacing Mr Lindenberg. This was not the only magazine that contacted them through Mr
Lindenberg, or other channels, that wanted to be privatized. They spoke with
several others at this time, but none ever came to a deal.
Mr Prószyński knew that they, as a small company could not afford to
buy the Gospodyni title. Instead, Mr Prószyński suggested that Ms Slawinska and possibly some other people from the Gospodyni small staff should
finish their job at Gospodyni, and while still working for their old company,
prepare a new title. Mr Prószyński:
I convinced her easily to quit and from that moment, she was still running
that old magazine while preparing a new one for her and us.

Gospodyni was a magazine with some do-it-yourself advice, but also with
communist propaganda. There were some pages about official visits from the
prime-minister or the secretary general of the communist party, etc., and part
of the magazine was devoted to articles presenting small villages and people
living there. Mr Prószyński:
Ms Slawinska had the idea that we should concentrate only on advising people. Not on visiting or describing people or businesses. We should concen77

Internal dokument I-PD-02.TXT 1998/03/26
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trate just on how to cook, how to clean, how to take care of yourself – medical, psychological and physical, and so on.

They decided that the name of that title would be Poradnik Domowy (Home
Advisor). Mr Prószyński was the most heavily involved in the project of
Poradnik Domowy. There were several reasons for this commitment on his
part. One was his experience from abroad. Mr Prószyński:
I knew perfectly well how it should look, because I saw many of them
abroad. I knew that it had to have a size similar to Newsweek. It had to be
full-colour and so on. So I brought a new technology and new outlook and
new presentation into this project and she (Ms Slawinska – my comment)
knew what should be inside as content.

Even if there was inspiration from abroad, they did not believe that they
could imitate the women’s magazines in the West. Gospodyni was focused
on women in rural areas. Instead of changing the magazine to a Westinspired magazine, with focus on urban women, Mr Prószyński had an idea
to create a new magazine, but keep rural women as their target group. One
influence of this segmentation came from Mr Prószyński´s family-history.
His grandfather Konrad Prószyński (1851-1908)78 became engaged in his
young years in the widespread problem of illiteracy in Poland. He developed
a method of effective and quick reading, which led him to publish primer
booklets to teach, especially the country people to read. These primers became very popular (1 310 000 copies sold within some 30 years) and he
started to publish simple education readings as well as popular scientific
pamphlets in subjects of natural sciences, economy of agriculture, hygiene,
etc. In 1881, he started a very simple and objective weekly for farmers entitled Gazeta Swiateczna (Holiday Newspaper). The newspaper, besides news
from the country and the world, had an educational ambition to raise the
peasant level to the level of other citizens. It also contained all kinds of advice on how to improve the household, garden, but also the local community.
In one sense, one could say that Konrad Prószyński´s fight against illiteracy
created his own market for publishing in the rural areas in Poland.79
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see Wojciechowski (1995: 498-500)
The newspaper Gazeta Swiatecza was published under Russian censorship till the First
World War. Konrad Prószynski also published a number of booklets and a yearly calendar
(sort of periodical). To make his publications more available to his readers he set up a bookshop and mail-order business in Warsaw, named National Bookshop. He was the publisher
and the editor-in-chief of Gazeta Swiateczna from its beginning to his death in 1908, but the
family continued publishing the magazine for the next 31 years, until Sept. 1939, when the
printing-office was bombarded by the Germans at the beginning of the war. According to M.
Prószynski, the family decided not to republish the newspaper after the Second World War,
because they were afraid that the Soviets and the Polish communists would take over the title
and would use it for their propaganda purposes.
79
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Although Mieczyslaw Prószyński’s father did not choose to work in the
family publishing business before the Second World War (he was the
youngest child; the rest of the family was involved in their newspaper), Mr
Prószyński still believes that his family’s experiences had an impact on the
decision to get into publishing and also how to develop Poradnik Domowy.
Since Gospodyni had rural women as their target group, he saw parallels
with his family history:
It was not a decisive force. I did not start because I wanted to continue it. I
did not really realize this then, but being a publisher was something important and this could be a part of it. And then, when we were thinking what
kind of magazine we should publish to be successful, I said – “Wait a moment! My granddad published this magazine for rural people, let´s do the
same”. […]
In June, we already had an idea of how it should look and in June-July, we
started to prepare the first issue. … It was processing more slowly (than Fantastyka – my comment), because we had to organize much more and it was a
venture to be created from scratch.

A success with a book and production problems
Parallel to the other activities they continued with their ambitions to search
for other publications to publish periodically. In their discussions, Mr Sykulski and Mr Prószyński came up with the idea to publish a very popular
comic book, Tytus, Romek i A´tomek, by the author Henryk Jerzy
Chmielewski. They decided to make contact with the author, but the publisher of this book, Mlodziezowa Agencja Wydawnicza, (Youngsters Publishers Agency) refused to give the author’s address to them. Mr Sykulski
found out that the author had his studio not far from them. They arranged a
meeting and he agreed to let them publish a reprint of an earlier edition from
1987 (Book XVIII “Tytus the artist”). Mr Herman-Izycki:
The idea with this comic book was to go to this author and we found out that
the author had the copyright, which was exceptional because the copyrights
were usually with the state-owned publishing-house at that time. If it had
stayed at the publishing house, we would do nothing, because they could
publish it again. Make another edition for themselves. Anybody could approach this author and ask for copyrights and we were lucky, because nobody
came to this author and said – “We want to publish your book!”
But in these times in 1989 and 1990 it was very strange and people were
disorientated, so this kind of thing and all sorts of other things were possible.

They wanted to publish the comic book on 1 June 1990, on The International
Children’s Day, when the parents often bought a small gift for their children.
The big question that came up was how to produce the book. Where should
the book be printed and how to buy paper for the printing?
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They got a signed paper from the author that they were allowed to take
the films from a printing plant in Lodz. Mr Prószyński went to Lodz and was
surprised that after just half an hour he got the films in his hands. He then
went to another printing plant in Lodz, the same that printed the magazine
Fantastyka. He asked them if they also could print the comic book and they
said yes and he left the films at the printing-plant.
When it was time to print the comic book, the matter of financing came
up. Their factotum Mr Herman-Izycki was educated printer and he got more
involved in issues related to printing:
At the very beginning of the transition time the market was very strange, and
luckily for us the printers, at the beginning, trusted the customers. One year
later, two years later, it was much worse. Because a lot of new companies did
not pay their invoices and the printers were on the edge of bankruptcy.

Even if they could get the printing-plant to take the printing job on credit, it
was more problematic with the paper. Mr Prószyński:
That was really difficult. We did not know if we could start if we couldn’t
find a way of financing paper. Because, at that stage printing-houses were
willing to take a risk on their work or the ink, but they were afraid to take
risks with printing on their own paper. They already had too many bad clients
before us, who went bankrupt or just did not pay for the product.

At the end of May, everything was organized and ready to print. The problem was to find enough cash for the paper. For the Tytus comic book, they
were able to buy paper that the printing plant had in their stocks in Lodz. But
the printing-plant did not want to start to print before they were paid. The
partners still had some capital from the computer business, but the rest they
borrowed from relatives and friends. Mostly they were borrowing in dollars,
with an interest rate of about 20-25% yearly. Mr Prószyński:
We were late, and there was just not enough time to print. So we wanted to
start printing in the evening. I called the director and said, “Listen, I have the
cash already. I will drive my car to you, but it is a little bit late. Please tell
your cashier to stay until I come, because I will be there in an hour or two,
but maybe not before she cashes up”. And she waited and I brought the cash
there. It was 10 000-12 000 in today’s zloty, 3000-4000 US dollars in today’s
prices. […]
We got only 50 percent of the print-run ready in time for 1 June, the Children’s Day.

In total, 100 000 copies of the comic book was printed. Ruch distributed it to
their kiosks and it sold very well. It was their first success.
When they were going to print their first issue of the magazine Fantastyka
in July, the same problems of buying paper came up. They now realized that
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they still needed to finance at least the paper before the distributor paid them
after two weeks. Mr Prószyński:
We had to supply paper and pay for it. That was the most difficult part of the
deal. […] We had to finance the paper needed for one or two issues. That was
difficult and a quite lot of money to invest. […] We did not know if we could
start if we did not find a way of financing the paper.

Mr Lindenberg then arranged that Kant Imm Ltd. could buy newsprint-paper
from Gazeta Wyborcza and Agora on credit. For the cover and eight pages
inside Fantastyka, they had to use coated paper. They had to finance that
paper themselves and buy in advance.
Before they printed the magazine, they had a discussion with the editorial
team regarding the title. Although they had leased the magazine, they decided to change the title to Nowa Fantastyka before they published the first
number at the beginning of July. Mr Prószyński:
We changed titles to be safe and to be the full owner of the title. We did not
want to publish under the old title, because we were afraid that after a while,
if this was very successful, the guy who was to liquidate this company could
sell it to somebody else.

The print-run of Nowa Fantastyka was 150 000 copies and they sold 115 228
80
through RSW − Ruch (cover-price 3900 old zl), with 23 percent returns.
Mr Herman-Izycki:
I remember that I was quite surprised that we got a lot of returns. About 20
percent, but 50 percent sales were enough to pay for the printing and paper.

Also, the first science fiction Komiks was launched in July. They printed
100 000 copies. The problems with financing the first issues of Nowa Fantastyka influenced the planning and preparation for their new magazine Poradnik Domowy. Mr Prószyński:
That was one reason why we decided not to publish weekly, because we
could not organize enough cash just to cover the cost of the paper. It was better to create a new monthly title, which we could possibly afford to run. […]
In the beginning we tried not to borrow that much money. Not to run
things too big. To keep it to such a level that we could pay our debts back,
and not to bankrupt our families or friends who would lend us the capital
used for starting the company. There was no way that we could use capital
from banks. No way. […] I mean that the banks would not speak with us because we had no collateral. […] We were not poor people, we had a few
80
Internal documents - Prószynski srednie-roczne-czasopism-1990-2001 (all the figures of
amount of sales and print-run of the magazines in the thesis have this document as a major
source)
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thousand dollars each, and that was it. We started the company simply with
twenty thousand dollars of our own, maybe less than that. Twenty thousand
dollars of our own, all together, and thirty or fifty thousand from other people, who did it because they trusted us and our skills. They knew that we
were responsible and that we knew what we were doing. They were willing
to take this risk. Of course, we did pay them huge commission or rather interest, but what really mattered was that it was a risk.

In the summer of 1990, they really noticed the shortage in the Polish economy in printing capacity, paper supply and decent printing quality. Even if
some of them had earlier experiences in underground printing, they noticed
the lack of knowledge in the venture team, in how to publish officially with a
higher printing quality. It was during this time that Mr Herman-Izycki began
to play a more substantial role in the venture, with his background as an
educated printing technician. In the summer, he did a tour around Poland to
look for printing-plants that were prepared to print at the quality they wanted
for Poradnik Domowy. He found four printing-plants in Poland that were
able to print high volumes and with sufficient quality. In fact, there was only
one that finally wanted to accept an order, the printing house PZG in Pila
(350 km north-west of Warsaw). Mr Herman-Izycki:
I called by telephone, I would say 10-20 printing-plants, and we drove and
talked to printing-companies which had the right presses. I think we were in
three before Pila. Let’s just say that, we went to all the companies in Poland
which had heat-presses. We wanted to print on heat-presses, with better quality. I had a printing background as a printing engineer, but I think I learned
about heat-set while I was looking for this, because heat-set was developed
when I was a student. […] The technology was from the 70´s, but in my studies, we had no such presses.

Launching into brokerage
Publishing was still just one idea of many they had during 1990. They were
still searching for all kinds of opportunities on a broad base. Mr Prószyński:
We knew from the very beginning that some of them would never get off the
ground running and some of them, if started, would fail. That was a part of
the deal of the business-plan.

One venture opportunity evolved as an indirect consequence of some
elements in the economic stabilization programme that commenced and implemented at the beginning of 1990 in Poland. An important aim of this programme was to handle the inflation that was accumulating since the beginning of 1988 and was accelerating to hyperinflation in the second part of
1989. The stabilization programme contained elements as a balanced state
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budget, price policy, monetary policy, wage restrictions and exchange rate
policy.81
In the aim to balancing the state budget in 1990, one part was to introduce
an institution of public dept. In the 1990 budget it was assumed that the state
would issue long-term bonds for an amount of 4.1 trillion zl (old zl) to the
Polish population. These bonds had a favourable interest rate and would be
convertible into shares in future privatized enterprises. Even if the government did not manage to sell more then one percent of the issued bonds, during the first half year, started an unofficial second-hand market for these
kinds of bonds in Poland. Mr Sykulski:
The bonds appeared in the market. The first was the legal paper that the government announced, to avoid inflation

Rather soon, a nascent financial market for these bonds evolved in Poland.
One problem was that there were neither regulations nor developed market
institutions for this kind of trade. Mr Lindenberg came up with the idea to
start as a mediator in these transactions in the market:
There were no mechanisms for buying and selling these bonds.

Mr Sykulski:
The idea was that when the normal markets appeared, a financial market
would appear with stocks. There were no regulations at this time. […] From
the motto that everything that is not illegal is legal, we started to help people
with a brokerage-office based on over-the-counter. I also remember that Mr
Lindenberg brought, probably from his travels to the US, a book on how the
US stock exchange worked. We wanted to translate and publish it in Poland.
The book was later translated but never published. […] Maybe Lindenberg
inspired us with his book. We had many ideas and we tried everything.

Kant Imm Ltd. was one of the first actors of several others that started to act
as a brokerage in this trade in Poland. The sellers were the workers that
wanted to capitalize these bonds, instead of waiting for the privatizations to
be completed. The buyers were often state-owned companies that started
using these bonds to avoid the “popiwek”- tax, when they wanted to increase
the wages. The “popiwek”-tax, that was another part of the stabilization programme, had been introduced in January 1990 to keep the salary increases
down. The background of this tax comes from the enterprise reform in 1987,
which was designed to give greater freedom to the state enterprises to set
wages, inputs and outputs, but not the prices. Consequently, a wage explo-
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sion arose between 1987 and 1989. 82 When the Balcerowicz-plan was introduced in January 1990, the government tried to control the wages by a temporary regulation of salaries, involving a punitive tax on wage rises above
some specified level. The law did not differentiate between state-owned and
private business. Mr Prószyński:
It (the “popiwek” tax) was very painful for private companies, which knew
what to do with cash. But, state-owned companies learned quite soon that
there was a way round this problem, namely that you did not increase salaries
to your employees, but instead you gave them these special bonds, issued by
the government, which were later used for privatizing the first set of stateowned companies. […] It soon turned out that it was not the public that
bought, but state-owned companies, to give them to their workers instead of
salaries. And what did the workers do? They did not wait to buy these companies; they went to middlemen and sold for say 50 or 80 percent of the
value. It was a negotiation. And we created, parallel with several other companies in Poland, which were trading with these bonds, a brokering. […] It
was a kind of middleman, and we created this business and we started doing
it. That was our security market, our first real business, it was quite huge, and
because of that, we started a brokerage office. And then when the law was
created and when the Polish stock exchange was created we already existed.83

In practice, it often functioned that the chief accountant of a state-owned
company paid people with these papers. The employees just had to sign that
they got them and at the same time sign that they agreed to sell these securities. The bookkeeper then came to Kant Imm Ltd. with these piles of sales
agreements and these securities, and Kant Imm Ltd. took these bonds in
commission and sold them on. Most of the time, the employees never got
these papers in their hands.84 Mr Sykulski:
In the beginning, we did everything together. It was not divided that M.
Prószyński was in Fantastyka and I in the brokerage business, and so on.
Probably the operational managing we did separately, but before decisions,
we shared our opinions.
82

Sachs (1993) argues that the corporate governance collapsed when the communist party and
the central planners were eliminated to represent the interest of capital, but no privatization
was done and these enterprises were told to operate on their own.
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The new legal framework, the Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust Funds was
adopted in March 1991, and the Warsaw Stock Exchange joint-stock company was established by the State Treasury in April 1991.
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Kolodko (1990) describe the governments issuing of these bonds as a failure (only 1% sold
of the proposed amount of 4.1 trillion old zl the first half year of 1990) and explain this with
bad organisation of the operation and as a result of the excessive drainage on the population’s
resources and its general pauperisation. Another complementary explanation can come from
the fact that these bonds were often used for other purposes then for long-term savings. Instead were the used by employer as a means of payments to avoid some tax problems (“the
popiwek tax). The employees immediately turned these bonds to cash. Instead of buying from
the government you could buy on the second-hand market for 50-80 percent of the bonds
nominal value.
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New organizations – the creation of Prószyński i S-ka
In the summer of 1990, they discovered that they also had an internal problem with the “popiwek” tax, the special payroll tax. They had an agreement
of payment with the author of the comic book, Tytus, based on percentage of
sold copies. The progressive tariff of the “popiwek” tax would then force
them to pay several 100 percent in punitive tax. Since the comic book was
such a success, they found out that this regulation would run the company
bankrupt if they should pay the author according to these rules. In their
search for a solution to this problem, they found with the help of their lawyer, Mrs Sykulska, the wife of Mr Sykulski, an exception to the “popiwek”
tax. They found out that the regulation did not cover partnerships, which
were not limited companies. So the solution became that they registered a
new company on 16 Sept 1990, parallel with Kant Imm Ltd. When they were
discussing the name of this company they were told that since it was a partnership, at least one of their names needed to be in the name of the company
(they discovered afterwards that this was not true). The first idea was the
name Prószyński, Winkowski & Sykulski i Spolka. But, Mr Winkowski and
Mr Sykulski did not want to give their names to the business. Finally they
agreed that the name should be Prószyński i S-ka, (spolka cywilna w Warszawie). Mr Prószyński:
I was simply the only one willing to give my name to the business.85

Even if they did not explicitly divide different responsibilities at this stage,
they started to take different roles, or they were expected to take specific
roles, at their meetings and in their activities. Mr Prószyński describes how
they worked as a team, the idea behind the venture team and the decision to
add Mr Herman-Izycki as an owner in Prószyński i S-ka:
At some stage, we thought; who could help us doing this or who could run
the business or who knows how to do it? That was the point. Certainly, some
of us were full of ideas and the others were hired or allowed to join as owners
just to do actual work. That was the idea with Jacek Herman-Izycki. He was
first hired to be our first employee and work-horse. Then I decided that I
wanted him as a partner and I convinced my other partners and we let him
join the company. […]
I think none of us alone could create this type of business, because….
Maybe we were energetic enough, but not in all fields. […]. Certainly I
would not have done it myself, just employing people and being responsible
for everything. If one or two of us had downtime, the others were pushing
ahead with new ideas. We had very stormy meetings with voting if we
wanted to do it or not. There were always some people with bright ideas and
some people who did not like these ideas and tried to find down-sides to them
or dangers. So those meetings were like brainstorms or something like that.
85
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All ideas were not immediately acted upon and applied, because to some of
them we just said “we do not want to do it” or some of us said, “no I am sure
we do not want to do it”, and that was enough. So, most ideas were taken not
by percentage vote, but just that we all had to agree. […] Sometimes one of
us said; no, I do not agree, but if you want to do it, do it!

Mr Herman-Izycki contributed with a smaller amount of cash and an old car
as his stake to be an owner in Prószyński i S-ka. He gives his version of how
the different founders and the group functioned at this stage of the process:
From the very beginning, we were running this company with three or four
people. Three or four because Mr Winkowski, from what I remember, in the
very beginning, was more absent. […] So that is why I say that every day we
met three persons, sometimes four persons.
Prószyński and Winkowski were as I remember, having the main ideas
and of course were for their own ideas. […] I was always thinking, “I am not
sure that this will work out”. In my opinion, Sykulski’s role was not so clear
at this time. He was not so creative, like them, but also not so passive like
me. So something, like in between. […] We are in way very different people
all four of us. […]
I always say that the other four, were people that had ideas about what to
do. […] We were discussing and working together in every stage at this period. We were discussing all kinds of managerial decisions that were going to
be made together. And in my opinion, it was one reason why we got a success.
I was known, as a man…, in Poland there is a proverb that says, “Looking
for a hole in something when there is none”. So I was always looking from
the side of a negative approach. […] Always looking at the new ideas or to
the solutions from that point of view […]
I think Prószyński and Winkowski were much more courageous and
sometimes thinking the best way and best scenario and they were not thinking there may be another scenario that was not so optimistic or not so good.
[…] I was cutting them to the more objective situation and more realistic, I
would say. But, from the very beginning, they managed to persuade me more
towards the risky decisions than I managed to convince them. So, I did not
manage to stop the development (laugh!). But probably these different approaches to situations, strategy and thinking were valuable for the company,
because usually we kept discussing until there was a common agreement on
what to do. In this period I do not remember a situation when it was that three
of us were for and one of us said; “Never, you are not going to do this.” We
always got to the situation where most of us were for and another one said;
“OK, if you say so, I believe you.” Mainly like this.”

Mr Sykulski gives a rather similar version:
Generally, in the beginning we met very often. We spent a lot of time in discussions on what to do. I think that our power was that we were four equal
partners. In the meetings, we discussed every single matter. In the discussions, even if I was sure that the idea was good and three partners agreed,
“let’s do it this way”, I tried to find something worse. Then, when I wanted to
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do something with two other partners, then another appeared and said; “Let’s
discuss this matter again and try to find a worse scenario than we expect.”
The discussions were creative, maybe it postponed some decisions, but I
think this equalization between partners mattered, so that something happened when we were three of four that agreed to do this. Only one could be
forced to do it.

Mr Winkowski:
I think it is very important that all of us are completely different and I think
that we possibly find power from these differences. I think this was important
from the very beginning.
Mike (Mr Prószyński) is very pragmatic and looks very deeply into each
detail and each figure. I really do not look at these details. In my opinion, I
have some ideas and my colleagues use many of my ideas, and I am very
strong in making fast decisions. In my opinion, it is our strength that we do
that. I am not very strong in organizing. My colleagues are the organizers.
Also, I think that in our discussions it is always about the creation of new
things. Because we had different ideas and we always tried to find solutions.
And these discussions were very creative. It made us stronger, than one person. I think none of us, alone, could have achieved this success. […]
In the beginning there was no method to our organization. We did not precise our organization. Everybody did what he liked to do or if they were good
in doing it. I think I was very difficult in the beginning, because I liked to do
much more than it was possible to do. We found always solutions that were
acceptable for everybody, because this is our rule. […]
It was a mixed cocktail of four completely different people, who made a
very good mixture for growing. This is my opinion. Because you know, each
person has a limit and this mix helped us break this limit.
Also, another thing is important. We completely trusted each other. We
discussed and we fought, but we were 100% sure that nobody would do
something that would not be accepted by the others. In my opinion, in the beginning that was our biggest power”.

Mr Lindenberg:
They are all different. They are very different. Winkowski was a person for
strange things or unusual things. At least then, he was not a person who could
make small things, day after day. Prószyński is a brilliant thinker, but at that
time sometimes he had problems communicating to people. Clearly, Winkowski was a very extrovert person. He was very close to everybody. Sykulski was a very reliable person. Someone you could trust. If he promised that
he would deliver, he would. He was a person who was always more down to
earth. I think he was very well organized.

Mrs Zofia Klaybor was one of the first employees in the company Kant
Imm. She describes how the decisions were taken in the companies:
The bosses were discussing and made the decisions and we as a staff did not
have that possibility. We had the possibility to talk, but the bosses created the
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main decisions and the main directions of the company. And they worked together. In the next period 3 to 4 years later, they divided some specialties, but
the main decisions were taken together as well.

The launching of Poradnik Domowy
To launch a totally new magazine in Poland, such as Poradnik Domowy, was
more complicated then to just continue to publish an existing magazine, like
Fantastyka. They planned to have the first issue of Poradnik Domowy in the
kiosks in September. Mr Prószyński was the founder that took the active part
in the discussion of designing the magazine and the content. Mr Sykulski:
Mr Prószyński was very involved with the editorial and, from the very beginning, it was very clear for me that he liked that very much. He prepared the
editing and the publishing.

Poradnik Domowy was prepared in a private apartment and the editorial
board consisted of Ms Slawinska, one journalist, a graphic artist, a technical
editor and Mr Prószyński. Ms Slawinska gives a picture of what it was like
to cooperate with Mr Prószyński to create the new magazine:
The boss is an astrophysicist, so he thinks rationally and demands that everything be confirmed. Anything we write about should be verified: “We can’t
feed people rubbish!”86

Mr Prószyński describes their collaboration:
Of course, we quarreled. But, together we built a team, which created this
magazine, and the lady was actually the editor-in chief. She was responsible
for the editorial staff, but she did not want to be named editor-in-chief, because she was editor-in-chief of another weekly. […] Since she did not want
to, I gave my name. […]
And then I felt responsible for the content. So she was choosing the content, discussing with my partners and me and then I read all of it and just decided; “This is good, this is not good, you have to simplify.” So in a way I
was the responsible editor, but I did not create it. I just checked the content.
“This article doesn’t work because it is too stupid or against science or nonsense”.

Poradnik Domowy became not only a women’s magazine, but rather a family magazine. It was a magazine that gave rather broad advice about topics
related to running a house and family. Mr Prószyński:
We said; “Let’s not make it political. Let’s do it in color. Let’s do it to give
advice and a reasonable magazine. Let’s do it not for town people, but mainly
for other people who do not have that much choice at the moment.” Every86
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body who tried to publish magazines tried to publish them for town people,
because that had more esteem. We went the other way. […]
Basically, it is “How to do it”: how to cook, how to sew, how to make
your apartment look good, how to build a shack, etc. Also quite a lot of psychology like: how to help yourself, with your children, with your family, with
your husband. But, it was also about medical issues. We taught people about
basic illnesses: how to recognize illnesses, what if you go for analysis of your
blood and how to interpret the results. We just asked doctors to write the stuff
and then we checked with another doctor, to make sure there were no errors
and the same with laboratory people. Then we reduced the level low enough
for the general public to understand. Then we went to doctors to check again,
so that we had not made errors in the meantime, and then it was ready and we
published it.

One principle that was repeated during their work of creating the magazine
was, “Readers are not idiots and can tell a good thing from bad”. Things
like horoscopes, sensations, gossip were banned. No subjects that not could
be verified or checked were accepted. Trustworthiness and readability were
the yardsticks rather then political ideology. Mr Prószyński:
It was a no-nonsense magazine. I think we did a lot of good in educating
people, because that was the time, when a lot of magazines, let us say very
stupid magazines, were publishing all sorts of nonsense, just to make money.
Or because the people that published them could not recognize sense from
nonsense.

In August, they were ready to print their new magazine and went to the
printing plant in Pila with their materials. Rather soon new problems arose,
this time with the pre-press. Mr Herman-Izycki:
We made a mistake in the beginning, that we wanted the photosetting to be
done in-house, in the printing-shop. Anything that you could call desktop
publishing on computers, which is definitely not done with the printers today,
but at that time, […], everybody was doing this in the printing shop. The
easiest way was to go there and ask; “Can you do that?” Yes, was the answer.
The problem was that they accepted the job and after that sent people on
holiday. We were told that they were busy with settings, but found out at the
end of August, that almost nothing was done and we wanted the September
job printed. That was one of the problems.

Even if they had advanced computer skills in the group of founders, they did
not try to introduce any new technology in the production of the magazine at
this moment. Mr Prószyński:
I had worked 15 years on a daily basis with computers, but I did not want to
make revolution this way. My idea was that it is not the way to be successful.
New technology was at this stage not important. We would take care of this
later on. So we went into classic, typical solutions. An example is when we
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prepared the first issue of Poradnik Domowy. We agreed for it to be prepared
in a printing-plant. There were no small shops to do it in Warsaw, not yet.
The whole business was just starting, so before it was normal that the printing-plant had all the machinery needed to create the newspapers. Newspapers
and magazines were typeset in the printing-plant and checked in the editing
office. So we left it to the printing-plant and they were quite late in doing it.
So we prepared the September issue and it was ready at the end of September. It was crazy, but we could not force them to do it faster. I had to go
down to Pila and sat down with the operators and told them – “Do it this way
and do it that way”

When it came to the question of how many magazines they should print, Mr
Prószyński wanted to print 150 000 copies. The journalists just wanted to
publish 50 000.87 Also, the print shop was skeptical. Mr Herman-Izycki:
At the beginning they accepted our orders, but in a way they did not treat us
seriously and even when they saw our order of 150 000 copies, they said it
was too much and would not sell and so on. But they accepted the order. We
did not pre-pay the printing job. We did not have the money for that. It was
impossible. For the cover we bought imported paper, because it was coatedpaper. We managed to buy offset paper for the inside. That paper was made
in Poland and we got this paper on 30-day credit terms.

They had managed to get paper from a state-owned paper-mill, which the
science fiction magazine Fantastyka used before, on the same terms of payment with commercial credit. Mr Herman-Izycki:
Later on, we were told that in fact they (the paper-mill - my comment) did
not realize really the change of the publisher.

The cover was printed on coated paper, which was not produced in Poland,
so they had to buy it from a German company. The German paper supplier
did not demand payment in advance, but instead they wanted bank guarantees. When the partners contacted the banks, the banks wanted collateral to
open a credit line. If they got a credit line they should be close to getting “the
golden eggs” to function. The problem was that they had no assets the banks
could approve as collateral. The only people that had assets, which the bank
could accept, were Mr Sykulski’s parents-in-law. They owned their house,
so the solution was that they used their house as collateral for a credit line.
Mr Sykulski:
Officially, we had nothing. The only thing at this time for polish banks was
houses, mortgages on these houses, and only my parents-in-law had this.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
87
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And again, it was as for Fantastyka. First installment from Ruch and this was
enough to pay paper and printer, roughly. So you could start from scratch
with nothing, because you had this merchandize credit.

First they had to make an agreement on how many copies RSW-Ruch should
take per issue. When the magazines went to RSW-Ruch for distribution to
their kiosks, they produced an invoice for the whole issue. After two weeks,
they got 60% of the total payment. Later on when everything was calculated,
they got the remaining part. If they had sold less than 60%, that amount was
taken from the payment for the next issue. The second term in the agreement
was RSW´s margins i.e., how much from the cover price RSW should keep
for themselves. These terms were 30 percent and 0.5 percent for lost and
destroyed copies. Mr Prószyński:
We did not need to finance several issues, before we got the first cash. […]
The only thing that was a problem was that we had to be successful. Otherwise we would, after a time, be diminished, because we would not be paid for
the next issue. So we had to be successful.

The September issue of Poradnik Domowy was distributed to kiosks on 2
October. The print-run was 150 500 copies and they sold 116 078 copies,
with a return from kiosks of 23%. Everything seemed to be working as
planned. The biggest problem they had to handle was to catch up with time
for the next issues, because of the delay with the first issue. Mr HermanIzycki:
For the next issue, the setting was done in Warsaw, and only films of each
page were given to the printing-shop. […] Only printing and binding was
done in Pila. That was a painful start.
The September issue was distributed on the second of October and from
the very beginning, we wanted to have a Christmas issue, with cookingrecipes for housewives, etc. But the Christmas-issue had to be distributed before Christmas and not after. Possibly two weeks before.
We tried to handle these delays by printing the third issue in a different
printing shop and binding was also taken out of Pila, because the second issue was printed in Pila. The October issue was again in November. The November issue came out in the last days of November or at the beginning of
December. Between the December and November issues, there were just two
weeks. So the November issue was only in kiosks for two weeks. So from the
very beginning we had to do some outsourcing, in other words, not printing
the whole job in Pila, but looking for other printers.
We printed this November issue in Bydgoszcz. The inside was printed in
Pila, only the cover and binding was in Bydgoszcz. … It was the worst cover
ever, published by Prószyński, in the November issue.

They kept the print-run to 150 000 copies during the rest of 1990. The October issue sold 120 133 copies (20% return). The November issue, that was
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only in the kiosks for two weeks because of the delays, sold 94 327 (37%
return). When the December issue came out, it sold 132 881 copies (12%
return).
Marketing and Subscription
Their competitors in the Polish market for women’s magazines were the
weeklies Przyjaciolka which was the market-leader, and magazines like Kobieta i Zycie. They were all magazines from the communist time, mostly in
black-and-white and of bad paper quality. There was one new high quality
Polish owned women’s magazine that was launched before them, in the
summer of 1990. The magazine was Twoj Styl (“Your Style”), with the publisher Wydawnictwo Prasowe Twoj Styl, but targetted up-market urban
women.
When they wanted to start marketing Poradnik Domowy, they noticed
that the advertising market had not really started in Poland and it was very
cheap to buy advertising space in magazines and newspapers. Mr Prószyński:
To advertise this very first issue, and the next few issues, we used our competitors. We bought printed advertising in our competitors’ magazines, directly in the magazines with which we were competing. They did not know
about us or they did not consider us serious.

Something more important was that they started to prepare for subscription.
It had been possible to take out subscriptions in Poland earlier, but it was the
post-offices that handled these operations.88 The partners wanted to build up
their own database and create and manage this by themselves. Mr Prószyński:
We knew from the very first issue that magazine subscriptions are crucial.
We knew because we felt it in our hearts, that subscription is essential, for
one reason: You have guaranteed sales and you have cash in advance. So, in
the very first issue of Poradnik Domowy I put a coupon for subscription. I
did it myself and the buyer of the magazine could just cut this coupon from
the magazine, go to the post-office and pay for subscriptions.

The way they organized the subscription would become a very efficient way
of marketing the magazine. Mr Winkowski:
We tried to do completely new things in marketing, which they had not done
before in Poland. I think this really built up the sales of our magazine in the
beginning.
88
Because of the shortage of newspapers and magazines at the communist time you could
also at some kiosks have your own mail-box. In that way you were guaranteed a copy from
the kiosk.
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They were not sure that their readers wanted to buy a whole year of subscription, because of the amount of money to pay. They made it possible to
have subscriptions from three months to one year. Already from the second
issue they had 7429 subscriptions. In December the number was 12 800. Mr
Prószyński:
That was money and guaranteed sales. It was better with three-month subscriptions from a lot of people, than fewer subscribers for a year.

Another problem was how to use the price to encourage people to order subscriptions. They wanted to have a rather low price as a cover-price (3 800
old zloty). They did not manage to have a discount from the post-office, so
the margin was already low for subscription. Instead, they made an offer in
the first issue to their readers. They explained the problem with the costs of
sending by mail and then presented an idea to the readers: Mr Prószyński
explains the content in the message:
“Please, if you want more than one copy for your friends, your co-workers at
your workplace, for other members of your family, please order three or four
copies of Poradnik Domowy and then we will send it to you you cheaper, because our postage costs will be lower. What ever we save, we will split with
you and offer it to you cheaper”. We did this in 1990 and at that time nobody
else did it in Poland.

In that way they encouraged and used their readers to market the magazine
to people in the neighborhoods, workplaces or to relatives. In the beginning,
people usually ordered a three-month subscription, with three copies in each
shipment. This system of subscription gave them also a free credit, guaranteed sales, enough margins for the copies they sold by subscriptions and a
higher print-run with cheaper copy-cost.89
Cezary Glijer was one person who helped organize this subscription. His
wife was one of the first secretaries employed in Prószyński, hired in September 1990, and she noticed that there was a need for someone who knew
computer-software. Mr Glijer was an educated engineer and started to help
in designing the subscription process.
I started to cooperate with Mr Prószyński in designing the subscription process. In those days, there were no such subscriptions in Poland. […] We were
looking for companies abroad to find out about it, but Poland was so different
that we decided to do it ourselves and then the process started. […] We got
experience while we worked, because there was no other source of how to do
it.
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A few years later the average quantity of magazines in one envelope was five-seven to one
address
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They also had the idea to use the unsold copies of Poradnik Domowy they
got in return from the kiosks to find new customers. They started with this
from the very first issue. Mr Prószyński:
When we started, this issue had 150 000 copies. Out of that issue I kept 10
000. […] I just kept them in my room, in my office, with the idea that we
would use it for advertisement.

They waited some weeks and at the same time prepared a list of potential
customers in Poland. They focused on small cooperatives and women’s societies. Their first list had 2000 addresses and they put three or four copies in
each envelope. Rather soon, they got subscription orders from them also.
Later on in the same year, they started to use the unsold copies in the same
way. Unsold copies from kiosks were getting back to them. They added a
newsletter of information and repacked with an address from a list of private
addresses and organizations. These addresses could be bought from different
firms in Poland. After each number they had un-sold copies and each time
they got new lists of addresses, to which they sent the magazines, with an
offer for subscription.
One important aspect of the subscription was that this system gave them
interest-free credit from their customers. There was a risk with the high inflation that their customers could buy for twelve months for a fixed price.
Nevertheless, the money they got in advance would be of importance, when
they should explore new opportunities in the process at a very dynamic period in Poland. The subscription-fees gave them freedom of action in the
process.
The first divergent phase over and differences in the opinion on how to
implement their ideas
In the autumn of 1990, they stopped searching for all kinds of business opportunities and concentrated their efforts. Mr Prószyński:
I decided that I did not want to do anything else, let’s say in October or November 1990. At the end of 1990, I knew I was not interested in any other activities. Most of the activities developed by Lindenberg went down or finished, because of lack of his supervision and we did not want to take care of
it. […]
After a short time, we decided, after having our first successes, that we
would go into magazine publishing, that we would go into this brokering
business, and skip other business.

Mr Lindenberg became less involved in their activities, because of his involvement in Agora:
I think with the launching of Fantastyka it was the end of my involvement.
The decisions with Fantastyka were joint decisions, but with the decision of
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Poradnik Domowy, I was out of it. I had nothing to do with it. […] They decided without me, because I was not working in the company.

The legal form in Prószyński i S-ka was a more risky form because it was a
partnership without limitation of the owners’ responsibility. They would be
personally responsible for their business debts in the case of bankruptcy. At
the same time, it became obvious that there were important strategic differences between four of the partners and Mr Lindenberg on how to carry out
their ideas. These differences became apparent during the autumn of 1990,
when Mr Lindenberg tried to convince the other partners to launch a new biweekly magazine for young people. The magazine’s name should be Atak.
Mr Lindenberg:
The idea was that there were no magazines for the young people at that time.
I thought in the fast changing country that young people may be confused,
because their parents could not explain what was going on. So they might be
interested in how things changed and what other people did. Create a kind of
forum for intelligent young people. […] I had people working with this.

Mr Lindenberg hired some people to start and run this magazine for him. Mr
Sykulski:
He started against our opinion to create this title […] in our company, in Kant
Imm. We said no very strongly, but he started, using on our common money
and we did not agree to finance this project.

Mr Prószyński:
He had a lot of ideas, but he did not want to work operatively, because he
was at that stage, managing director of Agora. […] He was giving out ideas,
not working […] and after a while, after a few of his ideas failed, we said
[…] “If you have your ideas you have to go after them and look after them
and be responsible. If you hire people to do it, it will fail”.
Atak was published by one of our joint companies. […] and we quarrelled at
that stage, quite heavily with him. Because when we started to speak with the
editor-in-chief of this magazine, it turned out, this was very surprising for us,
that the editor-in-chief had the power to do whatever he wanted. […] Lindenberg said, “I will employ people who will run this for me. I will not look after
everything myself. It is not the way I do business”.
It was not our way of doing business, because we knew that if you did not
look clearly what you were doing then it would fail. […] So at this stage we
said – “We don’t want to publish it. We don’t want anything to do with it,
because it is not the way we run this.” We run our business, by continually
looking what we are doing. And discussing it. […] It was heavy quarrelling,
but it was more on principle than a real quarrel.
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They made an agreement with Mr Lindenberg that they would help him publish the first issues in Kant Imm Ltd, but he would be financially responsible
and he had to return the money if something went wrong. The first number
was released at the beginning of 1991. After a few numbers the magazine
was moved to a company owned by Mr Lindenberg, Atak sp. z o.o. .
Mr Herman-Izycki remembers this discussion between Mr Lindenberg
and the other partners:
Mr Lindenberg is a person full of ideas and was thinking, “I have an idea and
I will find people who will implement this idea in reality”. Four of us said
that it is not possible to find people or managers who wanted to implement
our ideas. We also have to work ourselves. And that was the major disagreement, between four, or three of them, because I felt like a newcomer. He was
asked to choose or in fact leave the company at an early stage.

Mr Lindenberg decided at that stage to leave the companies:
There were two things. One was that I needed money to have this magazine
for young people. So I was interested in getting money from them. But, the
main thing was that they started serious work on growing the company. They
needed involvement in the company. So they asked me, Prószyński asked me,
“Am I going to stay with them and give up Agora or stick to Agora and leave
them.” I said I wanted to stay with Agora. It was all very friendly. There were
no quarrels between us. They paid my money, my shares, even if they needed
the money.

Mr Lindenberg worked on a financial solution with an American investment
fund; the deal was close, but never completed. Atak was only published in
seven issues at the beginning of 1991. At the end of 1991, the transactions
between Mr Lindenberg and the partners were settled and he finally left as
owner of Kant Imm sp. z o. o. and Prószyński i S-ka.
Aspirations to grow
Nowa Fantastyka had gone down to a print-run of 120 000 copies during
1990 with a total sale of 80 000 (33% return) at the beginning of 1991. Even
so in January 1991 they started to publish another science fiction magazine,
“Fenix”. This magazine they acquired, free of charge, after few issues from
another publisher who lost interest in publishing it because of losses. They
issued five numbers during 1991 with the first print-run of 55 000 copies and
total sales of 24 135 copies (56 % return).
With their December issue for Poradnik Domowy, they had only 12% return from kiosks. They were contacted by some kiosk-keepers to have more
copies. The problem was that RSW did not want to take more copies for
distribution. Mr Sykulski:
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Let us say if they had 2% returns from Katowice for example, then it was a
good time to take the print-run higher in this area. We were always trying to
persuade them to take more. […] Discussions were based on their numbers
and also letters from shopkeepers that told us that after two hours all Poradnik Domowy disappeared, “Could we receive more!”. They asked us, because
at the distribution no one answered them.

Mr Prószyński:
At this moment it was not a problem to print, it was problem to convince the
distributor to take more copies from us. […] They said – “It sells well, keep
the print-run. Why do you want to give us problems?” That was their thinking and we wanted to conquer Poland with this magazine.

In this period, at the end of 1990 and at the beginning of 1991, Mr Winkowski started to have a more operative role in the venture. He started to
help Mr Sykulski with his negotiations with Ruch to distribute more copies.
Mr Sykulski:
In my opinion, he (Mr Winkowski – my comment) is the best in contacts with
people. He can speak with everyone. I remembered exactly that he had his
daughter at the nicest age, one and a half years, and he took her with him to
the women working in RSW and all these ladies loved him and his daughter,
and he achieved things much easier than I could, with discussions based on
numbers.

In January they had convinced Ruch and they increased the print-run to 220
000 (192 832 sold) and from then on it gradually grow each month. Already
for the March issue the print-run was over 300 000 (244 541 sold) with a
return of about 13 percent. Mr Winkowski started at this time to be more
active in tasks related to printing. Because of the fast rise of the print-run
new problems had arisen in Pila. Mr Prószyński:
It was Herman-Izycki and I who organized the printing of our magazines at
the beginning. When this was already started and Poradnik started to be successful, we found that we could increase the circulation, but we could not
print more copies. Print-run could not increase. Then Winkowski started to
be more involved. I would say it was at the end of 1990 or beginning of 1991.

The liquidation process of RSW had taken off in October 1990. From that
period until the autumn of 1991 over one hundred entities such as titles, enterprises, printing-shops etc., were sold directly, given away free or sold
through public tenders. In between January and September 1991, about 90
public tenders were closed with sales of titles, printing companies and all
kinds of different enterprises90. Mr Sykulski:
90

see Giorgi (1995:75ff)
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The workers in the printing plant in Pila announced to us that they were able
to buy this printing-plant from RSW and we supported them in doing this.

On 7 March 1991 the managers and workers in PZG Pila printing-house
registered a new company Zaklady Graficzne w Pile sp. z o.o., to prepare for
a take-over. Mr Prószyński:
At the beginning of 1991, there was a chance to privatize this printing plant
in Pila. People from Pila and their director general started to do it. That was
one of the first attempts to do it in Poland. That was something very new and
there were unclear regulations, but they succeeded in signing a quite good
agreement.

On the 5th of April 1991 the employee-owned company Zaklady Graficzne w
Pile sp. z o.o. bought PZG Pila printing house for 21.7 billion old zloty from
RSW91. They were the only tenders. At the same time as this deal was
closed, new problems appeared in the printing-plant. In only three months,
they had more than doubled their print-run for Poradnik Domowy. In April
they printed 350 000 copies in Pila and they sold 334 846 of them. With only
4 percent return, the partners knew that they could increase the print-run
even more, but the capacity in Pila had almost reached its limits. The printing plant in Pila was equipped with one heat-set web-offset Harris 1000
press and one Bremer-Polygraph stitching line for binding the magazines.
Mr Herman-Izycki:
Very quickly in 1991, it was as if the presses almost printed Poradnik Domowy non-stop. After printing one issue, they had a few days for other jobs,
then they started to print the next one… And again, there was a problem.

Mr Prószyński:
Our magazine was designed for a specific printing-plant, because we had to
put it together. So we had to limit the number of colored pages and so on. We
did what was possible with it (the printing-plant in Pila – my comment) and
then we started to buy equipment for this printing-plant, just to be able to
print on time.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
It was then that Mr Winkowski became more involved with printing, from
the point of view of investing in printing. He found, and he organized everything. The first bottleneck was stitching. […]
They could print it, but they could not bind it. Winkowski had an idea.
Because of his contacts and interests, he went to France and bought a stitcher.
We already had money, we were earning money because of Poradnik Do91

see Giorgi (1995:138)
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mowy. We invested in this stitcher, and we put it in this printing company.
[…]
So we bought a stitcher. Mr Winkowski bought a second-hand stitcherline in France. He bought it as the company Prószyński i S-ka and took it to
Pila. Men from Pila did the montage and they started to work. […] We took
the machine to the printing-shop that was owned by them, and they were doing their jobs for which we were paying.

Mr Prószyński:
All our activities resulted from our desire to do something. They showed our
interests and printing was Winkowski’s interest. It was his life, because of the
under-ground printing and it was his idea to invest in Pila. […]
Our main advantage for the printing plant, because we were actually an
advantage for the printing plant, was not only that we had magazines that
were something to order work for, but we also had this capacity of reacting in
a fast way. If there were some problems, we knew how to handle or solve
them within hours or days. Not months or years. […] They had just one machine working 24 hours per day, 7 days a week. If parts broke, it was big
trouble.

Further involvements in printing
To have control over the production process and the growth in print-run,
they had close relationships with the printing-plant in Pila. Mr Winkowski:
At that time, it was a very small and poor printing plant, but we found people
there who really liked printing and who really liked doing something. We
started helping them and started to invest in the printing plant. […] You cannot imagine how it looked fourteen years ago in a printing plant in Poland. It
was really disgusting. […] In the beginning, we started with second hand machines, very cheap and repaired them by ourselves. We invested in this time
more in the people. […] We trained the people and I think we also made
them enthusiastic with our ideas. They worked harder and made progress
possible. […]
In the beginning, we did not think printing was our business. […] We
thought only about having control of the production process. We wanted only
to control that we made sure we got books or magazines in good time and
quality. That was the beginning.

The four partners started to discuss the possibility of becoming owners of the
printing-plant in Pila. Mr Prószyński:
At that stage, we thought that we would like to join and started to dig underground to join this company by buying people out.

Herman-Izycki:
At the very beginning, outsiders could not be members in the printing company in Pila. It was not a shareholder company. It was a limited liability
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company, but also a cooperative. Only their employees were allowed to be
owners. […]
We started to do this the way that we gave money to some of these employees, so that they could buy more shares in their names, with the deal that
when it would be legally possible, they would sell their shares to us. And it
happened! Frankly I cannot tell you if it was legal or not legal. […] But, as
we said- “As long it is not forbidden, it is legal”.

Mr Sykulski was not convinced at this stage that this was a good strategy:
I was against putting money into printing. I wanted to print abroad, because it
was much simpler and we could concentrate on publishing. But, Winkowski
wanted to make and create a printing company and he forced us to invest and
buy machines in the printing-plant.

Mr Winkowski:
I thought that when we had our own printing-plant we would be safer and react much faster to the market, […] because we would have much more control. […] When we had it all in our hands, we could possibly grow faster.
And at this time, we were very enthusiastic to grow.

Their involvement in the printing-plant in Pila was a very slow process.
Every employee could buy as many shares as they wanted in Zaklady
Graficzne w Pile sp. z o.o.. In the beginning, they lent money to the employees with an agreement that the employees had to resell half of their shares
for the same price they bought them, to the partners in Prószyński i S-ka. Mr
Prószyński was responsible for the organization and legal work concerning
the agreements. In the beginning, they were doing these agreements as private persons, not as the company Prószyński. At this stage, they did nothing
with these agreements.
Divided responsibilities, fast drive and the creation of networks
Even if some division of responsibilities evolved in the group of founders at
this time, almost every decision was taken together. Mr Sykulski was involved in all financial matters in different issues in publishing, such as in
buying paper. Because finance was in close connection with the terms of
selling their publications to their distributor RSW, he was heavily involved
in these matters and contacts. Mr Sykulski functioned also as a manager for
the brokerage business in Kant Imm Ltd. Sykulski:
After one year, it was decided that I should be responsible for that business.

Kant Imm Ltd. had started to trade with stocks in smaller firms that were
seeking investors. Mr Prószyński:
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We were in this trade even before banks started to do this. […] We were in
this trade before the law was passed. So we found some small companies that
were looking for investors and we tried to advertise them. […] When the law
was passed, it was clear we could do it, because the law regulated it.

The new legal framework, the Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust
Funds was adopted in March 1991, and the State Treasury established the
Warsaw Stock Exchange joint-stock company in April 1991. Kant Imm Ltd
became the first privately owned broker at Warsaw Stock Exchange outside
the banks. Because of legal requirements imposed on the brokerage company, all of the remaining publishing business was transferred to Prószyński
i S-ka in July 1991.
In connection with the opening of the Warsaw stock exchange, a man
from Sweden contacted them. He had an idea to publish a magazine dedicated to potential investors in Poland. They started the magazine in cooperation with him. They decided to sell it only on a subscription basis. They only
succeeded in getting to have 300-400 subscribers, so they stopped the magazine rather quickly.
They rather often, in relation to outsiders, acted together as a group.
When they went to meetings with, for example, printing-plants, papersuppliers and distributors they often went two, three or sometimes all four of
them. One of them had the main responsibility for the meeting and this
would change depending what kind of issue it concerned. In some meetings,
for example in Mr Prószyński’s meetings with the editorial board of preparing Poradnik Domowy, Mr Herman-Izycki was also there as a consultant and
to have an independent view. Mr. Herman-Izycki took more the role as administrative resonsible in their publishing activities. Mr Prószyński:
He was my right hand, was helping me. He was not at this stage having his
own ideas and did not push his own ideas. He was rather helping us with our
ideas. The guy to do it, to make it happen! Most of the decisions were taken
together, but someone had to be the leader and in publishing Poradnik Domowy, I was the leader. […] But, after a while, when procedures were established and it was clear how to do it I passed tasks to Mr Herman-Izycki or Mr
Sykulski to do it on a daily basis. […] So this was how we ran the business.
[…]
I wanted to be 100 percent concentrated on publishing this magazine and
make sure, that there would be a paper. That it would be done on time. […]
But if there was, for example a decision concerning financing it was Mr
Sykulski who had the most important say. […]
If we were looking for some equipment to buy, it was mostly me that traveled with Tadeusz Winkowski to the place and helped him, to have an independent view. If two of us were there, we had two independent views, of
whether it was of worth or not of worth. We could just look at these people
and exchange opinions later, about their behavior, if they seemed honest or
not. So, it was much safer. I was a helping hand at this stage and I was working as his right hand or kind of helping hand.
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Very soon, they noticed that their ability to take fast action and their communication skills were their biggest assets. Mr Winkowski:
At this time, we came from a completely different world, because most of our
competitors came from a communist time, from the establishment. We were
coming from opposition and nobody knew us, and in addition, we did not
know our competitors. We came from nothing. Normally people in business
know each other in every country. At this time, we knew nobody. We always
had to find people to make the business possible. It was important, because
all people from the “nomenklatura” knew each other. […]
People from opposition were not known to each other. Those I knew were
a small group. It was not an existing lay of opposition. We never met in a
congress and so on. And there did not exist one group of opposition. It is
funny, because few of my old colleagues made a huge success in the publishing sector. Many started, but not all of these succeeded.

Mr. Prószyński:
The other point is that we at this stage were very energetic, […] we wanted to
succeed, we wanted it to make it happen. […] And I did not have a problem,
and neither did my friends, with communication, so we could do it. […]
It turned out that we could communicate with the outside world. Let’s say
that if we needed some parts, we just took up some phone or telex and within
12 or 24 hours we knew where the parts were, how to buy them, transferred
money and somebody was already there with the truck to bring the parts and
bring them as fast as possible. So, we stopped, so to say, having interruptions
in the process. […]
On the other hand, these Polish managers from the old times, they did not
know languages. Maybe they spoke Russian, but that was it. They were used
to doing all foreign trade, or all business through intermediates. […] That
means that within six months or after a year or two, they got the part they
needed for tomorrow or for yesterday. […] We were like a cyclone or tornado, compared to these other people.

4.2.2.1 Analysis of the units of analysis - the period from the end of 1989
to the middle of 1991
Analysis of the innovation process
In the analysis of the content in this cycle of the innovation process, we
observe that after the termination of the computer activities several divergent
and parallel activities began without a real “master-plan”. From very broad
aspirations (captured in the following expressions “create something big”,
“that it is possible to do it better”,“ there are big chances and there are
opportunities to do whatever we could think of”) started a process with at
least five broad paths (service to foreign advisors; middleman in Polish exports; agent for foreign companies in Poland; publishing; brokerage in securities). The classifications of the different venture opportunities are that initially they mostly are reproducing venture opportunities (Samuelsson 2004)
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such as activities with the potential to optimizing change in supply and demand in the market (one exception may be the full-service to foreign specialists). In this study, the sources of all these paths can more or less be derived
from opportunities related to the institutional transformations that were declared in the Balcerowicz-plan in the late 1989 and beginning of 1990. In
the publishing sector, the decision to try to acquire an established magazine
(Fantastyka) is an example of a reproducing venture opportunity.
It is in the exploration of the possibility to acquire the magazine that it
was discovered that the infrastructure for distribution of magazines was still
intact in Poland and very favorable. From a problem-solving perspective
(Kline and Rosenberg 1986), it is reasonable to argue that they became
aware that some old and institutionalized solutions were still very beneficial
and that these solutions would solve not only the problem of distribution, but
also included solutions to finance the publishing operations. With these
solutions available and known to the partners, there were possibilities to
predict the outcome in terms of expected returns from at least probabilistic
calculations (i.e. causation logic (Sarasvathy 2001)). One could also say that
in this part of the process they became aware of a business model (cf.
Ardichvili et al. 2003, Klofsten 2002, 2003), which could be also applied to
other venture opportunities in this and other paths. (I will come back to these
events in this analysis of the venture team process)
The revolutionary discovery or “the shock” (Van de Ven et al. 1999) of
the beneficial distribution system not only convinced them to further exploit
opportunities with Fantastyka, but as a result they also became open for
more divergent activities in publishing. These initial events and opportunities in publishing set the stage and thus they took actions that by chance intersected with the independent course of others (cf. Van de Ven et al.
1999:27), e.g. the action of the editorial team in the women magazine Gospodyni. It is in this setting and in the intersection between the venture team
in Kant Imm Ltd. and the editorial team in Gospodyni, that a new and more
innovative venture opportunity was created and emerged. It was here and
then that the innovation process was initiated.
From the perspective of the innovation process as series of changes in a
complete system of problems and solutions (Kline and Rosenberg 1986,
Ruttan 1959, Usher 1954), where the process comprises both new and old
solutions, it is reasonable to assume that the notion of established and beneficial solutions (or routines), in terms of an intact and favorable distributions
system, influenced their decision to launch a new magazine. Another factor
that had an impact on the decision to create something new was that scarce
resources limited their possibility to acquire the established magazine, Gospodyni. If we go deeper in the idea to launch a new magazine (Poradnik
Domowy), it may be observed that the creation of the idea of this magazine
was a result of a recombination of existing solutions in new ways or for new
purposes (cf. Schumpeter 1949, Ruttan 1959:64). We observe that it was a
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handful of actors who contributed with different experiences from both Poland and abroad, with different elements in content, design and segmentation. These were elements that formed the initial idea of the new magazine.
We will look closer at this particular event (the creation of the idea with
Poradnik Domowy) in the process analysis of the innovation process.
In the publishing path, they also diverge to book publishing (comicbook). This idea is classified as a reproducing venture opportunity (Samuelsson 2004) and followed causation logic (Sarasvathy 2001), based on the
search to find something to publish in a period when “people were disoriented” and ignorant of some profitable exchange (cf. Kirzner 1973). In this
situation the partners were alert enough to discover these opportunities in
terms of acquiring copyrights for this book and to use the same distribution
system that was used for the newspaper and magazines.
The fifth path, which was the brokerage of securities, was more problematic to classify as either a reproducing venture opportunity or an innovative
venture opportunity (Samuelsson 2004). They were not the first actors in this
market, but the partners joined with several other actors to create a market
for these kinds of transactions before institutional regulations were created in
this market (cf. “creative imitator” Gratzer 1998:233 or “running in packs”
Van de Ven et. al. 1999). At the same time, it was an opportunity that was
based on the logic of buying where the price was low and selling where the
price was high (Kirzner 1973). The partners at this juncture did not add new
qualitative elements in this market and will therefore be classified mainly as
a reproducing venture opportunity. (Even if the partnership was one of the
actors, together with others who later added new elements in the brokerage
sector, this path will not be included in the analysis separately. The events in
this path will be included in the analysis only in the sense that it influenced
the innovation process in publishing.)
Following the further exploration of the publishing path, there were problems to solve in relation to production (printing) and financing of commodities (paper). For Fantastyka, the production-problem had been solved via the
printing solutions the magazine had previously used in terms of routines,
while the financial problems were solved by more creative solutions, i.e.
credits from families and friends, but also through their relations to the publishing company Agora.
When comparing the launching process of the established magazine (Fantastyka, with the innovation process of the new magazine (Poradnik Domowy), there are differences in pace and the use of routine-solutions in the
processes. The slower pace in the process of the new magazine was influenced by their effort to create a new content as well as by their ambitions to
have a high quality design. These factors restrained them from using the
production solutions that had been used for the other publications. Limited
resources and their frugality expressed by not borrowing too much capital
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(“affordable loss”, cf. Sarasvathy 2001) restricted the alternatives available
(e.g. they focused on monthlies, not weeklies).
The logic of Poradnik Domowy in this initial and development period of
the innovation process (Van de Ven et al. 1999) was a good example of an
effectuation strategy, since the innovation process was mostly a result of
choosing between possible effects that can be created with the given means
available (Sarasvathy 2001). Smallbone and Welter (2004) claimed that in
the early stage of the transformative economies, limited resources, together
with a lack of institutional stability and unpredictability of institutional behavior, created an environment that was potentially a “seedbed” for the
Schumpeterian type of opportunities for entrepreneurs. In the case of Poradnik Domowy, the manner in which the people strategically handled different
situations in the innovation process in this kind of transformative environment was also visible. Sarasvathy’s (2001) arguments that in an effectuation
process people try to control an unpredictable future, rather than predicting
an uncertain one, helps us not only to identify the logic behind the process,
but also understand some of the behaviors that provided the sources of contingencies and divergences in the process. Controlling and very close supervision of the process became a strategy, not only to ensure that the job would
be done by unpredictable contractors and institutions, but more importantly,
made the partners explore, discover and learn about both problems and solutions that would be valuable resources in the further process (cf. Van de Ven
et al. 1999). An example of this strategy is illustrated when the partners decided to launch the new magazine. They did not try to introduce new technology in the pre-press production even if they had both a basic knowledge
and access to the new technology. The decision to use “classical, typical
solutions” and available resources in the pre-press created problems, that
made them aware of the necessity to supervise even routinized moments in
the innovation process, led them also to discover problems, solutions and
resources that would not have been recognized at arm’s-length (cf. “learning
through discovery”, “exploratory search”, Van de Ven et al. 1999). This
knowledge became crucial in problem solving in the further exploitation, for
example, when they tried to catch up with time as a result of the delayed
printing of the following issues. They were able to identify the bottlenecks in
the printing-plant and learned by trial and error (Van de Ven et al 1999) by
just moving parts of the printing process to other establishments.
During the autumn 1990, we observe several parallel activities in the
launching of Poradnik Domowy. Problems related to financing, organization,
production, distribution and marketing were handled in a non-linear way,
with feedback-loops that exposed new problems in other areas, but also new
opportunities (Kline and Rosenberg 1986, Van de Ven et al. 1999). I will
take up three examples below.
The first is related to financial problems. Parallel with the launching of
Poradnik Domowy financial problems of short terms credits needed to be
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solved. Even if they intended to use the same financial solutions as with
Fantastyka, bank guarantees were needed and a line of credit had to be obtained to buy high-quality paper from foreign printing-plants. Collateral
from relative’s assets gave them a credit line and solved their liquidity problem, but only as long as they were successful in the market.
The second problem was related to organization. In the same way that the
registration of Kant Ltd. was considered as a means, so is the decision to
create a new legal unit for the new magazine in form of unlimited partnership (Prószyński i S-ka) a result of problem solving (related to the Popiwektax) and can be seen as a means in the innovation process, rather than the
creation of a new formal organization as an end.
The third problem, related to subscription, was handled in a more creative
way. Even if they, in most parts, used available solutions or recombined
existing resources in the process, some solutions were new for the Polish
market. Their decision to organize subscription on their own had several
implications. Institutional rules and regulations in the Polish postal-system
and the recognition that subscription-solutions from abroad were not replicable in Poland, made them not only develop and experiment with new solutions for subscription, but also for distribution, marketing and financing. A
subscription-system was developed in which the price was reduced if more
than one copy of the magazine was ordered. This solved not only the problem of low subscription margins, but also created an alternative distribution
channel. The readers marketed the magazine to relatives and friends and
utilized interest-free credit given them by the company to do so. This is a
good example that even a very simple innovative solution can have tremendous effects (Schumpeter 1996[1942]) and be a source of divergence (Van
de Ven et al. 1999) in the innovation process. It is also an example of the
non-linear characteristic of the innovation process, where different problems
and solutions in the process are handled parallel and influence each other in
feedback-loops (Kline and Rosenberg 1986, Van de Ven et al. 1999).
With a phasic analysis, in the late autumn of 1990 we located a shift in
the innovation process from divergent behaviors to more convergent behaviors (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999), when they went from exploring a broad
array of venture opportunities to focus on exploiting two of the paths, publishing and brokerage. The constraining factors in this shift were related to
internal focus and self-organizing and discussions of rules and mandates in
the venture team (ibid.). There were two related factors that had an impact
on their shift to a convergent phase: strategy and success. They were successful in the paths where the strategy employed very closely followed and
controlled the process. This strategy also limited their ability to give attention to several paths. In this period, some cognitive conflicts (Amason and
Schweiger 1994, Amason 1996) in the venture team are noticed related to
differences in contrasting views in strategy (“If you have your ideas you
have to go after them and look after them and be responsible. If you hire
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people to do it, it will fail”). One could also say that it was a conflict about
whether effectuation or causation logic (Sarasvathy 2001), should influence
their strategy, where the effectuation logic won. These matters will be analyzed deeper at the team as unit of analysis, but it is interesting to notice that
the outcome of this conflict was also a convergence of the strategy in the
team, although the result was that one of the members left the venture team.
From Van de Ven et al. (1999) model of the innovation process, one could
say that the “honeymoon period” was over.
We noticed some traces of new divergent activities related to their science
fiction publishing (with the magazine Fenix) in this phase, in the beginning
of 1991. However, this activity is classified as a reproducing venture opportunity as it was acquired from another publisher. After the innovation process converged at the end of 1990 most of the problems that arose were related to their aspiration to grow and exploit their successes with Poradnik
Domowy. Problems with resistance from the distributor to take more copies
were solved, but the rapid increase in print-runs very soon created new problems related to the capacity of the printing-plant they used. The unconventional solution was to invest in second-hand printing-equipment and locate
them in a plant which they did not own, solved some of the bottlenecks in
the productions. The reason for investing in printing-equipment was “to control that we make sure we get books or magazines in good time and quality”,
and printing was at that stage not seen as a new venture opportunity. Even
efforts to help their employees during the privatizing process to buy shares
in the plant, and in that way to acquire options to buy these shares in the
future, were not at that stage perceived as a venture opportunity. These options were acquired from the perspective of the logic of control (Sarasvathy
2001). They perceived that having their own printing-plant could contribute
to the possibility of faster growth in publishing.
At the end of this convergent phase in the middle of 1991, we locate some
cognitive conflicts in the team related to the question as to whether they
should solve the problems in printing by investing in equipment in a plant
they did not own or whether they should print their products abroad. This
conflict will be analyzed deeper at the team as unit of analysis.
The observations that were made in this cycle were congruent with many
other observations and with the model of the innovation process in the MIRP
studies (Van de Ven et al. 1999). One of these observations is related to the
building of relationships, i.e. alliances and porous networks in the innovation
process. To be able to introduce a new idea on the market one needed to
“entering into a web of cooperative, competitive, and regulatory relationships with other specific organizations and players in the venture arena”
(Van de Ven et al. 1999:125). The problems for the partners in this case
were that they “came from a completely different world” than the old establishment in the publishing sector, and that they “must all the time find people
to make the business possible”. The most important relationships in this
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cycle were with the editor team in Gospodyni; with actors in the printing
plant in Pila; and the distributor RSW-Ruch. How these relations changed
and developed over time will be analyzed further in the next cycles, but also
more deeply at the venture team process and venture roles process as unit of
analysis.
After this analysis of the content and classification of different phases in
this period, we focus on the analysis of the process, in terms of the generative mechanisms (Van de Ven and Poole 1995). It was found that at the
termination of the first incomplete innovation cycle, several divergent paths
had evolved without path dependencies to the first cycle. Evolutionary
mechanisms can explain this variation in divergent activities and the discoveries of several venture opportunities in the venture team. The source of
these opportunities is found in the radical institutional changes in the Polish
society that took off parallel with this cycle (e.g. Balcerowicz-plan). From
an evolutionary perspective, with Smallbone and Welters (2004) metaphorical framework of developments within the transformative economies, there
evolved a “seedbed” of a massive variety of venture opportunities, from the
decided or declared institutional changes. If we stick to this ecological metaphor it could be said that the “soil” (resources), “fertilizers” (technology)
and the “seeds” (venture opportunities) were mainly the same as before, but
the “climate” or the environmental conditions (institutions and markets)
were new and also many of the “gardeners” (entrepreneurs and businessmen). The process is evolutionarily prescribed in the sense that it was mostly
the environmental forces that set the parameters for the micro-level variation
but nevertheless important for the mechanisms of selection and retention in
this initial period.
When this process of diverse activities took off in the beginning of 1990,
it was still mostly random events that preceded and set the stage for further
more innovative venture opportunities, as the MIRP observed in their studies
(Van de Ven et al. 1999), that the events undertaken by different actors sent
them a on course of action that by chance often intersected with the independent courses of others. This evolutionary gestation period made the venture team recognize, learn about, and gave access to potential resources and
stakeholders that were a prerequisite for the creation and emergence of innovative opportunities (cf. Vesper, 1989, Van de Ven et al. 1999.)
This gestation period (Van de Ven et al. 1999) was important for their
further activities, especially as it relates to the discovery and enactment of
the immanent regulations or program, such as the distribution system for
magazines in Poland was still intact. They found that a “life-cycle – motor”
(Van de Ven and Poole 1995) determined the rules of the games in magazine
distribution (I found this as a golden egg!). Just by adapting to the prescribed
stages in the program would result in the accumulation of additional resources. Even if this sense-making did not entirely correspond with the actual terms in the distribution system, this enactment of the distribution sys198

tem for magazines in Poland was essential. In that sense both teleological
and life-cycle mechanisms are essential prerequisites for the innovative venture opportunities that emerged and developed.
To really understand the innovation process that starts from ‘learning by
discovery’ (Van de Ven et al. 1999) of potential resources (Fantastyka and
the intact distribution system) and the interaction with potential stakeholders
(the editor team of Gospodyni) it is not enough to use only evolutionary,
teleological, or life-cycle mechanisms to understand the further process. I
will argue that beside these mechanisms are also dialectical motors nested in
the process, especially in the phase when the innovative venture opportunity
is created. I will start the analysis of this topic here, but try to make my arguments more visible at the level of analysis of the venture team process and
the venture team roles.
There are three factors that contributed to the process of creating the new
magazine. These factors stemmed from the recognition of the favorable distribution system, the opportunity to publish more titles, and the lack of sufficient resources to acquire old titles (Gospodyni). In this creative process, the
dialectical and teleological mechanisms are especially closely intertwined,
but I will separate the processes to make the analysis more observable.
Initially, there are four important elements that together form the innovative venture opportunity. Two of them concern the content (focus on housekeeping advice and “no nonsense”-content) the third is related to design
(“Western format”, color, high quality paper) and the fourth had to do with
market segmentation (i.e. focusing on rural women). How these elements are
integrated will have a major impact on the further innovation process.
I argue that there are dialectical confrontations between two apparently
simple elements that concern the content. The first element is that they
wanted to focus on giving broad advice concerning housekeeping and the
family. The other element is that these advice would be done through the
“scientific” checking of facts and content”. The confrontation of these two
elements resulted in a latent conflict in the production of the content of the
magazine (cf. Benson 1977). Further, in the achievement of these two ambitions, an innovative combination was created that resulted in a new and
unique magazine on the Polish market (with high accuracy and in the long
run with trustworthiness on the market). However, there are also interesting
teleological retrospective sense-making elements in this important phase of
the process. The teleological mechanisms are most significant in the decision
to focus on the rural market segment. This possibility of targeting the rural
segment was recognized in conjunction with the decision to implement a
new content. (When we were thinking what kind of magazine we should publish to be successful, I said – “Wait a moment! My grand dad published this
magazine for rural people, let’s do the same”). This decision functioned as a
way of reducing some of the equivocality and uncertainty that emerged from
the decision to introduce a new content.
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This retrospective interpretation gave a meaningful framework of their
ideas (cf. consensual validation, Weick 1979) of creating a magazine with a
new content to a specific market segment. It also provided recipes for getting
things done that was enough to push the process further. In that sense, there
are also important sense-making teleological motors at this stage in the process. (We have earlier argued that we also find these teleological mechanisms
nested together with dialectical mechanism in the Tetra-case, in the decision
to go further with tetrahedron, when Ruben Rausings wife, Elisabeth, compared the method of continuous filling, adopted from the traditional sausage
making method. I believe this is an important observation, which I will take
up later in the final analysis.)
I will also argue that the idea of creating a magazine in a “Western format” also generated a dialectic process in the production of the magazine
that would have several consequences in the further process. But also here,
there was a teleological process present (I knew perfectly well how it should
look, because I saw many of them abroad I knew that it had to have a size
similar to Newsweek. It had to be full-color and so on.) that made their ideas
intelligible. Once again ambiguity and equivocality were reduced in the
process, which in turn facilitated further action. The dialectical mechanisms
were more visible when they tried to accomplish these requirements in producing and printing the magazine in Poland. What we have observe here is
the confrontation between the old (thesis) and new (antithesis) that in many
ways was transformed to something else (synthesis). In the early stage, they
adapted to the production technology available in publishing (thesis), but
their ambition for higher quality in design (antithesis) created a latent conflict between their ambitions and the external technological conditions that
was handled partly by adaptation, as well as with close supervising of the
process. The knowledge that was acquired with this supervising would later
be important in the creation of new solutions in the production process (synthesis), which to some extent also slowly contributed to the transformation
of the printing-sector in Poland.
In relation to the launching and marketing of the new magazine Poradnik
Domowy in the autumn of 1990, we once again observe dialectical confrontations between their ambitions and the old institutional rules. However, this
time they did not adapt to these regulations but, instead produced creative
syntheses. One example was their decision to build up their own subscription-system with some new solutions that did not only solve problems in
distribution, but also produced creative solutions in marketing and finance.
After this decision, we observe internal teleological mechanisms of trial and
error learning. (We were looking for companies abroad to find out about it,
but Poland was so different that we decided to do it ourselves and then the
process started. […] We got experience while we worked, because there was
no other source of how to do it.) However, it was external evolutionary
mechanisms out of the control of the venture team that determined the diffu200

sion and success of the subscription system. When the system was established it was in it self an important life-cycle mechanism (parallel with the
RSW-distribution system) with an immanent program that would continually
accumulate additional resources.
Parallel with the launching of the new magazine in the late autumn of
1990, the innovation process moved to a convergent phase, with a more integrative and narrowing process of exploiting at least two directions (publishing and brokerage) (After a short time, we decided, after having our first
successes, that we would go into magazine publishing, that we would go into
this brokering business, and skip other business). In relation to this, we also
observe some strategic conflicts in the venture team in how to realize their
venture opportunities. This dialectical conflict became manifest when a
member of the venture team tried to convince the others to launch a new
magazine based on an innovative venture opportunity. There are three observations that are interesting in this conflict, in relation to the innovation process. The first is that the conflict appeared when the innovation process (with
Poradnik Domowy) went over to a convergent phase, and one actor in the
venture team took initiative to launch a new innovation (cf. Van de Ven et al
1999). The second observation is that in this conflict strategic differences as
to how to run the innovation process also became visible. (I had people
working with this. In contrast to: If you have your ideas you have to go after
them and look after them and be responsible. If you hire people to do it, it
will fail […]. We run our business, by continually looking what we are doing. And discussing it.). The third observation is that one person in the venture team was able to launch this new magazine (even if it fail on the market)
in spite of resistance from others in the venture team.
The mechanisms that influenced the outcome of this conflict were mostly
evolutionary, since they were by and large external factors in terms of successes and failures in the market, and scarce resources in terms of capital and
time that determined the conquest of one strategy over the other in the innovation process. This effectuation strategy that triumphed over a causation
strategy (cf. Sarasvathy 2001) in this dialectical conflict would become important in the process and would generate new knowledge about problems
and solutions, new ideas and venture opportunities in the further innovation
process.
Further in the convergent phase and in the implementation of the magazine, it was the teleological motors that were the most dominant, especially
in relationship and network building with external actors and organizations
“to find people to make the business possible” and in negotiation activities
and in creating social commitments to implement and make growth achievable (we found people there who really liked printing and who really liked
doing something. We started helping them and started to invest in the printing plant. […] We invested in this time more in the people. […] We trained
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the people and I think we also made them enthusiastic with our ideas. They
worked harder and made progress possible.)
Analysis of the venture team process 92
Compared to the innovation process, the venture team did not need to restart
in the same degree. The already established commitments in the venture
team were important prerequisites in the purposeful enactment of new goal
formulations (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994). There were already commitments for future action, both through psychological contact in terms of
committed interpretation and assessments of the radical changes in Poland,
but also in terms of formal legal contracts in the form of a joint firm (cf. Bird
1989, Ring and Van de Ven 1994, Weick 1993). (At the beginning, we did
not know what we wanted to do. We knew that there were big changes and
there were opportunities to do whatever we could think of.). These present
commitments and very broad aspirations were enough to justify collective
and joint action under very ambiguous and uncertain environmental and
institutional circumstances.
The diversity of intentions and activities in the venture team at the beginning of this period intended to explore a variety of different venture opportunities and can be understood as “search for reasons that justify the earlier
interdependent means to which they have been bound” (Weick 1993:23).
The source of these venture opportunities can be traced to the radical institutional changes that were declared or initiated at the end of 1989 and beginning of 1990 in Poland. Even if most of the venture opportunities arose as a
result of initiatives from specific individuals, these opportunities were bargained and evaluated jointly in close and intense interactions in the venture
team. (We met every couple of days. It depended on time. At least once a
week, as a group. Sometimes we met more often. […] Basically it was just a
brainstorming.)
In the emergence of venture ideas some direct and indirect experiences in
the venture team were important, and some mental models that, for example,
were related to newspaper publishing in Poland were already present in the
team. (We saw the success of Gazeta Wyborcza, a newspaper, which started
in May 1989. […] We actually saw all the details and Grzegorz Lindenberg
was managing director at this stage in the newly created Agora. He knew
from the inside how all this was done, and I knew that it was quite simple. So
we all thought, “Wait a moment. They did it for the idealistic purposes that
are for political reasons. Why don’t we repeat it just for business?”)
The discussions and series of interactions led to further agreements and
commitments for future action in the team. But since no major role-sets had
92
From now on I will not separate the analysis of the content and process of change (Barnett
and Carroll 1995, Van de Ven and Poole 2005) in the text and it will instead be presented
parallel.
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developed in the team most of the activities and the initial execution of their
ideas were still carried out collectively (In the beginning, we did everything
together.)
The teleological mechanisms were not only working internally in the
team, but also in relation to other stakeholders. The venture team very soon
engaged in relational negotiations with potential stakeholders and organizations to acquire competencies, proprietary assets and other resources necessary to develop their venture opportunities (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). Specific individuals in the venture team obtained these contacts through personal networks, or through their positions in other organizational settings.
Some of these contacts were taken via initiatives from the venture team, but
others also contacted them. However, the negotiations with the potential
stakeholder were made collectively. Even if negotiations began with some
potential stakeholders the outcomes of these negotiations were not obvious
(It was a very long, difficult and distrustful process.)
Before commitments in formal legal contracts were reach with external
stakeholders, informal and symbolic action were performed and trust developed (What convinced them was that we had the money and that we trusted
them to give them the money without even signing. It was significant. It
showed that we cared.) These negotiations led to joint commitments and
developed into mutual concerns for future joint action (Bird 1989, Ring and
Van de Ven 1994). The interactions with potential stakeholders were also
significant for the further development of internal sense-making in the venture team related to joint expectations, possibilities and perceived uncertainties. Some of the discoveries in the interaction with potential stakeholders
provided the participants with possibilities of assessing uncertainties associated with the venture opportunities. (And when this happened with Fantastyka, what I learned shocked me […]. When we went into the discussions
about conditions in the contract, I learned that they had completely… I
found that the terms the distributors offered us were heaven,… […] I was
shocked, and said; “Let’s take over!”) This assessment of the opportunities
(cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994) is conceived as a major event in the venture
team process, or a “shock” (Van de Ven et al 1999:182) that justified and
triggered further collective and concentrated efforts in the publishing path.
(and when we learned this, we started to look around and asked what else
could we publish.)
The event of the discovery and enactment of a potential “golden egg” in
the distribution system of magazines in Poland, became very important since
it would function as a symbol or metaphor (Czarniawska-Joerges and Joerges 1990) in the process, in the sense that it reified confused macro entities
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into a more orderly world, in the venture team.93 The world became more
sensible of how the publishing sector functioned and the content of this
sense-making justified more intense collective action in the publishing path.
This event was also important in the continuously development of the venture opportunities to a more viable business model (Ardichvili et al. 2003,
Klofsten 2003). This development was not a linear process. One interesting
observation is that in this specific case a business model did precede the
innovative venture opportunity.
Still, this business model was just a simplified mental model (cf. March
and Simon 1958) in the venture team. This more elaborated idea clarified a
certain business logic with components such as distribution terms, financing
requirement and potential cash-flow that made the idea more calculable (cf.
Ardichvili et al. 2003). At the same time, they realized in the venture team
that this business model could be applied to other venture opportunities related to magazine publishing.
These intense, cyclic and often overlapping sequences of internal and external negotiations and commitments, during the spring of 1990, created
minimal congruent expectations and justification of more collective effort in
the venture team for more concentrated execution of some of their ideas (cf.
Porac et al. 1989, Ring an Van de Ven 1994, Weick 1993). In the execution
of their venture opportunities, there were varying degrees of operative participation in the venture team. At the same time, the venture team added
complementary capabilities in terms of employees. (At some stage, we
thought; who could help us doing this or who could run the business or who
knows how to do it? That was the point. Certainly, some of us were full of
ideas and the others were hired or allowed to join as owners just to do actual work. That was the idea with Jacek Herman-Izycki. He was first hired to
be our first employee and workhorse.)
In relation to the execution of their ideas, Mr. Herman-Izycki joined in the
operative discussions in the venture team (At that stage, we were working as
a group and talked a lot, all of us. But mostly three of us Prószyński, Sykulski and I were present all the time and Lindenberg and Winkowski less) (In
the beginning, we did everything together. Probably the operational managing we did separately, but before decisions, we shared our opinions)
We also observe an embryo of role differentiation in the venture team
where some contributed more in the enactment of opportunities. Others took
more evaluative or executive/operative roles and in these activities made
important contribution to discovering the constraints in the Polish industrial
conditions. All these roles were performed in interaction with the others in
the venture team and together contributed these social activities to the strate93
It was not only one person in the venture team who used this metaphor or a similar allegory
in the interviews to describe how they enacted the distribution system for magazines in Poland. Another image was “If we put in ten, we got hundred back”.
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gic collective sense making in the venture team (cf. Ensley and Pearce 2001,
West 2007), both in terms of interpretations of opportunities and constraints
in the environments, but also to social commitments in the team, i.e. ‘committed interpretation’ (Weick 1993).
The development of decision-making principles in the venture team was
important in the emergence of these committed interpretations (usually we
kept discussing until there was a common agreement on what to do. In this
period I do not remember a situation when it was that three of us were for
and one of us said; “Never, you are not going to do this”. We always got to
the situation where most of us were for and another one said; “OK, if you
say so, I believe you.) This joint principle based on “total agreement through
majority pressure” was important in the continuously commitments of their
joint interpretations and decisions.
The teleological processes of negotiation and committed interpretations
in the venture team were important presuppositions in the justification for
more innovative ideas. This collective sense-making and commitments became essential when dialectical mechanisms related to innovative venture
opportunities were created in connection with publishing (cf. Dougherty
1996). Nevertheless, the innovation process started before, or parallel with,
the executive validation of the committed interpretation of the more reproducing venture opportunities. The still invalid enacted business model (“the
golden egg”) was an important presumption for new ideas related to publishing. This new idea (the magazine Poradnik Domowy) evolved not by initiatives from the venture team, but rather by random or chaotic events that put
some potential stakeholder in contact with the venture team (cf. Van de Ven
et al. 1999).
It is in the interaction between actors in the venture team and external
stakeholder (the editors of Gospodyni) that dialectical mechanisms are
found, both in the formulation of the innovative venture opportunity, but also
latent in the further continuous creation and editing of the content of the new
magazine. In the justification of these new ideas teleological processes are
also important, not only by the earlier committed interpretations, but also by
other experiences in the venture team (e.g. Mr. Prószyński’s family history,
Mr. Lindenberg experiences as publisher in Agora).
In the summer of 1990, we observe the development and differentiation
of more specific roles in the venture team, mostly related to operative tasks.
The roles emerged as a consequence of the activities or problems in the operative execution of their ideas (cf. Jackson et al. 1995), or in other words, in
the interference between the reification of the opportunities and constraints
in magazine publishing, and the factual realities in the publishing sector in
Poland (cf. Weick 1993).
We notice that two of the members of the venture team, had still not
found an operative role within it. Instead the venture team was enlarged by
bringing in a fifth member into it. This member had already developed a task
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related operative role in relation to production and printing issues, but had to
find a strategic role in the venture team. Once again, we observe that the
addition of the new member as a manifestation of interpersonal attraction
(Forbes et al. 2006) based on earlier friendship. But the decision to formally
take in the member as an owner was justified by a resource-based argument
(adding production and printing skills) (cf. Weick 1993:20).
During the summer of 1990 and in relation to launching of operations for
the reproduction of books and magazines, as well as a new magazine in the
autumn, there was a search for the means for fulfill their ideas. They had to
adapt to and make the best of the current resources and conditions in Poland.
The enacted “business model” (they found out that “the golden egg” needed
some short-term credits to functioning) and the innovative venture opportunity (e.g. the quality of the design of Poradnik Domowy) had to been adjusted in the interaction with the actual conditions in magazine publishing in
Poland. It was the business model and the ideas that had to be modified,
rather than the venture team having to change the actual conditions in magazine publishing. However, the core logic in the business model and the foundation of the venture ideas (both the reproducing and the innovative venture
opportunities) related to publishing could still be held intact, and in that
sense continuously validated this mental model and the venture ideas in the
venture team (Weick 1993) (teleological mechanisms).
But there were also more dialectical mechanisms in the confrontation between “the old Poland” and new ideas that did not result in an adaptation to
the old, but instead new sets of arrangements were introduced in the publishing sector in Poland. One example of that was the subscription system that
was created parallel with the launching of their new magazine. The logic
behind the subscription was a complementary business model that gave them
guaranteed sales and free credit. However, in realizing these arrangements,
other consequences also evolved in the marketing of the magazine, for example, using their subscribers as distributors.
The successes and validation of the innovative ideas with Poradnik Domowy and the two complementary business models (the “golden egg” analogy in magazine distribution and the subscription system), together with the
reproducing venture opportunity in brokering, are here interpreted as major
constraining factors when the activities and behavior in the venture team
began to converge into two major paths, publishing and brokerage (cf. Van
de Ven et al. 1999). (After a short time, we decided, after having our first
successes that we would go into magazine publishing that we would go into
this brokering business, and skip other business.)
However, these more convergent behaviors in the venture team were triggered by both external and internal dynamics (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999).
The external mechanisms were evolutionary and out of control of the venture
team, as for example market responses. The internal motors were both teleological mechanisms in term of validated consensus, but also confrontational
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dialectical mechanisms that finally resulted in departure of one of the founders in the venture team.
If we examine closer the exit of one of the members in the venture team,
we can start with the observation that this member had a strategic and ideagenerating role in the team, but never developed an operative role in the
innovation process. When this person continued to generate new ideas, in a
phase where the rest of the team had begun to shift to more exploitative
unidimensional convergent behaviors, the previous cooperative team relationship began to break down. As Ring and Van de Ven (1989, 1994) argues
both formal and informal processes are required in the development of cooperative organizational relationships. In this specific team process, that involved the new innovative venture opportunity (magazine Atak), the informal process failed.
From Ring and Van de Ven’s process framework of development of cooperative relationships (1994:97), the interpretation can be made that in the
Negotiation stage formal bargaining had been arrived at, but joint informal
sense-making failed to develop (He started against our opinion to create this
title […] in our company, in Kant Imm. We said no very strongly, but he
started, using on our common money and we did not agree to finance this
project.). In the Commitment stage, focus was on formal legal contracts
(They made a formal agreement with Mr. Lindenberg to help him publish the
first issues through their joint company, Kant Imm Ltd. He would have financial liability so that if something went wrong the money was to be returned.), but never developed to informal mutual commitment in terms of
psychological contract related to this innovative venture opportunity (at this
stage we said – “We don’t want to publish it. We don’t want anything to do
with it.). However, it is in the Execution stage the conflict in the venture
team became more obvious with regard to how the innovative venture idea
would be carried into effect (It was heavy quarrelling, but it was more on
principle than a real quarrel). To understand how far this process could
progress without the support of the others in the venture team one has also to
consider assessments based on equity and efficiency (Ring and Van de Ven
1994) in the other stages. Under the regime of formal ownership in the company, one person in the venture took action and made use of joint resources.
In the execution of an idea, hiring of employees was an efficient solution for
this person, considering his position in other organizational settings. The
other partners in the venture team had difficulties in stopping the process, as
a result of equity reasoning related to ownership issues, but the solution related to hiring employees to launch an innovative venture idea was not according to their experiences of efficiency in the earlier innovation process
(i.e. Poradnik Domowy) (cf. Ring and Van de Ven, 1994). We can also understand the action from the perspective that ownership shares in a venture
team can have a double trigger to action. Partial ownership creates a pressure
to take action to justify that ownership in relation to the others in the venture
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team. In addition, this ownership is used to justify actions by the individual
team member (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994, Turner 1987).
The background of this dialectic conflict was on the strategic level (cf.
Ensley and Pearce 2001, West 2007), based on different logics regarding
how to turn their venture ideas into practice. The differences in the strategic
logics in the venture team are described by Sarasvathy’s (2001) concepts of
causation and effectuation. The strategy that won over the other was the
effectuation logic, where they seek to control the venture processes without
necessarily having to predict it and were goals evolved and emerge as a consequence of contingencies, different stakeholders’ commitments and operative action. In practice it meant that the members in the venture team were
expected to be operative and active “follow” the innovation process. The
conflicting strategy was based more on causation, on formulating goals or
ideas and then let an operative organization implement these plans without
active involvement or close supervision from the leadership.
There was also pressure in the venture team to take on more operative
roles in the team. Two of the members had not developed a task-related operative role in the team by the end of 1990. During this period, one of these
two members (Mr. Winkowski) started to take on more operative tasks related to distribution issues and printing. However, the member who left the
venture team had more difficulty in fulfilling this demand owing to his position in another organization.
In the beginning of 1991, there was a venture team of four members who
began to take action to solve problems that were mostly related to their
common aspirations to grow in magazine publishing. From Weick’s model
of group development (1979:91), it is possible to make the interpretation that
their interlocked behaviors related to common means that had finally resulted in an emerging set of shared ends in the venture team. The common
goals were related to aspirations to succeed and grow in activities related to
monthly magazines and brokerage and as Weick (1979:93) argues, “when
some convergence on common ends has occurred, it is typical to find that
group implement a division of labor to aid task performance”
The fourth operative person (Mr. Winkowski) succeeded in building up a
better relationship with their distributor, which provided them an opportunity
to increase the print-run. After he had solved the problems with the bottlenecks in the printing process with unconventional methods (bought secondhand machines abroad and place in a printing-house they did not own), he
soon began to take a more specialized task-related role related to printing
(earlier had Mr. Prószyński and Mr. Herman-Izycki organized the printing
activities). In addition, the others started to take more specialized taskrelated operative roles. Mr. Sykulski had the responsibility for financing,
distribution in the magazines publishing and for the brokerage activities,
while Mr. Prószyński was responsible for supervising the content and quality
of the magazines. Mr. Herman-Izycki, had the broader task-related role of
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executing and managing their joint decision. There was a latent role-conflict
in the team between Mr. Herman-Izycki and Mr. Winkowski related to the
operative role in printing. Mr. Herman-Izycki was a formally trained printer,
but Mr. Winkowski had experience in problem-solving under difficult circumstances when he was engaged in under-ground printing. In this situation
conflict was never manifested and it was the creative problem-solving capacity that won over the preexisting expertise knowledge in this role-conflict
(cf. Sarasvathy 2001:252)
In this innovation cycle and phase of the venture team process, both operative and strategic decisions were discussed and taken collectively in the
venture team. With four operative members in the venture team, together
with the agreed principle of consensus (sometimes with majority pressure)
on strategic issues, created a resolute and competent venture team in decision-making. However, more importantly, they had the ability to take collective action in the fulfillment of their common ends. It is in this period (beginning and to middle of 1991), that their common problem-solving capacity, the energy and ability to take quick action, were the biggest assets in the
venture team. With four operative owners in the venture team having more
specialized tasks together with an effectuation strategy, a situation was created where the venture team could both control uncertainties in the innovation process and discover and exploit contingencies that arose unexpectedly
over time in situated contexts. (cf. Sarasvathy 2001). Since there were four
in the venture team, much broader task-areas could be controlled. This is an
important observation that we will come back to in the final analysis.
Another observation related to their effectuation logic was that the venture team continued to build strategic alliances and commitments with external stakeholders (cf. Sarasvathy 2001), but it also executed relationships in
established networks (Van de Ven et al. 1999) to reduce or eliminate uncertainties and to break down barriers in the process. In these growing relationships also mutual interdependencies are recognized (Our main advantage for
the printing plant, because we were actually an advantage for the printing
plant, was not only that we had magazines that were something to order
work for, but we also had this capacity of reacting in a fast way. If there
were some problems, we knew how to handle or solve them within hours or
days.)
In negotiations with external stakeholder they often acted collectively,
sometimes in groups of two, but also with all four members. In these negotiations, however, it was usual to have one person as front-person depending
on the nature of the negotiations. The reasons for these collective actions
were to reduce ambiguity and equivocality in these negotiations, in the sense
that afterwards they could discuss and interpret their experiences from the
meetings.
After the dialectical confrontation and the exit of one of the venture team
members, a common end emerged in the venture team (from the beginning
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of 1991). With this common end articulated, change in the venture team
process was now generated by constructive consensual teleological mechanisms (cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995). There was also a latent dialectical
conflict within the venture team concerning solving problems related to
quality and printing capacities in Poland. A member of the venture team was
against their investments in printing equipment and wanted to print abroad.
This conflict was not solved at this stage.
In the external relationships, and implementation and exploitation of their
narrowing directions, they did not only adapt to the external circumstances
in the publishing sector in Poland. In addition, within these external confrontations there were creative dialectical mechanisms that actually started to
change the external circumstances related to this sector. However, there were
also important teleological mechanisms in these external relationships with
stakeholders that started a process not only of recognition of mutual interdependencies, but also of committed interpretations (Weick, 1993) in these
relationships (We invested in this time more in the people. […] We trained
the people and I think we also made them enthusiastic with our ideas. They
worked harder and made progress possible).
If we summarize the most important observations in the phasic analysis, it
is in the venture team process that we find a venture team that from common
means starts to develop common ends (Weick 1979). In this period, the teleological mechanisms can explain what drives the changes in this unit of
analysis, even if also evolutionary and dialectical motors are present.
Analysis of the venture team role process
In the period from the end of 1989 to the middle of 1990, we identified two
venture team members who still had no distinct role either as entrepreneur or
manager, but who took active part in the strategic decisions and the recognition of venture opportunities. These two partners had no actual operative or
functional role at this stage. We observe one partner with venture team role
as entrepreneur, who had both strategic and operative roles. Another person
has a more manager role, also with both strategic and operative roles. We
also perceive a fifth partner added to the venture team who in this initial
stage was a manager with operative roles, but with no strategic role.
If we focus on the change mechanisms in these venture roles we notice
that mostly teleological motors form these roles in the venture team. It was
primarily through negotiations that a consensus was reached between personal predispositions (We did not precise our organization. Everybody did
what he liked to do or if they were good in doing it.), and the expectations
and sanctions from the others in the venture team.
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Table 4.2.Predispositions, venture roles and sanction patterns in the venture team
from the end of 1989 to the end of 1990
Actor A (Mr. Actor B (Mr. Actor C (Mr. Actor D (Mr. Actor E (Mr.
Winkowski) Prószyński
Lindenberg) Sykulski)
HermanIzycki)
-Historical
-Position and - Management - High educaTemporal
family ties in experiences as knowledge
predispositions
tional level
publishing
managing
related to
(Engineer in
(part of per- Experiences director in the official busi- printing and
sonal role
ness
typography)
from foreign newspaperrelevant for the
publisher
countries
focal venture
-Experiences - Experiences
of negotiation from part
team role)
-Experiences Agora
with editorial time work as
of negotiation
technical
teams
with editorial
editor
teams
-Experiences
of earlier
collaborative
action with B
-Employment
in Kant Ltd
Venture team - Partner
-Entrepreneur - Partner
- Manager
- Partner
roles
- Strategical -Strategical
- Strategical - Strategical - Manager
role
and operative role
and operative - Operative
role
role
role
Sanction pattern
related to
venture team
roles – Internal
= from the
venture team,
External = from
outside of the
venture team
(positive (+)
and negative

Internal
- Justification
of the earlier
interdependent
means (+)

Internal
- Justification
of the earlier
interdependent
means (+)
- Expectations
to take over
the negotiation with the
editors of
Gospodyni
from Actor C
(+)
External
- The setback
and termination of the
relation with a
potential key
stakeholder (-)
-Social esteems as
publisher (+)

Internal
- Justification
of the earlier
interdependent
means (+)
External
-Obligations
from his
position in
Agora (-/+)

Internal
- Justification
of the earlier
interdependent
means (+)
- Expectations
from the team
to bring in
management
knowledge (+)

Internal
- Trust (+)
Commitments
(both in term
of psychological contracts
and formal
legal contract
( (+)
- Expectations
to take operative action in
tasks related
to printing (+)
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Table 4.3 Predispositions, venture roles and sanction patterns related to the venture
team from the end of 1990 to the beginning of 1991

Temporal
predispositions
(part of
personal role
relevant for
the focal
venture team
role)

Venture
team roles

Sanction
pattern
related to
venture
team roles –
Internal =
from the
venture team,
External =
from outside
of the venture
team (positive (+) and
negative (-)

Actor A (Mr. Actor B (Mr. Actor C (Mr. Actor D (Mr. Actor E (Mr.
Winkowski) Prószyński
Lindenberg) Sykulski)
HermanIzycki)
- Social skills - Position as
-Position as
- Experiences - High educamanaging
as manager in tional level
- Experiences chief-editor
and abilities of -.Experiences director in the brokering and (Engineer in
activities in
printing and
problemof launching a newspaperdistribution
typography)
solving in
new monthly publisher
Agora
and finance
underground
- Experiences
related to
printing and
from part time
publishing.
distribution
work as technical editor
-Experiences
from exploring
and exploiting
the printing
sector in Poland
-(Partner)
- Entrepreneur - No venture - Manager
- Manager
team role
- Strategical
- Strategical
-Strategical
- Strategical
and operative and operative (exit)
and operative and operative
role
role
role
role
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
- Justification Validation of - Justification - Expectations - Expectations
of the earlier justification
of the earlier from the team to take operainterdependent (+)
interdependent to bring in
tive action in
means (+) (
means (-)
management tasks related to
External
- Pressure to - Success at
- Pressure to knowledge and printing (+)
take an opera- the market (+) take an opera- take responsibilities for
tive role (+)
tive role (-)
financing and
External
-Obligations distribution (+)
from his position in Agora
(-)

At the end of this first innovation cycle, we found a venture team with two
entrepreneurs and two managers’ roles. The venture team roles were both
strategic and operative. In that sense do we perceive a rather balanced venture team in the way Van de Ven et al. (1999) describes leadership teams
with roles that served as checks and balances on each other.
In studying the period from the end of 1990 to the beginning of 1991, we
observe first of all, the exit of one member (actor C) in the venture team. It is
a dialectical motor, regarding a confrontation that could not be solved between personal predispositions and the expectations from the venture team to
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take a more operative role and also differences in strategic thinking that is
behind this exit. The other member who had no distinctive managerial or
entrepreneurial role (actor A) developed a more operative role in this stage.
This role evolves, first of all, as a result of the evolutionary mechanisms
(market success, but also external problems in the innovation process) together with expectations from the venture team to take on a more operational
role. However, this operational role in printing develops also from life-cycle
mechanisms with incremental stages from references in underground printing. The continuation of the entrepreneurial role (Actor B) and the two
manager roles (Actor D and E) are strengthened by evolutionary positive
sanctions patterned from external market responses, as well as by the internal validation of the venture opportunities in publishing.
I would like to focus especially on the evolvement of the new entrepreneurial role (Actor A) in the venture team. Initially evolutionary mechanisms
were behind this role. There were both expectations from the venture team to
take on more operative roles, as well as circumstances in the innovation
process that contributed to the evolution of these roles (bottlenecks in distribution and printing). When this role change started, we also observe dialectical motors in the process with operative role conflicts in the roles-set with
one of the managers’ role (Actor E), related to responsibilities in printing
tasks. The conflict is between personal predispositions such as formal education in printing or informal problem solving in under-ground printing. This
conflict is solved by teleological mechanisms of negotiation and consensus,
where an entrepreneurial role takes over the operative problem-solving tasks
in printing.
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Table 4.4. Predispositions, venture roles and sanction patterns related to the venture
team from the beginning of 1991 to the middle of 1991
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr.
Prószyński

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)

Actor E (Mr.
Herman-Izycki)

Temporal predispositions
(part of personal
role relevant for
the focal venture
team role)

- Social skills
- Experiences and
abilities of problem-solving in
underground
printing and
distribution
- Interests in
printing
- Relationships
with foreign
networks

- Position as
chief-editor
- Experiences of
launching a new
monthly

-Formal responsibilities and
experiences as
manager in brokering and activities in distribution and finance
related to publishing.

Venture team
roles

-Entrepreneur
-Strategical and
operative role

- Entrepreneur
- Strategical and
operative role

- Manager
- Strategical and
operative role

- High educational level (Engineer in printing
and typography)
- Experiences
from part time
work as technical
editor
-Experiences
from exploring
and exploiting the
printing sector in
Poland
- Experiences as
Mr. Prószyński’s
right hand in
publishing
monthlies
- Manager
- Strategical and
operative role

Sanction pattern
related to venture team roles –
Internal = from
the venture team,
External = from
outside of the
venture team
(positive (+) and
negative (-)

Internal
Pressure to grow
(+)
External
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland (+)

Internal
Pressure to grow
(+)
External
- Success at the
market (+)

Internal
-Formal decision
to be responsible
for the brokering
activities (+)
- Expectations to
be responsible for
finance and
distribution (+)

Internal
- Expectations to
execute venture
team decisions
(+) (c)
- Expectations to
be advisor and
counselor in
publishing issues
- Role conflict
with Mr. Winkowski in tasks
related to printing
(-)

Summarizing, we observe in the beginning of this innovation cycle and in
the venture team roles process, variations of rather vague roles such as partners. Over a rather extended period we noticed the development of more
specified roles such as manager/entrepreneur with both strategic and more
specified operative roles. Once again we find the teleological motor, the
most important change mechanism on this unit of analysis, but with dialectical, evolutionary and life-cycle elements in the process.
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4.2.3 A second innovation cycle takes off (middle of 1991 to the
end of 1996)
New opportunities
The journalist Tomasz Woyda gave some work to Poradnik Domowy. He
and two photographers prepared two pages in the magazine related to home
interior advice for houses and apartments. In May 1991, the editors at Poradnik Domowy recommended them to use Mr Herman-Izycki’s apartment
in an article, with all his souvenirs and furniture that he had collected on his
journeys to Africa. When they were taking pictures in the apartment, Mr
Prószyński also came by. They all started to talk and Mr Woyda and the two
photographers told the two partners that they had the idea to create a home
interior magazine. Mr. Woyda had already a year earlier been in contact with
the publisher Wydawnictwo Prasowe Twoj Styl, for the monthly Twoj Styl
(Your Style), but they were not interested. Mr Woyda:
The talks started and we shortly presented our concept of an interiors magazine. Mr Prószyński invited us for a meeting with his partners. The meetings
took place after a few days, in May, at the publishers’ office at Rozana Street.
We were well prepared and the meeting in the evening was not long. […] The
talks finished by the partners decision, –“We will publish it!”

Mr Woyda and the two photographers started from scratch. They needed to
find people, an office, decide on all the details regarding layout, size, type of
papers, graphics and at the same time produce content. They had earlier
worked at some architectural and interiors magazines (“Dom”, “Moj Dom”,
“Murator”), from the communist time, but that experience did not help them,
because they wanted something entirely new. Mr Woyda:
The editorial level of these old magazines was horrible! Horrible paper, unreadable print and not all printed in color. The colors on pictures could miss a
few millimeters and created colorful rainbows. I remember, when an article
of mine, about colors in apartments, illustrated with pictures of colors and
shades, was printed on black and white pages.

When the partners launched Poradnik Domowy, they did not try to introduce
new computer technology, such as desktop publishing, in the editorial process and for layout, but with this new magazine, they did. Mr Woyda:
The next surprise was computers and they were used to do the magazine layout. I knew nothing about it, and the girl who was to do it, was doing it for
the first time. This work was very difficult. We spent two nice summer
months in the basement at Rozana Street. The magazine was to be published
at the beginning of September, it happened one month later.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
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We were one of the first to switch from photosetting to computer.

They named the new magazine Cztery Katy (“Four Corners”). The partners
were closely involved in the process. Mr Herman-Izycki:
Cztery Katy is an interiors magazine. It was not copied from a special magazine. It was not that someone got the idea from looking at specific Western titles. Rather, knowing a little bit of what was going on in the West and what
we thought people in Poland would like.

Mr Woyda:
We discussed everything during meetings, exchanging points of view. We
knew that these few guys invested huge money into this venture and they
trusted us. […] The publisher shocked us, but it was also fascinating. They
read all the texts, gave me encouragement advice and they also helped the
computer operator. The roles went upside down – before it was the editorial
office that asked and tried to have as big print-run as possible, but the publishers restricted the circulation. Now we proposed 50 000 copies, but the
publishers increased it. After one week we got the information that there
would be 100 000 copies. After two weeks Mr Prószyński proposed an edition of 300 000 copies. And with this number of copies, the first edition of
“Cztery Katy” was published.

With the 300 000 copies of Cztery Katy there was less room in the printing
plant in Pila. During 1991, they gradually increased the print-run of Poradnik
Domowy. In November the print-run was reaching over 700 000, with only
5% return from kiosks. In July 1991, they had also launched their first children’s magazine Fantazja. It was a monthly version of Mala Fantastyka published by RSW alongside Fantastyka and targeted to kids. It was edited by
the same team as Nowa Fantastyka and Komiks and under similar agreement
with Fantastyka sp z o. o..
The fast growth once again created problems. Prószyński i S-ka took almost all printing capacity in Pila. At the same time they wanted the printingshop to print other magazines, from other publishers. This meant that the
printing-plant in Pila was not able to print the magazines on time. Every
month the issues appeared later and later. The solution they came up with
was to print an issue of Poradnik Domowy abroad, to make the printingplant come in phase with delivery. At the same time Mr Winkowski went
abroad to find more second-hand printing-equipment to put in the printingplant in Pila to increase the capacity. Herman-Izycki:
The process was gradual, the other customers were disappearing from Pila.
[…] For new customers there was no room in Pila. We were taking all the
capacity in Pila. In the autumn of 1991 the print-run was going up to 700 000
copies for Poradnik Domowy. We could not print on time. We took one copy
over to Germany, just to have time to print a new month much earlier.
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Mr Sykulski:
I remember one earlier discussion when the possibilities were to print abroad
for Poradnik Domowy or to buy new machines and install them in Pila. Only
I was for printing abroad then. The others said it was better to buy machines
and install in Pila.

They printed Poradnik Domowy for a few months at the publisher Burda in
Germany. Mr Prószyński:
At that stage we brought machines to Poland and rebuilt them, repaired them
to increase the printing capacity and then we brought this work to the printing-plant with increased capacity. […]
Most publishers of quality magazines at that stage printed abroad just because it was safer, it was easy and there were no problems. […] It was like
gambling. You could put your money in printing abroad or you could put it in
printing in Poland. I felt it was safer to print here and it had to be cheaper,
because of the work force.

One thing that they noticed when they were printing abroad was that there
were no duty taxes on printed materials. But, if they imported just paper,
they had to pay tax. Instead of continuing to print abroad, they started to act
against this tax. Since they were big importers of high quality paper, especially of coated paper, they tried to make a change in this legislation. Mr
Prószyński:
It was abolished very soon. We worked hard to abolish it.

In the autumn of 1991, they started advertising on TV. First, they were only
marketing Poradnik Domowy, but they added Cztery Katy, the interiors
magazine, when they launched it in October 1991. Mr Prószyński:
At this stage, there were just official state-owned TV-channels. And the price
of advertising on TV was quite low. […] We actually did a lot of commercials on TV in 1991.

Cztery Katy sold 183 745 copies (print-run 302 270) in the first issue, with
39 percent return. All the magazines they had could be bought through subscriptions and they used their magazines to advertise the other magazines
together with an offer for subscription.
At the end of 1991, 11 889 copies of Cztery Katy were distributed by others companies than Ruch. Private distributors had started to deliver to small
shops and grocery-chains. Another important channel for their magazines
was selling at regional post-offices. Since post-offices were also located in
very small villages, they almost reach the whole of Poland with their distributing-system.
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Poradnik Domowy continued to grow and reached over 900 000 in the
print-run for the December issue, still with only 4 percent return (total sold
860 000). Ruch distributed 615 000 copies, other distributors already delivered as many as 136 000 copies and through their own subscriptions by mail,
they reached 110 000 subscribers at the end of 1991.
Subscription and own distribution
The possibility to subscribe to the magazines became a success. The subscribers went over 200 000 in February 1992 and when the year was over
they had reached 310 000. It was a huge amount to handle by themselves.
Mr Herman-Izycki
We did not like outsourcing the mailing subscription. […] In the early 90’s
we were forced to do it ourselves because of the bad conditions in Poland, no
decent services were available, and in the beginning, we did it in Warsaw. It
started in a rented garage. When we grew enough, we were forced to move
the operations to Pila. It was from the point of view that everything was done
manually and labor in Pila was much cheaper. The easiest way was to rent a
room from the post-office and to use it as storage for our magazines. We
found out that the easiest way was that the people from the post-office would
do the packaging, because they could do it very cheaply. The reason why it
was done so cheaply, compared to doing it ourselves in Pila, was that in the
post-office it was such that most of the money, paid by the sender, stayed
with the post-office where the transaction was made. The chief of the postoffice in Pila was a bright man and he wanted to attract us to post our magazines and books from the office he managed, […] because the money would
then stay in the post-office in Pila. With our big volumes, he could go very
low with the fee for packaging.

Mr Glijer was now manager of the subscription-department in Prószyński i
S-ka. Mr Glijer:
The numbers of subscriptions were growing very fast. […] Every day we got
huge numbers of paper-sheets with the orders and payments. We used students who typed them on diskette at home, they brought them to us, and we
added them to our database. […] At the end of the month, we started to print
labels and these labels went with our daily transport to Pila. […] Each magazine was packaged in an envelope. We had no plastics, no machines, everything was hand-made. […] I had an agreement with the post-office in Pila
that they would package it. […] From the post in Pila, the magazines went by
train to the whole of Poland. The huge scale of it caused problems with the
trains, because they did not have enough people to unload this post from the
trains. They were calling us, saying, “Please help us reload it.” We were the
first in Poland with this kind of large quantity of mail and we had big problems distributing it. We were too huge for this postal-system.

Because of the problem with the postal-system, they decided to distribute by
themselves in some bigger cities in Poland. Mr Glijer:
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We had five cities where we delivered ourselves. Warsaw, Gdansk, Krakow,
Poznan and Wroclaw. We had our own people, students that delivered the
magazines and envelopes to the subscribers. It was even cheaper than sending
by post and we needed contact with our subscribers, so these people were
asking the readers about our magazines and so on. They had face-to-face contact with the subscriber.

The contacts with their readers were essential for the partners. Another
method they used was smaller focus groups when they wanted to test new
ideas or just wanted the readers’ reactions to their magazines. Mr Winkowski:
Sometimes we showed new covers to our readers and asked what they liked,
this cover or another cover. We made small focus groups and if we did not
use focus groups, we used our employees. We used many things like that.

Children’s magazines
After they had discovered in 1991 that there were almost no children’s
magazines in Poland, they were open to explore that market. They had
launched Fantazja in July 1991 and it became their first defeat. It closed
down after just 11 issues. Even so they launched two more children’s magazines in 1992. The first one was a nature monthly magazine for children
“Zwierzaki” (“Animals”). It was a new magazine based on an idea from Mr
Prószyński. It was a magazine filled with beautiful pictures of wild animals
(pictures from Survival Anglia) and information on the animals. They
printed the first four issues in Spain, because at that time they were not able
to print this type of magazine in Pila. A new press was installed in Pila and
they moved the production to Poland.
They started with a print-run of 280 000 and sold 109 000 copies of
Zweirzaki. They used Poradnik Domowy to advertise their children’s magazines and already for the first issue they had over 6 100 subscribers. Even
though they had a 61 percent return on the first issue, they raised the printrun to half a million for the next two issues. The reason was that they bought
ads in prime time of the Polish first TV channel on Saturday evening just
before a popular show, “Polskie zoo”. They reached 193 000 copies sold in
March and then they went down to a print-run of 280 000 again in April and
sold 165 000 (41 % return) and of these 30 000 were on subscription.
The second monthly magazine in 1992 was “Bec!” (“Bang!”). Mrs
Niewiarowska, who was married to Mr Winkowski, became responsible for
that magazine:
We just met some French people who came here to see what the market was
and what might be done. We started to discuss with them and we said it was
maybe a good idea to try, because these were very good magazines.
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The French title was Pomme D’Api. “Bec!” was a monthly high quality
magazine for children from three to six. Mrs Niewiarowska:
I was interested because it was close to what I think and feel, and also close
to my life and everything appeared simple. […] Our children were two and
four when I started those magazines and I was involved in kindergarten and
relationships between children and adults and so on. I was also convinced
that these relationships were in a way harmful for children, because it was the
relationships after 40 years of socialism that were very totalitarian. […] I was
thinking it was very important to introduce those magazines to this new society that was created after all those changes. […] We decided to put a supplement with the magazine for parents, dealing with problems of childdevelopment and also matters about problems with kindergartens. […] I
wanted these magazines to be cheap, because I wanted them to be accessible
to everybody. In France, they are very expensive.

The first issue of Bec came in March 1992. It had a first print-run of 100 000
copies. They sold 39 000 magazines.
More spin-offs from their successes
Poradnik Domowy reached one million copies in print-run in January 1992
and they got only 3.6 (!) percent return from kiosks (963 668 copies total
sold). This huge expansion and print-run made the partners aware of the
different opportunities with Poradnik Domowy. Mr Herman-Izycki:
We wanted to earn as much money as possible from Poradnik Domowy. Mr
Sykulski had an idea that we should publish small booklets based on Poradnik Domowy. A first title was recipes, which were taken out of Poradnik
Domowy, and there were recipes that were sent by the readers. And it was
sold like hell.

So they started publishing small booklets of recipes as supplements in May
1992, in a series called Biblioteczka Poradnika Domowego. Mr Prószyński:
We started printing booklets, supplements for Poradnik Domowy, with cooking recipes. And we had to distribute them. The booklets were distributed
first of all by Ruch, by normal press distribution to kiosks.

Mr Sykulski:
In 1992, we were already selling the comic books, […], and we used our
well-checked and well-known sell-system for the magazines. […] We were
treating these books as magazines, because then it was easier to sell them. In
1992, we had some recipe-books and it was a big success, but we still received un-sold copies from Ruch. […] We received these copies and noted
that our warehouses were practically filled with unsold copies. It was my idea
that we should start with a Mail-order company. It was in August 1992. We
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advertised in Poradnik Domowy with titles of books that we had published
before, saying that you could order by mail and we would send it to you.

Mrs Grazyna Jerzyk worked at the subscription department for the magazines:
I had been working in this department for one and a half years. Then one of
the owners had an idea to build and create a new way of selling books. […] It
was Mr Sykulski, because Prószyński i S-ka produced small books containing recipes and people called us from all parts of Poland and asked how they
could buy it, because they could not find it in bookshops and other places
such as kiosks. These people made us realise that they needed and accepted
this way of selling books. And this was the first step. It was in 1992, in the
middle of the year.
Mr Sykulski wanted to show books in magazines and just collect orders
from people. The new thing was that he wanted that people should not pay
for the books at once. They got the books, they had an invoice inside the parcel and then they could decide if they wanted this book or not. If they wanted
it they paid, and if not, they sent it back. […] And we started to collect these
orders and we had a data-base on computer and it increased every month.

Mr Prószyński:
People wanted old copies and we could not distribute them. Because the
bookstores did not work quite well and did not want this kind of stuff, we
went to sell them via mail order. So we created a mail-order bookstore. Then
we started it and advertised it in our magazines. It started to work.

In the August issue of 1992, they used one and a half pages in Poradnik Domowy to advertise their mail-order bookshop, Ksiegarnia Krajowa (National
Bookstore94). Poradnik Domowy had reached a print-run of over 1.8 million
in August 1992 and that gave them a big opportunity to advertise their books
in the magazine. They offered 15 titles, four recipes booklets, one book with
stories for teenagers, three about popular medical issues, one about childcare, a book about the concentration-camp Ravensbrück that they had published before95 and four comic-books of Tytus Romek A’tomek.
Dorota Malinowska one of the editors of Fantastyka had for a long time
tried, and succeeded in publishing some books, for publishers outside
Prószyński i S-ka:
After these experiences I approached the publishers of magazines I was
working with, Prószyński i S-ka. I made a proposition to publish four science
fiction books. After several hours of discussions, I persuaded them to agree.
94

It was a reference to the mail-order bookstore that Mr Prószynski’s grandfather started at
the end of 19th century.
95
They published this book on the request of the author who agreed to pay the cost of production. After break-even of the book they returned his costs.
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But I did not publish these four books, because after one or two months, I
met Mr Prószyński at the headquarters of Prószyński i S-ka. […] He approached me to start selling other books. I said OK, and I suggested finding
two other persons, because I thought it was impossible to work alone. […]
We had a meeting with the owners and we started.

Mr Prószyński:
The other part was that when we were looking at the press-market and speaking with all the players at that time we did notice that book publishers, like
Harlequin, came into Poland in 1991 or 1992 and published cheap books
written by hundreds, and sold their book-series through kiosks. […] Women
started to buy them. We saw that there was a market for women’s literature
that was sold in big quantities through kiosks. Often life-stories for women.
We knew this market. We had Poradnik for advertising, so I thought of this
kind of book-series.

One of the ideas from the founders was that the books should be organized
in series as in the recipe booklets-series Biblioteczka Poradnika Domowego.
To publish books in series is an old tradition in Poland. It was not only because of that tradition. Rather that they expected the same behavior from the
readers of books, as they expected from the readers of their magazines, that
if the reader bought one in a series and liked it, they would also buy the next
one in the same series. At the end of 1992, they created two new series Biblioteczka pod Roza (Rose Library – popular women’s novels) and Biblioteczka Konesera (Connoisseur’s Library). Rather soon, they also started a series
for science fiction books. They also started to sell books from other publishers through their mail-order bookstore. Mrs Malinowska:
We were one of the first, I think, with higher quality women’s fiction. There
were not many new publishing houses that had series for women. They were
more looking towards men’s-literature. […]
I also knew a lot about science fiction, because I worked in this field for
some years and this series was the most successful at the beginning. […]
Nearly at the same time, another person in the company started to organize travel books. […] It was working like that here. That if a person had an
idea; the person did it. So, I started with women’s novel, science fiction and
general fiction and the other person had a very clear idea of travel books, so
she did it separately.

Investments in printing
They were in the strange position that they invested in printing-equipment in
a printing company in Pila, which they did not own. In the end of 1992, they
started to discuss with the management of the printing-plant in Pila that they
would like to enter the company as owners. They started these discussions
without telling the management that they had agreements to buy other shares
from the employees. Mr Sykulski who had earlier been against investing in
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printing now agreed with the others to go in as owners in Zaklady Graficzne
in Pila:
When we installed so many machines in Pila, I was strictly after buying
shares in Pila, because it was a stupid idea to keep our machines in somebody
else’s plant. The decisions were to print abroad or buy more machines. The
majority was against printing abroad, so I agreed, “ Ok, let’s go!”. I did not
continue to fight against this idea and I started to support the idea.

They knew that Zaklady Graficzne in Pila had financial problems, because
the new company had to take over the debts when they bought the PZG
printing house in Pila from RSW. They offered to continue to make investments so that the capacity and value of the printing-plant could increase. Mr
Sykulski:
We made a kind of agreement with them that; “OK, we buy new machines
for you, but only if you allow us to buy shares in this company.” […] Polish
regulations defended every small shareholder, and if one single worker spoke
against this kind of distribution of new shares, they could block us. I was
worrying about that, […], because there were too many owners. But what
they promised we achieved.

They used the investment of machinery they had made in Pila as a deposit on
a new issue of shares in Zaklady Graficzne in Pila sp. z o.o.. After that
agreement, Prószyński i S-ka became owner of 32.12 percent of the printinghouse. Mr Sykulski:
After that we became shareholders of Zaklady Graficzne in Pila, we were
able to buy shares from other shareholders, because the company regulations
made it more easy to buy and sell shares between shareholders than to sell
these to someone outside the company, because many approvals were
needed. […] Consequently we started buying these shares.

They made offers to the employees to buy their shares. This time they made
these transactions as private persons, not as the company Prószyński i S-ka.
All the partners bought when a chance occurred. After a while, they discovered that some of the sellers tried to make them bid over the others. Mr
Sykulski:
Workers from Pila started to play between us, they said; “Winkowski offered
me 1000 zl, how much do you offer.” We decided to send everybody to Winkowski.

They were not the only ones that bought shares, because the managing director did the same. Even if Mr Winkowski did not have a formal operative
position in Zaklady Graficzne in Pila, he became increasingly involved in
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the operations in the company. In addition, they continued to invest in machines to increase the capacity in the printing-plant. Mr Prószyński:
We had our own group of people, brigade, who went abroad, for let’s say,
one month or two weeks to France or England to dismantle machines, to put
them on trucks and bring them home, where they put them back together.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
Our involvement in printing was very gradual. First the job to be done, then
the stitcher and then one press, then the second press and slowly Mr Winkowski became an important person in Zaklady Graficzne in Pila, because he
took over all the development of the company. He took over all the investments in technology. He started to give advice or just decide and say; “I like
it to be done like that!”, even if we did not have the majority at that time. It
was a very gradual process from 1991….

Mr Sykulski:
After this first official distribution of new shares, we were able to control this
company.

Advertising-market
With a print-run of over 2 million copies for Poradnik Domowy at the end of
1992, you would believe that the sales advertising in their magazines should
create huge income. However, the advertising market was still rather underdeveloped in Poland, in 1992. Usually they had only a few ads in the magazines in the beginning. Mr Prószyński:
We tried to sell advertisements, but we sold, let’s say, one or two pages per
issue and were not always paid.

Advertising was also a hot topic between the founders. Mr Herman-Izycki:
We discussed what kind of advertisements we would accept in our magazines. One of the first and biggest quarrels was about that. About not accepting, for example, advertising of cigarettes, which was legal then. We believed
that our readers would like that, but actually, nobody cared. Sometimes we
put our standard to the level of being ignoristic clever.

The results of these discussions were that they decided not to permit advertising cigarettes, alcoholic beverages, or things like gambling, astrology and
fortune-telling services. The also decided that they should not have any ads
in their children magazines. Mr Prószyński:
At this stage, the readers were quite against advertisements, because they felt
that with these 36 pages, later 48 pages, of magazine, that every page is like
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depriving them of content. So I was very negatively positioned towards getting more advertisements, because I preferred to satisfy our customers. […]
We wanted to give editorial content to our readers. […] We got a feeling
from readers in letters and phone calls that said they considered advertisement as waste of space. They paid for the magazine and got something that
they did not want.

Since there were no professional agencies that were able to prepare advertising for color magazines in Warsaw, they started an advertising department
with graphic designers and other employees that sold and prepared ads in
their magazines. Ms. Elzbieta Pozarowska became manager of that department. In the middle of 1992 they decided that the advertising department
should become more independent and created a new company, Pozarowska i
S-ka. It was a partnership with Ms Pozarowska. The four partners and she
had 20 percent of the shares. At that stage, the advertising company also
sold, planned and did advertising for other publishers than Prószyński i S-ka.
There were two other problems with selling ads in Poradnik Domowy. Mr
Prószyński explains:
Nobody believed that we actually sold that many copies and that we printed
that many copies. Everybody in the public considered that we were fakes, so
they did not want to pay as much as we wished to be paid. […] And the price
of advertisements in TV was quite low, […]. So we could not be competitive
with our costs to TV.
We tried, but very soon it turned out that circulation and the print-run continued to go up. In 1993, we approached the 3 million copies barrier. […]
Certainly, we could not add, let’s say four extra pages, and sell them as advertisements, because the revenues from the ads would not cover the costs for
paper and printing, because of the huge print-run.

The success of Poradnik Domowy and the launching of new magazines
In April 1993 Poradnik Domowy went up to over 3 million in print-run
circulation with total sales of 2 769 580 magazines (8.6 % return). They had
gone from zero to over 3 million in print-run in 32 months. The month after,
they reached half a million subscribers for Poradnik Domowy.
After a while the part of the post-office that handled the subscription of
magazines moved to the printing-plant in Pila. This space in the printing
plant was rented by Prószyński i S-ka. Mr Glijer was responsible for subscriptions:
In the printing-house, we now had our own post-office, working in cooperation with the official post-office in Pila. And this post-office prepared everything for us, stamping and so on. So it was one chain in our printing-plant.
We had our own postal system, which was great for us, because it was faster,
we could control the process and we were able to make logistics experiments
and so on. It was so interesting that editors from France, USA, Germany vis-
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ited us; “How is it possible to print such huge numbers and what about logistics?” […]
In these years, I think every family got this magazine, in the whole of Poland.

In 1993, they were the number one in women’s magazines in Europe and at
9th place in the world! Only women’s magazines from the USA were larger
than Poradnik Domowy.96
Mr Woyda gives his explanation of the success of Poradnik Domowy and
the company:
I think that the enterprise’s success was a result of intuitive feeling of the
market, courage in the decision taking and the visions. From the very beginning, the partners knew how to develop the enterprise, and what titles were
needed on Polish market.
The success of the enterprise came from the success of Poradnik Domowy. When the “wave” of modern magazines of high editorial level started,
only Poradnik Domowy was an answer for mass readers’ needs. It was
probably the only magazine that put its readers first. It was only for the
reader, not for editors’ satisfaction and their ambitions. The success of Poradnik Domowy was also the result of fairness and accuracy in articles. It is
probably Mr Prószyński’s credit, who, during all those years read all the
texts, also in Cztery Katy. He did not give concessions for unclear, inaccurate, and most of all misled contents. The reader’s trust was the result of that
work.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
We were very much successful, because most of the big publishers from the
West decided not to come to the Polish market. The market was big, but they
came to Czechoslovakia and Hungary first, because they were smaller. They
learned the markets, they got experience, and they came to Poland later. It
was lucky for us, because we had time to grow. If they had come earlier, it
would be more difficult.

Mr Prószyński:
Most of other publishers came into different markets than ours. They went
for what was most profitable and they had the resources to do it. So first of
all they fought about weeklies.

In this year, a period started with a massive launching of new titles from
Prószyński i S-ka. In January 1993, two new children’s magazines were
launched. “Zwierzaki-Plakat” (“Animal-Posters”), was a version of their
nature-magazine with large posters of animals. The other one was “Kwak”
(“Quack”), with crosswords, puzzles, stories, interviews and articles on pets.
96

Based on figures from Audit Bureau for Circulation (ABC)
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“Zwierzaki-Plakat” started with a print-run of 260 000 copies and sold 103
142 magazines (60% return) and “Kwak” began with a circulation of 150
000 copies and sold 33 000 (78% return). They were both responses to demands that were expressed in letters they had got from children and other
readers.
In March the same year, they launched “Motomagazyn” (“Motor Magazine”). It was a magazine that was run by a group of young people with a
deep interest and knowledge of the subject. The first issue was printed in 135
000 copies and sold 56 000 (56% return). In March they also started to publish the popular science magazine “Wiedza i Zycie” (“Science and Life”).
The magazine had been published in Poland since 1926 and is one of the
oldest magazines still published in Poland. The magazine had been taken
over by the cooperative Wiedza i Zycie. This cooperative also published
books, mainly on the license from Dorling Kindersley, a London based book
publisher. The cooperative had financial problems and Prószyński i S-ka
bought the title at the beginning of 1993. For their first issue of Wiedza i
Zycie in March 1993 they printed 102 000 copies and sold 48 606. They also
took over the obligations for over 12 000 subscribers. The cooperative had
also made a joint venture with Scientific American Inc. and had since 1991
published a Polish edition of the high quality popular science magazine
“Scientific American”97 The Polish title was “Swiat Nauki” (“World of Science”). After poor financial results the American partner sold its stakes to
the cooperative and after a few months, the cooperative went bankrupt.
Prószyński i S-ka took over the license for the Polish edition in August 1993
and started to publish the magazine. In August 1993 it had a circulation of 25
000 copies and they sold 14 000, with 7000 subscribers. Mr Herman-Izycki
We bought it, but it is more for prestige.

In relation to the launching of their magazines in popular science, they
started a separate book department and a new series of books, “Na sciezkach
nauki” (“On the paths of science”). This was created by Jaroslaw Wlodarczyk and people who were working in the science magazines. A new
company Wiedza i Zycie SA was created in March 1993 by the four partners
(87 %) and the staff of the old cooperative to publish popular science books.
To finance their operations in the new company, Prószyński i S-ka guaranteed a credit line to a bank.
They also took over the magazine for classical music, “Studio” from an
independent publisher. It was a venture run by Mr Sykulski. The first five
issues were published by the other publisher, but from March 1993 it was
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Scientific American is the oldest continuously published magazine in the U.S.. It identifies
and delivers the latest developments in science and technology.
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published by Prószyński i S-ka. It only had a print-run of 11 220 copies and
sold only 1 099 in their first issue.
In October 1993 Mrs Niewiarowska launched her second children’s
magazine. It was “Juz czytam” (“I can read”). This magazine was also a
license of a high quality children’s magazine from France (“J’aime lire”). In
the magazine, there were pedagogical stories that were easy to read for
schoolchildren.
The distribution system had changed since 1990 and 1991. Ruch was still
the main player, but other private distributors had entered the market, such
as Kolporter. Poradnik Domowy had average total sales of 2 439 205 magazines each month in 1993 of that 1 342 166 (55%) was sold by Ruch, 520
201 (21%) was sold by subscription and 576 836 (24%) was sold by other
distributors. With the entrance of new distributors and foreign publishers,
Ruch started to worsen the conditions of the agreements with the publishers.
Mr Sykulski:
With Poradnik and Cztery Katy, it was no problem, but later when new publishers appeared in the market that completely changed their (Ruch) attitudes
to publishers. Distribution companies and German publishers appeared in the
market, so they saw there was something wrong in paying in advance.

Mr Prószyński:
When we went to Ruch two years later with our new magazines, we got
terms that were much poorer. We got let us say 20-30% down payment and
they took 30-31% margins for distribution. If we wanted to renegotiate old
agreements, then it was a risk that the terms would not be improved. It was
quite important to keep terms and not change the agreements.

The competitors
Mr Prószyński:
From the very beginning, we knew that foreign publishers would come. The
only thing we did not know was how soon this was going to happen. We
were afraid it would happen within a year or two. And so we worked like
mad dogs to establish ourselves in the market before the inflow of other publishers’ magazines.
And we were wrong, at least in the magazine market! The foreign publishers concentrated at the beginning on taking over the daily press market.
They tried to buy or grab as many existing dailies as possible. So we had time
to grow.

The first foreign player in the Polish market for monthlies and weeklies was
the German publisher Bauer. In November 1991, Bauer Publishing started
operations in Poland. The first magazine was the youngster’s monthly
“Bravo” in 1991. Mr Prószyński:
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A year later, after gaining some experience with the Polish market and the
distribution system, it (Bauer) launched a monthly “Tina”, a direct copy of
their low-quality German women’s weekly. A few months later, at the beginning of 1993, Bauer changed “Tina” to a weekly, […]. Gruner+Jahr entered
at the beginning of 1993 buying out a monthly “Claudia” from a small German publisher already present in Poland. And then it all started for real!

In the autumn of 1993, it was the first time they experienced head-on competition. The background was that they had for the first time decided to launch
a weekly. Prószyński:
We decided to launch, in September 1993, our first women’s weekly. We felt
this might be the last moment when a Polish publisher could launch a
women’s weekly. We were absolutely right. It was the last moment, or may
already have been a little too late. …98
It was called Gazeta Rodzinna. It was a women’s weekly similar to Poradnik
Domowy. A little bit cheaper, nice for everybody, but too thin and too expensive (3500 old zl – my comment). We tried to market it to the same people as
Poradnik Domowy

To reach as many potential readers as possible for the first issue they started
with a huge print-run, one and a half million copies. Prószyński:
Our weekly turned out to be a complete failure. Having known our launch
date, Bauer put its new women’s magazine into newsstands just three days
before we did. Bauer’s' title was better promoted than ours, with more TV
spots, and so on.99

In the first week they sold 260 000 copies of Gazeta Rodzinna, with 1 240
000 copies returned (83%). The week after they went down to a million copies printed and sold 124 000 magazines. After a month they had a print-run
of around 300 000 and sold about 100 000 per week. The name of the magazine that the German publisher Bauer had launched was “Swiat Kobiety”
(“Women’s World”)
The first book-club in Poland
Their mail-order bookstore had until September 1993 sent out 300 000
books. Of that 90 000 were books from other publishers than Prószyński i Ska. Mrs Malinowska was not satisfied with the number of books sold:
We believed that if we introduced our products inside Poradnik Domowy it
would be absolutely enough. It was not. It was not.[…]
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My first major problem was that there was no selling department. In the
department that sold the magazines, the people knew nothing about wholesalers of books. So when I started with books I had no idea that there would
be problems with selling the books, because I never had these experiences before, […], but quite quickly I realized that there was a problem here.

What Mrs Malinowska had discovered was that the state-owned wholesale
book distribution system of books had collapsed in Poland in 1992. The
courts declared the state-owned distributor “Skladnica Ksiegarska” insolvent
in December 1992. The firm had had the monopoly on the wholesale book
distribution market.100 In the place of the monopolist, several small, often
local or regional wholesalers had been established since 1989. This situation
created many problems for the Polish book publishers, but at the same time,
Prószyński i S-ka had some opportunities to find new ways of distributing
their books as a publisher of magazines. At the Warsaw International Book
Fair in May 1993, there was some gossip that a very big German company
was planning to start a book club in Poland. Mrs Malinowska:
At the beginning, there were lots of ideas and lots of possibilities to realize
them. I learned that there were book clubs in the West, like the Bertelsmannclub, that were planning to come to Poland. I tried to persuade the owners of
Prószyński to create such a club here. It took me about half a year to talk
them into these ideas. Mr Sykulski helped me a lot. He tried to persuade Mr
Prószyński who was very much against the idea, but after we had persuaded
him, he was the biggest creator of the book club.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
When we heard that a German book club would come to Poland, we changed
the name of the mail-book-shop “Ksiegarnia Krajowa” and we named it book
club.

The name of the book club became Klub Ksiazki Ksiegarni Krajowej,
KKKK (National Bookstore Book Club). But, rather soon, after they had
persuaded Mr Prószyński a discussion started between the founders on how
to organize this book club. Mr Sykulski wanted to organize the book club,
using rules and standards similar to book clubs abroad. Mr Sykulski:
We started a book club in 1993. […] Mr. Prószyński said, “OK, let´s start a
book-club.” […] They said we would have a book club without rules. I said
we need rules. If you buy it you are a member, if you do not buy you are not
a member. Very simple rules.

Mr Prószyński and others wanted to make a more “Polish” version of a book
club:
100
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When deciding to start a book club operation, we spent some time thinking
what does a “book club” really mean. There was a lot of misunderstanding in
this matter, mainly because not only the public, but also the book-trade professionals silently assume that all book clubs operate on similar principles.
[…] Let me stress the rules the National Book Club (KKKK) operates under
are created by us and are not a copy of rules of any other existing book
club.101

Mrs Malinowska:
We did not want to make a cliché of the West. We believed that Poland was a
different country.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
From the very beginning, we said that there was no obligation for our members to buy books. We called it a book club. You are a member, but being a
member means that you will receive a catalogue of offer. In most book club
you have to buy a book. We did not like that, but we called it a book club.

The only rule was that if the members did not buy anything within nine
months they were no longer considered to be members of the book club.
Mrs Jerzyk became responsible for the book club, but in close cooperation with the book-department and Mrs Malinowska. Mrs Jerzyk:
Our book club was not exactly a real book club, like in the West, because we
gave our clients the opportunity to refuse buying and if somebody was a
member of our club, he was not obliged to buy. And we did not send books
automatically to our members. We also gave people the possibility not to pay
at once for the books. If they ordered a cheap book for about 20 zloty, then
they first got the parcel and then they decided to pay or not pay. People from
this company were afraid that people would not be honest. […] It turned out
that Polish people are honest. If they sign something with their names, they
try to be honest.[…]
We thought that Polish people did not want to be obliged. I am not sure
we were right, because one year later Bertelsmann came and sent books
automatically and they created a quite big database.[…]
In September 1993, we produced the first catalogue. It was a very small
one and in black and white. This time Mr Prószyński wanted to produce more
books. He started to concentrate on publishing books. We made a small catalogue and we also took books from other publishers. And then we sent this
catalogue to the people in the database and we also put this catalogue in each
magazine published by Prószyński i S-ka. There were about more than one
million copies.

Mr Prószyński:
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So we started preparations and in September 1993, we launched the National
Bookstore Book Club. In fact, we had to learn how to prepare and distribute
catalogues and how to deal with the club members’ database. It was tough, I
have to admit, but we did it.102

Mrs Jerzyk:
He (Mr Prószyński – my comment) analyzed the database himself actually.
Three people that took part in the creation of the book club, Mr Prószyński,
Dorota Malinowska and I.

In the December 1993 issue of Poradnik Domowy, they used four pages for
advertising the book club and gave the readers the possibility to order books.
Bertelsmann’s book club Swiat Ksiazki started in April 1994.
Reducing costs and selling services to other publishers
A principle that worked out very soon between the partners was that they
should not use Polish intermediates. Mr Prószyński:
An important decision was that we did not want to deal with intermediaries,
Polish middlemen. We wanted to approach producers and speak with them
directly and buy goods from them. It would be faster, cheaper and simpler.
[…]
Because we could communicate and we were not corruptible, we started
to fight for our prices in paper. That was the first point, that we were printing
on our own paper. We bought the paper, not the printing house. Then we
started to discuss buying paper for the printing house, to get it cheaper than if
they bought the paper through intermediates. Then we started to look for ink
and for other supplies, and suddenly it turned out that we were able to buy
much cheaper and we knew how to do it. We knew how to press the suppliers
to get lower prices and to have delayed terms of payments. And that was one
way we could make some money or increase our productivity.

At the beginning of 1993 they were one of the first that got a ”commercial
telephone” with possibilities to dial and fax without going through a manual
operator when they wanted to call abroad. Earlier they had to wait for an
international connection, which took hours, or they used telexes. Prószyński:
I was now able via fax to order or receive data from Germany that saved
more than we paid for this telephone line. We got information of paper stocks
or leftovers that we could buy cheaply. I looked at spreadsheets of this and I
could call them and say – “I want this one, this one” and so on, “Please send
it to me next week.” That was one of my occupations at that time. That was
just saving money, big money savings.
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Mr Winkowski:
It was then possible to discuss directly with people at the paper mills, get paper from stock, and have a 20 or 50 percent reduction of the price, because it
was paper from unsold stock. The first day we had this telephone we made
huge reductions in the costs. We had many things like this, because we were
much faster and thought much faster than everybody else.

Their activities of contacting the suppliers directly made them aware of new
business opportunities. In 1993, they started to discuss selling different
kinds of printing services to other publishers of magazines. They reached a
majority stake in Zaklady Graficzne in the Pila printing-plant in the middle
of 1993, so they had more and more interests to enable them to find new
customers.103 So they started to provide service as a middleman between
other publishers and the printing-plant in Pila. Prószyński i S-ka provided
these services. They had been one of the first in the publishing market and
they had the experience to plan for the printing process, buying of paper,
problems with distribution and other logistics, etc.. These were experiences
that they started to sell as services to other publishers. Mr Prószyński:
It was an idea of Winkowski. He knew it. He knew this market, so he could
make money out of it, and if he wanted he could run this kind of business.
[…]
And then we started to publish for other publishers. We started to work as
brokers for other publishers and for Zaklady Graficzne in Pila. Prószyński i
S-ka took all the responsibilities for the publishers, that the work would be
done, the work would not fail and so on… And that was a way of financing
and developing the printing business. […]
If Zaklady Graficzne at some stage could not print all the orders they had,
or our magazines had too large print-run, we started to move our work
abroad. Not because we wanted, but just because we did not have the capacity to print it. So, we moved our work to Germany, to Burda, for two or three
months. At that stage, Mr Winkowski brought machines to Poland, rebuilt
and repaired them, to increase Zaklady Graficzne’s capacity and then brought
this work back to our printing-plant, with the increased capacity. And when
we started as a broker for other publishers, we took their work to Pila. After
some time we again had too much in Pila. Then we moved our printing
abroad again, let’s say to Spain, just to make space for other publishers’ jobs,
because we did not want to show that they could print abroad, if they could
not print with us. And then we brought more machines, more presses to fulfill
this demand. And in that way, from a small company, which owned just one
printing press, we created […] the biggest printing-plant for colored printing
in Poland.

In the middle of 1993, they had three Harris 1000 heat-set web-offset presses
and also a cold-set Harris 420. They had eight Bremer-polygraph stitching
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lines, of which five were new ones, in the printing plant in Pila. And Mr
Winkowski was already in Finland buying more printing presses…
More deeply into printing …
In his trips to Finland, buying paper, Mr Winkowski saw some of the consequences from the collapse of the Soviet Union. The printing sector in
Finland was one that suffered from the decrease in export to its neighbor.
Some of the printing-shops went bankrupt. In the summer of 1993, during
one of Mr Winkowski’s trips to Finland to buy paper, he also went to one
printing-shop in Finland that had been taken over by the banks. He found
two presses in good shape and price and he bought them. One problem was
that he did not tell the others about it. Mr Herman-Izycki:
He came to us, not saying from the very beginning that he did it. But time
was passing and finally […] in August people in Finland became nervous that
nothing was going on and probably in September, we learned that we as a
company were going to buy two presses. This gives you a bit of the climate
of that decision.

Even if they sold a huge amount of magazines there was a limit to their financial capacity. Mr Sykulski:
It soon appeared that even with these tremendous terms of financing our
magazine business, we did not have much money to invest heavily into printing, because one printing machine cost more then a few US million dollars
[…] and still Polish banks were very safe and did not want to open credit
lines. […] Winkowski said -“I want to do this and I do not care where the
money is, but I will buy these machines.“

Mrs Niewiarowska
There have been conflicts between the four founders. I know that my husband
is the most risky one and the most undisciplined. […] I knew that every time
he was traveling abroad and he called the bank, or the financial department
here, how much money we had, it was panic, because the three other partners
knew he was going to buy something.[…]
So they were shouting and he was shouting […], but I think that the conflicts were, as I feel, resolved a little bit like between people that knew each
other, the way conflicts between friends are resolved.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
It was like this from the very beginning. We were a very special company….
Winkowski said that he was buying, so we said that we had to help him to
solve this problem and find the money to pay for it. […]
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With these two presses, the contracts were signed and some payments
made. Winkowski then took mechanics from Zaklady Graficzne in Pila over
there. […]
So when they were in Finland and the presses had to come to Poland the
question came up what to do with them. They were big presses! […] He (Mr
Winkowski) got an idea that one of the presses would go to Pila. It was not
the first press he bought for Pila. […] And he wanted to put one press in
Warsaw. Warsaw is the best place to put a press, because there are the customers. […]
I believed that he had some kind of idea where these presses should be,
but that Zaklady Graficzne would have them as a branch. But they were in
such bad financial condition, that there was no way they could buy it. That is
why we were told and finally we paid, as publishers, for this press. […]
When the press was coming from Finland, Mr Prószyński had the idea
that we should start a new company for it, Superkolor. We paid a quite a lot
of money for the presses, about 2 million German marks. It was a lot of
money for our company at that time, and to spoil it would create very big
problems.

Mr Herman-Izycki came up with the idea that Mr Kieliszczyk, their administration director, should start to organize the new printing company. Mr
Kieliszczyk had earlier taken over position of the administrative director of
Prószyński i S-ka in 1991. They found a locality in a bankrupt factory just a
few hundred meters from their later office at Garazowa street in Warsaw.
Next door to that locality there was a company with one heat-set press and
the idea was they should make use of their peripheral equipment, such as
compressors, cleaning facilities, etc., to keep the costs down. Superkolor i Ska was registered on 30 November 1993 and on 1 February 1994 it was activated. At the end of 1994, Mr Kieliszczyk was ready to start to print for customers:
Polish publishing market was growing at this time from year to year. Many
new color magazines started in this market. We started with Superkolor, because many publishers at this time went printing abroad. We wanted to service these publishers. […] I cooperated with Tadeusz Winkowski. He was the
one of the four owners supervising this company and created new strategy,
etc..

Herman-Izycki:
Prószyński i S-ka owned the press. Later on, it was leased to Superkolor.
Every time we had to be financial engineers, work out how to get more credits. […] We finally leased this press to Superkolor to get cash from the bank
for this press. […]
Superkolor was slowly growing, but from the very beginning, it was difficult with Zaklady Graficzne in Pila. […] They did not like the fact that we
started a printing company in Warsaw.[…]
Superkolor was a company that in the beginning just had one press, with
no finishing and binding. It was impossible to work like that, with everything
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being bound in Pila and finally bringing it back again to Warsaw was costly
because of all the transportation and time.

One year after they started, Mr Kieliszczyk got five percent of the stakes in
Superkolor. They also found a better and cheaper locality for Superkolor, in
Radzymin, 25 km out of Warsaw. First they just placed a stitching line there
that could let them finish the work close to Warsaw. Later, Mr Winkowski
bought a new press and finally also moved the first press in Warsaw to
Radzymin.
The sales of Kant Imm (start of a convergent phase)
Mr Sykulski’s involvement in the brokerage-business in Kant Imm took
almost all of his time in 1994. In this period, the stock-exchange-brokerage
had 17 employees, 1500 clients and about 1-2 percent of the market-share104
in competition mostly with the brokerage activated or owned by the banks.
At the same time the company Prószyński i S-ka was diversifying in different directions. The other partners noticed that Mr Sykulski was not pleased
to dedicate himself to the management role of supervising the increasing
number and amount of transactions and sums in Kant Imm Ltd. HermanIzycki:
At that time, Mr Sykulski was in charge of the brokerage business and he did
not like to be so much involved only in that business. The problem was that
we had grown as a company and we had to split our activities. For example,
Mr Sykulski only dealt with this broker-house in daily management and
worked only for this. He did not like that, and we did not like to force him to
do this. […] If we were not going to be there on daily basis, we had to find a
manager who was trustworthy. […] It was the first sign that the company was
growing big. […] From the very beginning, we were running this company
with three or four people.

More and more money was going through Kant Imm Ltd. and they noticed
that the Polish Securities and Exchange Commission were worried about the
private brokerages that worked in this market. Mr Prószyński:
This business was quite good. The only problem was that our government
was afraid of private companies and wanted to play safe. It started to increase
the requirements, which the companies had to fulfill to play in this field. For
example, they started to demand increased working capital, which you had to
put in to be this kind of company. Whatever we earned, we had immediately
to put into this company as a capital. Or even, we had to take money from
other businesses. I am not saying it was not clever by our government, because it was just a way of getting rid of thieves and other crazy people in this
sector.
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Mr Herman-Izycki:
Theoretically, it was possible that we as the owners could take the money of
our customers and disappear to South America, for example. […] There were
millions of dollars.

The problems finding a manager, together with the increased sums of money
they had to deal with, also made also the other partners worried. Mr
Prószyński:
At that stage when we took that decision, I was very against it. I wanted to
run it longer, but my friends or one of them, Mr Sykulski, convinced me, that
it was risky business and now I knew it was the right decision. […]
At some stage, we were afraid of handling this kind of cash, because it
was not ours, it was quite huge and there might be a lot of individuals and organizations who could want to get their hands on this money, not necessarily
in a legal way.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
Mr Prószyński did not want to sell the company. He wanted to keep it, but he
was out-voted.

Mr Prószyński:
Mr Sykulski thought it was too risky and he spent half a year, nine months
looking for intermediaries who would find the final buyer.

They had a possibility to sell Kant Imm to private owners who approached
them, but they were afraid that it would harm their clients. Instead, in the
autumn of 1995 they sold Kant Imm Ltd for a lower price to Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego. Mr Prószyński:
We made some money, […] but we could possibly keep it and make more
money.

Book publishing
At this stage, more and more of their activities were connected to publishing
books. Mr Prószyński:
Our idea was selling mainly by book club and mail order, but it was not so
easy. So we did not make much money on it. So we started to publish for the
open market and sell to bookstores.

Mrs Malinowska:
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In fact, it was difficult for us, because the book-industry in Poland was very
stable, at the moment when we started. A lot, a lot, of publishing houses were
created in 1989. Some of them had already stopped working and the hottest
writers were already taken. So it was quite difficult to start then, but somehow we managed.

There were some possibilities to take over famous authors from other publishers. There were agents that were rather active and tried to get better conditions for their authors all the time, but Prószyński i S-ka decided not to
find authors in that way of bidding over other publishers. Instead, they
searched mostly for books and authors that were still available. Mrs Malinowska:
We had luck in the beginning, because we got Agatha Christie books. I do
not know why the others did not wrap that author. Maybe because she was so
old-fashioned and everybody was looking for this new hot stuff. And that
was good, because she was selling very well….

The book publishing was growing faster and faster. In 1993, they published
20 titles. In total they printed 1 251 000 copies. In 1994 they published 52
titles of which 42 were new and 10 were reprints and they printed 3 413 000
copies. But after a while, Mrs Malinowska discovered that there was something strange with the wholesales distribution system in Poland. Mrs Malinowska:
At the time when we started, we were selling everything with invoices. […]
We were traveling with the sales department to meetings with wholesalers in
different parts of Poland and I realized that there was something wrong. […]
I felt there was something wrong and I asked Mr Prószyński to check this.
We then learned that we had sent the invoices with the books, but they did
not pay and no one was checking this. The publishing company had become
so big. The money from books was so small, compared with the money from
the magazines. […] And then the whole market started to work on consignments and we then changed for consignment too. […]
The problems started with publishers, because publishers did not realize
that they were publishing for stocks. And when the wholesalers did not agree
to take books for invoice, …they said, “OK, we will take your books, but
without the risk” and the publishers said “OK. You will see that you will sell
everything”. But it was not true and they continued to publish for stocks and
we did too. We also made this mistake. Everybody made this mistake.

Mr Prószyński:
We did not handle it well, nobody did. We just tried to minimize the situation, when distributors went bankrupt or did not pay us.

In the beginning of 1994 they also discovered that the selling of popular
science books in the company Wiedza i Zycie SA were not going as planned,
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having a lot produced but unsold books. Since Prószyński i S-ka had guaranteed their credit line they had to pay these credits to the bank. They decided
to liquidate Wiedza i Zycie SA in February 1994 and took the books as collaterals for what they had paid to the bank.
In magazine and newspaper distribution, the retail and wholesale-system
was intact, with Ruch. With books, it was the opposite. The retail-system of
the state-owned enterprise “Dom Ksiazki” (with approximately 2140 bookstores in 1988), started to fall to pieces, between 1989 and 1991.105 It was
often ex-employees that took over most of the bookstores. Shortly after, in
1992, the state-owned wholesale book distribution system “Skladnica Ksiegarska” was declared insolvent. Instead, a large number of locally or regionally based wholesalers were established. This created a disintegrated, dispersed and financially weak distribution system for books, both in the retail
and wholesale system in Poland. This situation placed many book publishers
in a critical dilemma. To reach the dispersed bookstores, they had to go
through unproven, regionally based and financially weak wholesale companies. At the same time, we saw heavy competition between a great numbers
of new publishing houses. This created an unequal relationship between the
book publishers and the wholesalers, in favor of the latter. The wholesalers
could force the publisher to give more and more books on a commission
basis. These credits created negative cash-flow and big financial problems
for the publishers. Another problem was that not all the wholesalers were
economically reliable.
Mrs Sykulska, educated lawyer and married to Mr Sykulski, had started to
work in Prószyński i S-ka in 1992-1993 as the company’s lawyer. One of her
duties in 1994-1995 was to handle the difficulties with their distributors of
books:
I remember a very difficult period between 1994 and 1995. Because there
were a lot of small distribution-companies and now, they were going down
and we had big problems getting money from them. […] In 1995, a very difficult year, I had a lot of cases in court, with these small distribution companies.

In 1995, they increased the amount of published titles to 119 books, of which
109 were new titles. The problems with the distribution through wholesalers
made them reduce the amount of printed copies in 1995. Even if they
launched more than double the titles in 1995, compared to 1994 (52 titles),
the number of copies they printed decreased to 2 018 000 books in 1995 (3.4
million in 1994). Mr Sykulski:
At this time, I was against publishing books. […]
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We had found good distribution channels with our magazines and that was
because this monopolist RSW really helped us at that period. We did not
have time to find new contacts then. We talked with them and suggested solutions and so on. In the book market there was no distribution channel and
distribution is the weaker point in the book business in Poland. […]
I found this book publishing the worst you could do in the middle of the
90’s, when we started to do this, because there was no system, no well functioning distribution-system to sell these books to the readers. […]
At this time, there were only three men left on the board of directors, because Winkowski was focusing on the printing. There were Prószyński, Herman-Izycki and I. And Herman-Izycki always voted for Prószyński. Then
they even got into the habit of not asking me any more, “Ok, you are against
it, we two agree, and we decided to go into…”, for example schoolbooks. We
had some strong discussions about this and I repeated to Prószyński that being a book publisher is not like being an editor. […] The problem is to sell it.

Mr Prószyński:
There were several actors in the market like us who started trying to change
and make it more human and safe for publishers. We were one of the players
of about 10-20, who were really involved in this book publishing market. I
cannot say that we at this time could make any essential changes in how the
market worked.

As they had done with the mail order bookstore and the book club they tried
to find their own and new ways of distributing their books. Parallel with
selling through wholesalers they tried to distribute directly to the bookstores.
In the middle of the 90´s, they also created their first bookstore, Mr Prószyński:
We started to build a book-store-chain of our own.

Cooperation with foreign publishers?
They also continued to launch new magazines. In January 1994, they started
“Sowa” (“Owl”). It was a monthly magazine for crosswords. Starting with a
circulation of 100 000 copies, they sold 34 190 magazines. Even if the readers could win attractive prizes in the magazines, such as for example cars,
the total sold never surpassed the number they had with the first issue. They
closed it down after just ten issues, in October the same year.
During 1994, they also prepared some new titles in cooperation with a
foreign publisher. Mr Prószyński:
In the first years we traveled a lot, especially two of us, Tadeusz Winkowski
and I. We met a lot of publishers and a lot of people. We discussed all kinds
of matters. We spoke about collaborations, bought licenses and we learned a
lot of things from them, but not necessarily. Sometimes we found that we did
it this way and you that way. We could not do it your way, because of this
and that, because we were in another situation. And they could not do it our
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way, because their situation was different and our circumstances were specific for Poland at that time. But, we saw that we came to the same conclusion. The only thing that we lacked was their experience. They had experience with emerging markets and the investments they made in markets like
Greece, Spain, and Portugal etc. We did not have those experiences. We had
to learn it the hard way by our failures, so it was much more costly. On the
other hand, we also created new values and new solutions that they did not
think about.

During the years, they had several offers to create joint ventures with foreign
publishers. The British company Reed Publishing contacted them in 1993.
The chief executive of their magazine branch IPC Magazines was investigating investments and operations in Poland. Mr Prószyński:
We liked each other and we found that we were thinking similarly and we
started discussing. We did not want to sell to them or make them join our
company, so we decided to create another company to keep our operations
separate and to create something new, which would be based on licenses of
their magazines.

The preparations for this company were going slowly. They started to prepare it at the end 1993 and in the last part of 1994, they were ready to start.
At that stage IPC had started to cooperate with the publisher Gruner +Jahr in
Germany and their interests in Poland declined. Mr Prószyński:
It was their decision to stop. We got a license for one magazine and we
started another two magazines, which we prepared for joint operations. So we
were preparing three. When the time came at the end of 1994 we started them
ourselves, under Prószyński i S-ka. From the January issue they were published.

The three new magazines “Dziecko” (“Child”) “Kuchnia” (“Kitchen”) and
“Kwietnik” (“Flowers”) started in January 1995. Dziecko was a license of
“Practical Parenting” from IPC, and they started with a circulation of 75 000
copies. They sold 66 400 magazines (11% return), so they increased in the
next issue to 120 000 and then sold 83 000 ex. (30% return).
The good food guide Kuchnia began with a print-run of 200 000 and they
sold 119 500 copies (40% return). In 1995 they had an average print-run for
Kuchnia of 178 000 copies, with a sold circulation of 110 000 magazines in
1995 (38% return).
The flower magazine Kwietnik was released with 100 000 in circulation
and sold almost everything, 95 400 magazines (4% return). During the next
month they increased the print-run gradually until it reached 250 000 copies
in April (155 000 total sold). During 1995 they had an average print-run of
191 000 copies and total sold of 128 000 magazines (33% return).
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Mr Sykulski who wanted to be more engaged in magazine publishing,
took an active part in the planning for some of these magazines:
It was shocking for me when we met the people from this English company,
IPC. […] They published 800 titles, and no titles for kids or children. They
had closed everything and then it became very clear to me that the Polish
market did not really differ from other countries. I thought then that it is only
a matter of time until we have the same situation and the same titles and that
we were not exceptional. And at this time competition started.

Business culture and policies
Some of the employees and the founders give some pictures of the climate
and culture in the process. Mr Glijer:
In the beginning, 30-40 percent of us were family, wives, uncles and friends,
etc. Like a huge family! We had special contacts between us, not as workers
and owners, rather friends who were sharing everything. A great idea! This
common effort was the main reason why we grew this fast. That is my own
opinion. […] The main aim was to construct and build something together. A
humanistic idea! The aim was not money.

Mrs Klaybor, the first employee they hired at Kant Imm in 1990, had by this
time become personnel manager in Prószyński S-ka:
In the first years, we were just engaged in doing things we liked. […] And
people were treated well here, even if there was no explicit human-resource
policy. […] It worked for the company, but it was not a culture explicitly
created by the bosses. It was not their main idea. […]
The bosses were looking for new possibilities in the market. They were
creating new things, publishing new monthlies, starting with new companies,
but they felt it was enough to find good people, who were good at something
but they were not working on joining the people and creating the culture of
the company. […] But there was an unofficial culture of the company. […]
People were treated as people. […] People who had new ideas had possibilities to realize them and to do the things they wanted to do.

Mr Woyda:
The problems began with the development and enlargement of the enterprise,
when new titles were published and new people were employed. I started to
see the problems in the second half of the 90´s. In my opinion, the problems
were connected with management of a growing enterprise, with cost control
and with employment policy. The new people who came to work just came
and did their work. They were not committed and not dedicated to the business.

Mrs Klaybor:
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Internal communication was one of the main problems, from the beginning.
[…] They did not want to talk too much to people that they were working
with. The aims were clear for us, but were not on paper. […] But, when we
started to grow, it became difficult when new people came, we could not tell
them or show them the ideas of the company. I think it was the first step to
having problems within the company, because when we started to print and
publish books, and this was very important, it was quite clear-cut among
monthlies and the books. There were two organisms and two groups, and
people did not feel the connections. There was a kind of fight between them,
because each group tried to get as much as possible for their group. One
problem was that we did not work in the same building. We were in many
separate locations in Warsaw. So the communication was difficult and every
group tried to work as an individual. We were divided.

At the beginning of 1995 Prószyński i S-ka bought an estate in Garazowa
street, in Warsaw, rebuilt it and gradually moved the different activities and
divisions to the new location. This process was taking place till the end of
1995. Mr Glijer:
The owners took the main decisions after weeks or months of discussions.
[…] We had a meeting once a week, the senior managers of the firm, to find
out what was going on in the firm. Sometimes we did not know the main decisions of our owners. Because the four men are so different and also competitive, so making decisions was a long process.
And I saw there were sometimes fractions with three, two and two and so
on. So communication was a problem in the firm. […] We had computers, we
had networks, we had everything, but communication was cut off.

Mrs Klaybor:
In this period, they divided some specialties, but the main decisions were
taken together as well. Mr Herman-Izycki for example for Dziecko, Mr
Sykulski for Motomagazyn and Cztery Katy. Mr Prószyński had Poradnik
Domowy and Kwietnik, they were looking after their monthlies, and the people employed in them. They tried to divide the areas of work.

Mr Prószyński:
We learned very soon, after just a few experiences that it is very unwise to
create joint-management, we tried to do it like that for a short time. […] Then
we learned that some employees tried to play us against each other. […] We
were sort of manipulated, if we ran the business like that. So very soon, we
decided that one of us must be responsible for a given task. […]
We were splitting our responsibilities, Mr Sykulski was starting creating
magazines of his own, I was creating my own magazines, and we did not interfere with one another.

Mr Sykulski:
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In the middle of the 90´s, Mr Winkowski completely concentrated on printing.

Mr Winkowski:
I think that also in the beginning we were a little bit specialized, even if we
took almost all decisions together. When we became bigger and bigger we
needed to get more decisions made by one person or delegate to other people.
[…] I decided to get more involved in printing, because they really needed
daily supervision.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
When the company was growing, we were not able to discuss all the decisions between the partners, because there were just too many of them. Some
of them were already taken over by the middle management. And after a
couple of years our interests split and we, let say, decided in the field of interest. And there was much less cooperation. I think it was in the middle of
90’s. […] So we stopped meeting so often to discuss our strategy. We were
discussing strategy on the strategic level, but not on the everyday business.
At the same time, competition came and the market changed.

Heavier competition
They had reached the peak of total sold circulation of Poradnik Domowy in
April 1993 with 2.77 million magazines. From that moment, they kept a
print-run of around 3 million copies for more than 18 months, until September 1994. During that period, they had an average total sale of 2.53 million
copies per month. Of them 555 0000 were subscribers. They had already
seen a decrease to 2.3 million in sold magazines during the summer of 1994.
Then they made a mistake. Mrs Malinowska:
We made a mistake of putting one whole book in instalments, in three or four
issues of Poradnik Domowy. The book was “Bridges of Madison County”.
At first, we asked the readers if they wanted to get a book in the magazine
and 70 percent said yes. So we did what they wanted. And the print-run
dropped!
It was a double mistake I think. After the first issue of the story, there was
also a change of the price. So the people thought that the price was higher,
because of the novel. That was not true; because it was the normal time of the
year, with high inflation, there was a change of price. But people did not realize this.

The first part of the novel was published in the August issue in 1994 and the
price for Poradnik Domowy was then 9000 old zloty and they had a total
sale of 2 337 000 magazines. In the next issue they raised the price to 12 000
zloty. In January when the instalments had ended and the price of the magazine was the same, the total sale decreased to 1 812 000 copies, with a print244

run of 2 722 000 magazines. The return they had at the end of 1994 had been
around 23 percent. In January, the return was 33 percent. Mrs Malinowska:
So this kind of mistake is very grave. With 3 million copies, it is very risky to
make such a move.

The mistake with the installments was not the whole answer to the decrease
in sales. Many new women’s magazines from German publishers made it
hard to keep the circulation up. Gazeta Rodzinna, the women’s weekly
Prószyński i S-ka promoted in 1993, was just their first experience of a battle
with the German competitors. Mr Prószyński:
We failed (with Gazeta Rodzinna-my comment) after less then a year (34 issues – my comment). We failed in 1994. I think the May number was the last
issue. We lost about one million German marks on it. If we had twice that
much, we would have had survived. But later on…, this was the margin. In
the fall of 1994 the Germen came and the fight got worse, Gruner+Jahr, Axel
Springer…. […] Bauer was already here with very low quality weeklies and
they came with higher quality, which started dominating the market.
In September 1994, Gruner+Jahr and Axel Springer launched their first
women’s weeklies. The cover-price war had begun.106

Axel Springer came with “Pani Domu” (“Hostess”) and Gruner+Jahr with
“Naj” (“The Best”) in September 1994. During the period from September to
June 1995 there were at least seven new magazines targeting women from
Axel Springer (”Na Zywo,), Bauer (“Zycie na Goraco”, “Chwila dla Ciebie”) and Gruner+Jahr (“Halo”, “Moje Gotawanie”). But the main competitor came in June 1995. Mr Prószyński:
The Germen came with glossy women’s magazines. We did not fight them
directly, except Burda. […]
Certainly, our main cash cow was Poradnik Domowy, with our big success German publishers found that, maybe without our success, just looking
at Poland this big market, came here to invest, and competed with our magazines, with professional knowledge on how to do it. So that was the main obstacle. Burda, where we printed two or three issues of our magazine came to
us to create a joint venture, but we declined this offer. So he created a company himself or a branch of his German company, and he started to publish
magazine, which was exact a copy of our Poradnik Domowy. It was targeting
the same audience and prepared just by looking at our several issues. Our
magazine was investigated and replicated in a better way. […]
Dr. Burda launched his first high circulation monthly in Poland, with a printrun close to 1 million copies. The name was “Dobre Rady” that is “Good
Advice”, and was targeted at the readership of our “Home Adviser”, (Porad106

Prószynski, speech at the 30th FIPP congress in Amsterdam, 26-September 1995
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nik Domowy). During its development, it was code-named “Mirror”, because
it was supposed to be a mirror image of our “Home Adviser”.107
The only head-on competition was this Dobre Rady from Burda. That was
the only competition where we were targeted directly and fought back, also
with TV advertisements, for the market shares. […]
At the same time, our magazine went down one million copies. They took
our share of the market, with lower price and good marketing

From sales of 2.32 million total sold in September 1994, they went down to
1.39 million sold in October 1995. The print run went down in the same
period from 3 million to 1.8 million. The four partners started to have discussions regarding what to focus on: dealing with the increased competition
from foreign magazines or focusing more on book publishing. Mr Prószyński:
Serious German publishers invaded Poland. Because they did invade, let’s
say, in 1995. We already had some magazines prepared and we launched
them (Dziecko”, “Kuchnia” and “Kwietnik” – my comment). After that, it
became very difficult to do anything. Then we were just trying to keep our
empire intact, which was difficult and almost impossible. It was impossible!

Mr Sykulski:
We lost our position, our first position as magazine publisher. He (Mr
Prószyński – my comment) said this is the competition; ”It is a hard time to be
doing magazines”. I did not agree. I said – “OK, it is tougher but we can
learn, we still have advantages, because it is our market. OK, everything will
become like a Western market, with the same situation happening here, but
we know what the exceptions are here. We can still exist and not only exist,
but from second or third position on profitable rules. […] The situation, we
did not do anything in the middle of the 90’s about that.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
We did not realize that we had to continue to change our magazines more towards Western standards, because Polish society changed and it expected
these kinds of magazines. We were very much successful, because most of
the big publishers from the West decided not to come to the Polish market.
[…] But when they came they were playing the main role on the market.
They changed the people. We were saying that people would not like it, because they are not used to it, but they made people used to it. We stopped half
way to being modern. We were much more orthodox, with our ideas, I think,
which was OK in 1992, but it was not OK in 1995. And we did not notice
that the world, that our market, our target, changed so much within these
years.
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What do we mean with Western standard? We were only accepting the best
Western standard. Maybe Winkowski was accepting general Western standard (laugh!).

Financial crises
Mr Herman-Izycki
And from that time, we were less successful than in the beginning of the 90’s.
We had a crisis in 1995. Very dangerous for the company. Lack of financing
and the cash-flow was very bad at that time.

Mr Prószyński:
So our cash cow was providing us with less cash. Then we invested in printing, when Winkowski bought machinery from a bankrupt printing-plant in
Finland without our knowledge and we had to pay for it. And we were much
more involved in printing than we wished to be. Much more. Heavily. It was
also not clear all the time that buying paper for these other publishers and for
Pila and buying all these raw materials, which we did and ordering work was
good business. We could not find out. It was difficult to calculate exactly if
we as a company were gaining on that or losing on that. […] We needed a
credit line and we started borrowing from banks and paying an interest on it.
So it was not clear to us, three of us, whether all these activities were profitable for this company (Prószyński i S-ka – my comment) or whether we just
financed the development of other companies, in a safe way. I strongly believe that we did finance our other companies that way. In the long term, it
was a good solution, but in the short term, we had payment problems. These
we were mostly due to paper suppliers. We always had the problem that they
did not want to sell us paper and we had orders. We had to print it. So it was
a very nervous time. It was clear that we could not do it much longer this
way. Publishing is not that profitable and we had debts to pay. That was it.
That was the financial crises. […]
You can blame everybody or each of us would blame something else, for
this crisis, but in my opinion, the truth is that… we were not very good in
running day-to-day business, keeping costs down and keeping investments
down. We were used to widespread different activities and starting new activities and not necessarily closing them in time, but often keeping on too
long. Without that we would not have succeeded, but at some stage our luck
ran out or it was more difficult to run business.

Mr Herman-Izycki:
When Poradnik Domowy was at the top, we did not quarrel about the money,
and what to do with the money. […] A lot of other partnerships were falling
apart at the time of success, because of quarrels on what to do with the
money. The problem of success was a problem for us also, but the lack of
success for our company was worse. To deal with the differences of what to
do.
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Mr Sykulski:
This time, maybe that was the first moment when we started to separate our
business.

Mr Glijer
I think that each of them had their own ideas of core business and the future
of Prószyński i S-ka, and started to go their own ways.

Conversions into independent subsidiary companies
One way of reducing their personal risks during the crises was to change the
company to a limited liability company. In July 1995 they created an independent joint-stock company, Prószyński i S-ka, spolka akcyjna. They discussed first just to change the status of the company from a partnership to a
joint-stock company, but they were afraid of such move because there were
very few that had made such move in Poland and they saw a lot of problems
and considered it to be too dangerous. Instead they moved activities one after
another from the partnership to the joint-stock company, which took about a
year, and then closed it. They spent a lot of time discussing these matters and
decided to play safe.
They made the same move with the advertising agency and media broker
Pozarowska i S-ka. The created a joint-stock company and moved the activities to the new company. Three of the partners (Mr Prószyński, Mr HermanIzycki and Mr Sykulski) were not satisfied with the way the company was
managed. Mr Prószyński:
This advertising agency was supplying our magazines with advertisements,
but was taking heavy margins on it. It was not clear if we could be better
without it. […] There were just quarrels and quarrels about money, who
owned what and from where to find capital to pay debts.

The problem was that they had no control of cash flow between the separate
ventures. They restructured the organization to separate different companies,
trying to identify which company was taking cash and which was a source of
income. Mr Prószyński:
We had quite different opinions from which company to which company
money silently passed to build it up. But, after a while, we tried to separate
them and made it just work separately.

Mrs Sykulski was engaged in the legal parts of restructuring their businesses:
In 1995, we created a lot of new companies. We wanted to divide this big
company into smaller companies, because it was a new idea to do business.
[…] The partners wanted to engage in new areas. Because until 1995, the
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main thing was publishing magazines and the next thing was publishing
books and it became very big and was a new area. And this was the main reason. To handle a lot of money.

Mr Prószyński:
We tried to run most of our ventures under separate names and as separate
entities. Why? Because we believed they were easier to control under such
circumstances.108

At the end of 1995, they created a new company for the book club, Klub
Ksiazki Ksiegarni Krajowej, sp z o.o. . On the first of January it was activated with Mrs Jerzyk as President and Mrs Dorota Malinowska and Mr
Prószyński as vice-president. At the same time Mrs Jerzyk and Mrs Malinowska got two percent each of the shares in the book club, the rest was
equally owned by the four partners in Prószyński.
In 1995, a special company for the magazine for classical music, Studio
Classic, spolka z o.o was created by Mr Sykulski and the editor’s team of the
magazine. The magazine was loosing money and they got the title free of
charge.
They also started to close down some of the magazines. They could not
make the children’s magazine profitable, so they stopped “Komiks” in the
spring 1995 and “Kwak” in October. The year after, at the beginning of
1996, they started a discussion on what to do with the two children’s magazines, Bec and Juz Czytam, run by Mrs Niewiarowska:
We did not think about earning money. It was absolutely not our objective,
but after some time, we did not have enough money to put into it. […]
Three out of four partners did not want these magazines and they said, “It
is too expensive, we do not have the money”. So my husband decided to create a possibility to deal with the financial problems. We created another company called Baj-Pros. This was an ecological company which recycled old
paper. The company bought used paper and sold it to special paper-mills for
used paper. The company earned some money and this capital was used to finance those kids-magazines. So in one moment the kids-magazines changed
publisher, but it was not enough, so later we closed them down.109

The magazines were taken over by Baj-Pros spolka z o. o in March 1996.
By-Pros was owned by the four partners and Mrs Niewiarowska, 20% each.
They also wanted to separate publishing and printing and clarify Mr Winkowski’s role in the company as taking responsibility for printing and not
magazine publishing. One example of the mixed business in Prószyński S-ka
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Bec and Juz Czytam were finally closed down in 1998
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was the service they sold to other publishers. Most of these services still
operated under the company Prószyński i S-ka. Mr Glijer:
It was a discussion between the owners about what was our core business:
printing and our own books and magazines and selling them, or services for
other publishers. If we added one service to the other it would be better for
the firm, because we were standing on two legs. […] Mr Prószyński did not
agree. He said you should work only for Prószyński i S-ka, not for other editors. But our income from this was huge. Not only were we taking care of logistics and printing, but we also had our own system of distribution.

They stopped doing the trading of publishing-services at Prószyński i S-ka
and moved the operations to the printing-plant Superkolor in Radzymin. At
the beginning of 1997 these activities, together with the associated customer
office, were transferred to Superkolor SA. They succeeded in their effort to
solve the financial crises and they tried to find solutions to the tensions that
had appeared between the partners. Mr Sykulski:
What is important from my view of the story of the Prószyński S-ka publishing house, is that when I was ignored as a partner or my voice was ignored
[…] and a lot of money went into books, Mr Prószyński answered me, “OK,
let’s do what you want. Let me do what I want and I’ll support what you
want”. I agreed (laugh!) and I started some businesses.

Mr Glijer:
I do not know when it started, but a competition started between them. So
they started their own departments in their own firms.

4.2.3.1 Analysis of the units of analysis - the period from the middle of
1991 to the end of 1996
Analysis of the innovation process
There were at least three enabling factors in the middle of 1991 that made
the innovation process go into a very intense and divergent phase that would
last over two years (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). The first factor was the influx of additional resources that came from the success with Poradnik Domowy. The second enabling factor was that in this period they had developed a complete, comprehensive and valid system that was able to take new
ideas in publishing to the market. They had developed a complete chain with
links (cf. Kline and Rosenberg 1986, Ruttan 1959, Usher 1954) that solved
the different problems to launch a new monthly in the Polish market. With
this system in place much of the ambiguities, equivocality and uncertainties
were reduced and the system was ready to be proven to be used for new
ideas. The third factor was that the venture team had developed to a more
balanced “leadership team” with clearer balanced and interdependent roles
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with diversified responsibilities in the innovation process. This pluralistic
leadership was an important enabling factor for further divergent behavior.
The last factor, the evolution of a “venture team” to a “leadership team”, will
be analyzed in the next units of analysis.
It is possible to argue that it was teleological, life-cycle and evolutionary
mechanisms that triggered the restart of divergent behaviors and a beginning
of a new innovation cycle. The teleological motor came from the emergent
consensus of ends and roles in the venture team, but also in the relationships
with their suppliers. The evolutionary motors came from the diffusion of the
new magazine (Poradnik Domowy) and the positive response in the market.
It was also evolutionary in the sense that they could not predict which magazine will survive or fail, but they made a probabilistic assumption that some
of them would survive and create persistence in the magazine path over time.
The life-cycle motor came from the elaborated system of solutions to launch
a magazine in the Polish market. This system gave an immanent program
that gave latent potentials to launch new magazines in the Polish market.
Even if this system was in many parts constructed, the inner logic (“the
golden egg”) was perceived as prescribed (cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995).
In this period of the second innovation cycle, we observe divergent behavior in four paths: magazines, booklets/books, publishing services and
distribution, and printing (a fifth path was brokerage, but is excluded from
the analysis). A first reflection is that these paths were much more related to
each other than in the previous cycle. Despite this relation, we noticed a
much heavier proliferation of activities in the different paths.
Only in the magazine path were thirteen magazines initiated, prepared
and launched during this period between middle of 1991 and the autumn of
1993. Adding in four other magazines that were initiated in the autumn or at
the end of 1993, but were delayed and launched later, total would be seventeen magazines. Thirteen of these seventeen magazines were classified as
innovative venture opportunities (“Financial magazine”, Cztery Katy,
Zweirzaki, Bec, Zweirzaki-Plakat, Kwak, Motomagazyn, Juz Czytam, Gazeta Rodzinna, Sowa, Dziecko, Kuchnia, Kwietnik) and four reproducing
venture opportunities (Fantasja, Wiedza i Zycie, Swiat Nauki, Studio). Of
these thirteen innovative opportunities three were initiated by editors external to their ventures (“Financial magazine”, Cztery Katy, Motomagazyn).
Three ideas came internal from the venture team (Zweirzaki, Gazeta
Rodzinna, Sowa), two magazines were developed as a result of reader responses (Zweirzaki-Plakat, Kwak). Three of the ideas arose as a result of the
possibilities of acquiring foreign licenses for the Polish market (Bec, Juz
Czytam, Dziecko) and two were initiated as a joint-venture with a foreign
publisher (Kuchnia, Kwietnik).
This massive launch of new titles can be understood, excluding the three
enabling factors developed above, from the teleological strategies that
emerged in earlier cycles which were based on evolutionary assumptions of
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the innovation process as equivocal and uncertain and that it is impossible to
know which venture may be prolific. (cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995, Van
de Ven et al. 1999). (We knew from the very beginning that some of them
would never get off the ground running and some of them, if started, would
fail. That was a part of the deal of the business-plan.) Even if the leadership
team were in the second innovation cycle, the company was still in many
ways a new start-up. It is possible that as a new start-up, they wanted to create a broader product family in order to have a sufficient critical mass in
magazine publishing to be commercially viable, even if the already successful magazine would fail in the future (cf. Schrader and Simon 1997, Van de
Ven et al. 1999). Another important explanation for the proliferation of
ideas, is that these new opportunities were the result of their earlier exploration and exploitation of the publishing sector and from of their building of
external relationships and networks both in Poland and abroad (cf. von Hippel 1988, Sarasvathy 2001, Van de Ven et al. 1999). In that sense, the venture team is as a favorable setting for seizing contingent venture opportunities (Sarasvathy 2001) from external evolutionary changes.
In looking closer at some of these innovation processes, for example, such
as the creation of the interior design magazines Cztery Katy and Zweirzaki,
we observe that they were not only magazines with new contents and layout. In Cztery Katy, the leadership team had also introduced new computerized technology in the production of the magazine. One could say that some
links in the chain to the market were renewed (cf. Kline and Rosenberg
1986). This was an entrepreneurial activity in the innovation process, but not
an innovative venture opportunity, since this new solution was not perceived
as something that could be sold at the market. In Zweirzaki (magazine with
pictures of animals), higher printing quality in the process was also introduced. Since it was not possible to print with this quality in Poland, the
magazine was initially printed abroad. Later on they acquired a printing machine that could print with this quality and placed it in the printing plant in
Pila. In that sense, this solution developed to an innovative venture opportunity, since they later sold this printing service at the market.
They also developed parallel links in the chain to the market, for example,
in the distribution of their magazines. Even if they used the earlier monopolist (RSW-Ruch) as their main distributor and the postal system for subscriptions, they started to use other distributors as well as developed their own
system of distribution. That they developed their own distribution to subscribers in the larger cities arose as a result of problems from one established
system (the postal-system) not being able to handle the growing scale of the
operations. They were able to experiment with different solutions in distribution, as well as to develop their own distribution channels because of their
close cooperation with the local post-office. The knowledge that was acquired in these activities would later be a source of new venture opportunities (see further below in the publishing service and distribution path). Using
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their own distribution channel, they also developed a more direct relation
with their customers. This they used to get responses and input for further
improvement of their magazines.
In the magazine path of the innovation process, there existed mostly
teleological mechanisms with the purposeful cooperation between actors in
already established relationships. Nevertheless, we also observe the establishment of new relationships that can explain the emergence of some of the
new magazines. It is, however, important that we also notice evolutionary
and dialectical motors in the evolvement and creation of new titles. As with
their first innovative magazine Poradnik Domowy, many of the ideas
evolved from external actors outside the leadership team, and the innovative
venture opportunities emerged in creative confrontations between external
actors and the leadership team (for example the house-interior magazine,
Cztery Caty). This can be an important observation since it indicates that the
main creative dialectical mechanisms may not necessarily be found internally in the venture team (or leadership team), but rather in the confrontation
of ideas between the team and external actors. We will come to this issue in
the final analysis.
In the second paths, booklets and books, we also observe a proliferation
of ideas. However, this process was more gradual and contained more feedback-loops to other paths and elements in the innovation processes (Kline
and Rosenberg 1986), while at the same time having less divergence.
The sources of these innovative venture opportunities were both their earlier experiences of selling books through the same distribution channel as
with magazines (Comic-books), but also opportunities that came as a result
of the success with their largest magazine, Poradnik Domowy. One innovative venture opportunity was the publication of booklets of recipes (Biblioteczka Poradnik Domowy). The further development of this path was not
really shaped by opportunities selling other books. It was rather the problems
that arose in this path that influenced the continuation of this process. Since
kiosks sold the booklets and these retailers could not store unsold copies,
they were returned. Since there was still a demand for old copies of these
booklets and the book-distribution and retail system for books were not as
intact as with magazines in Poland, they decided to develop their own distribution for these booklets in the form of a Mail-order company which was
advertised in their magazines. With this Mail-order distribution-system in
place, there opened up more possibilities for divergent activities related to
books. The Mail-order distribution solution emerged into an innovative venture opportunity, to sell not only their own booklets and books, but also
books from other publishers. This was a good example of a feedback-loop
between different elements in the “chain-link” that generated new opportunities (cf. Kline and Rosenberg 1986). One can also analyze it as a “vicious
cycle” (Masuch 1985, Van de Ven et al. 1999), “as a complex action loop in
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which a set of activities entail a chain of other activities which, in turn, ultimately recreate and worsen the original situation” (Van de Ven 1999:39).
When they started to diverge and increase their supply of books, they
were limited by the heavy competition in book publishing in Poland (which
we did not find in magazine publishing). At this stage in 1992-93, there were
both functioning and well-reputed book publishers from the communist time,
as well as a huge number of already established small new book publisher,
even if many of these new publishers had already disappeared. The leadership team handled this competition by focusing on segments about which
they had knowledge from their magazine publishing, as well as through opportunities they discovered in neglected books niches in the Polish book
market. (Higher quality popular women’s novels, Connoisseur Library, Science fiction books, Travel books, Popular science books).
The decision to publish these books in series can be understood from institutionalized traditions in the Polish book market and from their own experiences in publishing monthlies. Since there is a high degree of ambiguity
and uncertainty in purchasing a new book, they used the solution with bookseries to create customer behaviors that were similar to that related monthly
magazines. If the customer liked a book, that was a motivation to buy the
next one in the series.
In the book publishing path, the motor in the process is mostly evolutionary, even if there also are dialectical and teleological elements present. The
process was evolutionary since it was mainly external forces that contributed
to change in this path. It is difficult to locate an internal centre of an actor or
actors that purposefully drove this book path forward in the early stage.
There were some elements of internal discovery of some venture opportunities related to booklets/books and distribution, as spin-off from the magazine
Poradnik Domowy. We also found some internal dialectical confrontations
that resulted in creative solutions and in teleological sense-making of these
new ideas based on earlier experiences. Nevertheless, the book path evolved
mostly from external demands from their magazine customers, external constraints in selling booklets through the magazine distribution system, as well
as from selling through wholesale and retail systems for books in Poland.
These external conditions were responsible for triggering the creation of
their own distribution systems for booklets and books that cumulatively
evolved to increased activities related to publishing books. This created a
divergence in the book path (cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995).
The third path is Publishing services and distribution. One innovative
venture opportunity, the Mail-order activities, has already been mentioned.
This innovative venture opportunity created its own path, together with other
publishing service activities in this period. The sources of many of the activities came from external problems and constraints in the Polish publishing
sector, and the solutions they already had created in their innovation processes were recognized as having the possibility of being sold on the market.
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We also observe feedback-loops between elements in the innovation process,
and events in the external environment that generated new venture opportunities.
The advertising activities are an example of a venture opportunity that
emerged from solutions they had created related to the problems to find
agencies for preparing ads for colored magazines in Warsaw. They rather
soon decided to sell these kinds of services also to other publishers, and created a separate business entity for these activities.
The development of the Mail-order activities into a Book club was related
to problems involving the creation of sufficient critical volume to become
commercially viable in book publishing, together with limited abilities in
established market channels. The wholesale and retail systems for books had
collapsed in Poland and remaining in its place was only a fragmented distribution and retail system for books in this period. With the indications that a
foreign publisher was about to establish a book club in Poland, a chain reaction began as different actors, not only in the leadership team, started to pursued and break down resistance of the others, until a sufficient number of
actors were convinced that this was an innovative venture opportunity that
was worthy of pursuing. However, in the effort to sell higher volumes of the
books they had also started to sell books through wholesalers and book retailers. One could say that they used a parallel link in book distribution that
was very weak. (cf. Rosenberg and Kline 1986)
In analyzing the gradual development to sell publishing services to other
publishers, we found that the initial source of these activities was the first
innovation cycle that was plagued with the problems of finding right quality
paper and of financing it. Since the printing-plants in Poland did not want to
take financial risks with the paper, the venture team often had to search
abroad to find their own paper suppliers, and to find financial solutions for
paper used by their magazines. This was one of the most difficult and recurrent problems to get the “golden egg” or their business model to function as
planed. From these activities, they learned how this market was functioned,
built up relationships with paper suppliers and developed financial solutions
for these transactions. They also broaden the products they bought directly
from the supplier, with other publishing and printing products (inks, etc.). In
addition, a seemingly simple technological solution, a telephone line with
direct international connection, facilitated this development and helped them
to find better prices in the market. During this time, they started to discuss
selling these publishing products as intermediate goods to other publishers
and to the printing-plant in Pila. In that sense, this was in the beginning a
reproducing venture opportunity. However, when they started to make use of
their diverse experiences and activities in the publishing process and in that
way combined existing productive resources in new ways or for new purposes (Schumpeter (2000[1934]), and offered at the market a complete service for publishers (plan for the printing process, buying of paper, distribu255

tion and logistics etc.), this is classified as a “innovative venture opportunity” in the Polish market. In this way, they also increased the circle of customers in the printing plant in Pila by bringing other publishers there. They
also saw these activities as a way of financing further investments in the
printing plant in which they had growing ownership and interests. In this
path of selling publishing services and distribution, we also observe that they
started to change institutional legislations in Poland on duty tax on importing
paper in Poland to be able to create a more advantageous and fair institutional context (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999).
To locate the main change mechanism (Van de Ven and Poole 1995) that
operated in the process in these sequences of events was more problematic
than in the former path. Once again there were external evolutionary mechanisms that initially prescribe the process, by the constraints in the Polish
publishing sector. Since this path developed gradually and small changes
cumulated to produce a variation in the directions in the innovation process,
would it be possible to consider the evolutionary motor the one that drove
this process. Many of these activities involved the reproduction of activities
and entities similar to solutions they had used before in the publishing of
their magazines (cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995:522). However, the dialectical and teleological motors were also important in this path. The dialectical
mechanisms were most observable in the initial stage after the opportunity
recognitions and in the internal persuasions to take further action based on
the ideas. We also noticed successful external dialectical struggles, e.g. to
change tax-regulation in relation to the importation of paper that resulted in a
new regulation. The internal dialectical confrontations were often transformed to teleological negotiations and sense-making. The processes of social construction of these new directions were facilitated by the close connection to their other activities. These new directions made sense in the context of their earlier experiences and activities in magazine publishing. Even
so, the publishing service and distribution were not really based on the same
business logic and models as in magazine publishing (for example it was a
business-to-business market and not as the former consumer market) and
therefore this divergence in directions was larger than it may have been perceived at first sight.
The last path in the divergent activities of this innovation cycle is printing. In the analysis of the previous innovation process, it was argued that
printing at that stage was not seen as a venture opportunity. Instead, these
activities, such as building up close relationships with the printing-plant,
investing and placing printing-machines in a plant they did not own, were
made with the purpose of controlling uncertainties (Sarasvathy 2001) and
overcome the limitations in the printing sector in Poland. However, in this
next divergent phase of the innovation process the venture team started to
perceive and act as if printing was a venture opportunity, in its own. Also
this process was very gradual. When printing was recognized as a venture
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opportunity, it was a reproducing venture opportunity to merely increase the
capacity in the plant, but we observe also traces of innovative venture opportunities with introducing printing machines with higher quality that were not
present in the Polish market. The source of that innovative venture opportunity came from problems of not being able to have a higher quality print in
Poland when they tried to launch a new magazine (Zweirzaki). Once again it
was the evolutionary mechanisms with external limitation in the Polish printing sector that initially drove the process. We observe some dialectical conflict in relation to problem solving in printing in Poland and investments in
printing equipments, but also these conflicts went over to more teleological
process of consensus and the enactment of printing as a venture opportunity
on which to act.
In 1994, we observe the first traces of a more convergent phase in this
cycle. As Van de Ven et al. (1999) have found was convergent behavior
triggered by constraining factors from both external and internal dynamics.
All constraining factors were parts of the increasing limitation of resources
(especially capital and time) for their divergent activities. The external constraining factors were several. Some external factors were bankruptcies and
fraudulent conduct in the fragmented wholesales sector of books in Poland.
Another factor was the introduction of a consignment system in book distribution in Poland, where the publisher gave credit on the books to the wholesalers and took the financial risk if the books did not sell. The third factor
was expensive market failures with some of newly launched magazines as
well as market reactions related to decision to adjust the content in their most
successful magazine (a book as installments in Poradnik Domowy, together
with a routine decision in change of price). A fourth factor was the massive
competition from foreign magazine publishers that had the effect of decreasing sales and revenues. A fifth important factor was the deterioration of distribution terms for the newly launched magazines (20-30 % down payment
instead of 60%). The “golden eggs” were not as golden as before for they
were now forced to give ever larger credits before they could receive payment from the distributor.
The internal constraining factors were related to decisions in large investments, lack of control of external and internal cash-flows, and limitations in time. The first internal constraining factor was the investments in
printing machines that increased their loan liabilities. The second factor was
that they lacked control over the payments from the wholesalers who held
large stock of books. The third element was also related to control, but to the
internal problems of assessing which of the diverse activities were successful. Most of their different activities were made in the same business unit
(Prószyński i S-ka) and it was difficult to derive the costs and revenues of
each activity (It was difficult to calculate exactly if we as a company were
gaining or losing on that). The fourth factor was related to limitations in
time and the growth of their activities. Despite the fact that there were four
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in the leadership team, the divergence and growth made it difficult for the
team members to actively participate or supervise, and to maintain interest in
all the activities in the different paths.
All these constraining factors resulted in a financial crisis in 1995 which
led to intensified initiatives to restructure the whole system of venture activities. Although we observe some convergent behaviors already in 1994 with
closing of some magazines and a discussion of what to do with the brokerage
business, it was primarily the financial crisis in 1995 that gave rise to intensified restructuring activities.
The restructuring activities consisted principally of four measures. Firstly,
there was the sale of the brokerage-business (Kant Imm). Second, there was
the transformation of ownership structure and transfer of the different activities from a partnership (Prószyński i S-ka, spolka cywilna) to a limited liability joint-stock company (Prószyński i S-ka, spolka akcynja) in order to be
able to reduce their personal risk with the ventures. The third step was to
divide the company into separate entities to allow for transparency and facilitate control of the economical viability in the different activities. In this
convergent phase, a greater “causation logic” appeared in the process with a
focus on the more calculable and predictable aspects of their activities (cf.
Sarasvathy 2001). The fourth action was to close down some unprofitable
activities, reduce the amount of printed copies in books and magazines, and
to change the publishing service from the publishing entities to their printing
entities.
All these restructuring procedures were made during a convergent period
of one and a half to two years and were the main issues in the leadership
team during that time. In this convergent phase and during the restructuring,
more intense discussions and conflict began regarding the core content of the
business: magazines, books, printing or publishing services. From the frame
of references of the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999), it is possible to understand these conflicts from the perspective that in the switch
from multidimensional leadership of divergent activities to a more unidimensional leadership of convergent activities, conflicts and confrontations
appeared based on differences in experiences and perspectives. The “honeymoon period” for the three new paths: printing, books, and publishing
services, were over in this innovation cycle.
It is the evolutionary motors with a great amount of external events that
created the necessity for more convergent behavior in the innovation cycle.
Although there was a teleological consensus in the leadership team after the
financial crisis in 1995, and there was a mutual decision to restructure their
ventures, there were manifest and latent dialectical mechanisms and conflicts that became observable in the team. These dialectical processes would
be an important force in the next innovation cycle.
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Analysis of the leadership team
When this new innovation cycle took off in the middle of 1991, with huge
proliferation of divergent behaviors, it is argued here that the venture team
had developed to a more comprehensive, complementary and balanced
“leadership team”. The venture team was not only a team that tried to take
venture opportunities to the market, but was also a venture in it self. Common ends and specialized venture team roles as entrepreneurs and managers
with both strategic and operative roles had emerged during the convergent
phase of the former innovation cycle. The venture team as an entity, had
completed an innovation cycle, and at the same time underwent a metamorphosis (cf. Poole et al. 2000) and had become a “leadership team”.
What emerged was a “leadership team” that contained four members who
had both strategic and operative roles in the team. These roles created a pluralistic collective structure that was favorable for a new divergent phase of a
broad array of dynamic activities (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999, Weick 1979)
in the publishing sector in Poland. Also very important was that the team had
experienced that through working cooperatively they solved the different
problems related to launching a new monthly magazine on the Polish market. The innovative venture opportunity and the business model were no
longer only a mental model, but had been realized into a chain of problems
and solutions (cf. Kline and Rosenberg 1986) that had been found valid (cf.
Weick 1993). In the leadership team, it was no longer a broad cognitive map
of the transforming Polish society and it possibilities, which served as an
initial frame of reference for action and opportunity recognition. Instead, it
was a much more modified, focused and active schema of the Polish publishing sector that directed further exploration of opportunities and intensity of
action. (cf. Weick 1979, 1993, Neisser 1976)
With this “stream of experience” (Weick 1979:194), the leadership team
had the potential to make sense of and lead a new innovation cycle. The
exploration and exploitation of different problems and solutions both abroad
and in the Polish publishing sector, had created a leadership team that not
only internally could create, enact and make selection of new venture opportunities from this experience, but generated also an influx of new ideas from
network of relationships internally in the organization, and also importantly,
from external actors (cf. Van de Ven et al 1999, von Hippel 1988). Together
with the infusion of capital from the earlier successful innovation cycle and
of time saving from the routinization and delegation of tasks from the team
members to other members in the leadership team or to the employees in the
organization, the leadership team possessed additional resources (ideas, people, money, time) that created a context that was opened for exploring new
ideas and directions. (after a while, when procedures were established and it
was clear how to do it I passed tasks to Mr. Herman-Izycki or Mr. Sykulski
to do it on a daily basis. […] So this was how we ran the business.)
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If analyzing the background of some of these new innovative venture opportunities, we observe that the ideas in this cycle had an extended gestation
period before they were activated and that it was seemingly random events
that set the stage for the initiation of innovations (Van de Ven et al. 1999). A
good example of this was the new interior magazine “Cztery Caty”. It was
an unplanned and spontaneous meeting in an apartment that triggered an
innovation to take off. However, it was not only an assemblage of one group
of people with a new idea (the editing team) and another group (the leadership team) with routines and resources to realize the idea. Instead, the new
idea was modified and clarified in the interaction between these two groups.
From an analysis of the processes of change (Van de Ven and Poole
1995), it was an ordinary life-cycle mechanism for another activity in the
internal organizational level (the recurrent activity to create content for Poradnik Domowy) that created the event for the initial interaction. A dialectical motor is observed in the confrontation and interaction between the editing team and the leadership team that modified the idea with “Cztery Caty”.
However, there are also sense-making teleological process in the justification (cf. Weick 1993) of the innovative venture opportunity in this interaction, for example, by their earlier experiences in magazine publishing, as
well as from trends in interior design magazines from abroad.
In order to understand the huge proliferation of different ideas during this
first phase in this innovation cycle in relation to the leadership team process
as unit of analysis, then Weick’s model of group development (1979:91) is a
useful tool. We have earlier argued that from a social group with diverse
ends a venture team took form from interlocked behaviors based around
common means. We have argued that a leadership team had been formed
when the venture team converged on common ends and specialized team
roles (entrepreneur, manager, strategic and operative roles) emerged. Although common ends are attained, and it is very important in the preservation of this collective structure, earlier diverse ends, and maybe more important the specialized task roles, are important sources of the diversity of action
and means (diverse means) that were developed in the leadership team in the
divergent phase during this second innovation cycle.
An important reason for the shift from common ends to diverse means
can be analyzed from Lave and Wenger (1991) view of learning as situated,
i.e. as a process that take place in participation with specific communities of
practices. The emerging specialized task roles in the leadership team gave a
division of labor that legitimated peripheral participation in other communities of practices (Lave and Wenger 1991, cf. Benson 1977). This participation in more specified activities, but also in relation with other social communities of practices gradually developed to more intense engagement in
other directions and contexts than from the main direction - publishing of
monthlies. The contextual situated learning is an important source of the
divergence of activities and venture opportunity recognition, because even if
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these new ideas evolved in participation with other social communities, these
ideas could often make sense in the leadership team, from their joint experiences in publishing monthlies (cf. Lave and Wenger 1997). This sense making justified further growing involvements and participations in these other
communities of practice. However, this consensus or honeymoon period (cf.
Van de Ven et al. 1999) of exploring diverse means also had an end.
In 1994-1995, their different activities related to the diverse means had
developed to diverse ends (Weick 1979). An example of this is Mr. Winkowskis’ decision to buy printing machines, without telling the others in the
leadership team. Although this arbitrary decision had consequences for the
total financial situation and created conflicts between the members in the
leadership team they could still collectively and in unity, create a consensus
around how to solve this problem. However, these diverse ends became even
more salient in relation to the financial crisis of 1995 and in the shift to the
convergent phase in this innovation cycle (cf. Van de Ven et al 1999). Even
if they, jointly as a leadership team, were able to manage the restructuring of
their different ventures and solve the financial crisis, they never really
agreed on which paths and activities should receive focus. Mr. Winkowski
wanted to focus on printing and publishing services, Mr. Sykulski wanted to
focus on publishing monthlies and to meet the competition from foreign
magazine publisher while Mr. Prószyński and Mr. Herman-Izycki wanted
intensify book publishing, parallel with magazine publishing.
The balance in the leadership team changed in relation to the development
of diverse ends (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). These changes had been gradual. However, Mr. Winkowski’s decision to have daily supervision of the
printing activities had consequences on how the decisions were made in the
leadership team. The changes in strategic decision making were most significant. The leadership team implemented a division of labor in accordance
with strategic decision-making. Mr. Winkowski took over most of the strategic issues related to manner of development of the printing activities, and at
the same time was less involved in decisions related to strategic concerns in
publishing.
Since diverse ends had been developed in the team, it was also more difficult to make use of their decision principles based on “total agreement
through majority pressure”. This principle had been important in the continuously commitments of their joint interpretations and decisions (cf. Weick
1993, Ring and Van de Ven 1994). With three instead of four actors involved in strategic decisions making in publishing issues we observe coalition building (cf. Cyert and March 1963 Kanter 1983, 2000) with two actors
taking decisions against the will of the third partner. In this context, domination as method of conflict resolution (Follett 1995) at this stage is revealed,
with affective conflicts as a consequence (cf. Amason 1996). Another observation is that the leadership team did not meet as often to discuss strategic
issues they did previously.
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All these factors had an impact on the continuous development process of
their cooperative team relationship. From Ring and Van de Ven (1994:97)
model of development of cooperative relationships, one can interpret that
they succeeded in formal bargaining in the negotiations involving the restructuring of the business units and in that way reduced risks and uncertainties. In these negotiations, joint expectations of some of the roles in the leadership team were clarified (i.e. Mr. Winkowski’s role). However, with the
development of diverse ends (Weick 1979), together with changes in the
balance of the leadership team (Ring and Van de Ven 1994:106ff) in strategic decision-making and less interaction in the team, the negotiations never
really led to joint sense making, or enactment of the venture opportunities or
of the external condition in the Polish transformation (e.g. the foreign competition in magazine publishing, the changes of preferences in the Polish
market, etc.). This meant that in this convergent period of the innovation
cycle, although some parts of their business (e.g. brokerage) were sold and
certain unprofitable activities were closed down, a common strategic consensus never emerged in the leadership team about exploiting a given course
of action (cf. Van de Ven et al 1999). Instead we observe a gradual renegotiation of some decision principles (“Let me do what I want and I’ll support
what you want” or “Winkowski said that he was buying, so we said that we
had to help him to solve this problem and find the money to pay for it”) in
the leadership team at the end of this cycle that restrained some of the conflicts that had developed during this convergent phase. This conflict resolution and new supplemental agreements were important for the commitment
and preservation of the ongoing relationships in the leadership team (cf.
Ring and Van de Ven 1994). Together with the restructuring of their business units that solved the financial crisis, these joint commitments were important prerequisites for further explorative behaviors in the next innovation
cycle (cf. Van de Ven et al 1999). It is possible to classify this conflict resolution as a compromise (cf. Follett 1995) that really never solved the conflict, but rather postponed it.
In the analysis of the different mechanisms at the leadership team process
as unit of analysis, we once again find that Weick’s life-cycle model of
group development (1979) is a useful tool to understand the changes in the
leadership team. The leadership team seems to develop in a prescribed manner from an immanent program (Van de Ven and Poole 1995). However, this
development was not entirely predictable, and the final determination depended upon human action or socially constructed praxis (cf. Benson 1977).
In the initial divergent phase, there were evolutionary mechanisms with
evolving variation of venture opportunities from sources both outside and
inside the leadership team. We also observe dialectical mechanisms in creating new innovative opportunities between members in the leadership team,
but also in relation with actors outside the leadership team. In the enactment
and selection of venture opportunities, teleological mechanisms mostly af262

fected the further exploration of the ideas. In the honeymoon period in the
divergent phase (Van de Ven et al. 1999) consensual teleological mechanisms create the prerequisites for the exploration of different paths, the division of labor and the development of diverse means in the leadership team.
But at the same time this exploration in different social contexts were a
source of the confrontations and dialectical mechanisms that would be more
salient in the shift from the divergent to the convergent phase in the innovation cycle (cf. Benson 1977, Lave and Wenger 1991,). There were also external evolutionary mechanisms besides the dialectical mechanisms that
were not under the control of the leadership team that created the financial
crisis. In restructuring their activities in the divergent phase, we observe
teleological mechanisms, but it is the more manifest dialectical mechanisms
in the leadership team that are most obvious in this phase. At the end of this
period, there were teleological mechanisms in the leadership team with additional agreements in the strategic decision-making, but these mechanisms
merely made the dialectical mechanisms latent instead of manifest (Benson
1977).
Additionally, there are two more observations that are worth going deeper
into in the analysis of the team as unit of analysis. First, there is the relation
and communication between the leadership team and the rest of the organization when their activities were growing both in size and with several paths.
Several middle managers expressed increasing difficulties and problems
with the internal communication of the overall strategy that emerged with
the enlargement and diversity of the enterprises. Westley (1990:342) saw
strategy as “a meaning generating activity concerned with integrating and
interpreting information”. Westley describes middle managers difficulties in
understanding the larger context and “the total picture” when they were excluded from the strategic activities and discussions. Even if the middle managers in this actual case had frequent meetings with the leadership team and
members in the leadership team were operatively involved in the different
activities, they were excluded from the continuously strategic discussions in
the leadership team and had problems understanding the strategic decisions
and patterns. This became more significant with new employees, since they
had problems with sense making and understanding the ideas in the process
and therefore also with less commitments contributing to the whole (cf. Ring
and Van de Ven 1994, Weick 1993).
The second observation is the creation of new venture teams in the innovation processes, giving shares to new members in specific ventures (e.g.
Pozarowska i S-ka, Wiedza i Zycie SA., Superkolor i S-ka, Klub Ksiazki
Ksiegarni Kralowej sp z o.o.). These new venture teams contained at least
one from the leadership team and an additional owner or two from the operative management. Even if they were owners in these new ventures, not all of
them from the leadership team took on a functional or strategic role in the
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new venture teams, but at least one of them had a strategic as well as an operative role in the venture team (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999).
The first observations regarding the problems of communication with the
rest of the organization can be understood from the intense and complex
discussions and social interactions in the venture team and later leadership
team. The committed interpretations (Weick 1993) that were the result of
these interactions had the advantage of creating a team with great ability to
take action, but with the disadvantage that the ideas surrounding the action
were difficult to communicate both to the middle management and to the rest
of the growing organization. When also diverse ends started to emerge in the
leadership team in the middle of the 90’s, it was even more difficult to communicate a unified strategy for the future, except for cost control in the convergent phase. Even if it was difficult to create a commitment for future action based on an overall strategy for the firms, it was still possible to increase
the commitment for the specific ventures. This second observation of creating new venture teams can be understood from that perspective. With formal
legal contracts in the form of ownership shares in some ventures, it was a
way of increasing commitment and action (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994)
by middle management of known and also future opportunities in at least the
different ventures. The drawback of this development was that the diversification in the leadership team also extended to the rest of the organizations in
the middle of 90’s, creating conflicts and confrontations between different
fractions of employees. (There were two organisms and two groups, and
people did not feel the connections. There was a kind of fight between them,
because each group tried to get as much as possible for their group.) This is
a good example of Van and Ven et al’s (1999:213) proposition that the
change process may reflect itself at different organizational levels.
A last observation is that during this cycle we also find interesting
changes in the role-sets in the leadership team. It is observed that actors with
greater manager roles took on more entrepreneurial roles. This resulted in
more unbalanced leadership teams. These issues will be elaborated further
below in the leadership team roles process as unit of analysis.
Summarizing once again, the most important observations in this period is
that of the metamorphosis of a venture team to a leadership team. In this
leadership team, we find a development from common ends to diverse means
and further on to diverse ends (Weick 1979). In this period, it is more difficult to find a more dominant change mechanism in this process. Instead, lifecycle, evolutionary, dialectical and teleological motors of change are all
nested in the leadership team process (Van de Ven and Poole 1995).
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Analysis of leadership team roles as unit of analysis
In this second innovation cycle, we have argued that the venture team had
developed into a more experienced expert leadership team. The inexperienced novice venture team has developed to an experienced expert leadership team in the area of magazine publishing in Poland (cf. Kreuger 2007,
West 2007, Sarasvathy 2008). We have also earlier argued that in this leadership team there was a balanced team with different complementary roles.
In the period from the middle of 1991 to 1994, at the stage when the innovation process once again diverged, we observe two persons (actor A and B)
with the leadership roles as entrepreneurs with both strategic and operative
roles. We observe one actor (actor D) who has both a manager role, in addition to both a strategic and operative role, as well as the latent role of entrepreneur. The latent entrepreneurial role was related to strategic recognition
of new innovative opportunities (booklet publishing, mail-order publishing),
but the operative role related to these opportunities was taken over by actor
B. Therefore actor D is not categorized as entrepreneur. We also observe one
manager role (Actor E), with both operative and strategic roles.
The two entrepreneurial roles (actor A an B) and the manager role (actor
E) were continuing from teleological mechanism with a consensus from
expectations from the group of taking advantages opportunities to grow in
publishing, but also from their individual predispositions in terms of experiences and interests. Actor D with a venture team role as manager also had a
latent role as entrepreneur. These represent changing roles involving dialectical mechanisms, with confrontations between expectations from the team
to take on the role of manager, and the evolvement of personal predispositions from his experiences of the specific problems in the distributionsystems in publishing in Poland. The exploitation of these innovative opportunities (the operative role) recognized by actor D, are taken over by Actor
B. In this sense Actor D’s entrepreneurial role is still more latent in this stage
in the leadership team.
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Table 4.5 Predispositions, leadership team roles and sanction patterns in the period
from middle of 1991 to 1994
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr.
Prószyński

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)

Actor E (Mr.
Herman-Izycki)

Temporal predispositions
(part of personal
role relevant for
the focal venture
team role)

- Experiences
and abilities of
problem-solving
in printing and
distribution
-.Interests in
printing
- Situated learning in printing
activities

- Position as
chief-editor
-Experiences in
publishing of
monthlies
-Experiences
from book publishing and
distribution

- Experiences as
both executor
and counselor in
publishing
monthlies

Leadership
team roles

-Entrepreneur
- Strategical and
operative role

-Entrepreneur
-Strategical and
operative role

-Formal responsibilities and
experiences as
manager in
brokering
- Experiences in
distribution and
finance related
to publishing of
magazines and
books.
- Negative attitudes to the role
as manager of
the brokerage
activities
- Manager
- Strategical and
operative

Sanction pattern
related to leadership team
roles – Internal
= from the venture team, External = from outside of the venture team (positive

Internal
Consensus on
going in as
owner in printing activities. (+)
External
- Pressure from
the for daily
supervising in
printing (+)
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland (+)

Internal
Consensus on
expanding in
publishing (+)
External
- Success at the
market (+)

Internal
-Formal decision
to be responsible
for the brokering
activities (+)
- Expectations to
be responsible
for finance and
distribution(+)

Internal
- Expectations to
execute venture
team decisions
(+)
- Expectations to
be advisor and
counselor in
publishing issues
(+)
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- Manager
- Strategical and
operative role

In 1995, the divergent phase in the second innovation cycle had come to
an end and a financial crisis pushed them into a convergent phase, where
some of the venture processes were ended and their activities were restructured in order to be able to assess their different ventures. Between 1995 and
the middle of 1996, we still observe one person who had a role that was
mostly entrepreneurial (actor A). This role was taken mostly from personal
predispositions, but was reluctantly sanctioned by the leadership team with
reservations. It was also mutual decided that Actor A will have a strategic
role and operative role that mostly related to printing and publishing services
issues. Even if these negotiations were taken under disputes and conflicts, it
was the teleological mechanisms that found a common solution that drove
this process. The other three roles in this stage are manager roles in the sense
that they more and less adapted to environmental changes in terms of decreasing demand and higher competition (cf. “adaptive response”, Schumpeter 1934). The change motors behind these three roles are evolutionary,
teleological and dialectical. Evolutionary changes in the environment trigger
the initial evolvement of these roles. There were also teleological agreements
and a consensus in the sense-making of the necessity to adapt to these environmental changes. However, the most interesting motor was the dialectical
mechanism that became increasingly manifest in this phase. In this shift
from a divergent phase to a convergent phase we observe that there were no
agreements on the future strategic direction of their common activities (cf.
Van de Ven et al. 1999). Their distributed knowledge that came from the
division of labor of different tasks and responsibilities had made them develop diverse ends (Weick 1979) related their future direction concerning
different assessments of which activities will be prosper. With Actor A focusing on their printing and publishing service activities, we observe the
formation of a coalition between actor B and D, in handling these disputes.
In that sense, domination was one of the methods of solving some of the
conflicts in this stage (Follett 1995), not only involving cognitive conflicts
but affective conflicts as a consequence.
To summarize, we have observe in the beginning of this second innovation cycle, a balanced leadership team with two actors with manager roles
and two with entrepreneur roles. Even if the leadership team role as entrepreneurs are reduced to one at the end of this cycle, we also noticed latent
roles as entrepreneurs during this period in the leadership team process. This
was due to evolutionary external factors (in for example increase in competition), but also as a result of internal teleological consensus (to adapt to the
new external circumstances).
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Table 4.6 Predispositions, leadership team roles and sanction patterns from 1995 to
the middle of 1996
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr.
Prószyński

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)

Actor E (Mr.
Herman-Izycki)

Temporal predispositions
(part of personal
role relevant for
the focal venture
team role)

- Experiences and
abilities of problemsolving printing and
distribution
-.Interests in printing
- Situated learning
in printing activities

- Experiences in
distribution and
finance related to
publishing.
- Positive attitudes to their
chances to meet
the increased
foreign competition
in magazine
publishing
- Negative attitudes to book
publishing

- Experiences as
both executor,
administer and
counselor in
publishing

Leadership team
roles

- Entrepreneur
- Strategical and
operative role
related to printing
and publishing
services
Internal
- Agreement to
focus only on
printing and publishing services, but
not publishing (-)
External
- Pressure from the
for daily supervising
in printing (+)
-Limitations in
printing quality and
capacity in Poland
(+)

- Experiences of
increasing sales
figures and market
failures in magazine
publishing
- Negative attitudes
to their chances to
meet the increased
foreign competition
in magazine publishing
- Experiences of
building up new
distribution channels in books
- Positive attitudes
to book publishing
- Manager
- Strategical and
operative role

- Manager
- Operative and
limited strategical
role

- Manager
- Strategical and
operative role

Internal
- Agreements to
divide management
responsibilities for
the magazines
- Decisions to
restructure their
business units (-)
- Coalition with Mr.
Herman-Izycki in
book publishing
External
- Increased competition in magazine
publishing (-)
- Decreasing sales
figures in magazines
and market failures
in launching of
some new magazines. (-)
- The bad conditions
in book distribution
in Poland (+)

Internal
- Agreements to
divide management responsibilities for the magazines
- Decisions to
restructure their
business units (-)
- The sale of their
brokerage business
- Coalition between B and C (-)
External
- Increased competition in magazine publishing
(+)
- The bad conditions in book
distribution in
Poland (+)

Internal
- Agreements to
divide management responsibilities for the
magazines
- Decisions to
restructure their
business units (-)
- Coalition with
Mr. Prószyński in
book publishing

Sanction pattern
related to leadership team roles –
Internal = from the
venture team,
External = from
outside of the
venture team
(positive (+) and
negative (-)
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4.2.4 A third innovation cycle (the end of 1996 to 2002-2003)
Merlin.com.pl
Mr Sykulski:
In 1996, by chance, I came upon the Amazon Internet bookstore and I was
astonished. I thought, “This is it!” […]
I was inspired by Amazon’s success and wanted to do something similar
in Poland. My conclusion was that, […] books are very specific domestic
products. […] I did not expect that somebody from Paris would want to sell
Polish books. I concentrated on those products and first of all, I knew a lot of
this publishing market, because I knew about distribution secrets. Except
other products, publishers of books are likely to credit you, and not force you
to pay when you order. I knew this because I tried to fight against this being a
publisher. […]
I said, “Ok, let’s try helping Prószyński of selling books.”

Mr Jerzyk had started to help his wife Mrs Jerzyk with spreadsheets and
programs to handle the logistics in the book club KKKK. He had also been
involved in the logistics to send large-scale parcels of books to the customers
in the book club. Mr Jerzyk:
At this time, there was no other company in Poland that had this experience.
We had to learn by ourselves how to do this, to send a lot of packages to customers. It was good time to learn many things, but this was not Internet. After
a few years Prószyński i S-ka was interested in the Internet. It was an idea to
build a new company which could use the Internet to sell books, a bookstore
on the Internet. I was asked by Mr Sykulski and Mr Prószyński. They were
looking for someone who could manage such an Internet company. They offered me to these things. That was the start.

In order to create an Internet bookstore there were two major problems they
had to handle. First, they needed a computer-software that could handle the
logistics. The second issue was to make contacts with the suppliers of books.
The first problem, with the computer-software, they wanted to handle themselves. Mr Jerzyk:
We only bought the database from Oracle, but we had to work out for ourselves how to develop the program. We spoke with the programmer in the ITdepartment about how the program must work. There were many questions
and many problems, for example with our law, taxes and the many changes.
Taxes changed every year and also many other things changed and we had to
look at how our program must be flexible for all these changes. […] We had
to prepare the algorithms on paper and after that, propose and discuss these
things with the programmers, and they made programs for what we showed.
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It was at the beginning of 1997 that they started to prepare, mostly on paper,
the programs. In October 1997, they had software ready for a test on the
Internet. Before that, they also needed book suppliers. Mr Jerzyk:
It was not easy. We wanted to be able to offer all books available to buy in
Poland, but we had over 200 suppliers. It took over one year to hold these
meetings to prepare contracts between Merlin and the delivery people. […]
We tried to speak directly with publishers. If they were in Warsaw or in Krakow it was possible, but many small publishers were in small cities and it
was not possible to make contracts with them all. We chose some wholesale
companies in Warsaw, which sold books for other publishers. We loose some
discounts on that, but we had more titles to offer.

When the test-period started in October 1997, they did not advertise it at all.
The first customers found them through the search-engines that were in use
in Poland at that time as Google, AltaVista or Polish Infoseek. At first, they
were thinking of using the name Amazonka.com or Amazonka.pl for their
Internet bookstore, but they changed it to Merlin.com.pl. Mr Jerzyk:
In the beginning, we had one to three orders per day. […] We had one table
and a room and the orders were on the table. But this system was impossible
after just one month. […] It was easy to collect orders, but after that we had
to order all these things from our suppliers. […] It was not easy because usually the publishers did not have a computer system and did not use e-mail or
use databases. Usually we had to print a paper, drive to the delivery company
and show that we would like to buy these titles. We needed after some time
to change the situation, to teach our suppliers to use Internet and e-mail. […]
During this test-time, we were making such changes.

They also realized during the test-period the importance of good service. Mr
Jerzyk:
We looked at Amazon.com […] and we were surprised how quickly they
could answer our questions in Amazon, how they could help us in situations
when we did not find books. And it was the first thing we noticed. We were
looking at Amazon and we knew it was very important to have good service.
[…] It was our advantage we had some experience of sending and packing,
not using Internet, but magazines, books and catalogues. The logistics are the
same. We had some experience that we could use, so we did not make so
many mistakes.

They made a lot of effort to create a well-functioning and educated service
department. They also developed software that could automatically handle
the customer’s questions. But there were still big problems with their suppliers. Mr Jerzyk:
In our situation in Poland our suppliers often said, “Yes, we have this title”
and we offered it to our customers, and after they ordered, we tried to order
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from our suppliers, but they said “Sorry, we made a mistake”. […] This time
we worked so that our offer should be realistic. If we offered something to
our customers, we would be able sell it to them, not say that we are sorry and
say maybe next month or next year. It was a big problem for us…

After half a year, the number of orders had grown to between 50 and 100 per
day. On 1 April 1998, they decided that the test period should be over and
now they wanted to advertise Merlin.com.pl more aggressively. The development of Merlin had been in Prószyński i S-ka, but from 1 January 1998,
they created a separate company for the internet bookshop, Merlin.com.pl
sp. z o.o.. The company Prószyński i S-ka owned it 100 percent. Mr Jerzyk.
After this period, it was important to have many customers and we did not
have enough money for advertising. […] We were more thinking about how
to advertise without much money. […] From the beginning, we had very
good contacts with the websites, like Altavista in Poland, Google, Onet and
Polish Infoseek. […] In the beginning, it was like Google. It was only possible to give questions and we had good contacts with these web sites in Poland. There were two or three with advertising space and it was very cheap
and anyone who tried to find anything on the Internet had to use these searchengines. Every month we had many new customers, who had found us
through advertisements on these web sites.

They tried to have prices 10% lower than ordinary bookshops to invite customers to their Internet-shop. Every week they had different kind of offers to
attract new segments of customers. Another way of reaching their potential
customers was to create their web site so that the search-engines found it and
listed it high. Mr Jerzyk:
Now everyone knows that it is very important that if you have some questions and you have an answer you need to be in the first few places. We did
this. Now you can buy in Google, or the others, those possibilities to be first
on the list. At this time, you could not buy, but you could be on the first place
if you prepared your web site. […] And we knew how to do that.

Another cheap method to get public attention was through their contacts in
the media. Articles written about Merlin were not only a way to reach new
customers, but also to get better contracts with their suppliers of books. Mr
Jerzyk:
At this time, we used our good contacts with the press, because Internet was a
good theme for journalists. They wrote very often about these companies and
if you prepared something new for them, they wrote about it. I think newspapers like Gazeta Wyborcza, the biggest daily, helped us to get more customers. It was better to have an article written about Merlin than to place a large
advertisement. It was very important for us. We had more customers and the
book publishers could read about us in the most popular newspaper. They
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knew that we were a famous customer and it was easier to make new contracts and discounts on prices.

Mr Sykulski tried to take contact with Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon, to
suggest cooperation in the Polish market, but never received direct response.
Instead, they used Amazons’s programme “affiliated with Amazon”. Amazon had their logo on the website of Merlin.pl.com. and redirected their clients that wanted books in English to Amazon’s website. As an affiliated site,
Merlin shared margins with Amazon from their clients shopping at Amazon.
This association between Merlin and Amazon went on for a year, until the
customers went through Amazon directly for English books.
Another problem in Poland was the methods of payment, since the creditcard system in Poland was still underdeveloped. Mr Sykulski:
We had some exceptions compared to Amazon, because we had some problems in Poland when introducing the Internet. […]
At this time almost no one had credit cards in Poland and even the VISApresident in Poland strongly recommended not to buy and use VISA-cards on
the Internet. It was in an article in Gazeta Wyborcza and I was nervous about
this. What was left was cash on delivery. I had good experiences from the
KKKK-book-club. We used this method of payment with success.

They still did not have a competitor in the Polish market for Merlin. It would
take until October 1999, until the mega-store-chain Empik started their
Internet-shop, Sklep.Empik.com. At the end of the 90’s, many companies
started to be interested in exploring the business opportunities that Internet
and the new technology created. Prószyński i S-ka already had their Internetbookshop Merlin, but also other projects were started. Mr Prószyński was
involved in several Internet-projects. Mr Sykulski:
When I started on the Internet, Mr Prószyński came and said, “OK, I will create a portal”. He tried to be in first position on the Internet, but there were already a few people before us in this market. There were portals like Onet.pl,
Virtual Polska and Gazeta.pl, Gazeta Wyborcza’s own portal. Mr Prószyński
did not start a portal, instead just concentrated on a search-engine. […] He
created, still under Prószyński i S-ka, a search-engine, “Szukacz”. He also
tried a map service named Pilot.

Mr Prószyński also developed the online archives of their Polish version of
Scientific American, “Swiat Nauki”. The archive operated at
www.swiatnauki.pl and contained the full PDF version of all the articles
from 1997, free of charge with a 6-month delay.
Mr Winkowski was also more interested in new technology, but for their
printing-plants. Mr Herman-Izycki:
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At the beginning, we were innovative in the way that we were bringing second hand presses from the West with better quality, better efficiency, so innovative on the Polish market. […] Winkowski, he would have liked to
switch to new technology on a world scale, not on Polish scale. As I remember, maybe in 1997, I was talking with some people and saying; those new
presses, with those prices and what we are paid as a printing-shop, it will take
long time until we can afford new presses. And yet next year a contract for a
new press was already signed. So, it was possible that when I was saying that
we could not afford a new press, Winkowski was standing in France and discussing a contract to buy this press (laugh!).

Mr Winkowski was involved in making the printing-plant up-to-date with
new technology, in computerizing the printing process, so called CTPtechnology (computer-to-plate).
At the end of 1997 and in 1998 they launched three new magazines. In
December, ready for Christmas the first issue of the monthly “Lubie gotowac (“Like to Cook”) was released. The magazine included recipes for particular occasions. Lubie gotowac had a print-run of 300 000 copies for the
first issue and they sold 235 000 magazines. On average in 1998 the magazine had a print-run of 282 000, with total sales of 241 000 copies (15 percent return).
The success of the "Kwietnik" (Flowers) monthly inspired its editorial
team to publish a new title "Bukiety" (“Bouquet”), a quarterly devoted to the
topic of artistic flower arrangements. “Bukiety” was released in the summer
of 1998 mainly through subscription and in some special retail chains. “Bukiety” was advertised in their other magazines and for the first issue they had
8558 subscribers. By the end of the year, the subscribers increased to 9123.
Even if Mr Sykulski was deeply involved in the Internet bookstore project
Merlin, he still believed it was possible to create new titles in Poland, despite
the tougher competition:
I wanted to be in magazines and I created some new magazines. “Ladny
Dom” (“Nice House”) was one magazine that we launched and competition
really existed in this market. We showed then it was possible to launch it,
with success. It proved that it was not true that times were very tough and
the only way to develop was books….

“Ladny Dom” (“Beautiful House”) was launched in November 1998 and had
a print-run of 294 000 copies. The magazine features included plans of how
to build houses, or renovate apartments and advice about homes and gardens.
For the first issue they sold 146 000 magazines (50 percent return).
These magazines showed that there were areas that could be covered by titles
that were more specific. They wouldn’t sell a million copies, but they would
bring a profit.
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In 1998, they also created two more companies as a result of some spin-offs
from their magazines. Mr Prószyński:
We are trying to make the most of what we have created. One product is used
to promote another.110

They had started to organize, for example, food-journeys to Prague for the
readers of their food-magazine Kuchnia or trips to Austria for Daffodil Festivals for the readers of their gardening magazine Kwietnik. In the beginning, they hired travel agencies for these journeys. In January 1998, they
created their own travel agency, Safiri sp. z o.o.. It was Mr Winkowski’s
idea and he also hired the first manager. Mr Winkowski lost his interest in
this venture rather immediately and the other three partners took it under
there wings. Mr Prószyński:
We could equally well set up our own agency, and have everything under our
own control.111

Another example was the company Krajowy Dom Wysylkowy sp. z
o.o.(KDW), they created in January 1998 for domestic mail-order. Mr
Prószyński wanted to use the advertising potential of Poradnik Domowy, not
only selling books via the book club. KDW offered products like clothing,
cheap electronics, garden and kitchen appliances to their readers. They were
marketing these products through their magazines and used their customerdatabase to reach potential customers. They even used their subscription
division, moved the people and passed subscription operation to KDW.
Joint-venture in printing
Mr Winkowski had gradually since 1991 become more and more involved in
printing operations and from middle of the 90´s had been focused on daily
supervising of the printing activities. Mr Herman-Izycki:
In 1995-96, Mr Winkowski was the unquestionable number one in Zaklady
Graficzne, but without title. […] I remember 1996-97, […] he was acting like
director or manager in Pila, without any title. We were talking about to make
him the president, so that he not only unofficially was telling the president
what to do.

Mr Winkowski was still not satisfied with the speed of investment in the
printing-plant. At this time, there was no capital available for further investments. Mr Winkowski:
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We were looking for a partner who knew the printing business and who also
had enough capital to purchase new printing presses. […] In order to make
allowance for the fast growing market.112
We discussed this for more than one year.

Mr Sykulski:
When he found that he was not able to finance his projects, he found partners
in the West, Quad/Graphics, from the US.

Mr Kieliszczyk:
It was the strategy of Mr Winkowski, because the two printing houses Zaklady Graficzne in Pila and Superkolor in Radzymin were not developing as
fast as he wanted. We needed knowledge and money to develop in new technology, […] because Quad/Graphics had special departments, which worked
on developing new equipment for printing machines.

On the first of June 1998 they announced a letter of intent of a joint venture
with Quad/Graphics, one of the biggest printing companies in US. 113 Even if
the four partners had the majority of the shares in Zaklady Graficzne in Pila
were they not the only owners. Many of the workers still had their shares in
the company and the managing director had a large part of the company,
since he also bought shares from the workers. When the partners found out
in the beginning of 1998 that the managing director in Pila had financial
problems, the partners bought his shares. The manager had used his shares in
Zaklady Graficzne as collateral for a credit line in a bank. When his other
investments failed, he had to sell the shares to pay his debt to the bank. The
four partners did not want the bank to take over the shares so they bought
them at a higher price than they offered other shareholder’s before, so it covered the manager’s debts. They then decided to make the same offer to the
other shareholders. They started to buy the rest of the shares.
Before they made the final deal with Quad/Graphics, the four partners
merged the two printing companies Zaklady Grafizcne in Pila and Superkolor in Radzymin and created a new company Winkowski sp. z o.o.. Two
weeks after the deal was closed, Quad/Graphics became co-owners through a
new issue of shares. Mr Winkowski:
On September 15th 1998 we were able to increase capital stock due to the participation of Quad /Graphics.114
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Quad Graphics got 35 percent of the shares in Winkowski sp. z o.o.. Mr
Winkowski became president and Mr Kieliszczyk vice president. Mr Sykulski:
Then all debts, created by printing were paid by the Americans and were fulfilled and the money came back to the publishing-house. And the publishing
house was from that moment financed by printing.

Mr Winkowski gives an explanation, in an interview of 1999, of the need for
new investments in printing capacity and quality:
The best ratio is the consumption of paper: in 1991, it was nine kilograms per
resident, in 1998 it was already 50 kilograms. In Austria, for example, more
than 200 kilograms per capita are used. This shows the dimensions of catching-up potential. I am sure that in the future more than 100 kilograms of paper per capita will be consumed in Poland. […]
For the printing of magazines, more than 50 percent of the costs are for
paper, 20 percent for color and chemical agents, five to seven percent are for
depreciation of the machine. The remaining 20 percent are used generally for
services. We are certainly not competing for price, because if we can offer a
cheaper output, which is two to three percent below their price, this would
have nearly no effect on the total price. Even if service was offered five percent cheaper, it would only mean a reduction of one percent of the total price.
[…]
The most important thing for us is to offer our customers more service:
this means that we do our best to see that distribution is very effective. Just
printing alone is not enough, a lot of companies print. Our goal is to guarantee distribution within a shorter period of time. We work closely with the post
office. We have rented space in our own building to the postal service in order to optimize dispatching. This avoids the costly transport. We do our part
by complying with the postal service requirements: we pack the copies for
them. […]
We concentrate on good relationships with all our customers because they
are very important to us. We offer good service, competitive costs and a
speedy delivery. And of course the highest quality. The challenge now is to
cut down production time. […]
We have an equity capital of 48 million dollars and we therefore have
enough money for further investments.115

In 1998, they started to export their printing service and achieved five percent of the sales volume with exportation. In 1999, it was already up to 10
percent.
Our most important export market is Scandinavia. In Scandinavia there are
many restrictions for printing companies – for example three-shift-operations
are not allowed. Here we are able to fill a gap. 116
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In 1998, there were nine web-offset machines in Winkowski sp. z o.o. In the
spring of 1999, several investments were already accomplished. Mr Winkowski in 1999:
We expect an annual sales volume of approximately $ 90 million for 1999
and we employ approximately 1 000 people. […]
In 1999, three new machines were already put into operation, in August
another machine will join them. In 2000, we will install three to four new
machines. A month ago we began a computer-to-plate (CTP) process. We are
the first company to use this process in Poland.117

Handling a changing institutional context in a legal way
From the very beginning one of their guiding principles was that they
wanted to follow the actual laws when they tried to handle the problems in
their venture processes. Mr Prószyński:
We knew that we wanted to play, not necessarily safe, but legally. […]
We had a numbers of audits by the tax department. […] In all these audits
we were considered to be running our business properly according to principals and the law. This is quite difficult, not because of honesty, but because
the law is changing and it takes a lot of effort to find out what is the actual
law. What is right, what is wrong and what is the right interpretation? So here
we were in a way innovative, to be always or almost always right. […] Because the law is not clear on many subjects and it is changing all the time.

They also had to deal with old unfavorable legal institutions. One example of
how the legal framework could hinder their plans and aspirations was the
regulations that governed the postal-system. In December 1993, they had
one extra Christmas issue for Poradnik Domowy. With over half a million
subscribers, it had the consequence that they had to send a million copies to
their customers in one month. Mr Glijer:
Each magazine was packed in envelopes. We had no plastic, no machines,
everything was hand-made. […] With an agreement with post-office in Pila,
one hundred people were packing it, for maybe two weeks.

Because the huge amount of subscribers, they wanted to find a better way of
packaging the magazines. They wanted to make this post-press with a machine that could package and label the magazines direct from the printing
process in Pila. But, they had the problem that regulations stated that they
could not send packages wrapped in plastic through the postal system. In
1996 they succeeded in making a change in the regulation. Mr Winkowski:
We changed the regulation in the post-office, because in Poland it was only
possible to send in envelopes, not in plastic wrap. We were the first to send
117
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magazines and catalogues in plastic wraps in Poland. We really changed
many things.

Mr Prószyński:
I would say that we were innovative all the time. We were ahead of the law.
Sometimes we helped to create law or helped to create interpretations, with
our questions to the Ministry of Finance. If we go to Commercial Code, it is
like a bible. I know how many holes there are, how many things are not
specified or are wrongly specified and contradicting each other. And to do
anything, we have to go like that, to make it happen and to be fully legal. We
were always on the real edge of what is possible, what is lawful and what is
unlawful.

Mrs Sykulska, as a lawyer in the company, was the one that had to deal with
the changing legal institutional context:
During this time, our Polish system of law changed, changed and changed.
Each year we had a lot of new laws and regulations. The main problem was
to know all these regulations and it was problem with interpretations of these
new laws. […] We had contact with tax offices and I watched and read special publications about regulations and taxes to resolve these problems.

Mr Prószyński:
In the beginning, we were playing very cheaply with help of lawyers who
were members of our families or people like that employed by us. It was only
later that we learned that we could hire big accounting companies like Arthur
Andersen, to help us.[…]
But finally, we started using them in 1998. It was the first time we wanted
to create a joint venture company with foreign investor, Quad/Graphics,
USA. […] We employed somebody who helped us with our side of the deal.
[…] But at that stage, after speaking with all these lawyers and advisers, we
learned that they had only one advantage over us. This advantage was that
they could have previous experience in some of our subjects with other clients. But apart from that, the law is a mess. If we did not know how to do it,
they did not know either. If we were advised, they were advised. Everything
was innovative for us and for them. I will not say that we were the first in
some legal issues in Poland, but in some we were second or third, sometimes
we were first. So these legal firms like Arthur Andersen, they learned with
us, on us, and unfortunately, we had to pay them for their learning.

The end of the 90’s
The first issue of the monthly ”Ogrody” (Garden) came out in May 1999. It
was a magazine for experienced or amateur gardeners and landscaping professionals. They started with a print-run of 100 000 copies and they sold 52
228 magazines.
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In September 1999 they gave the rights to the science-fiction title Fenix to
the editor-in-chief and he found another publisher. Prószyński i S-ka had lost
money on it from the very beginning. They also closed the children’s magazines Zwierzaki and Zwierzaki-Plakat in December 1999. Mr Prószyński in
year 2000:
We had to close all five magazines for kids. We have not earned a single
penny on them. We lost a lot. Today we know that the whole sector was
doomed to failure. But at the beginning, it seemed to be a fantastic niche.
So far, we have launched 25 magazines, among them one weekly and one
quarterly. Today we publish 13 monthlies and the quarterly. The rest we
closed. 118

(In the Appendices there are different figures concerning the companies, the
magazines and the books)
At the end of 1999, they had 14 magazines. Poradnik Domowy had an average print-run in 1999 of 880 000 copies and sold 600 000 magazines. Mr
Prószyński
Let me only say that we invested the profits very broadly – both in magazine
publishing, launching new titles, and elsewhere. And this is a very important
point: you have to diversify what you own, that is you have to allocate profits
to new ventures, because what is successful today will not necessarily be
successful forever.119

Epilogue - The dissolving of the initial venture team, but not the
innovation processes
In the end of year 2000, Prószyński i S-ka once again had financial problems. In October 2000, Mr Kieliszczyk went back from the printing activities
to the publishing house and was offered the position of managing director in
Prószyński i S-ka. His task was to restructure the company and find new
financial solutions in cooperation with the banks.
Many of their loss-making ventures were closed, sold or suspended, as for
example the mail-order company Krajowy Dom Wysylkowy were sold to
two managers (subscription operations were moved to Winkowski Ltd.). The
advertising agencies Pozarowska were in two versions, a partnership Pozarowska i S-ka and a joint-stock company Pozarowska SA. Mrs Pozarowska took over Pozarowska i S-ka and Mr Winkowski the joint-stock
company and changed the name to IMC SA Winkowski Group. The travel
office Safiri was suspended. They also started to get rid of the seven bookstores they had. Mr Sykulski had also two failures in 2000, with a restaurant,
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“Vabank”, in central Warsaw (own by Prószyński i S-ka and two other partners) and a film production of an animated movie of the comic book Tytus,
Romek and A’Tomek.
They were very close to a financial deal with the banks to sell the magazine rights to the bank and to lease them from it, but finally the banks came
back with a negative decision. The solution became that Prószyński i S-ka
sold their core business, the magazines, to Agora in April 18, 2002. Poradnik
Domowy, Cztery Katy, Dziecko, Bukiety, Kuchnia, Kwietnik, Lady Dom,
Motomagazyn, Poster Motomagazyn, Lubie Gotowac, Wiedza i Zycie and
Ogrody were sold for 72.7 million zloty. In the agreement, Agora could not
reduce the number of employees of the acquired magazines until December
31, 2002, and Prószyński i S-ka and the partners was not allowed to publish
magazines until two years after the sale. Prószyński i S-ka sold their 50 percent of rights to Nowa Fantastyka in 2002 to Fantastyka sp. z o. o.. The Licence for Swiat Nauki was surrender in late 2002 to Scientific American Inc.
who found another publisher. The book serie Biblioteczka Poradnika Domowego stayed being published by Prószyński i S-ka.
In 2003, the formal split of ownership started between the four partners.
Mr Winkowski left as owner in Prószyński i S-ka and took instead over the
100 percent of the shares in Garazowa sp. z o.o, the company that owned the
estate at Garazowa Street. Merlin.com.pl were sold to Mr Sykulski (majority
shares) and Mr Herman-Izycki (minority shares). They paid for the Internetbookstore by shares in Prószyński i S-ka to this company (these shares were
later neutralized). Mr Sykulski stopped in that moment being shareholder of
Prószyński i S-ka. In April 2005, Prószyński i S-ka split into two companies:
Prószyński i S-ka (book publishing) and Klub Ksiazki sp. z o.o. (book club).
Mr Prószyński became full owner of Prószyński i S-ka and Mr HermanIzycki for Klub Ksiazki sp. z o.o.. All four partners own, in the middle of
2006, together with Mr Kieliszczyk, shares in Zaklady Graficzne in Pila sp. z
o.o., which in turn owns 58% shares in Winkowski sp. z o.o. together with
Quad/Graphics of Wisconsin, USA (42 %).
Mr Winkowski family owns shares in Baj-Pros and IMC SA Winkowski
Group (advertising company, former Pozarowska SA). After 2003 started Mr
Herman-Izycki Gondwana sp. z o.o. to publish one book a year, just for fun
of it.
Mr Prószyński started together with former employees a magazine publishing company, Prószyński Media sp. z o.o, (Mr Prószyński owns 70% of
the shares). In May 2004 they launched a new house-interior magazine “Tak
mieszkam” (“This is how I live”). Mr Tomasz Woyda, the editor-in-chief
and one of the creators of Cztery Katy left Agora and created also this new
magazine. In December 2004, a deal was made that Prószyński Media Sp. z
o.o. purchased the rights to publish Wiedza i Zycie (Science and Life) from
Agora. At the end of 2005 they also became publisher of Swiat Nauki. Mr
Prószyński also have majority shares in 24 Godziny sp. z o. o, an internet
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company operating the internet search engine named Szukacz (“Searcher”)
(bought from Prószyński i S-ka in 2002) and the map internet company
Sklep Internetowy sp. z o. o. (earlier Safiri. sp. z.o.o.) running a internet
store (www.sklepinternetowy.pl) and a map website (www.mapa.szukacz.
pl).
Merlin.com.pl sp z o.o was ranked 1st among the fastest growing technology firms in Central Europe in the year 2004 by Deloitte (Technology Fast
50 Winner). The list compared the growth in revenue over the past five
years. The growth for Merlin was estimated to 3 542 percent. On European
level, Merlin.com.pl was ranked in 21st place in Deloitte 2004 Technology
Fast 500 EMEA Ranking.
Winkowski sp. z o.o was the largest printer of magazines in Central
Europe. Turnover in 2004 was 517 million zl (year 2003: 487 million zl). Mr
Winkowski got the title the Entrepreneur of the Year 2005 in Poland, in a
competition organized by Ernst & Young.
Prószyński i S-ka was ranked number 17 in book publishing in Poland in
year 2005 and published 319 books.
4.2.4.1 Analysis of the units of analysis – the period from end of 1996 to
2003
Analysis of the innovation process
In the next cycle of the innovation process that started around the end of
1996 or the beginning of 1997, we found four enabling factors that triggered
a new divergent phase. Firstly, the leadership team had restructured their
activities and managed to solve the financial crisis. Although problems still
existed with book publishing and decreasing sales figures in magazine publishing owing to the foreign competition, and despite the fact that the printing activities no longer had access to internal capital for new investments,
they had created independent subsidiary companies that had to find their
own resources to explore and exploit new venture opportunities. The second
enabling factor for the new divergent phase was the development of diverse
ends (Weick 1979) in the leadership team, together with the emergence of a
new joint agreement to support each other’s ambitions and ideas (a prerequisite for the development of common means in the team). A third enabling
factor was the external technological development in new computer technology (internet, CTP, etc). The fourth enabling factor was additional capital
from the joint venture with a foreign actor in the printing activities. This was
realized one year later, in 1998. The influx of the capital from the joint venture also came to the publishing paths, since these resources were also used
to pay some of the debts in the publishing house that was created by earlier
printing investments. Nevertheless, some of the divergent activities started
before this additional capital was acquired.
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We will delve deeper into the second enabling factor in the next unit of
analysis, nevertheless, it is argued here that the most important factor in the
beginning of this innovation cycle was the development within the leadership team. With the development of diverse ends, together with the emergence of joint commitment on common means (Weick 1979), coupled with
the agreement to support each other’s ideas, these factors were important
dialectical and teleological mechanisms in this new innovation cycle (cf.
Weick 1979:91ff). These diverse ends, together with joint commitments on
the common means to be used, were central to the collective coordination of
divergent behaviors and activities in this cycle.
In systemizing the different venture opportunities in paths in this third cycle, we found three paths from the previous cycle: magazine publishing,
book publishing, and the consolidation of printing and publishing service.
However, we also observe some new ventures with rather loose connection
to earlier activities and paths.
Starting in the magazine publishing path, we observe that they launched
four new magazines, compared to 17 in the previous cycle. All four of them
were classified as innovative venture opportunities, but with close connection to the themes in the earlier magazines (housing, gardening, flowers and
food). One member in the leadership team was especially responsible for
pursuing this path (Mr. Sykulski), but the ideas originally came internally
from the different editor teams.
In the book publishing paths, we once again noticed an increase in the
number of titles (1995: 119 titles; 1997: 345 titles). The number of books
printed tripled in number (1995: 2 millions books; 1997: 6,8 millions books)
From the magazine and book paths, we observe several corporate ventures with the potential to develop to new paths: a travel-agency (Safiri), a
domestic post-order firm (KDW) and an Internet book shop (Merlin). We
also observe venture opportunities with very weak path dependencies to their
earlier activities; animated film, restaurant (Vabank), search engine (Szukacz), Internet map services (Pilot).
The travel agency is classified as a reproducing venture opportunity. This
venture opportunity emerged as a result from creating contents in their
magazines, organizing food and gardening travels to their readers. In the
beginning, they bought the travel arrangement from travel agencies, but
found out that they were better at organizing the travels by themselves. This
is an example of “a chain in the link” (cf. Kline and Rosenberg 1986) that is
first bought in the market, but later they internally organized these activities
themselves. With their own solutions in place, these activities are then sold
on the market as travel services, in an own business entity (Safiri sp. z o.o.).
The domestic post-order firm activities emerged from path dependencies
involving their experiences of building up a book club, using their customerdatabases and their magazines to marketing these activities. Although their
resources were used for other purposes (cf. Schumpeter 1928) these activi282

ties not were seen as an innovation in the Polish market, but instead interpret
as a reproducing venture opportunity, since they made use of internal and
external solutions and routines to sell products that were already available on
the market.
However, we also observe a venture spin-off from the book distribution
path that is classified as an innovative venture opportunity, the Internet
bookshop. This idea evolved from evolutionary mechanisms with external
influences (Amazon.com), but continues to emerge from teleological motors
to a venture opportunity from their experiences of the problems of book distribution (the fragmented wholesales-system in Poland) and their own system of book distribution. It is in the dialectical process of realization and
adaptation to the circumstances in the Polish market that the venture opportunity was created as an innovative venture opportunity. They could use
some of the routines and solutions from their earlier paths, but most often
they did decide to create new solutions for this venture, even if some internal
solutions were available. They also used or bought available external solutions (e.g. imitating Amazon, buying software), but often they had to create
new solutions adaptable to Polish technological, institutional and market
circumstances. A major challenge was also to build up relationship and networks with suppliers of books (approx. 200 book publishers or wholesalers),
but at the same time also created a technological infrastructure (cf. Van de
Ven et al. 1999) to order these books (teach our suppliers to use Internet and
e-mail).
The next challenge was to reduce marketing uncertainties, i.e. would the
Polish people be prepared to buy books on Internet. This process is a good
example of feedback loops during the innovation process (cf. Kline and
Rosenberg 1986). They were done parallel with reducing both market and
technological uncertainties as well as with attempting to reduce institutional
uncertainties when the Internet bookshop was launched on the market (cf.
“development funnel” Wheelwright and Clark 1992). They did not initially
market their services, but instead got customers to gradually find the bookstore on Internet. When their subscribers gradually grew, they made a parallel exploration and tested different technological, institutional and market
solutions (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). We also observe the executing of
relationships in already established networks when they finally tried to market the Internet bookshop on a much broader scale (for example using their
contacts with journalists and press).
In Schrader and Simon’s (1997) study, they found that internal political
considerations often limited existing corporate ventures (CV) compared to
independent venture (IV) in innovation processes. Compared to the innovation process of launching the magazine Poradnik Domowy (independent
venture), this process with the Internet bookshop was undertaken in an established firm (CV) that was able to make use of earlier resources, experiences
and routines. But it is noticed that many of these solutions were not used and
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were not really limited to this new innovation process (Schrader and Simon
1997). Once again, the development within the leadership team, with diverse
means and ends (Weick 1979), is explaining this deviation from Schrader
and Simons (1979) study. However, in compliance with Schrader and Simon
(ibid.) many of the other new ventures using marketing and distribution routines from the mother company did.
We observe some new ventures with loose connection to earlier activities
and paths (film publishing; Internet search engine; Internet map service;
Restaurant). The Internet search engine and the Internet map service can be
explained by both external evolutionary mechanisms, as the evolvement of
the Internet technology, but also by internal dialectical motors as the creation
of the Internet bookshop (Merlin). Both ventures are classified as innovative
venture opportunities, even if there were search-engines already available at
the Polish market. It is classified as an innovative venture opportunity since
these activities started before a business model (cf. Ardichvili 2001) was
developed in these ventures, i.e. they acted under high degree of uncertainty
as to how to earn money from these Internet services.
The venture with the restaurant is interpreted as a reproducing venture
opportunity and emerges from the notion of bad supply of quality restaurants
in Warsaw. The venture with the Animated film comes from earlier activities
selling comics books, and possibilities of buying the film rights to these
books is classified as a innovative opportunities, making use of these resources for new purposes.
The path with the integrated printing and publishing services is interesting
from an economic transformative perspective. This path developed from
limited resources, creative problem solving, and being able to have control
of the production and growth of their magazines. In line with Smallbone and
Welter’s (2004) argument that in the early transition period many ventures
can be classified as innovative venture opportunities based on creative problem solving from recombination of existing resources, we have earlier argued this process in the printing paths is classified as innovative. These early
innovations were created from creative recombination of existing resources
and technology already available at the Polish market. In the second innovation cycle we observe that in the printing path they were innovative in that
sense that they imported second-hand technology from West; that was a new
quality and technology that was introduced on the Polish market. In this third
innovation cycle, there are aspirations to be innovative and competitive on a
world-scale basis (for example computer-to-plate technology, CTP). Once
again scarce resources and limited knowledge are the problems to be solved
to reach that goal. These problems are finally solved by a joint venture with
foreign printing company. With these additional resources and access to the
knowledge from their new partners in their printing activities, they were able
to develop their printing services quality to world-class level. However, it is
also important that together with the creation earlier of the integrated pub284

lishing services that they had the capability to deliver not only new printing
qualities on world scale, but also innovative solutions in distribution services
to their customers. One indication of this is the start of export in 1998.
We find all four mechanisms that drive the changes in the printing path:
life-cycle, evolutionary, dialectical and teleological motors. We find lifecycle motors in the increases in the consumption of paper in Poland in comparison to consumption per capita in West. This was a development that was
perceived as prescribed. The evolutionary motors we observe in the competition for scarce resources between the entities in the leadership team. The
dialectical motors are found in the leadership team in the confrontation of a
diversity of ends in this divergent period in the innovation cycle. We observe
that these confrontations of interests lead to critical conflicts, but also to the
creation of new solutions in this path. We find teleological motors both in
the internal negotiations as to how to continue further with the printing path,
but also in the negotiations with the new external partner in printing. These
internal and external negotiations are seen as essential in this innovation
cycle, since the outcome of these negotiations made an impact on the emergence of other paths in this cycle.
If we want to understand the large proliferation of ideas in this cycle, it is
not only the development of diverse ends in the leadership team that can
explain this divergence. The influx of additional resources from the joint
venture in printing, can also explain the prolonging of the divergent behaviors in this cycle, because some of the capital from the joint venture used to
pay debts created by printing, and capital came back to the publishing-house.
In the negotiations to create a joint venture in printing, we also find interesting observations in the creation of a legal infrastructure (cf. Van de Ven et
al. 1999) in a transforming Poland. (we were ahead of the law. Sometimes we
helped to create law or helped to create interpretations…). Since they were
trying to do things that not had been done before in Poland, they sometimes
had to participate in the creation, or at least in the interpretation and enactment of the common praxis, in the changing legal regulations in Poland.
Even if we observe the close down of the two last children magazines and
the dispose of another loss-making magazine in the end of 1999, we never
saw a narrowing and integrated process in this cycle until they in the end of
2000 when they had serious financial problems. The result of this restructuring was that they not only terminated or sold some of the ventures from this
cycle, but also other loss-making ventures from earlier cycles. When this
was not enough, they had to sell their initial core business, the magazines.
After financially restructuring of their remaining businesses, the formal reorganization of ownership structure was initiated and the formal dissolution
of the leadership team began; this marked the end of the third innovation
cycle.
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Figure 4.1 A phasic analysis of the innovation process in the venture Prószyński i Ska from 1989 to 2003.

Analysis of the leadership team process
In the analysis of the earlier cycles, it was found that the team had developed
from diverse ends to common means further to common ends and development of diverse means and advanced to new diverse ends in this group
(Weick 1979). We have also found that the balance in the leadership team
had been lost, with three partners taking part in overall strategic decisionmaking in their different ventures. Critical in this situation was the fact that
they were able to renegotiate their joint strategic decision-making principles
from “total agreement through majority pressure” to “supportive decentralized decision” (“Let me do what I want and I’ll support what you want.”).
This renegotiation was crucial for the joint commitments and the preservation of the leadership team, but also had other consequences. One consequence was that they once again could justify more divergent activities from
diverse ends (cf. Weick 1993:24), based on the recognition of common
means (Weick 1979). As we observed in the analysis of the innovation process, it is also import to acknowledge that the restructuring of their ventures
in the second innovation cycle and the influx of additional resources (from
the joint venture in printing) was important condition for the divergent activities in this cycle.
In this specific case, it is argued that the leadership team process was, this
time, not able to develop from common means to common ends (ibid.). One
explanation of that is that the exploration of the different divergent activities
and ventures never really converged before a new financial crisis appeared.
In the negotiations as to how to solve these crises, they finally had to sell
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their initial core business - the magazine publishing (compared with the dissolution of the leadership team in Tetra Pak after the sale of Åkerlund &
Rausing in 1965 to finance the divergent activities in Tetra Pak).
With the sale of some of the most valuable common means (the magazines), together with a restructuring of their business and ventures they once
again solved their financial problems. However, having sold the magazines,
the most important cohesive factor disappeared. Magazine publishing was
the common end that had been a crucial cohesive force for the development
of interdependencies and joint commitment in the team. With the disappearance of this common end in the team, we also very soon observe the start of
the formal division of their common business and venture activities, i.e.,
their common means. Magazine publishing was the activity and end that
held the team together.
One major difference from the other cycles is that it is more often just one
individual from the leadership team who takes both strategically and operative roles in the execution and exploration of the different venture opportunities. It is usual that a member of the leadership team form a venture team
with other internal actors from their ventures. The other leadership team
members take a supportive partner role, rather then strategic or operative
role. We observe the creation of different “realms in their joint business empire”. This is an interesting development since this also means that the roleset in the leadership team is also gradually changing from a balanced team of
both management and entrepreneurial role to a more imbalanced team with
mostly entrepreneurial roles.
One interesting observation in the financial crisis is that they took in one
additional member in the leadership team (Mr. Kieliszczyk as managing
director in Prószyński i Sk-a) to help them handle the financial crises. This
actor had previous management experience from their different ventures, but
also ownership shares in the printing activities. One can interpret that moment, with an additional manager role in the team, as a way to create a more
balanced leadership team (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999).
If we locate the change mechanisms in the leadership team, we have already analyzed the internal and prescribed life-cycle mechanism using
Weick’s (1979) cyclic model to identify the development in the team. Evolutionary motors are found in the external variation of increasing technological
opportunities in the end of the 90’s (internet, CTP, etc), but also in selection
mechanisms in the market. The teleological mechanisms are observed in the
enactment of the venture opportunities, most often based on experiences and
knowledge from the earlier innovation cycle. The teleological motor is also
important in the internal negotiations to support each other’s different venture activities, but is external in the interaction and relation to new partners
in their different ventures. In the end, the engagements and commitments in
their diverse ventures made more sense than keeping up with, or renegotiating the joint commitments in the leadership team. However, the most visi287

ble motor in analysis of the leadership team is the dialectical motor that becomes more and more manifest in this period. Since diverse ends had
emerged in the team and even if they had agreed to support each other’s
ventures with common means, we also find more confrontations in the leadership team.
Nevertheless, I will argue that the underlying force that drives the process
is the engagement in other social setting related to their ventures. In these
interaction and relations are new ideas, interests and commitments formed as
Benson (1977:7) argues, are in periods of crises “when thoroughgoing
changes is possible, participants may see their interests more clearly and
conform their ideas and actions closely to them.” The crises in the middle of
the 90’s and in the beginning of the first decade of this new millennium
2000, signal moments when different interests and diverse ends in the leadership team became more visible (“The problem of success was a problem
for us also, but the lack of success for our company was worse. To deal with
the differences of what to do.).
What we observe in this cycle is the gradual dissolution of the leadership
team. As with the analysis of the creation of the venture team also the dissolution of the team should be studied as a gradual process, but not as an entryexit moment or event (cf. Chandler et al. 2005). One question that has been
raised in earlier research of venture teams is whether the same factors can be
used to explain the emergence of a venture team that can also explain the
dissolution of the team. In this case, I believe the factors are the same (Similarly, in the Tetra Pak case, but in that case there was also a greater unequal
power relation (Benson 1977:7f) contributing to the final dissolution of the
leadership team).
Weick (1993:34) ends his article with two sentences: “Commitments are
what they start with. And commitments are what shape their continuing
search for sensible work in sensible settings”. From that perspective, you can
understand the gradual dissolution of the initial venture team. It has been
argued earlier that conflicts in venture team made them unstable entities
(Lechler 2001, Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990, Birley and Stockley
2000, Ensley et al. 2002, Hambrik et al 1996, Bourgeois and Eisenhardt
1988, Kanter 1983, Cooper et al. 1994, Chandler et al 2004, Cooper and
Bruno 1977, Timmons 1979, 1990, Boyd and Gumpert 1983, Boeker and
Karichalil 2002, Ucbasaran et al. 2003, Watson et al. 1995). However, one
must also realize that these dialectical conflicts also are an important motor
that convert the venture and leadership teams to innovative entities, especially in relation to external actors.
Commitments were what started the venture team process and commitments to other venture teams gradually also drove the process of dissolution
in the leadership team, rather then the internal conflicts. In that sense teleological mechanisms are not only important in the emergence of the venture
team, but also in the dissolution of the leadership team. With the loss of the
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common ends (magazine publishing), their interactions became less sensible
in relation to other commitments in other social settings.
The venture team process
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Figure 4.2 A phasic analysis of the venture team process in the venture Prószyński i
S-ka from 1989 to 2003.
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Analysis of leadership team role process
After the restructuring of their venture activities, an innovation cycle took
off about 1997. Its difference from the second innovation cycle was that in
this third cycle it was not a common end (to grow in publishing) that was
driving the process, but rather the diverse ends, together with a new agreement to support each other’s ideas.
In this period, we observe a rather experienced expert leadership team
with a variety of knowledge from diverse experiences (cf. Kreuger 2007,
West 2007, Sarasvathy 2007). These personal predispositions were the driving forces for the leadership team roles in 1998, with three taking on the role
as entrepreneurs (actor A, B and D) and one as manager (actor E). The most
interesting observation in this part of the process was the development of
actor D’s role to a more visible role as entrepreneur. We have noticed earlier
that actor D had been involved in the recognition and creation of innovative
venture opportunities in the earlier innovation processes, but that it was the
other who took on the main role of entrepreneur in the realization of these
ideas. It has been the sanction patterns in terms of role expectations in the
team that more or less prescribed actor D´s earlier role as manager. After the
crises in the mid 90´s, there prevailed a stage of equivocality in the leadership team about what direction they should take. With the renegotiated joint
strategic decision-making principles from “total agreement through majority
pressure” to “supportive decentralized decision” (“Let me do what I want
and I’ll support what you want.”) there was an opening for individual action
based on their own predispositions from diverse experiences in earlier innovation processes. As we argued in the theoretical framework it was in matter
of the high degree of equivocality that people tend to rely on there own predispositions and experiences. ”In the absence of an external anchor for actions, the person uses the only remaining anchor, namely himself” (Weick
1979:94).
We can also interpret Actor D role-process in this stage from dialectical
change mechanisms. The role as entrepreneur for actor D had, as we just
described, been latent in the process and with changes in the decision principles in the venture teams. It created circumstances that made the role as entrepreneur more manifest in the further process. You can compare this with
Jenks (1947:138f) fourth principal way of learning roles as, “reorganizing
socially available role material (alternatives) into a new combination considered appropriate to a possibly unique situation, or to one’s peculiar personal
resources”. One personal predisposition for actor D was his experiences in
the Polish book and magazine distribution (“… I knew about distribution
secrets). When he recognized the venture opportunity to create an Internet
bookstore in Poland, this situated knowledge was enough to recognize it as
an opportunity on which to act. In that sense, also teleological motors were
important for the further process in two ways: that the opportunity made
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sense from his earlier experiences, as well as the use of consensus within the
leadership team to support each other’s ideas.
Table 4.7 Predispositions, venture roles and sanction patterns related to the leadership team in the period from 1997 to 2001
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)

Actor B (Mr.
Prószyński
Temporal pre- Experiences
dispositions
from writing
- Experiences
computer soft(part of personal and abilities of
role relevant for problem-solving ware
the focal leader- in printing and
- Experiences of
ship team role)
publishing serbuilding up
vices
distribution
channels related
-Interests in
to magazines
printing
- Situated learn- and books
ing in printing
activities

Leadership
team roles

-Entrepreneur (in
printing and
publishing services)

- Entrepreneur
(search-engine,
internet map
services, postorder firm)
Sanction patInternal
Internal
tern
- Agreements to - Agreements to
related to lead- support each
support each
ership team
others ventures ( others ventures
roles – Internal (+)
(+)
= from the ven- External
External
ture team, Exter- -Limitations in
- Increased
nal = from out- printing quality competition in
side of the ven- and capacity in
magazine pubture team (posi- Poland (+)
lishing (-)
tive (+) and
- The bad condi-Joint commitnegative (-),
tions in book
ment to other
distribution in
social settings
- Formal agree- Poland (+)
ments in a joint
venture in printing

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)
- Experiences in
distribution and
finance related
to publishing.
- Positive attitudes to their
chances to meet
the increased
foreign competition in magazine
publishing
- Negative attitudes to book
publishing
- Situated learning in book
distribution
activities
- Entrepreneur
(internet bookshop, magazines)

Actor E (Mr.
Herman-Izycki)
- Experiences as
both executor,
administrator
and counselor in
publishing
- Negative attitudes to book
publishing

Internal
- Agreements to
support each
others ventures
(+)
External
- Success with
new magazine
launches (+)
- Joint commitment to other
social settings

Internal
- Agreements to
support each
others ventures
(+)

- Manager
(magazines)
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As we have described and analyzed earlier, we observe the dissolution of the
leadership team in the first decade of the new millennium 2000. In this period, the leadership team did not succeed in developing from common means
to common ends (Weick 1979). In year 2000, a new member of the leadership team, Mr. Kieliszcyk was added as managing director. His role was
determined in accordance with his management experiences from their different ventures and in this case was specifically to restructure their business
and find new financial solutions.
Financial problems developed in this period and after negotiations with
the banks to resolve them failed, they were forced to sell off their core business, magazine publishing.
In the aftermath, they had restructured their ventures financially, and the
division of the companies began to take effect. As argued earlier, it was the
commitment to other social settings that contributed to the final dissolution
of the leadership team. The leadership team was transformed to an ownership group of printing ventures. In this group, one actor had the role of entrepreneur, with both strategic and operative roles. The others had roles
mostly as partners, with shares of ownership in the printing ventures.
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Table 4.8. Predispositions, leadership roles and sanction patterns related to the
leadership team in 2003
Actor A (Mr.
Winkowski)
Temporal pre- - Experiences
and abilities of
dispositions
(part of personal problem-solving
role relevant for in printing and
the focal leader- publishing services
ship team role)
-Interests in
printing
- Situated learning in printing
activities
- Establishment
of position in
external socialcommunication
networks and
internal teams
related to their
printing activities
Social role
-Entrepreneur (in
printing and
publishing services)

Actor B (Mr.
Prószyński

- Partner (owner
of their printing
venture)

- Partner (owner - Partner (owner
of their printing of their printing
venture)
venture)

Sanction pattern
related to leadership team
roles – Internal
= from the venture team, External = from outside of the venture team (positive (+) and
negative (-),
prescribed (p) or
constructive (c)

Internal
- Financial crisis
in their ventures
- Dissatisfaction
with their relationships

Internal
- Financial crisis
in their ventures
- Dissatisfaction
with their relationships
External
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland and
Europe
-Joint commitment to other
social settings

Internal
- Financial crisis
in their ventures
- Dissatisfaction
with their relationships
External
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland and
Europe
-Joint commitment to other
social settings
- Formal agreements in a joint
venture in printing

- Establishment
of position in
external socialcommunication
networks and
internal teams
related to their
publishing activities

External
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland and
Europe
-Joint commitment to other
social settings

Actor D (Mr.
Sykulski)
- Establishment
of position in
external socialcommunication
networks and
internal teams
related to the
internet book
store

Actor E (Mr.
Herman-Izycki)

Internal
- Financial crisis
in their ventures
- Dissatisfaction
with their relationships
External
-Limitations in
printing quality
and capacity in
Poland and
Europe
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In figure 2, we illustrate the number of venture or leadership team roles during specific phases in the process. One observation is that number of entrepreneurial roles is increasing over time in the team.
The venture team role process
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Figure 4.3 A phasic analysis of the venture team roles process in the venture
Prószyński i S-ka from 1989 to 2003
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Chapter 5 Final analysis

In this final analysis, focus will be on the two research questions in this thesis:
How do venture teams form and change and dissolve in relation to innovation
processes in new ventures (new company start-ups)?
What kind of roles do we find in venture teams and how do the roles form
and change over time in relation to innovation processes in new ventures
(new company start-ups)?

There will also be an analysis of how the organizational setting in the form
of a new company start-up in the institutional context of a transforming
economy can influence these processes. Based on the foregoing exposition
on team entrepreneurship, we are ready to give a set of propositions that can
be used as a basis for future empirical and theoretical work. The foundations
of the propositions are both earlier research results and the observations in
the empirical material in this thesis, and the in-depth phasic analysis of the
different unit of analysis: viz. the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team role process. Each proposition makes the claim of
adding something to the existing literature. After the propositions, there will
also be some bolder conjectures. The difference between the propositions
and the conjectures is that the propositions have been support by both empirical observations and the analysis of the cases, and by earlier studies in
related areas made by others. The conjectures are formulated mainly through
the analysis of empirical material or through deduction from earlier research
results related to these two topics. These are more like bold speculations that
are worthwhile taking a closer at in further studies. The structure of this final
analysis starts with some overall propositions. Then focus will be on the
venture team process and later on arriving to venture team roles process,
both in relation to the innovation process.
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5.1 Propositions for future studies in team
entrepreneurship
The first and probably one of the most important observations that come
from the phasic analysis is the occurrence of iterative and cyclical development of event sequences in the different units of analysis. Van de Ven et al.
(1989, 1999) also observed cycles consisting of two phases in a set sequence
of divergent and convergent behavior in the innovation process. The MIRPstudies were based on cases from high-tech ventures in a mature market
economy. In that sense, it is interesting that their cyclical model is also applicable to a more low-tech venture in a transforming institutional context.
What has been more surprising was that it was also possible, with the help
of Weick’s (1979:91) cyclical model of group development process (diverse
ends → common means → common ends → diverse means → diverse ends
→) to identify cyclical event sequences in the venture team process. The
relation between the different phases between the innovation process and the
venture team process are analyzed below.
With regard to the venture team roles process as a unit of analysis, we observe a development in the phases. Initially there were rather broad venture
team roles as owners/partners that later shifted to more distinct roles as entrepreneur or/and manager, with both operative and strategic roles. In this
changing process, we noticed that at one stage a rather balanced role-set is
emerging and evolving (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). We also observed from
Jenk’s framework (1949, 1950) that these roles as managers and entrepreneur are formed and are changing in the interplay between sanctions patterns, (e.g. social expectations from the team) and personal predispositions
(e.g. experiences, skills and knowledge, but also attitudes, values and interests). Over time, it is noticed that in the venture team process a majority
takes on the role of entrepreneur. Such a development creates a more unbalanced team that contributed to the dissolution of the leadership team. At this
latter stage, several of the team members once again have more diffuse roles
as owners/partners. In that sense, cyclical event sequences are also observed
in the venture team roles process in the main case (and also in the pilot case).
Another interesting observation in the innovation process was that there is a
trend showing a linear increase in the number of venture paths in the innovation process over time. The increase of the venture paths seems to be related
to the enlargement of the venture team roles as entrepreneurs in the venture/leadership team.
In figure 5.1 below, we describe the different event sequences and the cycles on the different units of analysis.
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The innovation process, the venture team process and venture team role process
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Figure 5.1 A phasic analysis of the innovation process, the venture team process and
the venture team roles process in the venture Prószyński i S-ka.

From the observations in the figure and the earlier in-depth analysis the following propositions are stated:
Proposition 1. The innovation process, the venture team process and venture
team roles process develop in different phases that are repeated in cycles over
time.

In this figure, we also observe that the cycles in the different units of
analysis have different length.
Proposition 1a. The innovation process, the venture team process and venture team roles process develop cyclical over time, and the cycles have different length. The innovation process have the shortest cycles, the venture
team process have longer cycles than the innovation process, and the venture
team roles process have the longest cycles.

We have earlier emphasized that what makes innovation a distinct empirical
phenomenon is that it is related to uncertainty, in terms of unpredictability,
but also to ambiguity and equivocality, in terms of sense-making. Sarasvathy
(2001) with her concept “effectuation” have argued that strategic alliances
and partnerships are a mode to control the unpredictable process. So in that
sense it is not first of all the complexity of the idea, but the unpredictability
in the innovation process that makes the venture team an entity that is able to
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control and closely monitoring parallel and diverse problems in the innovation process. The venture team is also an important and distinct unit in the
sense-making of this unpredictable process. This is something that is very
evident in the main case of this thesis.
Van de Ven et al. (1999) argues from observations in their studies that the
proliferation of numerous ideas and activities ideas in the early divergent
phase of the innovation process is a pervasive, but little understood characteristic of the innovation process. They also made the more surprising observation that in organizational settings such as new company start-ups, there
were more divergence and parallel exploring several venture opportunities
than in organizational settings such as internal corporate venturing and joint
inter-organization ventures. The main case is a new company start-up and in
this empirical material, we observe several paths and ventures opportunities
in all cycles of the innovation process. In the pilot case, which is classified
as an internal corporate venture, the cycles in the innovation process was
longer and the proliferation of ideas and activities followed fewer divergent
pathways. In the literature (Schrader and Simon 1997, Van de Ven 1999), we
find the explanation that the more divergent behavior in settings as start-ups,
was due to fewer internal political considerations and less path dependencies. The shorter cycles were explained by lesser amount of resources available, which demanded the venture opportunities to show its viability much
faster. There is a need to go further into issues related to the proliferation of
ideas and activities in the innovation process in different organizational settings, and especially in relation to venture teams in organizational settings as
new corporate start-ups.
Proposition 2. In a setting such as a new company start-up, a venture team
has to handle uncertainty, but also ambiguity and equivocality, by seizing,
exploring and exploiting diverse multiple venture opportunities (both innovative venture opportunities and reproducing venture opportunities) in the venture process and in that sense also would reduce the risks against failures in a
single business line.

The proliferation of ideas and activities in innovation process are also interesting to be studied in different institutional contexts. Smallbone and Welter
(2001, 2004) found in their studies that serial and portfolio entrepreneurship
and product diversification were strategies used in the early stages in contexts such as institutional settings with high rates of transformation, (cf. Van
de Ven et al. 1999). In a financial system that was inadequate, serial entrepreneurship was one way to accumulate resources necessarily to exploit further opportunities. Diversification in broad and apparently unrelated portfolio of activities and product diversification were interpreted as strategies to
overcome financial and environmental constraints and institutional deficiencies (Smallbone and Welter 2004). In the case involving the publishing sec-
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tor of Poland’s the transforming economy during 1985 to 2003 this strategy,
with a diversity of parallel venture opportunities, is both an expressed and
observed strategy.
Proposition 3. In a context of radical institutional changes, actors explore a
diversity of ideas as a strategy to manage the higher degree of uncertainty,
ambiguity and equivocality. A venture team makes it possible to seize, explore and exploit parallel venture opportunities (both reproducing and innovative venture opportunities) in these contexts.

The focus is now on the process of the formation, change and finally the
dissolution of the venture/leadership team in relation to the innovation process. In the literature, there is a discussion about which model of venture team
formation is most applicable – as a rational process (complementary resource-seeking approach) or as an interpersonal relation process (based on
already trustworthy friendship or family relations). We argue, in line with
several other authors (Bird 1989, Forbes et al. 2006, Aldrich and Kim 2007),
that these models do not necessarily contradict each other and in many
senses may complement one another. However, in line with Aldrich and Kim
(2007), it is the interpersonal process model that is most prolific for understanding and explaining how venture teams are formed, even if we also find
more rational search for complementary skills in parts of the process. The
more rational model, as Aldrich and Kim (ibid.) argue, is probably more
applicable to highly centralized structures with institutional standards that
make the team formation more instrumental. This is in line with studies in
the venture capital literature, where one finds demands from the financial
institutions to take in members in the venture team that complement the team
with specific experiences and skills in order to acquire additional resources
in terms of venture capitals. In our case, there are interpersonal relationships
already established, even if the addition of new venture team members are
justified with instrumental arguments, such as complementary knowledge
and skills.
Proposition 4. The foundation for a venture team is the emergence of social
commitments between actors in a group. Further in the venture team process,
a resource perspective is also useful in the understanding how the venture
team evolves and emerges, since decisions to add new member is often internally and externally justified by resource-based arguments, even if social relationships already have been established.

In the analysis of the innovation process as unit of analysis, we had the advantage of using the observations and the models from the MIRP studies
(Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999). In the analysis of the venture team process
over a more extended period, such models and studies were not found. Most
of the models have a resource-seeking perspective (cf. Kamm and Nurick
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1993) and with a focus on the formation process. It has been difficult to apply these models on the empirical case, especially with the ambition to study
these processes over more extended time periods. Bird’s (1989) model of the
developmental sequence of a two-person partnership have in many ways
been applicable since it include both a social-relational and a resource perspective, but is most of all useful for two-person partnerships and does not
cover a venture team process over more extended periods. It was Weick’s
model of group development (1979:91) that was found useful for interpreting and describing the venture team process in our case. I believe that this
will be one of the most promising theoretical contributions for future studies
on team entrepreneurship, in this thesis.
Proposition 5. The venture team process follows a cyclical process that starts
from a “group of actors” with diverse ends, which form a “social group” that
converge first on common means and are formalized to a “venture team” before common ends emerge. These common ends are followed by diverse
means in a more experienced expert “leadership team”, before a new cycle
starts with diverse ends in the leadership team. The cycle can be terminated
and the venture team process may dissolve at all these stages.

When should a group of actors or a social group be defined as a venture
team? We have earlier argued that a venture team can be formed without the
emergence of common ends. This is probably one characteristic that distinguishes the venture team from other forms of teams, as for example work
teams and project teams, were the ends (but also the roles) of the teams are
more explicit from the start. Instead it is argued that the venture team is
formed when both behavioral and social commitments have emerged. At that
stage, these commitments for future action have thus become manifested by
psychological contracts and formalized in legal contracts (Ring and Van de
Ven 1993). These legal contracts can be in form of a legal firm, but also in
contracts based on options in a future firm, as in the pilot case, or similar
options based on certain equities.
In some studies the claim is made that the members in the venture team
needs to have at least 10% of the ownership in the firm to be perceived as a
part of the team (cf. Ensley 1999). This can distract us from noticing important actors in the venture team and therefore cause us to overlook how the
venture team process and the innovation process proceed.
Proposition 5a. A venture team is formed when a group of actors converges
on common means and commitments for future action in a venture has been
reached, with both informal and formal contracts related to ownership in the
venture.

Before we go further into the venture team process in relation to the innovation process, we need to take up the issue of the role of ownership in the
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venture. Even if these matters can be discussed in structural forms, i.e. in
terms of equal or unequal ownership structures (Kamm and Shuman 1990,
Timmons 1994) or the legal form of the entity (Cole 1959:17ff, Shane 2003),
we have earlier presented an alternative perspective on ownership, i.e. how
the matter of ownership is related to justification of action (cf. Weick 1993),
and the development of commitments for future action and the executions of
these commitments (cf. Ring and Van de Ven 1994) in the venture team.
In the case, we have observed that members of the venture team were
pressured into taking an active and operative role and not just a strategic role
in the venture team. This pressure can be an important clue to understand
how the venture team process proceeds, but also how the venture team roles
are formed and how the innovation process progress. In the cases, both in the
pilot-case and the primary case we have observed that actors in the venture
teams in some stages take independent and arbitrary decisions and action,
without the approval of the rest of the team. In these moments, ownership is
used to justify such actions. It is argued here that even if these arbitrary acts
can endanger the survival of their common ventures, this is also an important
factor in understanding the divergences of new ideas and activities in the
innovation process and in the venture team.
Proposition 6. Partial ownership in a venture team can act as a double trigger
to action in the innovation process. Partial ownership creates a pressure to
take action to justify that ownership in relation to the others in the venture
team. In addition, this ownership is used to justify actions by the individual
team member.

As we observed in the pilot-case, the ownership structure of a venture/leadership team which is dominated by one family had an impact on the
innovation process. In the main case, there is a more equal structure of the
ownership. However, in both cases we observe that the decision-making
principles in the venture team process also have important, and probably
more influence, on the innovation process than the structural characteristics
of the venture team.
Proposition 7. The ownership structure in the venture teams influence the
innovation process, but the decision-making principles in the venture team
process are more important.

In what manner are the venture teams involved in seizing the evolving new
ideas, further creating venture opportunities, and in the emergence and development of the innovation process? In earlier studies, it has been found
that the initial sources of innovations are often localized external to the venture, for example lead users, or in network relationships of strong and weak
ties (von Hippel 1988). In this thesis it has been argued that this is also the
case in ventures founded by venture teams. This means that the initial idea
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often evolve from external actors, and especially from weak ties where one
obtains information that would otherwise be unavailable or costly to locate
(cf. Granovetter 1973, Davidsson and Honing 2003, Johannisson 2000).
With multiple actors in place in the venture team, the degree of serendipity is
higher because of more prospective weak ties.
The role of the venture team in this initial gestation period is to take an
important part in the dialectic process where different ideas are confronting
each other in both relationships with external actors and inside the venture
team. In that sense, the venture team is taking an important part in the process of creating something different and innovative from the initial ideas. We
have also observed that the venture team, with help of external actors, plays
an essential part in the sense-making process of these often vague visions or
badly articulated new ideas. This emergence of sense-making of the innovative venture opportunity is a retrospective process where the new is interpreted by the old (Weick 1995). In this retrospective sense-making in the
innovation process, we have in the cases used in this thesis, observed that
past experiences and already available schemas or grammars (Weick 1979)
can be modes of interpretation, as well as symbols, metaphors or platitudes
(Czarniawska-Joerges and Joerges 1990, Weick, 1993, Gaddefors 2007).
From the model developed by the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1999),
we have also observed that the innovation process seems to pass and develop
through distinguishable stages of divergent and convergent phases. In that
sense, the innovation process develops by an inner logic or program, or by
life-cycle mechanisms (Van de Ven and Poole 1995). In the phases of divergent and convergent behavior in the innovation process the venture team is
involved in the effort to develop a chain of solutions that makes it possible to
launch the innovation at the market. It is important to recognize that not all
problem solving come from the venture team, but seldom are major innovation development problems solved without intervention by the venture team
(cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). In the long run there are external evolutionary
mechanisms from the market that select and retain certain innovations over
others. However, the venture team is not passive to these external market
responses, but react either with adaptive responses or with more creative
responses (Schumpeter 1934, 1949) that may trigger further innovation cycles.
Proposition 8. The progress of change in the innovation process involves
evolutionary, dialectical, teleological and life-cycle mechanisms. The venture
team is in some sense involved in all these motors of change.

Van de Ven and Poole (1995) is argue that after having determined which of
the four motors of change are in operation, the second step is to examine
how they are related, i.e. template matching. At the risk of being regarded as
a bold conjecture, nevertheless the next proposition will be presented. This
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proposition is based on an in-depth analysis of the observations in the cases
in this thesis.
It is argued here that there is an underlying timing of the motors that also
occur in cycles in the innovation process. This is despite the fact that there
are short-term repetitive sequences of different motors during the innovation
process or that these motors are nested in each other and also can act on different unit and level of analysis.
Proposition 8a. The long-term underlying timing of the change mechanisms
in the innovation process is that the process is initially triggered by external
evolutionary events and activities that are followed by dialectical change
mechanisms in a creative process. After this, more teleological mechanism of
sense-making activities emerge in the process, which enables problem solving activities within a more immanent program with a life-cycle motor that
drives the process. The innovation cycle is terminated, or triggered to continue once again, from external evolutionary mechanisms.

There are some observations in the figure 5.1 above that is worth taking notice of regarding the relation between the innovation process and the venture
team process. One observation is that we find different kind of nesting and
complementarities among change mechanisms between these two processes
(cf. Van de Ven and Poole 1995). First, there are three moments when we
find a shift from divergent behaviors to more convergent behavior (end of
1990; end of 1994/beginning of 1995; and about year 2000) in the three innovation cycles. We find that in this shift in the first complete innovation
cycle, there had developed common ends in the venture team process that
created a consensus of the strategic directions. In that sense, teleological
change mechanisms in the venture team process reinforce development in
the innovation process at that stage. With reference to the same shift in the
next innovation cycle, we find instead diverse ends in the venture team process. This means that the convergent phase in the second innovation cycle
starts with a greater confrontation of dialectical motors in the venture team
process, in a moment when a more homogeneous perspective in the strategic
directions are required to manage the financial problems. This implies that in
this stage we are observing contradicting motors (Van de Ven and Poole
1995) with dialectical motors in the venture team process and the requirement for teleological motors in the innovation process.
In the third innovation cycle, in this shift between divergent and convergent behavior, there had still not developed common ends in the venture
team process. Nevertheless, common means with some basic agreements that
involved recognition of interdependence to support the diverse ends in the
venture team had developed (cf. Weick 1979). When there are requirements
for more convergent behavior in the third innovation cycle these agreements
are not enough to keep their different activities together. As a result the formal dissolution of the initial venture team thus begins.
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Proposition 9. The shift from divergent to more convergent behavior in the
innovation process is a crucial moment for the innovation process as well as
the venture team process. The complementarities of reinforcing or contradicting teleological motors in the innovation process, in relation to dialectical
motors in the venture team process are especially influencing the long-term
survival of the venture/leadership team.

Before we go deeper into the dissolution of the venture team there is another
observation that we need to look at closer. Weick (1979:93) wrote, “… the
most fascinating phase of developmental sequences occurs when common
ends are followed by diverse means”. Even if many of the ideas and paths
were initially collectively explored in the innovation process, the implementation of a division of labor is observed after the development of common
ends in the venture team process. In the theoretical framework, it is argued
that it is possible to elaborate Weick’s model with the framework from Lave
and Wenger’s (1991) concepts on situated learning. With the division of
labor, peripheral participation with specialist actors, (i.e. ‘communities of
practice’), also becomes legitimate (Lave and Wenger 1991). We observe in
both cases that specific team members needed to explore and exploit different problems, and experiment with solutions for the diverse tasks and problems that arose within that person’s area of responsibility. The participation
in relationships with specialist ‘communities of practice’ makes the development of situated learning possible and the development of diverse means
(Weick 1979) in the venture team process. In these interactions with different collection of experts, it is not only the specialist as problem-solvers that
become accessible with their explicit or tacit knowledge. In addition, the
physical location or setting where the interaction takes place can have constitutive role in problem solving or in explorative activities (Tyre and Von
Hippel 1997). The physical setting can make one recognize and enact embedded clues, improve understanding of specific data, locate tools and resources. The problem solving and the further interaction are partly shaped by
the physical setting. This was very important in the context of scarce resources in the publishing sector in the transforming of the economy in Poland in our primary case. These diverse external ties have an effect not only
on the creativity in the innovation process (cf. Shalley and Perry-Smith
2008), but also on the long-term development of the venture team process.
These network ties were an important reason of the development of diverse
means and further on to new diverse ends in the venture team process (cf.
Weick 1979).
Proposition 10. With the development of common ends in the venture team
process, a division of labor that is related to the innovation process occurs.
With this division of labor, external ties emerge with peripheral participation
of specialist actors, i.e. communities of practice. These external ties are important for the creativity in the problem-solving in the innovation process. At
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the same time they become a source for the development of diverse means
and later on serve to enactment of new diverse ends in the venture team process.

We have also argued earlier in this thesis that the venture team, after it has
successfully fulfilled the first innovation cycle, is better labeled a leadership
team. We have also argued that members of the leadership team take part in
new constellations of venture teams in the further innovation cycles (cf. Van
de Ven et al. 1999, Vyakarnam et al 1999). In that sense, the organizational
setting is no longer a start-up, but rather an internal corporate venture.
Proposition 11. In the development of the venture team to a more experienced expert leadership team, we will also observe members in the leadership
team in new constellations of venture teams in the innovation process.

Regarding the issue of the dissolution of the venture team, earlier studies
have had a focus on affective and cognitive conflicts in the venture team to
explain the instability of venture teams (Ensley et al. 2002, Lechler 2001). It
has previously been argued that studies about conflicts in venture teams need
to be about longer processes of conflicts, rather than to focus on a single
decision. Conflicts, as is argued by many in the literature, are natural and
important occurrences in the venture team process and the innovation process. It has also been stated that in the long run, it is the different methods of
conflicts resolutions (domination, compromise and integration) that affect
the innovation process and the venture team process (cf. Follett 1995). In
this final analysis, I want to go a little bit further in the propositions, to argue
that it is not the conflicts or the methods of conflict resolution that are the
decisive factors in the final dissolution of the venture team. I would argue it
is rather the same factors that contribute to the formation of the venture team
i.e. social commitments (cf. Weick 1993). There is no denying that the
methods of conflict resolutions have a large impact on the final dissolution
of the venture/leadership team. However, the most significant factor in this
regard is the emergence of social commitments with other venture teams.
With new social agreements on future action in a venture with other venture
teams, these new constellations makes more sense, especially if there have
been longer periods of conflict resolutions with domination and consensus as
methods, without reaching some integrative solution. Without these integrative solutions the costs of the interdependencies becomes more visible in the
venture/leadership team (cf. Weick 1979) that makes other social commitments more significant and prolific.
Proposition 12. It is social commitments that can first of all explain both the
formation of the venture team and the dissolution of the venture/leadership
team.
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Proposition 12a. In addition, the method of conflict resolution can have an
impact and lead to the dissolution of the venture/leadership team, if the
method in use in the innovation process in the long run is made by domination or compromise, and do not reach an integrative solution.

We can now finally focus on the second research question in this thesis:
what kind of roles do we find in venture teams and how do the roles form
and change over time in relation to innovation processes in new ventures
(new company start-ups)?
In the MIRP-studies (Van de Ven et al. 1999), it was found that found
that the classification of specific roles in leadership teams (as critics, institutional leader, mentor and sponsor) did not function for analysis of new company start-ups (Ibid.:49). In this study, the broader concepts as managers and
entrepreneurs have therefore been used to distinguish between different
venture team roles. What has been observed is that these venture team roles
may evolve and emerge after the venture team has been formed and the innovation process started. We have therefore also used the concept of operative and strategic roles to interpret how the venture team roles develop from
more diffuse role as founder/owner. It has also been observed that some
members in the venture team, in an organizational context as a new company
start-up, initially take both operative and strategic roles and take a more distinct role as manager or entrepreneur rather directly. However, we also notice actors in the venture team that either have only an operative role or a
strategic role, and that the process to take on venture team roles as entrepreneur or manager can be a drawn out process.
In line with Stinchcombe (1965), it is argued that in new company startups, the roles have to be invented, since no visible role-sets are available.
What we observe in our primary case is that there is an internal pressure
from the venture team to take not only a strategic role in the venture team,
but also an operative role to take action based on the strategic decisions in
the innovation process. In the main case, it was noticed that the failure to
find an operative role in the venture team had an influence of the exit of one
founder/owner.
Proposition 13. The venture team roles process may start with either operative roles or strategic roles in the venture team, but there is strong internal
pressure not only to take on a strategic role, but also to take on an operative
role in the innovation process.

In the literature, there are the arguments that the role of the manager is a
more prescribed venture role, than the entrepreneur that is more achieved
(Jenks 1949, Sarasvathy 2004). From Jenks’ (1949) framework of the development of the venture team role, there is the interplay between personal predispositions and external sanctions pattern. It is argued here that the role of
the entrepreneur first of all is formed and created in a dialectic process be306

tween personal predispositions and external sanctions pattern. The role as
manager is more prescribed and evolves and emerges in the interplay between social expectations, especially from the venture team, and personal
predispositions appropriate for that role.
We also observed in our cases that the process of forming a more balanced venture team, with both entrepreneurs and managers that are taking
both operative and strategic roles, could be a long drawn-out process (cf.
Van de Ven et al. 1999). The concept of an unbalanced venture team here
should be interpreted not as the exercise of one specific role, but the lack of
exercise of other complementary roles (ibid.), i.e. the success or failure can
be explained by the lack of relations to other roles in a venture team. This
balance is about how the mix between the roles of introducing new solution
(the entrepreneur) and routines (the manager) in the innovation process.
One reflection made is the development of venture team roles in relation
to the innovation process in a context of the institutional transformation of
an economy. From our case in the Polish publishing sector, it was rather the
lack of management skills and experience that were the scarce resources in
the innovation process. In that context, it was not the entrepreneur that was
the essential venture role, but the development of a balance between managers and entrepreneurs in the venture team.
Proposition 14. The process of the formation of a balanced venture team,
with actors in both operative and strategic roles and different venture roles as
entrepreneurs and managers, is extended in time. When this role-set is in
place, it is favorable for an innovation process.

Earlier in the tenth proposition, it was expressed that the shift from divergent
to more convergent behavior in the innovation process is a crucial moment
not only for the innovation process, but also for the venture team process. In
examining the figure 5.1 above, it is observed that the shift between the convergent and the divergent phase is also critical, especially for changes in the
role-set in the venture team. Our observation is that the shift involves
changes of venture team roles from manager to entrepreneur but not vice
versa from entrepreneur to manager. From these observation in our case,
Van de Ven et al. (1999:186) state regarding this shift that “the innovation
unit restructures itself to satisfy stakeholder’ demands and obtain resources
to initiate the next cycle of divergent-convergent phases”, becomes more
comprehensible. If we accept the venture/leadership team as an “innovation
unit”, we observe a “restructuring” of the role-set in this unit, based on the
development of diverse ends (“stakeholders’ demands”) and new divergent
behavior after agreements to use common means (“obtain resources”) if they
are available. If common ends have not developed in the leadership team, the
exploration of new ideas will be made mainly through interaction based on
social commitment with other venture teams.
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Proposition 15. The shift from convergent to more divergent activities in the
innovation process is a crucial moment, not only for the innovation process to
restart, but also as a moment of changes in the role-set in the venture team
roles process.
Proposition 15 a: Over time, there is trend that there will be an increase of
entrepreneurs in the leadership team. The shift from convergent to more divergent behavior in the innovation process is a crucial moment for these
changes.

A final and probably one of the most important propositions will be made
from the second research question, with the focus on the relation between the
venture team roles process and the innovation process. In figure 5.1, we observed that there is the trend of a linear increase of the number of venture
paths in the innovation process over time. We also stated in proposition 15a
that the increase of the different venture paths seems to be in relation to the
enlargement of entrepreneurs in the leadership team. The next proposition
can explain some part of the instabilities in the venture team process, but
also the presumptive innovative force of the venture team in the economy.
Proposition 16. The trend of an enlargement of the venture roles as entrepreneurs in the venture team may create both a more unbalanced leadership
team, as well as a trend of several new venture opportunities and paths in the
innovation process. In that sense the initial venture team may not survive, but
the innovation processes develop and continue in new constellations.

Even if it is possible to extract more propositions from the analysis of the
research questions based on the theoretical framework and the empirical
material these are enough to make some conclusions and achieve our purpose of the thesis.
Before we come to the conclusions and contributions in the next chapter, I
would like to continue to develop some bolder conjectures as a base for future studies with a comparative approach and in relation to performance.

5.1.1 Conjectures and speculations for future studies in team
entrepreneurship
Even if we find the venture team in all kinds of ventures, earlier research
have identified that we more often locate ventures teams of multiple founders in high-technology start-ups (Cooper 1986, Cooper and Bruno 1977,
Kamm et al. 1990, Teach et al. 1986). Another frequent topic in the literature
is related to venture teams and performance (Cooper and Gimeno 1992,
Lechler 2001, Storey 1997). In these overview articles, it is indicated that
venture teams performed better than ventures founded by a single actor.
If we assume that high-technological ventures are more innovative as a
rule than other firms, we need an explanation as to why and how venture
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teams are related to innovation. What is the chicken and what is the egg? Is
it the innovative venture opportunity and its complexity that makes people
come together and form a venture team or is it the venture team that creates
more innovative venture opportunities? We can still not answer that question, but we are able to form some conjectures for further studies. However,
the tentative answer to this question, based on the empirical material in this
study, is that it is both. It is reciprocity between the venture team and the
innovation and to study this interplay one needs to study the process and
how these units interact.
In proposition 16, a trend in the increase of venture paths in the innovation process was located, with several venture opportunities in each path.
Even if this study, in relation to other studies in business administration, is
relative extended study in time there is a need to study these processes over
more extended periods and using comparative research designs. At the level
of the macro-economy, it is often claimed that we need more innovative and
growing firms in the economy. It is rather astonishing that we still do not
perceive more research in these areas. One explanation of this is probably
the methodological problems that arise in finding indicators and measurements that would locate and follow innovations in the economy. That means
that there is also a need to develop new research designs and measurements
parallel to the theoretical development. Even if these conjectures may be
perceived as rather naïve speculations, I am convinced that they will generate prolific results.
Conjecture 1. Venture teams are more successful than single founders in taking innovative venture opportunities to the market.
Conjecture 2. Over time, a venture team generates more innovations per capita in the total economy than does a single founder.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and contributions

This thesis explores what kinds of theoretical, conceptual, empirical and
methodological insights are achieved by studying innovation processes in
new ventures in a transformative institutional context, from the team-level of
analysis. It is thus now possible to make some conclusions and contributions
related to that purpose. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the
statement from Low and Macmillan (1988:152) that “each level of analysis
provides unique insight” was influential in the formulation of this purpose.
Although Low and Macmillan recommended that future research be done at
the multi-levels of analysis in order to develop a synthesis of these insights
from different level of analysis, I have argued that we need to explore the
specific insights on each level of analysis, before we are able develop a synthesis.
The structure of this chapter is such that we start with theoretical and conceptual conclusions and contributions. Later on, a presentation of empirical
contributions and a discussion of the contributions are made. Thereafter, we
discuss the methodological issues. Finally, policy and practical implications
are examined.

6.1 Theoretical and conceptual conclusions and
contributions
First, I would like to discuss the phenomenon and domain of entrepreneurship. Is it possible to say something of these matters at the end of this explorative and in-depth analysis of an extended single case from the team as
level of analysis? In this regard, I would say that there are some important
conclusions and reflections that are worth considering in future research.
This project began from a Schumpeterian-perspective on entrepreneurship, i.e. to define entrepreneurship in relation to innovation and the innovation process, and with great emphasis on action and decision-making under
high degrees of uncertainty and ambiguity. The thesis tries to go further in
focusing on the innovation process, from the position of the ambitious and
convincing Minnesota Innovation Program (Van de Ven et al. 1989, 1999) in
their endeavor to develop a theory of the innovation process. In that research
program, the collective aspect in the innovation process was emphasized and
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the team level of analysis together with other levels were used in their observations of the innovation processes. With the explicit perspective of the team
as a level of analysis in this study, we are able to make some conclusions
and also make some specific contributions in relation to innovation processes in new company start-ups as an organizational setting and in a transforming institutional context.
However, in writing this thesis, a more eclectic perspective on entrepreneurship has also been applied, i.e. a broader definition of entrepreneurship,
including the process of discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of venture
opportunities (innovative or reproducing venture opportunities) (Shane and
Venkataraman 2000, Samuelsson 2004). The opportunity perspective has
added valuable contributions to this study; especially from such findings,
that exploiting innovative venture opportunities is systematically different
from exploiting reproducing venture opportunities (Samuelsson 2004, 2006).
One argument that is used in favor of the broader opportunity perspective is
that rather few businessmen/businesswomen classify their ventures as innovative (ibid. 2004). Nevertheless, I am not convinced that this argument is a
valid reason for entrepreneurship research to move away from the focus on
innovation. It would be more preferable that there be a common effort to
develop a more comprehensive theory of the innovation process in the area
of entrepreneurship.
From the perspective at the team as level of analysis it has been found in
thesis that the entire venture process was very difficult to classify within the
dichotomy, innovative or a reproducing venture opportunity, despite the fact
that some specific venture opportunities or paths could be described in these
terms. One danger with the dichotomous classification of venture opportunities is that one may presuppose that there is just one venture opportunity at a
time in the venture process. The result is that the divergent characteristics of
the innovation process are missed.
A first conclusion is that the team as a level of analysis helps us to observe and follow periods of divergence in venture opportunities in the process. From that perspective, we are also able to better understand and explain
the proliferation of ideas in the innovation process. Van de Ven et al. (1999)
argues that the divergence of activities over time is a pervasive, but is still
little understood characteristic of the innovation process. It is my conclusion
that the team as a level of analysis provides us with specific insights in these
areas.
Since the primary case is a low-tech new company start-up in a transformational economy, and the MIRP studies were made in high-tech ventures in
a mature market economy, we are able to contribute to the existing literature.
The MIRP observations and empirically grounded models of the innovation
process were induced from extensive field observations of 14 cases concerning the innovation process in settings such as internal corporate ventures,
interorganizational joint ventures and new company start-ups. One contribu311

tion to the MIRP studies is that we observed iterative and cyclical event sequences of divergent and convergent behavior similar to the observations in
the MIRP, despite the fact that the case on which the thesis is based was a
low-tech venture.
We also concluded that the transformational institutional context had an
impact on the divergent activities in the innovation process. The contribution
that is therefore possible is that it is not the technological complexity of the
venture opportunity that can explain the divergence in the venture process,
but rather the uncertainty, together with the ambiguity and equivocality
within the innovation process.
From the observations in this study, it seems that the results from MIRP
are robust, although many complementary studies are needed before a valid
theory of the innovation process can be declared. Of course one needs to
show humility regarding results based on the few cases in this thesis or in
MIRP. At the same time I have discovered some positive potential of this
framework. Van de Ven et al. (1999:213) expressed that: “We believe that
our propositions just scratch the surface of potentially important new principles that we and others may develop for managing the innovation journey”.
Because of these potentially important new principles, I would emphasize
that the area of entrepreneurship would benefit from a common collective
efforts with a focus on the innovation process, before broadening the domain.
The second conclusion in this thesis is that we complement the MIRP
with a theoretical framework and in-depth analysis of the venture team process in relation to the innovation process. The MIRP had a focus on the role
of the leadership team in the innovation process and they expressed a preference for studies on venture team processes in new corporate start-up ventures. However, the MIRP studies ares not only complemented in this way
but also the research area about venture or entrepreneurial teams. Several
researchers expressed the ideas that a focus on venture team has potential for
research, and that our knowledge of entrepreneurial/venture teams is incomplete (Birley and Stockley 2000, Cooney 2005, Cooper and Daily 1997,
Lechler 2001). A contribution of this thesis is the provision of a theoretical
framework to study the venture team process in relation to innovation over
longer time periods. Another important conclusion of this thesis is that
Weick’s (1979:91) model of group development is applicable and is complementary to the MIRP framework to describe and analyze the venture team
process in relation to the innovation process, especially over more extensive
periods, i.e. from the formation to the dissolution of the venture/leadership
team. The framework from Weick together with MIRP can also be applied in
relation to the discussion about integrating an interpersonal relational approach with a resource-seeking perspective on the venture team process (Aldrich and Kim 2007, Forbes and Kim 2007). In the final analysis, there were
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contributions in form of propositions and conjectures for further studies in
these areas.
The third theoretical conclusion is the discovery that the team as level
of analysis, makes us observe change mechanisms in the innovation process
that are difficult to capture from other levels of analysis (cf. Van de Ven and
Poole 1995). It is the dialectical and life cycle mechanisms of change in the
innovation process and the venture team process that especially become
more visible. We have also observed important evolutionary and teleological
change mechanisms in the processes, but I want to argue, even if this is not a
comparative study, that it is the dialectical and life-cycle mechanisms that
come into sight from the team level of analysis and that are more difficult to
observe from other levels of analysis. Although these issues are taken up in
the methodological conclusions I think it is worthwhile here and now to clarify this statement.
What is meant is that the life-cycle change mechanisms have become
visible at the team-level of analysis and that it is better of to identify iterative
sequences of divergent ideas and activities and the more convergent phases
in the innovation process from this level. The dialectical mechanisms of
confrontations of ideas and interest may create integrative synthesis internal
to the venture/leadership team, but also in relation to external actors. This is
also something that is problematic to capture from other levels. The dialectical mechanisms can also be depicted at the network level of analysis, but the
team level of analysis contribute with a important complement since it contributes and makes visible the internal creative process in a more comprehensive way in the innovation process. It also captures the latent conflict of
interests in the venture team process, which may have an impact on the innovation process. I therefore argue that future adequate theories in entrepreneurship and innovation, i.e. each change of motor needs to be represented,
and the relationships among change mechanisms specified (cf. Van de Ven
and Poole 1995). The team-level of analysis, together with other levels, will
be important in these theoretical projects. In the final analysis, there were
some propositions and conjectures for future studies in these areas.
The fourth conclusion is related to how roles are formed and change in
the venture team in relation to the innovation process. In MIRP, they found
that the more specific leadership team roles (institutional leader, sponsor,
mentor, critic) were not applicable in a setting such as a new corporate startup (Van de Ven et al. 1999). Stinchcombe (1965) with his concept “liability
of newness” focused especially on the problems that roles have to be invented in these kinds of settings with no available role-sets. The contributions in this thesis is a framework with broad roles as owners/founder, managers and entrepreneurs that make us identify venture teams roles in the innovation processes not only in start-up processes, but also how these rolessets change and develop over more extensive periods. We have also noticed
that the pressure from the venture team to take on a strategic role, as well as
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an active operative role, can influence the specific role-sets in the venture
team, and the innovation process.
I admit that in the efforts to capture subject-privileged meanings with a
theoretical framework the venture team roles process is the most problematic
unit of analysis in this thesis. (cf. Poole et al. 2000:149). However, I still
want to argue that Jenk’s model (1949) functions as a basic framework to
help us understand and explain the venture team roles development, but in
future studies we do need to elaborate his framework even more, for example with help of Sarasvathy’s (2001) framework. Also in these areas, we find
propositions and conjectures in the final analysis for future studies.
With reference to the conceptual contributions, we have earlier elucidated
the conceptual problems arising in the area of team entrepreneurship
(Cooney 2005, Birley and Stockley 2000). Birley and Stockley found in their
overview of the research-area that ostensibly similar concepts are approached from multiple theoretical perspectives. However, that similar concepts are approached from different perspectives is probably not the problem. It is that we observe rather few studies on team entrepreneurship from
the perspective of innovation. Other more serious problems are that there are
so many different concepts of the same unit of analysis as well as the fact
that the definitions of the same concept are not clear and are differentiated.
In this thesis, it has been argued that the concept of venture teams, are
preferable rather than labels such as “entrepreneurial teams”, “founder
team”, “executive teams”, “new venture top management teams” and “entrepreneurial founder team”, etc. We have also argued that to capture the
processual development of venture teams, the venture team maybe transformed into a more experienced expert leadership team with the experiences,
expertise’s and skills from at least one venture cycle (cf. Poole et al. 2000).
These venture/leadership teams are not necessarily connected to innovation,
but it is emphasized in this thesis that it is the relation between the venture/leadership team process and the innovation process that is most prolific
to study.
If we then come to the question of defining the venture team it is concluded that it is possible to keep and use one of the definitions that is already
common in the area of team entrepreneurship, i.e.: two or more founders that
take active part in the strategic process in creating a new venture in which
they have an equity interest. (cf. Ensley 2002, Kamm et al. 1990). If we
stress the aspect ”take active part”, it is the same as taking an operative role;
this definition is congruent with the framework and our findings in this
study. As has been argued earlier, we regard the tendency in other studies
(Ensley 1999, Kamm et al. 1990) to classify a venture team member as one
with an ownership share of more than 10% as too restrictive. In further studies, the role of ownership in venture teams is one of the propositions that are
worth taking a closer look at. To find a viable definition of the concept leadership team is more problematic. In the literature from the “upper echelon
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perspective” this matter of definition has often been solved by requiring not
only membership of the board, but also an operative function in the firm, as
for example corporate officer, in order to be classified as a member of the
top management team (Hambrick and Mason 1990, Finkelstein and Hambrick 1990). That perspective corresponds to how we have used the concept
of leadership team and the definition of venture teams. However, it is still
necessary to develop a viable definition of the leadership team that fit in with
a process approach. The contents of this thesis make some contributions in
that direction.

6.2 Empirical conclusions and contributions
There are three empirical conclusions and contributions in this thesis: a description of the transformation of the Polish society and economy with a
focus on the publishing sector, illustrated from a rather unusual level of
analysis – the team; the polyphonical empirical material; and the in-depth
extensive processual studies over more than ten years.
Why is it claimed that the story in the primary case is also a story of the
transformation of the economy and society in a very interesting period in
Polish history (1985-2003)? Is this just not only another business history?
The claim that is made is that the team level of analysis may not only give us
specific insights, but the team-level is also a perspective that makes us connect to other levels of analysis (cf. Shepard and Kreuger 2002). In the history
of the primary case, there is not only a description as to how individuals, and
groups of actor adapt to the rapid institutional changes; they are as well coactors in the interpretation and enactment of new regulations and institutions,
and even sometimes creators of institutional changes both on sector level and
at the level of institutions on nation-level. A new institutional order in Poland was not only built from a political centre (cf. Stryjan 1997), on the contrary many of the actual changes were enacted and can be depicted at the
team level of analysis.
Regarding the polyphonical empirical material we can take up the question from Samuelsson (2006) who ponders as to whether it is worth the effort
to incorporate other actors, or whether one should rely only on a single informant in a study of the venture process. This question was motivated by
the experiences obtained from team-based measures in studies of the nascent
venture process that led to some interesting results. The conclusion and answer on this question is: Yes, it is worth it! Even if it is a resource demanding
research design I argue that these polyphonical in-depth interviews give us
empirical material that makes visible and elucidate divergence and proliferation of ideas and activities and that gives us: better descriptions, understanding, and probably in the future better explanatory theories of the innovation
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process in new ventures. I will come back to this issue in relation to methodological conclusions and contributions.
Another important contribution of this thesis is the processual case studies
over extended time period. In areas such as business administration and entrepreneurship, this kind of material is rather rare. In other disciplines such
as economic history and business history, research is based on data from
historical archives, which in many instances may cover time periods of hundred years or more. The time periods used in this study compared with those
used in history are not considered to be extreme. However, in those disciplines empirical material such as oral histories and narratives from interviews are not so common. The combination used in this thesis of both oral
narratives and historical material from different kinds of archives, make a
plausible and comprehensive picture of the processes on different units of
analysis. The extended time-periods alert us to the iterative cyclical sequences in the process, but also identify process variables, rather than demographic characteristics in units of analysis in relation to the innovation process. The development of process variables is also what authors such as
Forbes et al. (2006) and Chowdhury (2004) require. Surrounding the venture
team process as unit of analysis, are the developments of social commitments and methods of conflict resolutions process variables that are worth
using in further studies.
In relation to the first and second empirical contribution there are also
other points with an extensive case at the team level of analysis. One is to
present an alternative picture other than the more common image of the
“lonely hero-entrepreneur”. In the research, one has for a long time found
calls to emphasize entrepreneurship as a collective activity. In this effort, we
need more illustrative and comprehensive pictures and stories also from the
team level that are contrasting the dogma of the heroic lonely entrepreneur.
The case also depict that these venture processes can take time before fruitful ideas are found.

6.3 Methodological conclusions and contributions
Birley and Stockley (2000) claimed that studies of entrepreneurial teams are
complex and rife with methodological problems. Studies on the team as a
level of analysis in entrepreneurship are indeed problematic, and are also
challenging more conventional research designs and methods. We are here
going to focus on the methodological conclusions, and discuss the contributions that can be made from this study.
First, we will continue the previous discussion of the possibilities and
consequences of the “polyphonic method” as a data collecting method. Previously, the conclusion was made that it was worth the efforts and resources
to broaden the empirical material and incorporate team-measures and data in
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studies of entrepreneurship. This is so because it gives a more comprehensive, as well as a more valid material to work with that helps us to better
understand and explain these complex processes. This data collection
method helps us not only to be able to create more valid measurements, but
it also influences the reliability of the collected data. The samples of the
informants, in each case, were made via “snowball sampling”. In the interviews, informants were not only asked to identify the key persons in the
processes, but before the interview they were informed that other colleagues
and key persons would also be interviewed about the same process. This had
several consequences. The first is related to access to data. The fact that others had told their story motivated informants at different levels to give their
version of the process. Data that otherwise would not have been available
became accessible. Even more important is the fact that the informants were
aware that others were going to tell their versions may have had an affect on
self-serving attribution biases, i.e. when people exaggerate their own impact
on different outcomes and in processes. The experiences both from the pilotstudy and the primary case have been that people who are aware of the polyphonic method become more thoughtful in their interviews when they are
describing their own roles, roles of others, group efforts in relation to external events and actors regarding the outcome of certain processes. Most often, there are congruencies in the narratives of different actors contributions
and roles in the innovation process, even if the methods gives a diversity of
different perspectives on the innovation process.
The phenomenon of group attribution error is therefore a bigger problem
within the team-level of analysis with a potential group-serving bias, i.e. a
situation in which the venture/leadership team makes dispositional attributions for their group's successes and externalizes situational attributions for
the team’s failures. However, using the snowball sampling we are able to
include narratives from the venture/leadership team as well as stories from
other key persons. These stories confirm that the venture/leadership team is a
distinct unit in the innovation process, which in some way is active in most
of the critical events and in the strategic decisions in the innovation process
(cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999). The method also made it possible to identify
more external events and factors influencing the innovation process, since
different actors recognize and put emphasis on different external events and
actors in the process that are giving a more comprehensive picture of these
factors than from a single actor perspective. Nevertheless, the group attribution biases are something that must be closer elaborated and examined further in studies of team entrepreneurship.
Oral histories from interviews are not the only sources of data in this
study. Parallel with the interview all kinds of available empirical material
have been used to complement the interviews. These kinds of “prosopographic methods” of picking small pieces from many sources (Gratzer 1996),
are common in disciplines such as history and economic history and is some317

thing that disciplines such as business administration and entrepreneurship
can use and learn from. Once the search has started one is often surprised by
how much empirical material that is available (in terms of internal archives,
contracts, PM, calendars, spreadsheets, diaries, artifacts as for example
products, etc). These materials have yielded important information. Nevertheless, I want to focus particularly on one issue that is related to interviews,
and that is a better reconstruction of critical events and activities that actually occurred in the process. The experiences gained from reconstructing
these two extensive and comprehensive case studies are that people are able
to reconstruct the processes in terms sequences of critical events and activities, but they do not remember the point in time and the duration of these
processes. However, the specific point in time when critical events and activities occurred are often found in sources other than the interviews. In that
sense the prosopographic data, have complemented the polyphonical narratives. This is a processual study, with a focus on sequences of divergence
and convergence. The empirical materials, obtained from archives, have
been valuable in identifying divergent activities and paths that are not described in the interviews. Since also second follow-up interviews have been
made with the venture/leadership team, these sources have been very important at that stage.
The next conclusion is connected to the processual methods. Poole et al.
(2000) compared strengths and weakness of Cross-Sectional, Panel, and
Process research designs in the study of change and development processes.
They concluded that there are relationships between the three strategies and
that these approaches can be complementary. This is also the conclusion
made in this study. A processual research design is a fruitful strategy in an
explorative study comprising such complex matters as analyzing the relationships between the innovation process, the venture team process and the
venture team roles process. Some of the propositions and conjectures can be
studied using cross-sectional methods, or probably more prolific, panel design, but other topics still needs to be explored by more in-depth process
strategies. While I may have a desire to continue to develop the processual
method, other designs will be used in future research from the findings in
this study and I want to encourage others to do the same.
One common requirement in the discussion of the entrepreneurship as a
field of research is that it urges that venture processes be studied through a
real-time research design over long time periods (cf. Poole et al. 2000). An
important conclusion and contribution of this study is that these processes
can be captured by more historical and reconstructive methods. Real-time
studies are an important research design, but it is important to emphasize that
real-time data are not often “real-time observations”. Although some moments or earlier defined measures and activities are captured in a narrow
time-span or from direct observations, one must be aware of the collective
effort of innovations processes and the phenomenon of parallel and diver318

gent process that are not observed whether a researcher or entrepreneur “was
there” or not. Many of these processes and causal inferences can only be
captured ex post and historical processual methods are important tools to
reconstruct innovation processes.
I conclude this part by emphasizing that these reconstructed stories are
not just a mere addition to other case studies. It is a necessity for studies in
the field of entrepreneurship that these empirical materials are used in a
theoretical context and for the purpose of theory development, especially for
a theory of the innovation process (cf. Van de Ven 1999).

6.4 Conclusions and contributions for policy and
practice
A delicate but legitimate question is: Should I, after studying new company
start-ups with multiple founders, recommend someone to start an innovation
process or a new firm in a team? It is easy to avoid this question by the explaining that it is not the purpose of the thesis to give normative advise, or to
say for example: “It depends on, if…”. Instead I want to say that there are
numerous convincing findings and indicators that show that venture teams
perform well, compared to single-founders, if so asked, I should not hesitate
to give such advice. In an earlier study (Sölvell and Larsson 2006), it is observed that advisers in an organization that promote entrepreneurs, team
entrepreneurship was never presented as an alternative. Instead, there were
explicit warnings against partnerships given by the advisors. In the normative “wisdom-based” literature for entrepreneurs, Cooper and Daily (1997)
found that this literature focused on the problems and the risks of conflicts in
venture teams. If we accept the results that start-ups with more than one
founder were more likely to grow, but not more likely to survive (Cooper et
al 1994), it would appear that the warnings of conflicts in venture teams is
legitimate. However, from the observations in both the pilot-case and the
primary case we have an alternative view. We must recognize conflicts as
inevitable, and as a source for innovation in these ventures. Something that
is maybe more important is that venture/leadership teams are triggers for
further innovation processes in new constellations over time, even if the
focal venture/leadership team dissolves. In other words, the initial venture
teams may not survive, but the innovation process does!
If these observations are more general, this is an interesting issue for the
development of innovations in the economy. We need more research in these
areas and one topic of interest is the relationship between venture teams,
serial venture start-up behaviors and innovation processes. Even so, it is time
to be more aware of the common doctrine of the single entrepreneurs in policy documents. To start a firm with a venture team can be presented more
explicitly as an alternative.
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The venture capitalist sector provides a great deal of understanding and
knowledge about team entrepreneurship. Earlier, we have presented some
research in relation to the role of venture capital institutions as external actors that emphasizes a rational search for partners based on complementary
skills and experiences. There are also studies which indicate that these venture capitalists can be very active in the actual formation and further development of the venture team. This is an interesting research area for further
studies. For venture capitalist there are huge amounts of capital that are invested in these venture/leadership teams and of course, they want to secure
their returns on these investments. Even if not all of these investments are in
relation to innovation, it is reasonable to assume that a sufficient numbers of
them are. By definition innovation is unpredictable, but one important question is whether it is possible, at least, to be more proactive from the observation of the iterative cyclic sequences we have found in this thesis, and other
studies, and of some critical moments in the relationship between the innovation process, the venture team process and the venture team roles process.
In others word, is it possible for venture teams or venture capitalists to be
more proactive before problems occur in the innovation process and in the
venture team process? Even if we need more knowledge in these areas I will
not at this time avoid this question. I declare that it is probably possible to be
proactive in these processes, in the sense that it is possible to better understand, explain and handle some of these problems.

Epilog
I want to end this thesis with a reflection. An observant reader of this thesis
would have noticed that there are similarities between the theoretical and
empirical “innovation journeys” (cf. Van de Ven et al. 1999) that is presented in this book and the “explorative and exploitative phases” in the process and methodology of making this thesis.
A question of conscience is then whether it would have been better if this
research project and the thesis had been a collective effort of a research
team. The short answer of this delicate issue is, without neglecting all the
people who have helped me in this research process, or reducing the value of
the findings in this thesis: Yes, it probably had been better!
In relation to this reflection, and the conclusions and contributions in this
chapter, I want to paraphrasing Ensley (1999:283):
The team phenomenon in entrepreneurial organizations is complex.
Therefore, let the exploration (and exploitation) of studying the innovation process continue!
Why not do it in teams?!
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Interview-guide for the first interviews
I am interested in your company’s business history and want to focus on the
start-up process of ………… I would like you to tell your version of the
start-up process, i.e. the period before the company started and about ten
years after it started.
Question of anonymity? The company and the person.
Earlier experiences
1. Can you describe your background and experience, before ……….?
Time of start
2. When did the company start?
A. How do you motivate this date?
Key persons
3. Who were participated in the early phase of starting the company?
A. Inside the company?
B. Outside the company?
C. What kind of network did you contribute with into the
company?
D. Who did you mostly interact with in the start-up process?
Process of problems and solutions
4. How will you describe the very early phase, in terms of problems and
solutions, in the creation of the company?
A. Who solved the problems?
B. How were the problems solved?
C. To what extent could you use your experience and routines
when solving the problems that arose in the early phase?
D. To what extent did you have to find new solutions to the
problems that arose?
Business ideas
5. When did the business idea arise?
A. How did the idea evolve?
B. Who participated in the formulation of the business idea?
C. What kinds of opportunities did you observe?
D. Did the business idea change over time? How?
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Roles
6. Who were the key persons in the start-up process? (get spelling!)
A. What was the contribution each of the key persons?
B. Can you describe each key person’s role in the start-up process?
C. Where there discussions about the kind of roles each one would have in
the company? Describe the discussions.
D. Did these roles change over time? How?
Activities and contributions
7. How would you describe your contribution in the start-up process?
A. What kind of activities were you most occupied with in the
first years?
B. What were your most important activities in the start-up
process?
C. Did these activities change over time?
D. How should you describe your role in the start-up process?
E. Did your role change over time?
Important events
8. What were the most important events in the first period of the company?
A. Who made important contributions in these events?
Ownership structure
9. How did you solve the question of ownership?
A. Problems to find a solution?
B. Problems to find appropriate legal business form?
C. Did the ownership structure change in the first years?
D. Were there key persons in the first years that were not
owners? (Persons that have made contributions that can explain the company’s success)
E. What measures did you take to retain that person in the
company?
Financial
10. How did you solve the financial question? (ownership, investments, etc)
Goal/Vision
11. How did you and the other founders formulate the company’s goal (visions) in the beginning?
A. Did the goal (visions) differ between the founders? How?
Strategy
12. How did you solve the questions of taking strategic decisions?
A. Did you formulate an explicit strategy?
Business Plan
13. Did you formulate a business plan?
- A. Did you follow that plan?
Conflicts
14. How did you solve conflicts in the company?
- B. What kind of conflicts did you experience?
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Innovations
15. Did you introduce something new (in a broad perspective; products, service, production, distribution, marketing, organization etc.) in ………?
- A. How did you differ in relation to competitors in the first
years?
- B. Who contributed to the introduction of these innovations
in the company?
Customer/suppliers
16. Who were the first customers?
Employees
17. When did you start to hire employees?
A. Key persons? (people who made important contributions to
the creation of the company or in the innovation process)
B. What measure did you take to retain these key persons in
the company?
Success
18 How do you explain the success of the company?
Problems
19. How do you explain the problems the company has encountered during
the start-up process?
A. internal explanations
B. external explanations (legal system, other institutions, customers, competitors
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Appendix 2. Selection of data from Proszynski i S-ka
Table A1. Financial data of Proszynski i S-ka. Source: Proszynski i S-ka
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

Total revenue
(million PLN)

Revenue from
sales (PLN)

Revenue from
sales
(USD)

100.923
100.336
115.306
113.557
129.454
109.275

0.114
3.152
20.013
41.957
79.616
95.543
100.399
96.480
106.986
102.878
96.640
95.210

0.139
2.876
12.693
19.658
32.667
38.713
34.952
27.425
30.533
24.800
23.325
22.980

Table A2. Revenues from selected activities of Proszynski i S-ka. Source: Proszynski i S-ka
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

Revenue from
magazines (million PLN)

34.417
33.258
44.569
49.182
56.841
62.830
65.692
67.821

Revenue from
books (PLN)

0.957
0.778
5.436
5.491
10.012
18.477
26.435
36.714
26.672*

Revenue from
sales
(PLN)
0.114
3.152
20.013
41.957
79.616
95.543
100.399
96.480
106.986
102.878
96.640
95.210

*The result of book sales in 2000 and 2001 cannot directly compared with
similar data for earlier years. It is so because since July 1, 2000, all book
sales of Proszynski i S-ka are carried out by a separate company (Ksiegarnia
Krajowa Ltd.) to which book sales department was moved. The quoted data
do not take into account the margin realized on book sales by Ksiegarnia
Krajowa.
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Table A3. Number of employees in Proszynski i S-ka. Source: Proszynski i S-ka
Year

Number of employees

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

missing
25
86
222
254
289
326
382
440
512

1999

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1990

1991

1992

1993

Number of titles

1994

1995

1996

1997

Number of launches

1998

1999

2000

2001

Number of close-down

Diagram A1. Number of magazines, launches and close-down at Proszynsli i S-ka
from 1990 to 2001. Source: Proszynski i S-ka
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3 500 000
3 000 000

Number of copies

2 500 000
Print-run

2 000 000

Total sold
Dist by Ruch

1 500 000

Prenumeration

1 000 000
500 000

19
99

19
98

19
97

19
96

19
95

19
94

19
93

19
92

19
90
19
91

0

Diagram A2. Print-run, sold copies, copies distributed by Ruch, and copies sold by
prenumeration, of the magazine Poradnik Domowy between 1990 to 1999. Source:
Proszynski i S-ka
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